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Cognitive radio is a hot research area for future wireless communications in the 
recent years. In order to increase the spectrum utilization, cognitive radio makes it 
possible for unlicensed users to access the spectrum unoccupied by licensed users. 

Cognitive radio let the equipments more intelligent to communicate with each other 
in a spectrum-aware manner and provide a new approach for the co-existence of 
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Preface 
 
Liquid crystal technology is a subject of many advanced areas of science and 

engineering. It is commonly associated with liquid crystal displays applied in calculators, 
watches, mobile phones, digital cameras, monitors etc. But nowadays liquid crystals find 
more and more use in photonics, telecommunications, medicine and other fields. 
Accordingly, first half of this book is dedicated to fundamental properties of liquid crystals, 
while Chapters 7-12 give a picture of recent trends in the sphere of liquid crystal displays 
and light modulators. 

Development of tunable photonic devices is very promising field of use for liquid 
crystals. Chapters 1 and 2 are focused on one- and two-dimensional photonic crystals whose 
optical properties are tuned by means of thermal, electrical or optical influence upon the 
infiltrated liquid crystals. Special attention is paid to infiltration efficiency and the molecule 
equilibrium organization within hollows of the host material. Chapter 3 presents the study 
of electrically tunable magneto-optical effects in magnetophotonic crystals filled with 
nematic liquid crystals. 

Chapter 4 demonstrates the use of a liquid crystal spatial light modulator for simulation 
of atmospheric turbulence. This technique can be applied for design and testing of high-
precision telescopes, adaptive optical and laser communication systems. 

Chapter 5 describes a technique based on thermochromic liquid crystal films to obtain 
two-dimensional thermal images produced by ultrasound physiotherapy equipment. 

Chapter 6 proposes simple and accurate optical methods for determining the nonlinear 
refractive coefficient, the nonlinear absorption and the rotational viscosity coefficient in the 
dye-doped nematic liquid crystal. 

Of course, the book gives consideration to numerous issues of up-to-date liquid crystal 
displays. Chapter 7 suggests a polarizer-free display using dye-doped liquid crystal gels 
whose physical mechanism is mainly the combination of both light scattering and 
absorption. Potential applications are paper-like flexible displays, electrically tunable light 
shutters and decorative displays. Chapter 8 is focused on the fundamentals of an active 
matrix liquid crystal display, namely the operation description, the driving methods and 
circuitry and the analog circuits design by using polycrystalline silicon thin-film transistors. 
Chapter 9 presents a 10-bit liquid crystal display column driver consisting of piecewise 
linear digital-to-analog converters. Chapter 10 offers the optimization of anisotropic 
conductive film curing process. This study can provide an important support to optimize 
the curing process for various packaging applications, such as the chip-on-glass packaging 
for liquid crystal displays. Chapter 11 introduces some light emitting diode backlight 
driving systems and discusses their advantages over conventional cold cathode fluorescent 
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lamps as applied to liquid crystal display panels. Chapter 12 presents the characteristics of a 
liquid crystal holographic memory to generate binary patterns and describes an optically 
reconfigurable gate array with a liquid crystal - spatial light modulator. 

The goal of this book is to show the increasing importance of liquid crystals in 
industrial and scientific applications and inspire future research and engineering ideas in 
students, young researchers and practitioners. 

Editor 

Georgiy V. Tkachenko 
Kharkov National University of Radio Electronics 

Lab. „Photonics“ 
E-mail: tgogy@mail.ru

Ukraine 
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1. Introduction     
 

With the increasing demand of wireless application, the insufficiency of spectrum is more 
and more serious; on the contrary, the utilization of some licensed spectrum is always low 
[FCC, 2003]. In order to increase the spectrum utilization, cognitive radio makes it possible 
for unlicensed users to access the spectrum unoccupied by licensed users. 
 
The concept of cognitive radio is proposed first by Mitola (Mitola & Maguire, 1999), and the 
language for cognitive function is investigated in (Mitola, 2000). In (Haykin, 2005), the 
detailed expositions of signal processing and adaptive procedures are presented. In 
(Akyildiz et al, 2006), the major characteristics of cognitive radio networks are presented 
from physics layer to transport layer, as well as cross-layer design. 
 
The spectrum agility of cognitive radio brings new challenges. The chapters in the rest of the 
book illustrate the wide variety of new problems for cognitive radio. The state-of-the-art 
strategies are presented in this chapter. To understand the general idea of cognitive radio 
better, the reader is encouraged to complete the brief survey before studying the chapters on 
specific techniques. 

 
2. Cognitive Radio Models 
 

Cognitive radio is a hot research topic in recent years. The wireless communication systems 
with cognitive radio are modelled as different models. Until now, there have been many 
research works on cognitive radio. Most of the works can be concluded as one of the 
following four kinds of cognitive radio models. 

 
2.1 Initial Cognitive Cycle 
When cognitive radio is proposed, an intelligent communication technology is expected, 
including observe, orient, plan, learn, decide and act (Mitola & Maguire, 1999; Haykin, 2005). 
The basic idea of the initial cognitive cycle is concluded as Fig. 1. The receivers obtain the 
channel quality information and the interference information from the surrounding radio 
environment by observing. After the transmitters receive the necessary feedback 
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information from their corresponding receivers, they determine the strategies, which react 
to the radio environment. For more intelligent function, machine learning is adopted for 
estimating the utilities of possible strategies to improve system performance. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Basic cognitive cycle

 
2.2 Dynamic spectrum model 
Based on the initial cognitive cycle model, cognitive radio is studied to be utilized further 
for spectrum sharing between licensed/primary users and unlicensed/secondary users in 
licensed spectrum. In that case, the secondary users are not allowed to cause too large 
interference that may interrupt the communication or decrease the service quality of 
primary users. 
 
In the dynamic spectrum model (Peng et al, 2006), it is assumed that the primary users may 
not always use the spectrum. Hence, the secondary users can opportunistically utilize the 
spectrum when it is not being occupied by the primary users, as shown in Fig. 2. According 
to the primary users’ spectrum usage pattern, based on the experimental results in 
(Motamedi and Bahai, 2007) and (Geirhofer et al, 2007), the spectrum usage can be modelled 
as an ON-OFF process: ON (OFF) state represents when the spectrum is occupied 
(unoccupied) by primary users. The spectrum dynamics can be modelled as a semi-Markov 
process as in (Kim and Shin, 2008). 
 
In this model, with perfect spectrum sensing, which means that the secondary users detect 
the spectrum status error-freely and justify the status in time if some primary user comes 
back, the secondary users and primary users do not interfere with each other. The research 
challenge focuses on how to discover and utilize the spectrum opportunities more efficiently. 
Considering the error of spectrum sensing, the possible interrupt to primary users should be 
investigated. The schemes need to achieve a balance of the tradeoff between the utility of 
secondary users and the influence to primary users. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Dynamic spectrum model

 
2.3 Interference temperature model 
In the interference temperature model (Xing, 2007a), both primary and secondary users can 
co-exist on the same spectrum. The secondary users’ interference to the primary receivers 
should not exceed a threshold. Interference temperature is introduced into cognitive radio 
by Federal Communications Commission (FCC) as a metric for the measurement of 
interference in a radio environment. In order to prevent the negative impact to the primary 
users, the interference temperature limit is used to indicate the allowed worst RF 
environment. In order to protect the primary users’ communications, the interference 
caused by secondary users must be kept below the interference temperature limit at the 
primary receivers. That is, the primary users’ Quality-of-Service (QoS) is considered 
acceptable if the secondary users’ interference is kept below a given interference 
temperature limit. The maximum interference tolerance can be calculate as 

max maxQ T                                                                       (1) 

where   is Boltzmann’s constant, maxT  is the interference temperature limit. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Interference temperature model
 
(Ghasemi & Sousa, 2007) analyzes the capacity of cognitive user with the assumption that 
the cognitive user estimates the statistic results of its interference to the primary user 
through various fading channels. The average and peak interference constraints are 
considered respectively in (Ghasemi & Sousa, 2007). With this model, an extra interference 
temperature constraint is added into the problems compared with conventional wireless 
communication systems, as shown in Fig. 3. 
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2.4 Cognitive Cooperation 
In (Devroye et al, 2005) and (Devroye et al, 2006), it is assumed that the cognitive user can 
obtain and transmit the messages that the primary user will send. The capacities of both 
primary users and secondary users are obtained. Based on these, (Jovicic & Viswanath, 2006) 
analyzes the capacity of a cognitive user who transmits simultaneously with a primary user, 
in the condition that the primary user can achieve the data rate just as it would in the 
absence of the cognitive radio user. (Cheng et al, 2007) extends the results of (Jovicic & 
Viswanath, 2006) to multiple access channels (MAC) and gives a heuristic scheme to achieve 
the maximum sum-rate.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Cognitive cooperation model
 
In this model, there exists a tradeoff that the secondary transmitter sends primary data or 
secondary data, as shown in Fig. 4. Transmitting primary data can increase the primary 
throughput and improve the capability of interference tolerance of primary users. On the 
other hand, transmitting secondary data can increase the secondary throughput and 
decrease the interference to primary users. 

 
3. Research on Cognitive Radio Systems 
 

3.1 PHY-layer Spectrum Sensing 
Spectrum sensing is a neccesary technology of cognitive radio. With efficient spectrum 
sensing, the spectrum opportunities could be discovered. From PHY-layer view, the 
spectrum sensing can be divided into three categories, non-coherent detection, coherent 
detection and feature detection (Sahai et al, 2004). 
 
The most usual non-coherent detection method is energy detection. The advantages of 
energy detection are short sensing time and low complexity. In addtion, it does not need any 
aprior information. However, because of the uncertainty of noise, there exists a SNR wall. 
The signal can not be detected if its SNR is lower than the SNR wall. As the signal is 
detected according to the signal strength, it can not distinguish different kinds of signal. 
 
When the signal has the corresponding pilot, the coherent detection can be adopted. The 
matched filter is one of the coherent detection methods, but the performance is affected by 

high complexity, unstable time clock and the length of pilot. Because of these factors, the 
implement is limited in practice. 
 
Feature detection utilizes the properties of signal to detect whether there is any primary user 
nearby. As the signal has periodic features because of frame structures but the noise does 
not have any period, cyclostationary detection can be used to distinguish the signal and the 
noise. Using pattern recognition, different kinds of signal can be distinguished by 
comparing the cyclostationary properties of the detected signal with aprior known signal 
properties. Although the performance is better than energy detection, the SNR wall still 
exists. If the signal strength is not too low, the signal can be recognized from the unstable 
noise. 

 
3.2 MAC-layer Spectrum Sensing 
On spectrum sensing, there exists a tradeoff between sensing time and sensing veracity. The 
sensing methods which have high veracity always need long sensing time. A two-level 
spectrum structure is proposed in (IEEE 802.22, 2006) to balance the tradeoff between these 
two aspects. Energy detection is adopted to discover primary users cursorily. Then, if it is 
possible that there exists any primary user, more elaborate spectrum sensing is deployed. 
 
Because of the fading effect, the spectrum sensing results of one user is not always accurate. 
Therefore, the cooperation between secondary users is necessary (Mishra et al, 2006). There 
are two kinds of cooperation, centralized cooperative spectrum sensing and distributed 
cooperative spectrum sensing. 
 
In centralized cooperative spectrum sensing, a centralized controller collects the sensing 
results from different users, and fuses the collected data altogether to obtain a table for 
available spectra. The results obtained by centralized cooperative spectrum sensing are 
accurate relatively, but it needs long sensing time, large computational capability and heave 
overhead. 
 
Distributed cooperative spectrum sensing lets each user detect the signal and obtain the 
table of available spectrum respectively. By communicating with the neighbour users, the 
chosen spectrum is determined. How to sense the spectrum accurately by exchanging 
limited information is still an open problem. 

 
3.3 Radio Resource Allocation 
Dynamic spectrum management is an efficient method to avoid the interference between 
primary users and secondary users. When some spectrum is idle, the cognitive radio 
systems choose the spectra which have low interference. If the primary users come back to 
use the spectrum occupied by secondary users, the cognitive radio systems should obtain 
the information in time. Based on the information, the secondary users choose another 
spectrum from the candidate spectrum set, or decrease the transmit power to avoid too large 
interference to primary users if there is no other candidate spectra. 
In cognitive radio networks, the power control schemes need to consider not only their own 
utilities, but also the influence to primary users. Game theory is an efficient method for 
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distributed power control (Zhu & Liu, 2007; Wang et al, 2007a). Spectrum allocation and 
power control affect each other, so joint spectrum allocation and power control are 
investigated (Wang et al, 2009a). For multi-hop networks, routing is also an important issue. 
The performance of cognitive radio networks can be optimized by designing appropriate 
routing, spectrum allocation and power control schemes. 

 
3.4 Spectrum Marketing 
On spectrum pricing, in (Buddhikot et al, 2005), a framework for coordinating dynamic 
spectrum is proposed. In (Xing et al, 2007b), the dynamic pricing strategy is proposed for 
competitive agile spectrum access markets. Sharply value in cooperative game is used to 
evaluate the contribution of each system in spectrum marketing (Wang et al, 2007b). The 
investigation on spectrum pricing is also introduced into IEEE 802.22 standardization (IEEE 
802.22, 2007). 
 
On the contrary of spectrum pricing, spectrum auction (Gandi et al, 2007; Zhou et al, 2008) is 
also a practical way for spectrum marketing. Each system announces a price to other 
systems according to the utilities and costs if it can win the auction and get the spectrum. 
Based the economic theory, the systems can approach the optimal performance by 
maximizing their own profits. 

 
3.5 Application and Standardization 
Cognitive radio is used widely in several areas of wireless communication. In (Wang et al, 
2007c), the application of cognitive radio in wireless emergence networks is investigated 
combined with relaying to enhance the coverage performance in the disasters. In (Hinman, 
2006), cognitive radio is employed for military application. 
IEEE 802.22 is the first wireless standard applying cognitive radio. The secondary users use 
TV spectrum to improve the spectrum utilization, when it is unoccupied by nearby TV 
transmitters. Besides IEEE 802.22, other wireless standardization, such as IEEE 802.11n and 
IEEE 802.16h, also adopt cognitive radio for interference coordination among users in the 
same system, rather than between two systems. Many researchers are trying to use the idea 
of cognitive radio in LTE networks. 

 
4. A Perspective of Future Research on Cognitive Radio
 

Cognitive radio is one of the research frontiers in wireless communication field. Both 
academic and industry researchers have large interest to cognitive radio and gained many 
achievements. However, there are still some research challenges as follows (Wang, 2009b). 
 
1) Cooperative Sensing: Distributed cooperative spectrum sensing needs further research to 
balance the tradeoff between accurateness and overhead better. 
 
2) Cognitive Relaying: Using additional user to relay the data can increase the throughput 
for either primary links or secondary links. In addition, relaying for primary links can 
increase the data transmission for more spectrum opportunities, and relaying for secondary 
links can decrease the interference to primary users. 

3) Cognitive MIMO: MIMO can decrease the interference by adjusting the signal orthogonal 
to the interference channel to primary users (Zhang & Liang, 2008). Therefore, using 
multiple antennas is helpful in cognitive radio networks to increase the throughput of 
secondary users and decrease the interference to primary users. 
 
4) Femtocell: As the characteristics of femtocells, the interference decreases a lot because the 
signal usually penetrates walls, which is very favourable for cognitive radio to avoid 
interference. 
 
5) Robust Cognitive Radio: In most of the exist research works, the radio resource allocation 
is investigated based on perfect spectrum sensing results. Considering the error of spectrum 
sensing, the resource allocation schemes should restrict the outage probability that 
secondary users interrupt the communication of primary users. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Cognitive radio (CR) carries bright prospects for very efficient utilization of spectrum in 
future. Since cognitive radio is still in its early days, many of its theoretical limits are yet to 
be explored. In particular, determination of its maximum information rates for the most 
general case is still an open problem. Till today, many cognitive channel models have been 
presented. Either achievable or maximum bit rates have been evaluated for each of these. 
This chapter will summarize all the existing results, makes a comparison between different 
channel models and draw useful conclusions. 
The scarcity of the radio frequency (RF) spectrum along with its severe under utilization, as 
suggested by various government bodies like the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) in USA and Ofcom in UK like Rafsh [1] and [2] has triggered immense research 
activity on the concept of CR all over the world. Of the many facets that need to be dealt 
with, the information theoretic modeling of CR is of core importance, as it helps predict the 
fundamental limit of its maximum reliable data transmission. The information theoretic 
model proposed in [3] represents the real world scenario that the CR will have to encounter 
in the presence of primary user (PU) devices. Authors in [3] characterize the CR system as 
an interference channel with degraded message sets (IC-DMS), since the spectrum sensing 
nature of the CR may enable its transmitter (TX) to know PU's message provided the PU is 
in close proximity of the CR. Elegantly using a combination of rate-splitting [4] and Gel'fand 
Pinsker (GP) [5] coding, [3] has given an achievable rate region of the so called CR-channel 
or IC-DMS. Further, in [3] time sharing is performed between the two extreme cases when 
either the CR dedicates zero power ("highly polite") or full power ("highly rude") to its 
message. A complete review of information theoretic studies can be found in [6] and [7]. 
This chapter then discusses outer-bounds to the individual rates and the conditions under 
which these bounds become tight for the symmetric Gaussian CR channel in the low 
interference gain regime. The CR transmitter is assumed to use dirty paper coding while 
deriving the outer-bounds. The capacity of the CR channel in the low interference scenario is 
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known when the CR employs "polite" approach by devoting some portion of its power to 
transmit PU's message that will help calculating quality of service for the CR users. Then, 
we will focus on the scenario when the CR goes for the "rude" approach i.e., does not relay 
PU's message and tries to maximize its own rates only. It will be derived that when both CR 
and the PU operate in low interference gain regime, then treating interference as additive 
noise at the PU receiver and doing dirty paper coding at the CR is nearly optimal. 

 
2. Cognitive Radio Network Paradigms 
 

Since its introduction in [8], the definition of cognitive radio has evolved over the years. 
Consequently, different interpretations of cognitive radio and different visions for its future 
exist today. In this section we describe a few communication models that have been 
proposed for cognitive radio. We broadly classify them into overlay or known interference 
models, underlay or interference avoidance models. 
 
Underlay Paradigm: 
The underlay paradigm encompasses techniques that allow communication by the cognitive 
radio assuming it has knowledge of the interference caused by its transmitter to the 
receivers of all noncognitive users [7]. In this setting the cognitive radio is often called a 
secondary user which cannot significantly interfere with the communication of existing 
(typically licensed) users, who are referred to as primary users. Specifically, the underlay 
paradigm mandates that concurrent noncognitive and cognitive transmissions may occur 
only if the interference generated by the cognitive devices at the noncognitive receivers is 
below some acceptable threshold. The interference constraint for the noncognitive users 
may be met by using multiple antennas to guide the cognitive signals away from the 
noncognitive receivers, or by using a wide bandwidth over which the cognitive signal can 
be spread below the noise floor, then despread at the cognitive receiver. The latter technique 
is the basis of both spread spectrum and ultrawideband (UWB) communications. 
The interference caused by a cognitive transmitter to a noncognitive receiver can be 
approximated via reciprocity if the cognitive transmitter can overhear a transmission from 
the cognitive receiver's location. Alternatively, the cognitive transmitter can be very 
conservative in its output power to ensure that its signal remains below the prescribed 
interference threshold. In this case, since the interference constraints in underlay systems are 
typically quite restrictive, this limits the cognitive users to short range communications. 
While the underlay paradigm is most common in the licensed spectrum (e.g. UWB 
underlays many licensed spectral bands), it can also be used in unlicensed bands to provide 
different classes of service to different users. 
 
Overlay Paradigm: 
The enabling premise for overlay systems is that the cognitive transmitter has knowledge of 
the noncognitive users' codebooks and its messages as well [7]. The codebook information 
could be obtained, for example, if the noncognitive users follow a uniform standard for 
communication based on a publicized codebook. Alternatively, they could broadcast their 
codebooks periodically. A noncognitive user message might be obtained by decoding the 
message at the cognitive receiver. However, the overlay model assumes the noncognitive 
message is known at the cognitive transmitter when the noncognitive user begins its 

transmission. While this is impractical for an initial transmission, the assumption holds for a 
message retransmission where the cognitive user hears the first transmission and decodes it, 
while the intended receiver cannot decode the initial transmission due to fading or 
interference. Alternatively, the noncognitive user may send its message to the cognitive user 
(assumed to be close by) prior to its transmission. Knowledge of a noncognitive user's 
message and/or codebook can be exploited in a variety of ways to either cancel or mitigate 
the interference seen at the cognitive and noncognitive receivers. On the one hand, this 
information can be used to completely cancel the interference due to the noncognitive 
signals at the cognitive receiver by sophisticated techniques like dirty paper coding [9]. On 
the other hand, the cognitive users can utilize this knowledge and assign part of their power 
for their own communication and the remainder of the power to assist (relay) the 
noncognitive transmissions. By careful choice of the power split, the increase in the 
noncognitive user's signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) due to the assistance from cognitive 
relaying can be exactly offset by the decrease in the noncognitive user's SNR due to the 
interference caused by the remainder of the cognitive user's transmit power used for its own 
communication. This guarantees that the noncognitive user's rate remains unchanged while 
the cognitive user allocates part of its power for its own transmissions. Note that the overlay 
paradigm can be applied to either licensed or unlicensed band communications. In licensed 
bands, cognitive users would be allowed to share the band with the licensed users since they 
would not interfere with, and might even improve, their communications. In unlicensed 
bands cognitive users would enable a higher spectral efficiency by exploiting message and 
codebook knowledge to reduce interference. 
 
Interweave Paradigm: 
The 'interweave' paradigm is based on the idea of opportunistic communication, and was 
the original motivation for cognitive radio [10]. The idea came about after studies conducted 
by the FCC [8] and industry [2] showed that a major part of the spectrum is not utilized 
most of the time. In other words, there exist temporary space-time frequency voids, referred 
to as spectrum holes, that are not in constant use in both the licensed and unlicensed 
bands. 
These gaps change with time and geographic location, and can be exploited by cognitive 
users for their communication. Thus, the utilization of spectrum is improved by 
opportunistic frequency reuse over the spectrum holes. The interweave technique requires 
knowledge of the activity information of the noncognitive (licensed or unlicensed) users in 
the spectrum. One could also consider that all the users in a given band are cognitive, but 
existing users become primary users, and new users become secondary users that cannot 
interfere with communications already taking place between existing users. 
To summarize, an interweave cognitive radio is an intelligent wireless communication 
system that periodically monitors the radio spectrum, intelligently detects occupancy in the 
different parts of the spectrum and then opportunistically communicates over spectrum 
holes with minimal interference to the active users. For a fascinating motivation and 
discussion of the signal processing challenges faced in interweave cognitive radio, we refer 
the reader to [11]. 
Table 1 [12] summarizes the differences between the underlay, overlay and interweave 
cognitive radio approaches. While underlay and overlay techniques permit concurrent 
cognitive and noncognitive communication, avoiding simultaneous transmissions with 
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known when the CR employs "polite" approach by devoting some portion of its power to 
transmit PU's message that will help calculating quality of service for the CR users. Then, 
we will focus on the scenario when the CR goes for the "rude" approach i.e., does not relay 
PU's message and tries to maximize its own rates only. It will be derived that when both CR 
and the PU operate in low interference gain regime, then treating interference as additive 
noise at the PU receiver and doing dirty paper coding at the CR is nearly optimal. 

 
2. Cognitive Radio Network Paradigms 
 

Since its introduction in [8], the definition of cognitive radio has evolved over the years. 
Consequently, different interpretations of cognitive radio and different visions for its future 
exist today. In this section we describe a few communication models that have been 
proposed for cognitive radio. We broadly classify them into overlay or known interference 
models, underlay or interference avoidance models. 
 
Underlay Paradigm: 
The underlay paradigm encompasses techniques that allow communication by the cognitive 
radio assuming it has knowledge of the interference caused by its transmitter to the 
receivers of all noncognitive users [7]. In this setting the cognitive radio is often called a 
secondary user which cannot significantly interfere with the communication of existing 
(typically licensed) users, who are referred to as primary users. Specifically, the underlay 
paradigm mandates that concurrent noncognitive and cognitive transmissions may occur 
only if the interference generated by the cognitive devices at the noncognitive receivers is 
below some acceptable threshold. The interference constraint for the noncognitive users 
may be met by using multiple antennas to guide the cognitive signals away from the 
noncognitive receivers, or by using a wide bandwidth over which the cognitive signal can 
be spread below the noise floor, then despread at the cognitive receiver. The latter technique 
is the basis of both spread spectrum and ultrawideband (UWB) communications. 
The interference caused by a cognitive transmitter to a noncognitive receiver can be 
approximated via reciprocity if the cognitive transmitter can overhear a transmission from 
the cognitive receiver's location. Alternatively, the cognitive transmitter can be very 
conservative in its output power to ensure that its signal remains below the prescribed 
interference threshold. In this case, since the interference constraints in underlay systems are 
typically quite restrictive, this limits the cognitive users to short range communications. 
While the underlay paradigm is most common in the licensed spectrum (e.g. UWB 
underlays many licensed spectral bands), it can also be used in unlicensed bands to provide 
different classes of service to different users. 
 
Overlay Paradigm: 
The enabling premise for overlay systems is that the cognitive transmitter has knowledge of 
the noncognitive users' codebooks and its messages as well [7]. The codebook information 
could be obtained, for example, if the noncognitive users follow a uniform standard for 
communication based on a publicized codebook. Alternatively, they could broadcast their 
codebooks periodically. A noncognitive user message might be obtained by decoding the 
message at the cognitive receiver. However, the overlay model assumes the noncognitive 
message is known at the cognitive transmitter when the noncognitive user begins its 

transmission. While this is impractical for an initial transmission, the assumption holds for a 
message retransmission where the cognitive user hears the first transmission and decodes it, 
while the intended receiver cannot decode the initial transmission due to fading or 
interference. Alternatively, the noncognitive user may send its message to the cognitive user 
(assumed to be close by) prior to its transmission. Knowledge of a noncognitive user's 
message and/or codebook can be exploited in a variety of ways to either cancel or mitigate 
the interference seen at the cognitive and noncognitive receivers. On the one hand, this 
information can be used to completely cancel the interference due to the noncognitive 
signals at the cognitive receiver by sophisticated techniques like dirty paper coding [9]. On 
the other hand, the cognitive users can utilize this knowledge and assign part of their power 
for their own communication and the remainder of the power to assist (relay) the 
noncognitive transmissions. By careful choice of the power split, the increase in the 
noncognitive user's signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) due to the assistance from cognitive 
relaying can be exactly offset by the decrease in the noncognitive user's SNR due to the 
interference caused by the remainder of the cognitive user's transmit power used for its own 
communication. This guarantees that the noncognitive user's rate remains unchanged while 
the cognitive user allocates part of its power for its own transmissions. Note that the overlay 
paradigm can be applied to either licensed or unlicensed band communications. In licensed 
bands, cognitive users would be allowed to share the band with the licensed users since they 
would not interfere with, and might even improve, their communications. In unlicensed 
bands cognitive users would enable a higher spectral efficiency by exploiting message and 
codebook knowledge to reduce interference. 
 
Interweave Paradigm: 
The 'interweave' paradigm is based on the idea of opportunistic communication, and was 
the original motivation for cognitive radio [10]. The idea came about after studies conducted 
by the FCC [8] and industry [2] showed that a major part of the spectrum is not utilized 
most of the time. In other words, there exist temporary space-time frequency voids, referred 
to as spectrum holes, that are not in constant use in both the licensed and unlicensed 
bands. 
These gaps change with time and geographic location, and can be exploited by cognitive 
users for their communication. Thus, the utilization of spectrum is improved by 
opportunistic frequency reuse over the spectrum holes. The interweave technique requires 
knowledge of the activity information of the noncognitive (licensed or unlicensed) users in 
the spectrum. One could also consider that all the users in a given band are cognitive, but 
existing users become primary users, and new users become secondary users that cannot 
interfere with communications already taking place between existing users. 
To summarize, an interweave cognitive radio is an intelligent wireless communication 
system that periodically monitors the radio spectrum, intelligently detects occupancy in the 
different parts of the spectrum and then opportunistically communicates over spectrum 
holes with minimal interference to the active users. For a fascinating motivation and 
discussion of the signal processing challenges faced in interweave cognitive radio, we refer 
the reader to [11]. 
Table 1 [12] summarizes the differences between the underlay, overlay and interweave 
cognitive radio approaches. While underlay and overlay techniques permit concurrent 
cognitive and noncognitive communication, avoiding simultaneous transmissions with 
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1. Competitive behavior: The two transmitters transmit independent messages. There 
is no cooperation in sending the messages, and thus the two users compete for the 
channel. This is the same channel as the 2 sender, 2 receiver interference channel [14, 15]. 
2. Cognitive behavior: Asymmetric cooperation is possible between the transmitters. 
This asymmetric cooperation is a result of S2 knowing S1's message, but not vice-versa. 
As a first step, we idealize the concept of message knowledge: whenever the cognitive 
node S2 is able to hear and decode the message of the primary node S1, we assume it has 
full a priori knowledge. This is called the genie assumption, as these messages could 
have been given to the appropriate transmitters by a genie. The one way double arrow 
indicates that S2 knows S1's message but not vice versa. 
This is the simplest form of asymmetric non-causal cooperation at the transmitters. 
Usage of the term cognitive behavior is to emphasize the need for S2 to be a "smart" 
device capable of altering its transmission strategy according to the message of the 
primary user. We can motivate considering asymmetric side information in practice in 
three ways: 

 
• Depending on the device capabilities, as well as the geometry and channel gains between 
the various nodes, certain cognitive nodes may be able to hear and/or obtain the messages 
to be transmitted by other nodes. These messages would need to be obtained in real time, 
and could exploit the geometric gains between cooperating transmitters relative to receivers 
in, for example, a 2 phase protocol [3]. 
 
• In an Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) system, a cognitive transmitter, under suitable 
channel conditions (if it has a better channel to the primary transmitting node than the 
primary receiver), could decode the primary user's transmitted message during an initial 
transmission attempt. In the event that the primary receiver was not able to correctly decode 
the message, and it must be retransmitted, the cognitive user would already have the to-be-
transmitted message, or asymmetric side information, at no extra cost (in terms of overhead 
in obtaining the message). 

 
• The authors in [16] consider a network of wireless sensors in which a sensor S2 has a 
better sensing capability than another sensor S1 and thus is able to sense two events, while 
S1 is only able to sense one. Thus, when they wish to transmit, they must do so under an 
asymmetric side-information assumption: sensor S2 has two messages, and the other has 
just one. 

 
3. Cooperative behavior: The two transmitters know each others' messages (two way 
double arrows) and can thus fully and symmetrically cooperate in their transmission. 
The channel pictured in Fig. 1. (c) may be thought of as a two antenna sender, two single 
antenna receivers broadcast channel [17]. 

 
Many of the classical, well known information theoretic channels fall into the categories of 
competitive and cooperative behavior. For more details, we refer the interested reader to the 
cognitive network decomposition theorem of [13] and [18]. We now turn to the much less 
studied behavior which spans and in a sense interpolates between the symmetric 
cooperative and competitive behaviors. We call this behavior asymmetric cognitive 
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1. Competitive behavior: The two transmitters transmit independent messages. There 
is no cooperation in sending the messages, and thus the two users compete for the 
channel. This is the same channel as the 2 sender, 2 receiver interference channel [14, 15]. 
2. Cognitive behavior: Asymmetric cooperation is possible between the transmitters. 
This asymmetric cooperation is a result of S2 knowing S1's message, but not vice-versa. 
As a first step, we idealize the concept of message knowledge: whenever the cognitive 
node S2 is able to hear and decode the message of the primary node S1, we assume it has 
full a priori knowledge. This is called the genie assumption, as these messages could 
have been given to the appropriate transmitters by a genie. The one way double arrow 
indicates that S2 knows S1's message but not vice versa. 
This is the simplest form of asymmetric non-causal cooperation at the transmitters. 
Usage of the term cognitive behavior is to emphasize the need for S2 to be a "smart" 
device capable of altering its transmission strategy according to the message of the 
primary user. We can motivate considering asymmetric side information in practice in 
three ways: 

 
• Depending on the device capabilities, as well as the geometry and channel gains between 
the various nodes, certain cognitive nodes may be able to hear and/or obtain the messages 
to be transmitted by other nodes. These messages would need to be obtained in real time, 
and could exploit the geometric gains between cooperating transmitters relative to receivers 
in, for example, a 2 phase protocol [3]. 
 
• In an Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) system, a cognitive transmitter, under suitable 
channel conditions (if it has a better channel to the primary transmitting node than the 
primary receiver), could decode the primary user's transmitted message during an initial 
transmission attempt. In the event that the primary receiver was not able to correctly decode 
the message, and it must be retransmitted, the cognitive user would already have the to-be-
transmitted message, or asymmetric side information, at no extra cost (in terms of overhead 
in obtaining the message). 

 
• The authors in [16] consider a network of wireless sensors in which a sensor S2 has a 
better sensing capability than another sensor S1 and thus is able to sense two events, while 
S1 is only able to sense one. Thus, when they wish to transmit, they must do so under an 
asymmetric side-information assumption: sensor S2 has two messages, and the other has 
just one. 

 
3. Cooperative behavior: The two transmitters know each others' messages (two way 
double arrows) and can thus fully and symmetrically cooperate in their transmission. 
The channel pictured in Fig. 1. (c) may be thought of as a two antenna sender, two single 
antenna receivers broadcast channel [17]. 

 
Many of the classical, well known information theoretic channels fall into the categories of 
competitive and cooperative behavior. For more details, we refer the interested reader to the 
cognitive network decomposition theorem of [13] and [18]. We now turn to the much less 
studied behavior which spans and in a sense interpolates between the symmetric 
cooperative and competitive behaviors. We call this behavior asymmetric cognitive 
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(2) 

1* log(1 (1 *) )
2

R Ps s      provided 1a   

where  * 0,1   and its value is determined using the following arguments: 
 

To ensure that the primary user remains unconscious of the presence of the cognitive device 

and communicates at a rate of 1 log(1 )2 Pp , the maximum achievable rate *Rp  of the 

primary system is found to be: 
 
 
 
 
Now for 0 < a < 1, using Intermediate Value Theorem, this quadratic equation in a always 
has a unique root in [0, 1]: 
 

 
 
 
 
It is to be noted that the above capacity expressions hold for any b R .  For detailed proofs 
the reader is referred to [8]. 
A few important points are worth mentioning here. Since the cognitive radio knows both mp 
(the message to be transmitted by primary user) and ms (the message to be transmitted by 
the cognitive device), it generates its codeword Xns such that it also incorporates the 
codeword Xnp to be generated by the primary user. By doing so, the cognitive device can 
implement the concept of dirty paper coding that helps it mitigating the interference caused 
by the primary user at the cognitive receiver. Thus the cognitive device performs 
superposition coding as follows: 
 
 
 
 

Where 
n

X s  encodes ms and is generated by performing dirty paper coding, treating 

( )P nsb X pPp


  as a known interference that will affect the secondary receiver. It is evident 

from (6) that the secondary device uses part of its power Ps to relay the primary user's 
message to the primary receiver. This relaying of message from the secondary user results in 
an elevated value of SNR at the primary receiver. At the same time, the secondary user's 
message with power (1 - ) Ps, transmitted towards the primary receiver balances the 
increase in SNR and as a result the primary device remains completely oblivious to the 
presence of the cognitive user. This approach has been named as selfless approach in [23]. 
In [8], results corresponding to high interference regime a > 1 have also been presented as 
ancillary conclusions. But such results are of not much significance as they present the 
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scenario of high interference caused by the secondary user which is an event with low 
probability of occurrence. 
Similar results have also been obtained in [3], [16] and [15]. The results in [15] correspond to 
the selfish approach of [23] and thus represent an upper bound on information rates of 
cognitive radio but with interference, because in this case the cognitive user does not spend 
any of its power in relaying the message to the primary receiver. Similarly authors in [16] 
have shown that, in the Gaussian noise case, their capacity region is explicitly equal to that 
of [8] and, numerically, to that of [23]. Very recently [24] has also extended the results of [8] 
to the case of Gaussian Multiple Access channel (MAC) with n cognitive users. [24] has 
simply used the results for a general MAC channel i.e., the achievable rate for n-users is the 
sum of the achievable rates of individual users. Using this, together with the result of [8], it 
has determined the achievable rate region of a Gaussian MAC cognitive channel. 
 

 
Fig. 2. The Gaussian interference channel in its standard form 

 
4. Interference Avoiding Channel 

 

This channel model, as devised in [22] and [6], works on the principle of opportunistic 
communication i.e., the secondary communication takes place only when the licensed user is 
found to be idle and a spectrum hole is detected. Thus this model conforms to the basic 
requirement of the cognitive device not interfering with the licensed users. The secondary 
sender SS and receiver RS are assumed to have a circular sensing region with them being in 
the center. The secondary transmitter and receiver sensing regions are circular with each 
having radius Rr. The distance between them is d. They are further supposed to be 
communicating in the presence of primary users A, B and C as shown in Fig. 3 .  

 
Fig. 3. The scenario for interference avoiding channel 

 
The cognitive sender SS can detect a spectral hole when both A and B are inactive whereas 
the secondary receiver RS determines this when it finds both B and C to be not involved in a 
communication scenario. Since secondary transmitter and receiver do not have complete 
knowledge of primary users activity in each other's sensing regions, the spectral activity in 
their respective regions corresponds to the notion of being distributed. Similarly, the primary 
user activity sensed by the secondary transmitter-receiver pair continues to change with 
time i.e., different primary users become active and inactive at different time. Thus, the 
spectral activity is also assumed to be dynamic. To incorporate both these features, the 
conceptual model of Fig. 3 is reduced to the two switch mathematical model as shown in 
Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. The two switch model 

 
The two switches ss, sr are treated as binary random variables with ss, sr  {0, 1}. The value of 
ss = 1 or sr = 1 means that there are no primary users in the sensing region of the secondary 
transmitter or receiver and vice versa holds if either of these two values is zero. The input X 
is related to the output 7 via following equation: 
 
 
 
where N is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the secondary receiver. sr is either 1 or 
0 as mentioned above. So when it is multiplied as done in (7), it simply shows whether the 
secondary receiver has detected the primary device or not. 

( )Y X N ss rs
  (7) 
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Fig. 5. The collaborative communication channel incorporating the source s, relay r and the 
destination d node 

 
The relay node is assumed to work in half duplex mode, meaning that, it cannot receive and 
transmit data simultaneously. Thus the system works in two phases i.e., the listening phase 
and the collaborative phase. During the first phase the relay node receives data from the source 
node for the first n1 transmissions while for the collaborative phase the relay transmits to 
the destination for the remaining n - n1 transmissions, where n are the number of channel 
uses, in which the source node wishes to transmit the 2nR messages. Taking the channels as 
AWGN, considering X and U as column vectors representing the transmission from the 
source and relay node respectively and denoting by Y and Z the received messages at the 
relay and destination respectively, the listening phase is described via following equations: 
 

s zZ H X N   

r yY H X N   

where Nz and Ny represent complex AWGN with variance 1/2 , Hs is the fading matrix 
between the source and destination nodes and Hr is the fading matrix between the source 
and relay nodes. In the collaborating phase: 

,
TT T

c zZ H X U N     

where Hc is the channel matrix that contains Hs as a submatrix. It is well known that a 
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) system with Gaussian codebook and rate R 
bits/channel can reliably communicate over any channel with transfer matrix H such that 

†log det( ) : ( )2R I HH C H   where I denotes the identity matrix and †H  represents the 

conjugate transpose of H. Before providing an explicit formula for rates, a little explanation 
is in order here. 
During the first phase, relay listens for an amount of time n1 and since it knows Hr, it results 
in nR ≤ n1C(Hr). On the other hand, the destination node receives information at the rate of 
C(Hs) bits/channel during the first phase and at the rate of C(Hc) bits/channel during the 
second phase. Thus it may reliably decode the message provided that nR ≤ n1C(Hs)+(n-

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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Fig. 5. The collaborative communication channel incorporating the source s, relay r and the 
destination d node 
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transmit data simultaneously. Thus the system works in two phases i.e., the listening phase 
and the collaborative phase. During the first phase the relay node receives data from the source 
node for the first n1 transmissions while for the collaborative phase the relay transmits to 
the destination for the remaining n - n1 transmissions, where n are the number of channel 
uses, in which the source node wishes to transmit the 2nR messages. Taking the channels as 
AWGN, considering X and U as column vectors representing the transmission from the 
source and relay node respectively and denoting by Y and Z the received messages at the 
relay and destination respectively, the listening phase is described via following equations: 
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where Nz and Ny represent complex AWGN with variance 1/2 , Hs is the fading matrix 
between the source and destination nodes and Hr is the fading matrix between the source 
and relay nodes. In the collaborating phase: 
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where Hc is the channel matrix that contains Hs as a submatrix. It is well known that a 
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) system with Gaussian codebook and rate R 
bits/channel can reliably communicate over any channel with transfer matrix H such that 

†log det( ) : ( )2R I HH C H   where I denotes the identity matrix and †H  represents the 

conjugate transpose of H. Before providing an explicit formula for rates, a little explanation 
is in order here. 
During the first phase, relay listens for an amount of time n1 and since it knows Hr, it results 
in nR ≤ n1C(Hr). On the other hand, the destination node receives information at the rate of 
C(Hs) bits/channel during the first phase and at the rate of C(Hc) bits/channel during the 
second phase. Thus it may reliably decode the message provided that nR ≤ n1C(Hs)+(n-
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n1)C(Hc). Taking limit n^><x> the ratio n1/n tends to a fractionf such that the code of rate R 
for the set of channels (Hr,Hc) satisfies: 

( ) 1(1 ) ( )s cR fC H f C H    
 

( )rR fC H  
 

where  0,1f   

 
Similarly [23] presents a corollary which suggests that if the cognitive user has no message 
of its own, it can aid the primary system because it knows the primary's message, resulting 
in an improvement of primary user's data rates. 
New outer bounds to the individual rates and the conditions under which these bounds 
become tight for the symmetric Gaussian cognitive radio (CR) channel in the low 
interference gain regime are presented in [27]. The CR transmitter is assumed to use dirty 
paper coding while deriving the outer bounds. The capacity of the CR channel in the low 
interference scenario is known when the CR employs "polite" approach by devoting some 
portion of its power to transmit primary user's (PU's) message. However, this approach 
does not guarantee any quality of service for the CR users. Hence, focus will be on the 
scenario when the CR goes for the "rude" approach, does not relay PU's message and tries to 
maximize its own rates only. It is shown that when both CR and the PU operate in low 
interference gain regime, then treating interference as additive noise at the PU receiver and 
doing dirty paper coding at the CR is nearly optimal. 

 
6. Comparsions 
 

The channel model presented in the first section uses complex coding techniques to mitigate 
channel interference that naturally results in higher throughput than that of the channel 
model of the second section. But there is one serious constraint in the first channel model, 
the information throughput of the cognitive user is highly dependent upon the distance 
between the primary transmitter and the cognitive transmitter. If this distance is large, 
secondary transmitter spends considerable time in obtaining the primary user's message. 
After obtaining and decoding the message, the cognitive device dirty paper codes it and 
sends it to its receiver. This message transfer from the primary to the cognitive transmitter 
results in lower number of bits transmitted per second by the cognitive radio and hence 
results in reduced data rates. 
The capacity of the two switch model is independent of the distance between the two 
transmitters as the secondary transmitter refrains from sending data when it finds the 
primary user busy. Thus the benefit of the channel interference knowledge in the first 
channel model quickly disappears as the distance between the primary and secondary 
transmitter tends to increase. Accurate estimation of the primary system's message and the 
interference channel coefficient needed in the first channel model for dirty paper coding 
purposes is itself a problem. Inaccurate estimation of these parameters will result in a 
decrease in the rates of the cognitive radio because the dirty paper code, based on the 
knowledge of primary user's message and channel interference coefficient, will not be able 
to completely mitigate the primary user's interference. At the same time determination of 

(13) 

(14) 

channel interference coefficient requires a handshaking protocol to be devised which is a 
serious overhead and may result in poor performance. 
On the other hand, the interference avoiding channel cannot overcome the hidden terminal 
problem. This problem naturally arises as the cognitive user would not be able to detect the 
presence of distant primary devices. The degraded signals from the primary users due to 
multipath fading and shadowing effects would further aggravate this problem. 
This requires the secondary systems to be equipped with extremely sensitive detectors. But 
very sensitive detectors have prohibited long sensing times. Thus a protocol needs to be 
devised by virtue of which the sensed information is shared between the cognitive devices. 
Finally, the role of CR as a relay in the third channel model restricts the real usefulness of 
the concept of dynamic spectrum utilization. Although limited, yet significant gains in data 
rates of the existing licensed user system can be obtained by restricting a CR device to relays 
of PU's message only. 
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1. Introduction

Cognitive Radio is a new paradigm in wireless communications to enhance utilization of lim-
ited spectrum resources. It is defined as a radio able to utilize available side information, in
a decentralized fashion, in order to efficiently use the radio spectrum left unused by licensed
systems. The basic idea is that a secondary user (SU)(a cognitive unlicensed user) is able
to properly sense the spectrum conditions and, to increase efficiency in spectrum utilization,
it seeks to underlay, overlay or interweave its signals with those of the primary (licensed)
users (PUs), without impacting their transmission. In this sense, the cognitive radio paradigm
defines a set of rules for the coexistence of two or more radio systems in a given spectrum
allocation. These systems are given different usage rights and a set of rules to abide. While
coordination between different systems is not a requirement, it may improve the performance
of both primary and secondary users, as it is argued in this text. In particular, the book chapter
is organized in two parts. In the first part (section 2), we provide several mechanisms which
require cooperation and improve different functions of the cognitive radio mechanism. Sec-
ondary spectrum usage, requires more sophisticated spectrum management and coexistence
techniques than licensed or unlicensed spectrum operation. Different degrees of cooperation
are possible: from simply following the spectrum regulation and keeping transmission power
below the specified mask, to accurate sensing and tracking of the primary licensee, or contri-
bution of the SUs to the detection of the primary signal. A higher degree of cooperation entails
a higher degree of complexity, both in terms of hardware design and in terms of network coor-
dination. This results in a tradeoff between performance gain and complexity increase, which
may result in the adoption of a particular cooperative solution. Then, we focus on mechanisms
requiring cooperation at the physical layer level, in terms of signal design and we address the
most significant relaying techniques. In the second part of the chapter 3, we focus on the
decisions the cooperative cognitive radios have to make. These decisions strongly depend on
those made by the other radios, since the licensed users performances are limited by the aggre-
gated interference generated by all the cognitive radios simultaneously transmitting in their
band. This is why the performance is analyzed using game-theoretic tools, already proven
good at modeling interactions in decision processes. As a result, the focus of the second part
of the chapter is to take advantage of the cooperative schemes introduced in the first part in
order to model and control the interference generated at the licensed users by the coopera-
tive and cognitive system. We propose a particular kind of games, characterized by favorable
convergence characteristics, i.e. potential games, and we describe how to design and identify
these games, in both cases of complete and incomplete information. Finally, we summarize
the chapter conclusions in chapter 4.

3
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2. Cooperation Mechanisms for Cognitive Radio

2.1 Cognitive Radio Techniques: Interweave, Underlay, Overlay
Different strategies for cognitive radio environments have been defined, depending on how
secondary usage of the spectrum is carried out. A first strategy, which is in line with the
original idea of secondary spectrum usage, consists in utilizing the spectrum holes left by pri-
mary systems to establish communications between SUs. This approach has been referred to
as interweaveSrinivasa (2007). A second approach consists in ensuring that secondary trans-
missions are always below the maximum allowable interference temperature at the primary
receivers1. This approach is referred to as underlay. Finally, a third approach consists in the
SUs cooperating with the primary transmission while transmitting their own signal. This
scheme is known as overlay. These schemes are schematically represented in Figure 1.











Fig. 1. Different types of cognitive radio schemes: interweaved transmission of primary and
secondary signals, underlay of secondary signal, and cooperative overlay of secondary signal.

1 Interference temperature is a measure of the noise and interference power level at the receiver.

2.1.1 Interweave Cognitive Radio
Interweave cognitive radio follows an interference avoidance strategy. SUs are only allowed
to use the spectrum when primary users are inactive. Such method is opportunistic in the
sense that SUs take advantage of spectrum that otherwise goes unused, and implements the
original idea that cognitive radio should exploit the so-called spectrum holes left by the pri-
mary licensee. The main difficulty in the interweave scheme is that of sensing and predicting
the activity of the primary user in several radio channels, i.e. detecting the spectrum holes.
This task becomes more difficult if PUs are highly dynamic, i.e. their spectral activity changes
fast, and it requires secondary transmission equipment to be very agile in switching on and
off, and in switching frequency channels. It also becomes more difficult when the range of
secondary transmissions increases, as the primary activity sensed by the secondary transmit-
ter and secondary receiver may vary due to different signal strengths of the primary signal.
These factors decrease the correlation between the spectrum sensed at the transmitter and at
the receiver, and therefore reduce the effectiveness of secondary spectrum utilization.

2.1.2 Underlay Cognitive Radio
The underlay approach is a more conservative choice. Rather than tracking the primary user
activity and adapting to it, it consists in transmitting at very low power to ensure that the
interference temperature of the primary user does not exceed a predefined limit. This method
has very different requirements on the secondary transceiver equipment than the interweave
scheme. Rather than time and frequency agile radios, the secondary transceiver must be able
to operate at very low SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio). This typically restricts underlay cognitive
radio to low data rate applications or very short range applications.
Underlay cognitive radio has been adopted by regulatory bodies worldwide, and is allowed
when SUs transmit using the Ultra-wideband (UWB) signal format. The UWB signal format is
limited by a very strict spectral mask, allowing very low power transmission in a large band-
width which overlaps with other licensed services (the actual bandwidth varies in different
countries and is defined by their corresponding regulatory bodies). Due to its large band-
width, the spectrum used by UWB spans several primary services. The spectral mask, along
with additional restrictions on its operation (passive beacons, for example, are not allowed,
and outdoor usage is restricted to handheld devices) ensures that secondary (UWB) transmis-
sion does not interfere with primary bandwidth usage, as the received UWB power at any
primary receiver is typically well below the noise floor. However, such restrictive regulation
limits the applicability of UWB to very short range applications (below 10m), such as per-
sonal area networks or cable replacement applications. Longer range operation, up to 300m,
is possible but at very low data rates.

2.1.3 Overlay Cognitive Radio
In the overlay approach, SUs devote part of its transmit power to enhance the primary sig-
nal and facilitate its detection at the primary receiver. In exchange, they may be allowed to
increase the interference temperature level further than the underlay approach. The fact that
they contribute to improve the detection of the PU may also contribute to a higher acceptance
of this technique by primary licensees. Thus, the overlay approach can be seen as an evo-
lutionary step from the underlay technique, where a tighter degree of integration between
primary and secondary is necessary, and higher performance is achieved. However, the over-
lay approach has not been yet implemented. The basic principle is that SUs that are close to
the primary transmitter have access to a high quality primary signal which they are able to
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2. Cooperation Mechanisms for Cognitive Radio

2.1 Cognitive Radio Techniques: Interweave, Underlay, Overlay
Different strategies for cognitive radio environments have been defined, depending on how
secondary usage of the spectrum is carried out. A first strategy, which is in line with the
original idea of secondary spectrum usage, consists in utilizing the spectrum holes left by pri-
mary systems to establish communications between SUs. This approach has been referred to
as interweaveSrinivasa (2007). A second approach consists in ensuring that secondary trans-
missions are always below the maximum allowable interference temperature at the primary
receivers1. This approach is referred to as underlay. Finally, a third approach consists in the
SUs cooperating with the primary transmission while transmitting their own signal. This
scheme is known as overlay. These schemes are schematically represented in Figure 1.











Fig. 1. Different types of cognitive radio schemes: interweaved transmission of primary and
secondary signals, underlay of secondary signal, and cooperative overlay of secondary signal.

1 Interference temperature is a measure of the noise and interference power level at the receiver.
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countries and is defined by their corresponding regulatory bodies). Due to its large band-
width, the spectrum used by UWB spans several primary services. The spectral mask, along
with additional restrictions on its operation (passive beacons, for example, are not allowed,
and outdoor usage is restricted to handheld devices) ensures that secondary (UWB) transmis-
sion does not interfere with primary bandwidth usage, as the received UWB power at any
primary receiver is typically well below the noise floor. However, such restrictive regulation
limits the applicability of UWB to very short range applications (below 10m), such as per-
sonal area networks or cable replacement applications. Longer range operation, up to 300m,
is possible but at very low data rates.

2.1.3 Overlay Cognitive Radio
In the overlay approach, SUs devote part of its transmit power to enhance the primary sig-
nal and facilitate its detection at the primary receiver. In exchange, they may be allowed to
increase the interference temperature level further than the underlay approach. The fact that
they contribute to improve the detection of the PU may also contribute to a higher acceptance
of this technique by primary licensees. Thus, the overlay approach can be seen as an evo-
lutionary step from the underlay technique, where a tighter degree of integration between
primary and secondary is necessary, and higher performance is achieved. However, the over-
lay approach has not been yet implemented. The basic principle is that SUs that are close to
the primary transmitter have access to a high quality primary signal which they are able to
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successfully decode. Then, they use knowledge of the primary message to produce a signal
that complements the primary signal and improves the detection probability of the primary
receiver. At the same time, the secondary transmitter communicates with the secondary re-
ceiver with a low-power signal. It may be assumed that either the secondary transmitter or
secondary receiver have knowledge of the primary signal, or both. Depending on the as-
sumption made, several techniques, such as dirty paper coding, or successive interference
cancelation, may be applied.
The main advantage of this approach is the higher interference temperature that can be toler-
ated, and better detection of the primary signal. On the other hand, this technique requires
a higher degree of complexity in the secondary transceivers, and assumes that these are able
to produce a compatible signal format when aiding the primary transceiver. Furthermore,
this scheme may require knowledge of the channel state in order to guarantee that the pri-
mary signal is successfully detected. Finally, a power control mechanism must be put in place
which determines the power that secondary transmitters devote to the primary and secondary
signals, respectively.

2.2 Cooperation in Interweave Cognitive Radio Systems
In the initially proposed interweave cognitive radio scheme, where the SUs track the activity
and spectrum usage of the primary licensee and adapt to it, several mechanisms have been
proposed to improve their spectrum utilization.
In the event of lack of coordination, SUs must use sophisticated algorithms to track and pre-
dict the activity of PUs. Such mechanisms, may be effective for static, predictable primary
licensees, such as television broadcasters. However, several factors decrease the efficiency of
an uncoordinated approach, as argued earlier.
If one allows for a certain degree of cooperation between secondary users, these can exchange
the outcome of their spectrum sensing and collectively provide a better notion of the primary
spectrum occupancy Ghasemi & Sousa (8-11 Nov. 2005, Baltimore, USA). For example, a
shadowed user may learn from the presence of a primary through the exchange of spectrum
occupancy information with other SUs.
A further step is to allow coordination between primary and secondary systems. An effec-
tive approach is that the PU signals with beacons the spectrum occupancy in its channels.
SUs may then monitor the beacon channel and learn about spectrum holes. In addition, such
beacons can be designed to be easily detected with strong modulation and channel coding for-
mats. Several options are possible in a beacon system: to use grant beacons to signal spectrum
availability; to use denial beacons to warn about the activity of the primary system, so that
SUs do not transmit; or to use a dual beacon approach, which is better in the case of multiple
primary transmitters Mangold (2006). In this case, users must wait until they hear a grant
beacon and, at the same time, no denial beacon is detected. The advantage of this approach
is that a SU that is "hidden" from the primary transmitter (and does not receive the denial
beacon) may not receive a grant beacon either, thus refrain from transmitting and interfering
the primary communication.
In the following section we study a second type of cooperation where SUs actively contribute
to enhance the quality of the primary signal at the primary receiver.

2.3 Cooperative Transmission for Overlay Cognitive Radio
In the previous section, several techniques were described in order to facilitate the coexistence
of primary and secondary signals in a cognitive radio spectrum. Of the techniques described,

the overlay of secondary signals requires SUs to relay the primary signal in order to com-
pensate for the increased interference temperature. Such requirement is implemented using
so-called physical layer cooperative transmission. The most important aspect of this tech-
nique is that SUs shall be able to relay the primary signal in such a way that its detectability at
the primary receiver is increased. In this section we shall review the concept of physical layer
cooperative transmission, and outline the most effective techniques.
The wireless channel is a shared medium, where a transmission intended to a particular user
is overheard by many others. While this often creates unwanted interference, it also provides
the transmitted signal to neighouring nodes for free. The concept of physical layer cooperation
takes advantage of this property by reinforcing the direct transmission through additional
transmissions from other nodes in the network which have overheard the original signal. In
a multiuser network, such transmissions can take place along with each user’s own transmis-
sion.
The foundations of such scheme lay in the information-theoretic relay channel model, as well
as in the models described in Sendonaris et al. (2003), among others. In qualitative terms, the
following benefits can be derived from physical layer cooperation:

• Spatial diversity: cooperating nodes provide antenna diversity in a similar fashion to
multiple antenna terminals. Spatial diversity can be exploited to make the received
signal more robust to channel impairments and decrease the outage probability

• Increased range: relaying has been typically used to extend the range of transmissions.
In a cognitive radio environment, relaying can be used to extend the range of the pri-
mary signal.

• Increased availability: service availability is typically limited by shadowing of obstacles
in the coverage area, such as buildings or mountains. Physical layer cooperation can be
used to go around obstacles and therefore reduce the number and size of shadowed
areas.

The system model for overlay cooperation is shown in Figure 2; the primary transmitter signal
is detected by the SUs. These transmit two signals, one intended for the primary receiver and
a second one intended to the secondary receiver.

2.3.1 Relaying Techniques
Relaying techniques have been thoroughly studied. Classically, relaying has been performed
at the network layer, where packets are forwarded from one hop to the next according to the
information in the routing tables. At the physical layer, relaying should be seen as a trans-
mission technique focused on improving the end-to-end reliability of a wireless transmission
involving multiple hops. Therefore, rather than being the transition from one hop to the next,
relaying assumes that the receiver will decode the packet using both the information received
directly from the source and the relayed signal. We shall focus on the simpler case of the paral-
lel relay channel, where one or more relays communicate with source and destination, but not
among them. The more complex case of serial relaying deserves a more elaborate treatment.
A first broad classification of relaying techniques is regenerative versus non-regenerative re-
laying. Regenerative techniques assume that the relay is able to decode the source signal,
and re-process it in order to increase the effectiveness of relaying. Non-regenerative tech-
niques assume that the relay is not able to retrieve any information about the received signal,
and therefore the relaying operation is not able to distinguish between desired signal, noise,
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successfully decode. Then, they use knowledge of the primary message to produce a signal
that complements the primary signal and improves the detection probability of the primary
receiver. At the same time, the secondary transmitter communicates with the secondary re-
ceiver with a low-power signal. It may be assumed that either the secondary transmitter or
secondary receiver have knowledge of the primary signal, or both. Depending on the as-
sumption made, several techniques, such as dirty paper coding, or successive interference
cancelation, may be applied.
The main advantage of this approach is the higher interference temperature that can be toler-
ated, and better detection of the primary signal. On the other hand, this technique requires
a higher degree of complexity in the secondary transceivers, and assumes that these are able
to produce a compatible signal format when aiding the primary transceiver. Furthermore,
this scheme may require knowledge of the channel state in order to guarantee that the pri-
mary signal is successfully detected. Finally, a power control mechanism must be put in place
which determines the power that secondary transmitters devote to the primary and secondary
signals, respectively.

2.2 Cooperation in Interweave Cognitive Radio Systems
In the initially proposed interweave cognitive radio scheme, where the SUs track the activity
and spectrum usage of the primary licensee and adapt to it, several mechanisms have been
proposed to improve their spectrum utilization.
In the event of lack of coordination, SUs must use sophisticated algorithms to track and pre-
dict the activity of PUs. Such mechanisms, may be effective for static, predictable primary
licensees, such as television broadcasters. However, several factors decrease the efficiency of
an uncoordinated approach, as argued earlier.
If one allows for a certain degree of cooperation between secondary users, these can exchange
the outcome of their spectrum sensing and collectively provide a better notion of the primary
spectrum occupancy Ghasemi & Sousa (8-11 Nov. 2005, Baltimore, USA). For example, a
shadowed user may learn from the presence of a primary through the exchange of spectrum
occupancy information with other SUs.
A further step is to allow coordination between primary and secondary systems. An effec-
tive approach is that the PU signals with beacons the spectrum occupancy in its channels.
SUs may then monitor the beacon channel and learn about spectrum holes. In addition, such
beacons can be designed to be easily detected with strong modulation and channel coding for-
mats. Several options are possible in a beacon system: to use grant beacons to signal spectrum
availability; to use denial beacons to warn about the activity of the primary system, so that
SUs do not transmit; or to use a dual beacon approach, which is better in the case of multiple
primary transmitters Mangold (2006). In this case, users must wait until they hear a grant
beacon and, at the same time, no denial beacon is detected. The advantage of this approach
is that a SU that is "hidden" from the primary transmitter (and does not receive the denial
beacon) may not receive a grant beacon either, thus refrain from transmitting and interfering
the primary communication.
In the following section we study a second type of cooperation where SUs actively contribute
to enhance the quality of the primary signal at the primary receiver.

2.3 Cooperative Transmission for Overlay Cognitive Radio
In the previous section, several techniques were described in order to facilitate the coexistence
of primary and secondary signals in a cognitive radio spectrum. Of the techniques described,

the overlay of secondary signals requires SUs to relay the primary signal in order to com-
pensate for the increased interference temperature. Such requirement is implemented using
so-called physical layer cooperative transmission. The most important aspect of this tech-
nique is that SUs shall be able to relay the primary signal in such a way that its detectability at
the primary receiver is increased. In this section we shall review the concept of physical layer
cooperative transmission, and outline the most effective techniques.
The wireless channel is a shared medium, where a transmission intended to a particular user
is overheard by many others. While this often creates unwanted interference, it also provides
the transmitted signal to neighouring nodes for free. The concept of physical layer cooperation
takes advantage of this property by reinforcing the direct transmission through additional
transmissions from other nodes in the network which have overheard the original signal. In
a multiuser network, such transmissions can take place along with each user’s own transmis-
sion.
The foundations of such scheme lay in the information-theoretic relay channel model, as well
as in the models described in Sendonaris et al. (2003), among others. In qualitative terms, the
following benefits can be derived from physical layer cooperation:

• Spatial diversity: cooperating nodes provide antenna diversity in a similar fashion to
multiple antenna terminals. Spatial diversity can be exploited to make the received
signal more robust to channel impairments and decrease the outage probability

• Increased range: relaying has been typically used to extend the range of transmissions.
In a cognitive radio environment, relaying can be used to extend the range of the pri-
mary signal.

• Increased availability: service availability is typically limited by shadowing of obstacles
in the coverage area, such as buildings or mountains. Physical layer cooperation can be
used to go around obstacles and therefore reduce the number and size of shadowed
areas.

The system model for overlay cooperation is shown in Figure 2; the primary transmitter signal
is detected by the SUs. These transmit two signals, one intended for the primary receiver and
a second one intended to the secondary receiver.

2.3.1 Relaying Techniques
Relaying techniques have been thoroughly studied. Classically, relaying has been performed
at the network layer, where packets are forwarded from one hop to the next according to the
information in the routing tables. At the physical layer, relaying should be seen as a trans-
mission technique focused on improving the end-to-end reliability of a wireless transmission
involving multiple hops. Therefore, rather than being the transition from one hop to the next,
relaying assumes that the receiver will decode the packet using both the information received
directly from the source and the relayed signal. We shall focus on the simpler case of the paral-
lel relay channel, where one or more relays communicate with source and destination, but not
among them. The more complex case of serial relaying deserves a more elaborate treatment.
A first broad classification of relaying techniques is regenerative versus non-regenerative re-
laying. Regenerative techniques assume that the relay is able to decode the source signal,
and re-process it in order to increase the effectiveness of relaying. Non-regenerative tech-
niques assume that the relay is not able to retrieve any information about the received signal,
and therefore the relaying operation is not able to distinguish between desired signal, noise,
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Fig. 2. Implementation of overlay cognitive radio through SU cooperation. SUs relay the
primary signal and contribute to improve its reception at the primary receiver. In exchange,
they are allowed to increase the interference temperature by communicating in that same
band.

or interference. While non-regenerative relaying shall, in general, underperform regenera-
tive techniques, it has the advantage of allowing more users to participate in the cooperative
transmission, since they do not need to be able to decode the transmitted signal.
Another important aspect is the implementation of the cooperative scheme. We first shall
distinguish between full-duplex relays, able to transmit and receive simultaneously in the
same frequency band, and half-duplex relays. The former is difficult to implement in practice
and more of an academic interest, therefore the latter shall be assumed hereafter. If half-duplex
relaying is implemented, relays first listen to the source transmission and then occupy the
channel to communicate with the destination. They may do so simultaneously (in a space-time
coded signal or using beamforming), taking turns in a time division multiplexing scheme, or
upon request, in an ARQ-like style. These implementations are shown in Figure 3.
In the following we address relaying techniques in more detail.

Decode and Forward: With this approach, the relay decodes the source signal and retrieves the
transmitted data bits. These are then reencoded and transmitted to the destination. One of
the main advantages of this technique is its flexibility. Relays may use different strategies
when reencoding the signal, from regenerating the source signal to transmitting incremental
redundancy. Moreover, they may choose different encoding schemes depending on the
relay-to-destination channel. On the other hand, decode and forward requires the relay to

Fig. 3. Implementation schemes of parallel relaying: distributed space-time coding (DSTC)
or beamforming, where relays transmit simultaneously; time-division multiplexing (TDM),
where relays are organized in consecutive time slots; Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ), where
relays transmit upon receiving a negative acknowledgment from the destination.

decode the source signal in order to cooperate with the transmission. In many instances, this
is not possible and severely limits the number of potential cooperating users. As a result, the
diversity gain of this technique is typically smaller than that of non-regenerative techniques.

Linear Relaying: In non-regenerative relaying, the relay takes the signal at its input and
reproduces it at its output, after some processing. The main difference with decode and
forward is that the relay is not able to recognize the desired signal from noise and interference.
In linear relaying, the relay processing is limited to a linear operation. Amplify and forward
constitutes the simplest form of linear relaying schemes, where the output is an amplificated
version of the input. In more general case of linear relaying, the output is a linear function of
past inputs. The linear relaying relay channel can be characterized as a multipath channel.
However, unlike traditional multipath channels, the relays amplify noise and interference.
With this technique, the beamforming or TDM schemes can be used (this type of relay
would not understand a NACK from the transmitter, therefore the ARQ-like approach is not
feasible). For the beamforming scheme, the relay should be able to retrieve phase information
for the incoming signal, and then transmit coherently to the destination.

Compress and Forward: Compress and forward constitutes a non-linear approach to non-
regenerative relaying. In this technique, relays quantize the signal received from the source,
compress it, and transmit it to the destination with the appropriate channel coding. Either
lossy or loss-less compression can be used. In this technique, relays transmit different data,
therefore the TDM or ARQ schemes should be used. While this technique shares the advan-
tage of linear relaying that all relays can cooperate, it is limited by the capacity of the relay-
destination channel to transmit all the quantized data. This limitation becomes more severe
as the number of relays increases.
Figure 4 del Coso & Ibars (2009) shows the performance of different relaying schemes as a
function of the relative distance between source and relay.
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Fig. 2. Implementation of overlay cognitive radio through SU cooperation. SUs relay the
primary signal and contribute to improve its reception at the primary receiver. In exchange,
they are allowed to increase the interference temperature by communicating in that same
band.

or interference. While non-regenerative relaying shall, in general, underperform regenera-
tive techniques, it has the advantage of allowing more users to participate in the cooperative
transmission, since they do not need to be able to decode the transmitted signal.
Another important aspect is the implementation of the cooperative scheme. We first shall
distinguish between full-duplex relays, able to transmit and receive simultaneously in the
same frequency band, and half-duplex relays. The former is difficult to implement in practice
and more of an academic interest, therefore the latter shall be assumed hereafter. If half-duplex
relaying is implemented, relays first listen to the source transmission and then occupy the
channel to communicate with the destination. They may do so simultaneously (in a space-time
coded signal or using beamforming), taking turns in a time division multiplexing scheme, or
upon request, in an ARQ-like style. These implementations are shown in Figure 3.
In the following we address relaying techniques in more detail.

Decode and Forward: With this approach, the relay decodes the source signal and retrieves the
transmitted data bits. These are then reencoded and transmitted to the destination. One of
the main advantages of this technique is its flexibility. Relays may use different strategies
when reencoding the signal, from regenerating the source signal to transmitting incremental
redundancy. Moreover, they may choose different encoding schemes depending on the
relay-to-destination channel. On the other hand, decode and forward requires the relay to

Fig. 3. Implementation schemes of parallel relaying: distributed space-time coding (DSTC)
or beamforming, where relays transmit simultaneously; time-division multiplexing (TDM),
where relays are organized in consecutive time slots; Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ), where
relays transmit upon receiving a negative acknowledgment from the destination.

decode the source signal in order to cooperate with the transmission. In many instances, this
is not possible and severely limits the number of potential cooperating users. As a result, the
diversity gain of this technique is typically smaller than that of non-regenerative techniques.

Linear Relaying: In non-regenerative relaying, the relay takes the signal at its input and
reproduces it at its output, after some processing. The main difference with decode and
forward is that the relay is not able to recognize the desired signal from noise and interference.
In linear relaying, the relay processing is limited to a linear operation. Amplify and forward
constitutes the simplest form of linear relaying schemes, where the output is an amplificated
version of the input. In more general case of linear relaying, the output is a linear function of
past inputs. The linear relaying relay channel can be characterized as a multipath channel.
However, unlike traditional multipath channels, the relays amplify noise and interference.
With this technique, the beamforming or TDM schemes can be used (this type of relay
would not understand a NACK from the transmitter, therefore the ARQ-like approach is not
feasible). For the beamforming scheme, the relay should be able to retrieve phase information
for the incoming signal, and then transmit coherently to the destination.

Compress and Forward: Compress and forward constitutes a non-linear approach to non-
regenerative relaying. In this technique, relays quantize the signal received from the source,
compress it, and transmit it to the destination with the appropriate channel coding. Either
lossy or loss-less compression can be used. In this technique, relays transmit different data,
therefore the TDM or ARQ schemes should be used. While this technique shares the advan-
tage of linear relaying that all relays can cooperate, it is limited by the capacity of the relay-
destination channel to transmit all the quantized data. This limitation becomes more severe
as the number of relays increases.
Figure 4 del Coso & Ibars (2009) shows the performance of different relaying schemes as a
function of the relative distance between source and relay.
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison of parallel relaying schemes, in a two-relay scenario where
the source-relay distance varies from 0 to 1 and source-destination distance is fixed at 1: re-
generative techniques are nearly optimal when the relays are close to the source, and non-
regenerative techniques have an advantage when they are close to the destination. All tech-
niques outperform the direct link capacity. A beamforming / DSTC scheme is assumed in all
cases.

3. Game-theoretic Interference Management

The performance of cognitive radio networks are ultimately limited by interference, so that
smart algorithms for power and channel control become key element in the network design.
An additional difficulty arises because cognitive radios, independently make decisions about
transmission power level and frequency channel, to maximize their own benefit. Such actions
affect not only their performance, but also that of the entire network.
The cognitive radio network can be naturally modeled using a game theoretic framework, in
which the players of the game are the radio terminals, their actions are their choices of trans-
mission parameters (e.g. transmission powers, frequency channels, access probability, relay
nodes), and their utilities are their defined performance measure that each radio tries to maxi-
mize. The players choose their actions independently, but their choice impacts on all the users
in the network. The players are also assumed to be rational, i.e. they act in their best interest,
to maximize their own utility. The underlay paradigm for cognitive radio, already introduced
in the previous subsections, can be modeled by means of game theoretic approaches Nie &
Comaniciu (8-11 Nov. 2005, Baltimore, USA). The main drawback of this approach is that the
maximization of the game utility function represents an incentive to reduce the interference at
the PU’s receiver, but not a guarantee that the aggregated interference generated by the SUs is

maintained below a certain threshold, especially in scenarios where the spatial reuse is most
challenging, e.g. where PU’s receivers are passive or where SU’s transmitters are very close
to PU’s receivers. In this context, cooperation of SUs and PUs (overlay approach) can signif-
icantly reduce the interference at the PU’s receivers. As a result, in this section, after briefly
introducing the basic concepts of game theory (3.1), we consider this discipline to model coop-
eration among SUs and PUs (3.2). Specifically, we present a game to model channel and power
allocation for cooperative cognitive radios. We will consider both the hypothesis where com-
plete and incomplete information about the other players’ channel conditions and actions is
available across the SUs. To solve the problem of incomplete information a Bayesian game has
to be considered.

3.1 Game Theory
Game theory is a discipline to model interactive decision making processes. A significant
amount of work in wireless communications is related with the use of game theory. A game
consists of a finite set of N players. Each player i ∈ N selects a strategy si ∈ Si with the objec-
tive of maximizing a utility ui. The strategy profile s is the vector containing the strategies of
all players: s = (si)i∈N = (s1, s2, ..., sn). It is customary to denote s−i the collective strategies
of all players except player i. The space of strategy profiles is defined as the Cartesian prod-
uct of the individual strategy spaces: S = ×i∈NSi. Finally, the utility function characterizes
each player’s sensitivity to everyone’s actions. It is therefore a scalar valued function of the
strategy profile: ui(si, s−i) : S −→ �.
The most well known equilibrium concept in game theory is the Nash equilibrium. The Nash
equilibrium is a joint strategy where no player can increase its utility by unilaterally deviating.
That is:
Definition 1: A strategy profile s ∈ S is a Nash equilibrium if ui(si, s−i) ≥ ui(s

′

i, s−i), ∀s
′

i ∈
Si, ∀i ∈ N.
An alternative interpretation of the definition of Nash equilibrium is that it is a mutual best
response from each player to other players’ strategies.
Definition 2: The best response br(s−i) of player i to the profile of strategies s−i is a strategy
si such that: bri(s−i) = argmaxsi∈Si ui(si, s−i)).
The first step towards solving a game is to investigate the existence of a Nash equilibrium.
Once we have verified that a Nash equilibrium exists, we have to determine whether it is a
unique equilibrium point. If the players have identified various Nash equilibria, it still might
be difficult for them to coordinate on which one to choose. In case that there exists only one
Nash equilibrium, we would be guaranteed that the player would play it. In order to have
this favorable convergence characteristics, some mathematical properties have to be imposed
on the utility functions. In particular, certain classes of games have shown to always converge
to a pure Nash Equilibrium when a best response adaptive strategy is applied. An example
of them is the class of Exact Potential Games. This kind of games is characterized by com-
plete information about the utility functions across the multiple players. However, to model
a broader class of real life situations, incomplete information should be considered by means
of the so called bayesian potential games.
Finally, it is useful to identify a method to assess the efficiency of the reached equilibrium
point. This method is based on the comparison of the strategy profiles using the concept of
Pareto-optimality. To introduce this concept, we first define Pareto-superiority.
Definition 3: The strategy profile s is Pareto-superior to the strategy profile s

′
if for any player

i: ui(si, s−i) ≥ ui(s
′

i, s
′

−i), with strict inequality for at least one player. In other words, the
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison of parallel relaying schemes, in a two-relay scenario where
the source-relay distance varies from 0 to 1 and source-destination distance is fixed at 1: re-
generative techniques are nearly optimal when the relays are close to the source, and non-
regenerative techniques have an advantage when they are close to the destination. All tech-
niques outperform the direct link capacity. A beamforming / DSTC scheme is assumed in all
cases.

3. Game-theoretic Interference Management

The performance of cognitive radio networks are ultimately limited by interference, so that
smart algorithms for power and channel control become key element in the network design.
An additional difficulty arises because cognitive radios, independently make decisions about
transmission power level and frequency channel, to maximize their own benefit. Such actions
affect not only their performance, but also that of the entire network.
The cognitive radio network can be naturally modeled using a game theoretic framework, in
which the players of the game are the radio terminals, their actions are their choices of trans-
mission parameters (e.g. transmission powers, frequency channels, access probability, relay
nodes), and their utilities are their defined performance measure that each radio tries to maxi-
mize. The players choose their actions independently, but their choice impacts on all the users
in the network. The players are also assumed to be rational, i.e. they act in their best interest,
to maximize their own utility. The underlay paradigm for cognitive radio, already introduced
in the previous subsections, can be modeled by means of game theoretic approaches Nie &
Comaniciu (8-11 Nov. 2005, Baltimore, USA). The main drawback of this approach is that the
maximization of the game utility function represents an incentive to reduce the interference at
the PU’s receiver, but not a guarantee that the aggregated interference generated by the SUs is

maintained below a certain threshold, especially in scenarios where the spatial reuse is most
challenging, e.g. where PU’s receivers are passive or where SU’s transmitters are very close
to PU’s receivers. In this context, cooperation of SUs and PUs (overlay approach) can signif-
icantly reduce the interference at the PU’s receivers. As a result, in this section, after briefly
introducing the basic concepts of game theory (3.1), we consider this discipline to model coop-
eration among SUs and PUs (3.2). Specifically, we present a game to model channel and power
allocation for cooperative cognitive radios. We will consider both the hypothesis where com-
plete and incomplete information about the other players’ channel conditions and actions is
available across the SUs. To solve the problem of incomplete information a Bayesian game has
to be considered.

3.1 Game Theory
Game theory is a discipline to model interactive decision making processes. A significant
amount of work in wireless communications is related with the use of game theory. A game
consists of a finite set of N players. Each player i ∈ N selects a strategy si ∈ Si with the objec-
tive of maximizing a utility ui. The strategy profile s is the vector containing the strategies of
all players: s = (si)i∈N = (s1, s2, ..., sn). It is customary to denote s−i the collective strategies
of all players except player i. The space of strategy profiles is defined as the Cartesian prod-
uct of the individual strategy spaces: S = ×i∈NSi. Finally, the utility function characterizes
each player’s sensitivity to everyone’s actions. It is therefore a scalar valued function of the
strategy profile: ui(si, s−i) : S −→ �.
The most well known equilibrium concept in game theory is the Nash equilibrium. The Nash
equilibrium is a joint strategy where no player can increase its utility by unilaterally deviating.
That is:
Definition 1: A strategy profile s ∈ S is a Nash equilibrium if ui(si, s−i) ≥ ui(s

′

i, s−i), ∀s
′

i ∈
Si, ∀i ∈ N.
An alternative interpretation of the definition of Nash equilibrium is that it is a mutual best
response from each player to other players’ strategies.
Definition 2: The best response br(s−i) of player i to the profile of strategies s−i is a strategy
si such that: bri(s−i) = argmaxsi∈Si ui(si, s−i)).
The first step towards solving a game is to investigate the existence of a Nash equilibrium.
Once we have verified that a Nash equilibrium exists, we have to determine whether it is a
unique equilibrium point. If the players have identified various Nash equilibria, it still might
be difficult for them to coordinate on which one to choose. In case that there exists only one
Nash equilibrium, we would be guaranteed that the player would play it. In order to have
this favorable convergence characteristics, some mathematical properties have to be imposed
on the utility functions. In particular, certain classes of games have shown to always converge
to a pure Nash Equilibrium when a best response adaptive strategy is applied. An example
of them is the class of Exact Potential Games. This kind of games is characterized by com-
plete information about the utility functions across the multiple players. However, to model
a broader class of real life situations, incomplete information should be considered by means
of the so called bayesian potential games.
Finally, it is useful to identify a method to assess the efficiency of the reached equilibrium
point. This method is based on the comparison of the strategy profiles using the concept of
Pareto-optimality. To introduce this concept, we first define Pareto-superiority.
Definition 3: The strategy profile s is Pareto-superior to the strategy profile s

′
if for any player

i: ui(si, s−i) ≥ ui(s
′

i, s
′

−i), with strict inequality for at least one player. In other words, the
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strategy profile s is Pareto-superior to the strategy profile s
′
, if the utility of a player i can be

increased by changing from s to s
′
, without decreasing the utility of other players. Based on

the concept of Pareto-superiority, we can identify the most efficient strategy profile.
Definition 4: The strategy profile sp is Pareto-optimal if there exists no other strategy profile
s
′

that is Pareto-superior to sp.
In a Pareto-optimal strategy profile, one cannot increase the utility of player i without decreas-
ing the utility of at least one other player. Therefore, using the concept of Pareto-optimality, we
can eliminate poor Nash equilibria by selecting those with a Pareto-superior strategy profile.

3.1.1 Potential games
Potential games were defined and discussed together with their properties in D. & B. (1996).
A game Γ = {N, {Si}i∈N , {ui}i∈N} is an exact potential game if there exists a function Pot :
S −→ � such that, for all i ∈ N, si, s

′

i ∈ Si,

Pot(si, s−i)− Pot(s
′

i, s−i) = u(si, s−i)− u(s
′

i, s−i) (1)

The function Pot is called Exact Potential Function of the game Γ. The potential function re-
flects the change in utility for any unilaterally deviating player. As a result, if Pot is an exact
potential function of the game Γ, and s∗ ∈ {argmaxs∈SPot(s)} is a maximizer of the potential
function, then s∗ is a Nash equilibrium of the game. In particular, the best reply dynamic
converges to a Nash Equilibrium in a finite number of steps, regardless of the order of play
and the initial condition of the game, as long as only one player acts at each time step, and the
acting player maximizes its utility function, given the most recent actions of the other players.
Notice that, for a finite exact potential game, i.e. characterized by a finite strategy space and a
finite player set, the game has at least one pure-strategy Nash equilibrium. In addition to this,
another significant property is that if the players follow a better response dynamic (whenever
a player has an opportunity to revise its strategy, it will chose one characterized by a higher
utility than the current one), all the repeated games where each stage is the same finite exact
potential game and all players are myopic, converge to the Nash equilibria of the stage game.
Considering the interesting properties of potential games, it would be useful to know how
to recognize or design one of them. There exist some properties that might be helpful in
recognizing these games.
Definition 5: A coordination game is a game in which, for any choice of pure strategies, all the
players receive the same utility. That is, ui(s) = uj(s), ∀i, j ∈ N, ∀s ∈ S. As a result, there
exists some function V : S −→ � such that ui(s) = V(s)∀i ∈ N, ∀s ∈ S. All the maximizers
of V are Nash equilibria, and at least one of them must be Pareto efficient.
Definition 6: A dummy game is a game in which each player’s utility is a function of only the
actions of other players, so that unilateral deviations do not produce any change in the utility
of the deviating player: ui(s) = Di(s−i), ∀i ∈ N.
Considering these two definitions, the result is that any exact potential game can be written
as the sum of a coordination and a dummy game. That is, there exist functions V : S −→ �
and Di : S−i −→ �, such that ui(s) = V(s) + Di(s−i), ∀i ∈ N, ∀s ∈ S.
As a result of that, one way of identifying an exact potential game is to try to separate the
game into a coordination and a dummy game.
Finally, it is worth noting that for continuous and twice differentiable utility functions, a game
is potential if and only if:

∂P
∂si

=
∂ui
∂si

, ∀i ∈ N (2)

and
∂2P

∂si∂sj
=

∂2ui
∂si∂sj

=
∂2uj

∂si∂sj
, ∀i, j ∈ N (3)

3.1.2 Bayesian Potential games
When some players do not know the utility of the others, the game is said to have incomplete
information. The case of perfect knowledge of utilities is a simplifying assumption that may
be a good approximation in some cases. A game of incomplete information is defined as:
Γ = {N, {Si}i∈N , {ηi}i∈N+ , { fHi (ηi)}i∈N , {ui}i∈N}, where, besides the players, the strategy
space and the player’s utility, we also have to define the player’s type and its distribution
probability. The player’s type embodies any information that is not common knowledge to
all players and is relevant to the players’ decision making. This may include the player’s
utility function, his belief about other player’s utility functions, etc. Each player is assumed to
observe perfectly its type, but is unable to observe the types of its neighbors. As for the game
with complete information, we need to find an equilibrium point from which no player has
anything to gain by unilaterally deviating. In a Bayesian game, this point is a Bayesian Nash
equilbrium, that is, a Bayesian Nash equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium of a Bayesian game.
In particular, a strategy profile s∗ = (s∗1, ..., s∗N) is a Bayesian Nash equilibrium if s∗i (ηi) solves
(4), assuming that types of different players are independent.

s∗i (ηi) ∈ arg max
si∈S

∑
η−i

fH(η−i)ui(si, s−i; ηi, η−i) (4)

As it is proven in Fuderberg & Tirole (1991), the existence of a Bayesian Nash equilibrium is
an immediate consequence of the Nash existence theorem. As a result, considering that the
potential games have shown to always converge to a Nash Equilibrium when a best response
adaptive strategy is applied, it can be derived that for the Bayesian Potential game Γ there
exists a Bayesian Nash equilibrium, which maximizes the expected utility function Facchini
et al. (1997).

3.2 Game Theoretic Modeling of Cooperative Cognitive Radios
In this section we model joint channel and transmission power selection in a cognitive radio
scenario as the output of a game where the players are the N SUs, the strategies are the choice
of the transmission power and of the frequency channel, and the utility is a function of: (1)
the interference each SU causes to the surrounding PUs and SUs simultaneously operating in
the same frequency channel, (2) the interference each SU receives from the surrounding SUs
simultaneously operating in the same frequency channel, (3) the satisfaction of each SU. The
SUs are aware of the interference they receive, but to evaluate the interference they cause to
the surrounding PUs and SUs, they need information about the wireless channel gains of their
neighbors.
To retrieve this information, we consider two cases. In the first case, we foresee the existence
of a CCC where all the users in the scenario share their transmission information, so that
the decisions of the SUs are made with complete information. Much attention has recently
been paid to this kind of channels, some examples are the Cognitive Pilot Channel (CPC)
Perez-Romero et al. (17-20 April, Dublin, Ireland) proposed by the E2R2/E3 consortium, or
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strategy profile s is Pareto-superior to the strategy profile s
′
, if the utility of a player i can be

increased by changing from s to s
′
, without decreasing the utility of other players. Based on

the concept of Pareto-superiority, we can identify the most efficient strategy profile.
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In a Pareto-optimal strategy profile, one cannot increase the utility of player i without decreas-
ing the utility of at least one other player. Therefore, using the concept of Pareto-optimality, we
can eliminate poor Nash equilibria by selecting those with a Pareto-superior strategy profile.

3.1.1 Potential games
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The function Pot is called Exact Potential Function of the game Γ. The potential function re-
flects the change in utility for any unilaterally deviating player. As a result, if Pot is an exact
potential function of the game Γ, and s∗ ∈ {argmaxs∈SPot(s)} is a maximizer of the potential
function, then s∗ is a Nash equilibrium of the game. In particular, the best reply dynamic
converges to a Nash Equilibrium in a finite number of steps, regardless of the order of play
and the initial condition of the game, as long as only one player acts at each time step, and the
acting player maximizes its utility function, given the most recent actions of the other players.
Notice that, for a finite exact potential game, i.e. characterized by a finite strategy space and a
finite player set, the game has at least one pure-strategy Nash equilibrium. In addition to this,
another significant property is that if the players follow a better response dynamic (whenever
a player has an opportunity to revise its strategy, it will chose one characterized by a higher
utility than the current one), all the repeated games where each stage is the same finite exact
potential game and all players are myopic, converge to the Nash equilibria of the stage game.
Considering the interesting properties of potential games, it would be useful to know how
to recognize or design one of them. There exist some properties that might be helpful in
recognizing these games.
Definition 5: A coordination game is a game in which, for any choice of pure strategies, all the
players receive the same utility. That is, ui(s) = uj(s), ∀i, j ∈ N, ∀s ∈ S. As a result, there
exists some function V : S −→ � such that ui(s) = V(s)∀i ∈ N, ∀s ∈ S. All the maximizers
of V are Nash equilibria, and at least one of them must be Pareto efficient.
Definition 6: A dummy game is a game in which each player’s utility is a function of only the
actions of other players, so that unilateral deviations do not produce any change in the utility
of the deviating player: ui(s) = Di(s−i), ∀i ∈ N.
Considering these two definitions, the result is that any exact potential game can be written
as the sum of a coordination and a dummy game. That is, there exist functions V : S −→ �
and Di : S−i −→ �, such that ui(s) = V(s) + Di(s−i), ∀i ∈ N, ∀s ∈ S.
As a result of that, one way of identifying an exact potential game is to try to separate the
game into a coordination and a dummy game.
Finally, it is worth noting that for continuous and twice differentiable utility functions, a game
is potential if and only if:
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When some players do not know the utility of the others, the game is said to have incomplete
information. The case of perfect knowledge of utilities is a simplifying assumption that may
be a good approximation in some cases. A game of incomplete information is defined as:
Γ = {N, {Si}i∈N , {ηi}i∈N+ , { fHi (ηi)}i∈N , {ui}i∈N}, where, besides the players, the strategy
space and the player’s utility, we also have to define the player’s type and its distribution
probability. The player’s type embodies any information that is not common knowledge to
all players and is relevant to the players’ decision making. This may include the player’s
utility function, his belief about other player’s utility functions, etc. Each player is assumed to
observe perfectly its type, but is unable to observe the types of its neighbors. As for the game
with complete information, we need to find an equilibrium point from which no player has
anything to gain by unilaterally deviating. In a Bayesian game, this point is a Bayesian Nash
equilbrium, that is, a Bayesian Nash equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium of a Bayesian game.
In particular, a strategy profile s∗ = (s∗1, ..., s∗N) is a Bayesian Nash equilibrium if s∗i (ηi) solves
(4), assuming that types of different players are independent.

s∗i (ηi) ∈ arg max
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fH(η−i)ui(si, s−i; ηi, η−i) (4)

As it is proven in Fuderberg & Tirole (1991), the existence of a Bayesian Nash equilibrium is
an immediate consequence of the Nash existence theorem. As a result, considering that the
potential games have shown to always converge to a Nash Equilibrium when a best response
adaptive strategy is applied, it can be derived that for the Bayesian Potential game Γ there
exists a Bayesian Nash equilibrium, which maximizes the expected utility function Facchini
et al. (1997).

3.2 Game Theoretic Modeling of Cooperative Cognitive Radios
In this section we model joint channel and transmission power selection in a cognitive radio
scenario as the output of a game where the players are the N SUs, the strategies are the choice
of the transmission power and of the frequency channel, and the utility is a function of: (1)
the interference each SU causes to the surrounding PUs and SUs simultaneously operating in
the same frequency channel, (2) the interference each SU receives from the surrounding SUs
simultaneously operating in the same frequency channel, (3) the satisfaction of each SU. The
SUs are aware of the interference they receive, but to evaluate the interference they cause to
the surrounding PUs and SUs, they need information about the wireless channel gains of their
neighbors.
To retrieve this information, we consider two cases. In the first case, we foresee the existence
of a CCC where all the users in the scenario share their transmission information, so that
the decisions of the SUs are made with complete information. Much attention has recently
been paid to this kind of channels, some examples are the Cognitive Pilot Channel (CPC)
Perez-Romero et al. (17-20 April, Dublin, Ireland) proposed by the E2R2/E3 consortium, or
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the radio enabler proposed by the P1900.4 Working Group. In the second case, taking into
account that the hypothesis of the existence of a CCC has often been rejected in the cognitive
radio literature, we provide a more realistic and feasible proposal by avoiding the need of the
CCC and assuming that the decisions of the SUs are made with incomplete information.

3.2.1 System Model
The cognitive radio network we consider consists of M transmitting-receiving PUs pairs, and
N transmitting-receiving SUs pairs. We will indicate the transmission power levels of the PUs’
transmitters as pP

i , i = 1, ..., M, and the transmission power levels of the SUs’ transmitters as
pS

j , j = 1, ..., N. PUs and SUs, both transmitters and receivers, are randomly and uniformly
distributed in a circular coverage region of a primary network with radius Rmax. The SUs
are in charge of sensing the channel conditions and of choosing a transmission scheme which
does not disrupt the communication of the PUs. A SU distributively selects the frequency
channel and the transmission power level to maximize its throughput while at the same time
not causing harmful interference to the PUs. On the other hand, according to a cooperative
paradigm, besides selecting the transmission power and the frequency channel, the SUs de-
vote part of their transmission power to relaying the primary transmission. As a result, the
SU’s transmission power level is split in two parts, 1) a power level pS′

j , j = 1, ..., N for its

own transmission, and 2) a cooperation power level pS′′

j , j = 1, ..., N for relaying the PU’s mes-

sage on the selected band, where pS
j = pS′

j + pS′′

j . The cooperative scheme used by the SUs
is shown in Fig. 5, where half-duplex operation is assumed. The PU transmission is divided
into frames, and each frame further into slots. Relays are assumed to operate in half-duplex
mode. Therefore, each relay listens to the primary transmission during one slot and transmits
during the next. The relay will choose, as part of its strategy, whether to listen during even or
odd slots. Decode & Forward relay mode is assumed.









   

    

Fig. 5. Half-duplex relaying scheme for SUs. Each user chooses one slot to listen to the primary
and retransmits in the following slot. Secondary users choose in which slot to transmit as a
part of their strategy.

3.2.2 Game Model with complete information
Rather than relying on a network operator to decide on the power and channel allocation of
the SUs, suppose that each user i is free to choose its own power allocation with the goal to

minimize the interference at the PUs and at the other SUs, and to maximize its own through-
out. The resulting interaction among SUs and PUs leads to a non-cooperative game, which is
defined as follows:
i) N is the finite set of players, i.e. the SUs.
ii)The strategies for player i ∈ N are:

• a power level pS
i in the set of power levels PS = (pS

1 , · · · , pS
m);

• the power level pS′

i that the player devotes to its own transmissions, in the set of power
levels PS′

= (pS′

1 , · · · , pS′
q ), where q is the order of set PS′

;

• the cooperative power level pS′′

i that the player devotes to relaying a PU transmission
and which is computed as pS′′

i = pS
i − pS′

i . The set of these power levels, PS′′
, is the

same as PS′
;

• a channel ci in the set of channels C = (c1, · · · , cl).
• a slot subset sli from the two possible subsets S1 (even) and S2 (odd)

These strategies can be combined into a composite strategy si = (pS
i , pS′

i , pS′′

i , ci, sli) ∈ Si. We
define S = ×Si, i ∈ N as the strategy space.
iii) The utility of each player i is defined as follows:

u(si, s−i) = −
M

∑
j=1

pS′

i hSP
ij f (ci, cj)

−
N

∑
j=1,j �=i

pS′

j hSS
ji f (cj, ci) f ′(slj, sli)−

N

∑
j=1,j �=i

pS′

i hSS
ij f (ci, cj) f ′(sli, slj)

+b log(1 + pS′

i hSS
ii ) +

M

∑
j=1

pS′′

i hSP
ij f (ci, cj) f

′′
(γPS

i > ρ) (5)

where:

f
(

ci, cj

) .
=

{
1 if ci = cj
0 if ci �= cj

(6)

and

f ′
(

sli, slj

) .
=

{
1 if sli = slj
0 if sli �= slj

(7)

In addition, in the Decode & Forward approach, the SU must be able to correctly decode the
primary signal to relay it. In order to do that, the Signal to Noise and Interference Ratio (SINR)
of the primary signal at SU i, which is given by

γPS
i =

pP
j hPS

ji

σ2 + ∑N
k �=i pS

k hSS
ki f (ck, ci) f ′(slk, sli)

, i = 1, · · · , N (8)

must be above the sensitivity threshold, ρ. We define the function

f
′′
(

γPS
i > ρ

) .
=

{
1 if γPS

i > ρ
0 otherwise

(9)

It can be demonstrated that for a game with the utility function in 5, it can be found a potential
function with the above described properties, so that the game is characterized by a pure Nash
equilibrium.
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and retransmits in the following slot. Secondary users choose in which slot to transmit as a
part of their strategy.
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minimize the interference at the PUs and at the other SUs, and to maximize its own through-
out. The resulting interaction among SUs and PUs leads to a non-cooperative game, which is
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3.2.3 Game Model with incomplete information
In a more realistic and feasible scenario, we should not rely on the existence of a CCC where
SUs share their transmission information. As a result, we consider a situation where incom-
plete knowledge is available at the decision making agents. As a result, to model joint channel
and transmission power selection for cognitive radios with incomplete information, we rely
on the theory of Bayesian Potential game. The resulting game is defined as the one with com-
plete information, but also the player’s type have to be defined. For every i ∈ N+, Hi is the
finite set of possible types of player i, ηi = (hSS

1i , · · · , hSS
i−1i, hSS

i+1i, · · · , hSS
Ni) ∈ Hi, which in-

cludes the wireless channel gains of player i. Finally, also fHi (ηi) have to be defined, being
a probability distribution on H = ×Hi, i = 1, · · · , N, with the a priori probability density
function (PDF) on H defining the wireless channel gain PDF.

4. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have described how cooperation can benefit the different phases of the
so called cognitive radio cycle. In particular we have focused on physical layer cooperation,
showing that benefits can be obtained for both the primary and the secondary system in terms
of spatial diversity, increased range and increased availability. In addition, we have modeled
the critical interference management problem in a cooperative and cognitive system through
a game theoretical approach, as well as providing design guidelines for games with good
convergence characteristics, in both cases of complete and incomplete information.
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1. Introduction  
 

With the rapid growth of wireless applications and services in the recent decade, spectrum 
resources are facing huge demands. Traditionally, the frequency spectrum is licensed to 
users by government agencies in a rigid manner where the licensee has the exclusive right to 
access the allocated band. Recent measurements by Spectrum Policy Task Force (SPTF) 
within the FCC indicate that, the allocated spectrums are vastly underutilized sporadically 
and geographically with a high variance in time (McHenry, 2005). There are increasing 
interests in increasing the spectrum efficiency. The exciting findings shed light on the 
problem of spectrum scarcity and motivate a new direction to solve the conflicts between 
spectrum scarcity and spectrum under-utilization. 
Cognitive radio (CR) enables much higher spectrum efficiency by dynamic spectrum access 
(Mitola & Maguire, 1999). Therefore, it is a potential technique for future wireless 
communications to mitigate the spectrum scarcity issue. CR implementations face many 
technical challenges, including spectrum sensing, dynamic frequency selection, adaptive 
modulation, and wideband frequency-agile RF front-end circuitry. These challenges are 
compounded by the inherent transmission impairments of wireless links, user mobility, non 
uniform legacy radio resource allocation policies, and user dependent economic 
considerations. 
Obviously, spectrum sensing is a critical functionality of CR networks, it allows cognitive 
users to detect spectral holes and to opportunistically use under-utilized frequency bands 
without causing harmful interference to legacy systems. 
In cognitive radio system, when cognitive users are sensing the channel, the sampled 
received signal of cognitive users has two hypotheses. Hypothesis 1H denotes the primary 
user is active, and hypothesis 0H denotes the primary user is inactive. 
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where ( )y k  is the signal received by cognitive user, ( )s k is the transmitted signal of the 
primary user. The signal ( )s k is distorted by the channel gain h , which is assumed to be 
constant during the detection interval, and is further corrupted by the zero-mean additive 
white Gaussian noise ( )n k with the variance 2

n . Without loss of generality, ( )s k and 

( )n k are assumed to be independent of each other. 2 2/s nr h E   denotes the signal-to-

noise ratio, where sE is the signal energy of the primary user. 
Given a single frequency band, the first challenge for CR is to reliably detect the existence of 
primary user to minimize the interference to existing communications. A number of 
different methods are proposed for identifying the presence of signal transmission, such as 
matched filter detection, energy detection, feature detection techniques and wavelet 
approach (Arslan & Yucek, 2007).  
However, the hidden terminal problem occurs when cognitive user is shadowed, in severe 
multipath fading or inside buildings with high penetration loss while primary user is 
operating in the vicinity. Due to the hidden terminal problem, the sensing performance for 
one cognitive user will be degraded.  
To prevent the hidden terminal problem, the CR network could fuse the sensing results of 
multiple cognitive users and exploit spatial diversity among distributed cognitive users to 
enhance the sensing reliability.  
In this way, a network of spatially distributed cognitive users, which experience different 
channel conditions from the target, would have a better chance of detecting the primary 
user by exchanging sensing information. Therefore, collaborative spectrum sensing can 
alleviate the problem of corrupted detection by exploiting the built-in spatial diversity to 
reduce the probability of interfering with primary users.  
Since collaborative sensing is generally coordinated over a reporting channel, efficient 
cooperation schemes should be investigated to reduce bandwidth and power requirements 
while optimizing the sensing reliability. Important design considerations include the 
overhead reduction associated with sensing information exchange and the feasibility issue 
of reporting channels. In general, operating characteristics (such as false alarm versus 
detection probabilities) of the detector should be selected by considering the achievable 
opportunistic throughput of cognitive users and the probability of no colliding with primary 
user. 

 
2. Classification of Cooperative Spectrum Sensing 
 

Cooperative sensing can be implemented in two fashions: centralized or distributed 
(Akyildiz et al, 2006). These two fashions will be explained in the following sections. 

 
2.1 Centralized Sensing 
In centralized sensing, a fusion centre collects sensing information from cognitive users. The 
fusion centre identifies the available spectrum, and broadcasts the fused result to other 
cognitive users or directly controls cognitive user’s traffic. According to whether cognitive 
users exchange sensing information themselves, the centralized sensing fashion can also be 
divided to two categories.  

A Partially Cooperative Network  
Each of CR users detects the spectrum independently and directly transmits its sensing 
information to the fusion centre.  

Fusion center

Cognitive user

Primary
user

Fig. 1. Scheme of the partially cooperative network 

 
B Totally Cooperative Network 
Cognitive users cooperatively transmit each others sensing information, and then send 
sensing information to the fusion centre. 
 

Fusion center

Cognitive user

Primary 
user

Fig. 2. Scheme of the totally cooperative network
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where ( )y k  is the signal received by cognitive user, ( )s k is the transmitted signal of the 
primary user. The signal ( )s k is distorted by the channel gain h , which is assumed to be 
constant during the detection interval, and is further corrupted by the zero-mean additive 
white Gaussian noise ( )n k with the variance 2

n . Without loss of generality, ( )s k and 

( )n k are assumed to be independent of each other. 2 2/s nr h E   denotes the signal-to-

noise ratio, where sE is the signal energy of the primary user. 
Given a single frequency band, the first challenge for CR is to reliably detect the existence of 
primary user to minimize the interference to existing communications. A number of 
different methods are proposed for identifying the presence of signal transmission, such as 
matched filter detection, energy detection, feature detection techniques and wavelet 
approach (Arslan & Yucek, 2007).  
However, the hidden terminal problem occurs when cognitive user is shadowed, in severe 
multipath fading or inside buildings with high penetration loss while primary user is 
operating in the vicinity. Due to the hidden terminal problem, the sensing performance for 
one cognitive user will be degraded.  
To prevent the hidden terminal problem, the CR network could fuse the sensing results of 
multiple cognitive users and exploit spatial diversity among distributed cognitive users to 
enhance the sensing reliability.  
In this way, a network of spatially distributed cognitive users, which experience different 
channel conditions from the target, would have a better chance of detecting the primary 
user by exchanging sensing information. Therefore, collaborative spectrum sensing can 
alleviate the problem of corrupted detection by exploiting the built-in spatial diversity to 
reduce the probability of interfering with primary users.  
Since collaborative sensing is generally coordinated over a reporting channel, efficient 
cooperation schemes should be investigated to reduce bandwidth and power requirements 
while optimizing the sensing reliability. Important design considerations include the 
overhead reduction associated with sensing information exchange and the feasibility issue 
of reporting channels. In general, operating characteristics (such as false alarm versus 
detection probabilities) of the detector should be selected by considering the achievable 
opportunistic throughput of cognitive users and the probability of no colliding with primary 
user. 

 
2. Classification of Cooperative Spectrum Sensing 
 

Cooperative sensing can be implemented in two fashions: centralized or distributed 
(Akyildiz et al, 2006). These two fashions will be explained in the following sections. 

 
2.1 Centralized Sensing 
In centralized sensing, a fusion centre collects sensing information from cognitive users. The 
fusion centre identifies the available spectrum, and broadcasts the fused result to other 
cognitive users or directly controls cognitive user’s traffic. According to whether cognitive 
users exchange sensing information themselves, the centralized sensing fashion can also be 
divided to two categories.  

A Partially Cooperative Network  
Each of CR users detects the spectrum independently and directly transmits its sensing 
information to the fusion centre.  
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the partially cooperative network 

 
B Totally Cooperative Network 
Cognitive users cooperatively transmit each others sensing information, and then send 
sensing information to the fusion centre. 
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2.2 Distributed Sensing 
In the case of distributed sensing, cognitive users share information among each other but 
they make their own decisions as to which part of the spectrum they can use. Distributed 
sensing is more advantageous in the sense that there is no need for a backbone 
infrastructure. 
 

Fig. 3.  Scheme of the distributed sensing 
 
We focus on centralized sensing in the following sections.

 
3. The Fusion Rules 
 

The cognitive users collaborate by reporting their local observations to the fusion centre, 
which makes the final decision on whether 1H  or 0H  is true. Due to bandwidth and other 
practical constraints, the cognitive users may report only quantized observations. Here, two 
classes of fusion algorithms, hard information-combining and soft information-combining 
algorithm, are considered. In the former, each cognitive user i performs a local hypothesis 
test and reports a binary variable Bi=1 if it believes 1H  is true, and Bi=0 otherwise. In the 
latter, each user reports the full observation to the fusion centre. The sensing performance of 
cooperative spectrum sensing is related to the local observations and the fusion rules. 

 
3.1 Hard-decision Fusion Rules 
One of the simplest suboptimal solutions to the data fusion problem is the Counting Rule 
(Aalo & Viswanathan, 1992) (also referred to as the Voting Rule), which counts the number 
of cognitive users that vote for the presence of the signal and compares it against a given 
threshold. Equivalently, the decision is based solely on the type of the received vector of 
bits. Based on voting rules, in (Ghasemi & Sousa, 2005), a fusion rule known as the OR logic 
operation was used to combine decisions from several cognitive users, the sensing 
performance is given as follows:  
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where N is the number of cognitive users, P_Di and P_Fi are the probability of the detection 
and false alarm. 
In (Visotsky et al, 2005), hard decision with the AND logic operation was proposed, the 
sensing performance is given as follows, 
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A general suboptimal solution to the fusion problem was given in (Unnikrishnan & 
Veeravalli, 2008) when the signal received by cognitive users are correlated. This solution 
uses partial statistical knowledge and gives better performance than the one obtained by 
ignoring the correlation information completely.  
An optimum data fusion structure has been derived in (Chair & Varshney, 1986) which 
combines the decisions from the individual detectors while minimizing the overall 
probability of error. Individual decisions are weighted according to their reliability, that is, 
the weights are a function of the probability of detection and false alarm of the individual 
user. The fusion and decision rule is as follow. 
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where iu is the local decision of the i th cognitive user,the weighting factor i is defined as 

follows. 
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2.2 Distributed Sensing 
In the case of distributed sensing, cognitive users share information among each other but 
they make their own decisions as to which part of the spectrum they can use. Distributed 
sensing is more advantageous in the sense that there is no need for a backbone 
infrastructure. 
 

Fig. 3.  Scheme of the distributed sensing 
 
We focus on centralized sensing in the following sections.
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of cognitive users that vote for the presence of the signal and compares it against a given 
threshold. Equivalently, the decision is based solely on the type of the received vector of 
bits. Based on voting rules, in (Ghasemi & Sousa, 2005), a fusion rule known as the OR logic 
operation was used to combine decisions from several cognitive users, the sensing 
performance is given as follows:  
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3.2 Soft-decision Fusion Rules 
If the channel which cognitive users report the sensing results to the fusion centre is not 
limited by bandwidth, each cognitive user can report sensing information without any 
compression. Then the performance of collaborative spectrum sensing will be greatly 
enhanced. In (Visotsky et al., 2005), both soft information-combining strategy and hard 
information-combining strategy are introduced to detect the primary user. It was shown that 
the soft information-combining strategy has better detecting performance.  
When cognitive users did not know any prior knowledge of the primary user, energy fusion 
method is the optimal fusion of the detection statistics. The test statistic for energy detector is 
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  , where u is the time-bandwidth product. Given an instantaneous r , follows 

the distribution ( Visotsky et al., 2007). 
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where r  is exponentially distributed with the mean value r , u is the time-bandwidth 
product of the energy detector, 2

2ux  represents a central chi-square distribution 

with 2u degrees of freedom, and 2
2 (2 )ux r represents a non-central chi-square distribution 

with 2u degrees of freedom and a non-centrality parameter 2r . 
If cognitive users know the prior knowledge of the primary users, soft decision using the 
likelihood ratio test (LRT) is optimal.  The LRT-based optimal fusion rule (Lim et al., 2008) 
involves a quadratic form as a result of high computational complexity. The closed 
expressions of detection probability and false alarm probability can not be derived. 
The optimal linear framework for cooperative spectrum sensing in cognitive radio networks 
is proposed in (Quan et al., 2008). The proposed methods optimize the detection performance 
by operating over a linear combination of local test statistics from individual cognitive users, 
which combats the destructive channel effects between the target primary user and the 
opportunistic cognitive users.  
 

Fig. 4. ROC of DS-CSS 

The optimal linear detection provides performance comparable to that achievable by the 
optimal LRT-based fusion in many situations. But the fusion centre needs to know the prior 
knowledge of the primary user and all cognitive users. 
In order to efficiently detect the licensed users under prior knowledge constraints in the 
fusion centre, a novel cooperative spectrum sensing algorithm based on Dempster-Shafer 
theory (DS-CSS) is proposed in (Zheng et al, 2008). In this novel algorithm, the credibility 
and uncertainty are calculated based on the local sensing result of cognitive users, then 
fused at the fusion centre using Dempster-Shafer theory. Fig.4 shows that the performance 
of the novel algorithm is better than energy fusion method.  

 
4. Network Overhead Reduction 
 

Except the sensing performance, network overhead for cooperation is also important for the 
cooperative spectrum sensing. At present, there are mainly two ways to reduce the network 
overhead. One is to reduce the sensing information which cognitive users send to the fusion 
centre. Another is to reduce the number of reporting cognitive radios. 

 
4.1 Compression of Sensing information  
Usually, the first way to reduce the network overhead is to reduce the amount of 
information which each cognitive user transmits through the reporting channel, that is, the 
results of the local perception compression to achieve the purpose of network overhead 
reduction. 
At present most of the hard-information combination algorithms fall into this category, such 
as the AND criteria, OR criteria K/M criteria and so on.  
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involves a quadratic form as a result of high computational complexity. The closed 
expressions of detection probability and false alarm probability can not be derived. 
The optimal linear framework for cooperative spectrum sensing in cognitive radio networks 
is proposed in (Quan et al., 2008). The proposed methods optimize the detection performance 
by operating over a linear combination of local test statistics from individual cognitive users, 
which combats the destructive channel effects between the target primary user and the 
opportunistic cognitive users.  
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Quantization of the local sensing information is another way to reduce the amount of the 
reporting information. The quantization in signal detection problems were studied in 
(Hashlamoun & Varshney, 1996) (Helstrom, 1988) ( Chamberland & Veeravalli, 2004)( Blum, 
1999). The influence of the number of quantization bits were studied in (Kaligineedi et al., 
2008) ( Taherpour et al., 2007). A new softened hard combination scheme with two-bit 
overhead for each user is proposed in (Ma et al., 2008), and this scheme can achieve a good 
tradeoff between sensing performance and complexity. 
To reduce the network overhead of soft information-combining strategy with little expense 
of performance loss, a novel credible cooperative spectrum sensing (CCSS) algorithm was 
given in (Zheng et al., 2009). We considered the potential of using the reliability of cognitive 
users for cooperative spectrum sensing in cognitive radio systems. Analysis showed that it 
was possible to achieve high probabilities of detection as soft information-combining 
strategy by proper fusion of the cognitive users’ decisions. In particular, the close-form 
expressions for probabilities of detection and false-alarm were derived for novel algorithm, 
and expression for average overhead used for cooperation was given. The threshold 
designing method for the algorithm was also discussed. Fig.5 and Fig.6 show that the novel 
algorithm can perform as well as soft information-combining strategy and its overhead was 
much less than soft information-combining strategy (W in Fig. 6). 
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4.2 sensor selection  
Except compressing the sensing information of cognitive users, another method of network 
overhead reduction for cooperative spectrum sensing is to reduce the number of reporting 
cognitive users. For hard and soft information-combining algorithms, the sensor selection 
methods are different. 
 

A Hard information-combining algorithms 
Firstly, for hard information-combining algorithm, there are some topics about it. In 
( Edward & Liang, 2007), when cooperative spectrum sensing algorithms use AND and OR 
fusion schemes with energy detector, the optimum probabilities of detection and false alarm 
can be achieved by cooperating a certain number of users with the highest primary user’s 
signal to noise ratio rather than cooperating all the users within the network. In ( Zhang et 
al., 2008), the performance of cooperative spectrum sensing in cognitive radio networks 
have been studied. It has been found that the optimal decision fusion rule to minimize the 
total error probability is the half-voting rule. Moreover, the optimal detection threshold of 
energy detection is determined numerically. In particular, an efficient spectrum sensing 
algorithm has been proposed which requires fewer than the total number of cognitive radios 
in cooperative spectrum sensing while satisfying a given error bound. 
In (Sun et al., 2008), a novel sensing user selection scheme is proposed. The optimal data 
fusion rule is used to simulate the sensing performance before and after the sensing nodes 
selection. Analysis and simulation results suggest that this method can reduce the number 
of sensing users remarkably and effectively without degrading the performance of sensing 
system obviously. Compared to the censoring method with quantization, this scheme can 
also reduce the performance deterioration when there are many cognitive users experience 
the same shadowing effects. 

 
B Soft information-combining algorithms 
Generally, when the fusion rule is soft information-combining rule, the sensing performance 
is best when all cognitive user in cognitive radio system participate cooperative spectrum 
sensing. However, the network overhead is the most in that situation. Considering the 
sensing performance and network overhead, the optimum number of cognitive users in 
collaborative spectrum sensing is derived in (Chen, 2008) for lognormal shadowing 
channels, static additive white Gaussian noise channels and Rayleigh fading channels, when 
the efficiency of resources usage is considered in the system design.  
When there are N cognitive users, the network efficiency is 
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The optimal number of cognitive radios is defined by weighting the sensing performance 
and the network efficiency in a target function 
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where  J n is the target function,  is the impact factor,  dP n is the probability of 
detection, where n is the number of cognitive users participate in cooperative sensing. 
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fQ and mQ are the probability of false alarm and miss detection respectively. 
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Quantization of the local sensing information is another way to reduce the amount of the 
reporting information. The quantization in signal detection problems were studied in 
(Hashlamoun & Varshney, 1996) (Helstrom, 1988) ( Chamberland & Veeravalli, 2004)( Blum, 
1999). The influence of the number of quantization bits were studied in (Kaligineedi et al., 
2008) ( Taherpour et al., 2007). A new softened hard combination scheme with two-bit 
overhead for each user is proposed in (Ma et al., 2008), and this scheme can achieve a good 
tradeoff between sensing performance and complexity. 
To reduce the network overhead of soft information-combining strategy with little expense 
of performance loss, a novel credible cooperative spectrum sensing (CCSS) algorithm was 
given in (Zheng et al., 2009). We considered the potential of using the reliability of cognitive 
users for cooperative spectrum sensing in cognitive radio systems. Analysis showed that it 
was possible to achieve high probabilities of detection as soft information-combining 
strategy by proper fusion of the cognitive users’ decisions. In particular, the close-form 
expressions for probabilities of detection and false-alarm were derived for novel algorithm, 
and expression for average overhead used for cooperation was given. The threshold 
designing method for the algorithm was also discussed. Fig.5 and Fig.6 show that the novel 
algorithm can perform as well as soft information-combining strategy and its overhead was 
much less than soft information-combining strategy (W in Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6. The overhead of CCSS algorithm 

 
4.2 sensor selection  
Except compressing the sensing information of cognitive users, another method of network 
overhead reduction for cooperative spectrum sensing is to reduce the number of reporting 
cognitive users. For hard and soft information-combining algorithms, the sensor selection 
methods are different. 
 

A Hard information-combining algorithms 
Firstly, for hard information-combining algorithm, there are some topics about it. In 
( Edward & Liang, 2007), when cooperative spectrum sensing algorithms use AND and OR 
fusion schemes with energy detector, the optimum probabilities of detection and false alarm 
can be achieved by cooperating a certain number of users with the highest primary user’s 
signal to noise ratio rather than cooperating all the users within the network. In ( Zhang et 
al., 2008), the performance of cooperative spectrum sensing in cognitive radio networks 
have been studied. It has been found that the optimal decision fusion rule to minimize the 
total error probability is the half-voting rule. Moreover, the optimal detection threshold of 
energy detection is determined numerically. In particular, an efficient spectrum sensing 
algorithm has been proposed which requires fewer than the total number of cognitive radios 
in cooperative spectrum sensing while satisfying a given error bound. 
In (Sun et al., 2008), a novel sensing user selection scheme is proposed. The optimal data 
fusion rule is used to simulate the sensing performance before and after the sensing nodes 
selection. Analysis and simulation results suggest that this method can reduce the number 
of sensing users remarkably and effectively without degrading the performance of sensing 
system obviously. Compared to the censoring method with quantization, this scheme can 
also reduce the performance deterioration when there are many cognitive users experience 
the same shadowing effects. 

 
B Soft information-combining algorithms 
Generally, when the fusion rule is soft information-combining rule, the sensing performance 
is best when all cognitive user in cognitive radio system participate cooperative spectrum 
sensing. However, the network overhead is the most in that situation. Considering the 
sensing performance and network overhead, the optimum number of cognitive users in 
collaborative spectrum sensing is derived in (Chen, 2008) for lognormal shadowing 
channels, static additive white Gaussian noise channels and Rayleigh fading channels, when 
the efficiency of resources usage is considered in the system design.  
When there are N cognitive users, the network efficiency is 
 

( ) N nn
N

 
  (7) 

 
The optimal number of cognitive radios is defined by weighting the sensing performance 
and the network efficiency in a target function 
 

     (1 ) dJ n P n n        (8) 

where  J n is the target function,  is the impact factor,  dP n is the probability of 
detection, where n is the number of cognitive users participate in cooperative sensing. 
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fQ and mQ are the probability of false alarm and miss detection respectively. 
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5. Sensing Information Transmission 
 

Most present researches on cooperative spectrum sensing are based on the following 
assumptions: the reporting channel between the fusion centre and cognitive users is an ideal 
error-free transmission channel. But sometimes it is very difficult in practice to achieve the 
above-mentioned transmission conditions, the cognitive user’s distance from the fusion 
centre may be far away, or there are obstacles in the transmission block, then the sensing 
information transmission are likely to be wrong. 
When there exist reporting errors, the upper and lower limits of the false alarm probability 
was given in (Sun et al., 2007), but the solutions were not given. When the fusion rules are 
AND and OR logical operation, the probability of false alarm and miss detection are 
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Suppose that the local spectrum sensing conducted by cognitive user i results in ,f i fP P  

and ,m i mP P , for all 1, 2,...,i K , and that the probabilities of reporting errors are 

identical for all CRs ,e i eP P , then the probability of false alarm and miss detection can be 
bounded by 
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It has been shown that using multiple cognitive users may improve the detection probability 
over realistic sensing and reporting channels. But the performance is limited by the 
probability of reporting error eP  which is due to imperfect reporting channels.  
In (Ganesan & Li, 2008), two schemes have been analyzed considering sensing and reporting 
at the same time. The schemes employ the Amplify-and-forward (AF) cooperation protocol 
to reduce the detection time. It was shown that cooperation between cognitive users 
increases the overall agility of the network.  

Cooperative spectrum sensing taking into account the Decode-and-forward (DF) 
cooperation protocol on the decision reporting is studied in (Zhang & Letaief, 2008). A 
transmit diversity method is given which applies some existing space-time (ST) coding and 
space-frequency (SF) coding for multiple antennas systems to the CR network by viewing 
cognitive users as distributed antenna arrays. It was found that cooperative spectrum 
sensing with DF cooperation protocol could increase the detection probability with 
reporting errors. 
Space-time coding can be used for cooperative spectrum sensing but the performance is 
constrained because the information exchange between cognitive users may not be correctly 
performed. Network coding (NC) admits a larger rate region than routing at polynomial 
complexity. We propose a novel cooperative spectrum sensing algorithm based on network 
coding (NC-CSS) by considering the use of network coding for such information exchanges. 
The simulation results show that the performance of the NC-CSS algorithm is better than the 
above cooperative spectrum sensing algorithm based on space-time coding (ST-CSS), and 
the novel algorithm can meet the situation when there exist destroyed reporting paths. 
When there exists one destroyed reporting path, cooperative spectrum sensing with 
network coding can achieve better sensing performance, as in Fig.7. 
 

Fig. 7. ROC of NC-CSS algorithm 
 
At present, there are still many issues unresolved in  non-ideal reporting channel conditions, 
how to consider the synergy of the design spectrum sensing algorithm is particularly 
important. 
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probability of reporting error eP  which is due to imperfect reporting channels.  
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to reduce the detection time. It was shown that cooperation between cognitive users 
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transmit diversity method is given which applies some existing space-time (ST) coding and 
space-frequency (SF) coding for multiple antennas systems to the CR network by viewing 
cognitive users as distributed antenna arrays. It was found that cooperative spectrum 
sensing with DF cooperation protocol could increase the detection probability with 
reporting errors. 
Space-time coding can be used for cooperative spectrum sensing but the performance is 
constrained because the information exchange between cognitive users may not be correctly 
performed. Network coding (NC) admits a larger rate region than routing at polynomial 
complexity. We propose a novel cooperative spectrum sensing algorithm based on network 
coding (NC-CSS) by considering the use of network coding for such information exchanges. 
The simulation results show that the performance of the NC-CSS algorithm is better than the 
above cooperative spectrum sensing algorithm based on space-time coding (ST-CSS), and 
the novel algorithm can meet the situation when there exist destroyed reporting paths. 
When there exists one destroyed reporting path, cooperative spectrum sensing with 
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At present, there are still many issues unresolved in  non-ideal reporting channel conditions, 
how to consider the synergy of the design spectrum sensing algorithm is particularly 
important. 
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6. Conclusion 
 

With the increasing demand for radio spectrum on one hand and inefficient usage of the 
licensed bands on the other, cognitive radio can efficiently utilize the spectrum holes of the 
licensed channels in different locations and times. To detect the spectrum holes accurately 
and quickly, spectrum sensing is a critical component in cognitive radio systems. By 
allowing a number of cognitive users to perform local spectrum sensing independently and 
fusing their local decision results together at the fusion centre, the spectrum sensing 
performance can be greatly enhanced.  
In this chapter we investigate the main issues associated with the design of cooperative 
spectrum sensing functionality for cognitive radio system.  Sensing performance is decided 
by the local decisions and fusion rules in the fusion centre. The network overhead for 
cooperation is also important for cooperative spectrum sensing, a good cooperative 
spectrum sensing algorithm should have better sensing performance with less network 
overhead. Cooperative spectrum sensing algorithms using space-time coding and network 
coding are also discussed when the reporting channel is imperfect.  
An important venue for further research is the design of cooperative spectrum sensing 
considering the positions and mobility of cognitive users. Further research on cooperative 
spectrum sensing can be envisioned on wideband sensing. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Cognitive radio (CR) is a newly emerging technology (Mitola & Maguire, 1999, Mitola, 
2001), which has been recently proposed to implement some kind of intelligence to 
automatically sense, recognize, and make wise use of any available radio frequency 
spectrum. With the increasing demand for wireless application, access to available spectrum 
is becoming increasingly difficult. On the other hand, most licensed spectrum go unused 
most of the time according to the FCC's Spectrum Policy Task Force Report (FCC, 2003). In 
order to solve these problems, cognitive radio is proposed for sharing the licensed spectrum 
to unlicensed users without harmful interference to licensed system. 
Spectrum sensing is a key element in cognitive radio system which enables the cognitive 
radio to share the spectrum in licensed bands by detecting temporarily unused spectral 
resources (Haykin, 2005, Ghasemi & Sousa, 2005). Recently, several spectrum sensing 
techniques have been explored for cognitive radios, such as matched filter detection, energy 
detection and cyclostationary feature detection (Akyildiz at el., 2006). Many signals used in 
communication systems exhibit periodicities of their second order statistical parameters due 
to the operations such as sampling, modulating, multiplexing and coding. These 
cyclostationary properties, which are named as spectral correlation features, can be used for 
spectrum sensing. Moreover, spectrum sensing can not be restricted to simply monitor the 
power in some frequency bands of interest but must include detection and identification in 
order to avoid interference (Fehske at el., 2005). Therefore, cyclostationary feature detection 
is undoubtedly a good solution for primary user signal detection and recognition. In this 
chapter, several well-known spectrum sensing techniques are reviewed first. A survey of 
signal detection and classification for cognitive radios combining the spectral correlation 
analysis and support vector machine (SVM) is given in Section 3. Several spectral coherence 
characteristic parameters which are sensitive with modulation types and insensitive with 
SNR variation are chosen via spectral correlation analysis. In order to give better 
performance of the SVM, an alignment based kernel selection method is proposed in Section 
4, which is used to choose the best kernel function for the SVM with spectral coherence 
characteristic training samples. A simple cross-validation method is also introduced to 
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choose the most appropriate kernel parameters and penalty parameters for the SVM. The 
performance analysis of the proposed approach is given over both Gaussian channel and 
IEEE 802.22 WRAN channel in Section 5. Compared to the existing methods including the 
classifiers based on binary decision tree (BDT) and multilayer linear perceptron network 
(MLPN), the proposed approach is more effective in the case of low SNR and limited 
training numbers. 

 
2. Overview of Spectrum Sensing in Cognitive Radio System 
 

Interference due to a cognitive radio network is deemed harmful if it causes the signal-to-
interference ratio (SIR) at any primary receiver to fall below a certain threshold, which 
supplied by the regulatory bodies. This threshold depends on the receiver's robustness 
toward interference and varies from one primary band or service to another. In order to 
achieve spectrum sharing, the sensitivity of cognitive radio should be higher than that of 
primary receiver. For example, in order to share the radio spectrum between cognitive users 
and TV users in IEEE 802.22 standard, the sensitivity of cognitive receiver should exceed the 
TV receiver without hidden terminal problem. To improve the sensing accuracy, an 
additional margin of 30dB - 40dB should be added to the detection threshold. Moreover, due 
to the dynamic characteristic of the radio environment and difference between primary 
users as well as unknown influence of interference, spectrum sensing has become a 
challenging problem in cognitive radio. Generally, the spectrum sensing techniques can be 
classified as transmitter detection, cooperative detection, and interference-based detection, 
as shown in Fig. 1. In this chapter, we focus on the transmitter detection which is commonly 
used in the practical system. Transmitter detection approach is based on the detection of the 
weak signal from a primary transmitter. To achieve dynamic spectrum sharing, the 
cognitive radio transmitter should have capability to determine if a signal from primary 
user is locally present in a certain spectrum. Basic hypothesis model for transmitter 
detection can be defined as follows 
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where x(t) is the signal received by the cognitive user, s(t) is the transmitted signal of the 
primary user, n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise and h is the amplitude gain of the 
channel. HQ is a null hypothesis, which states that there is no licensed user signal in a certain 
spectrum band. On the other hand, Ha is an alternative hypothesis, which indicates that 
there exists some licensed user signals. 
Three approaches exist for transmitter detection, based on the sensing users' knowledge on 
the transmitted signals, which are illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Spectrum Sensing Techniques. 

 
2.1 Matched Filter Detection 
When the information of the primary user signal is well-known to the cognitive radio, the 
matched filter is the optimal linear filter for maximizing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) in the 
presence of additive Gaussian noise (Sahai at el., 2004, Akyildiz at el., 2006). In cognitive 
radio system, the matched filter is obtained by correlating a known signal, or primary user 
signal template, with an unknown signal to detect the presence of primary user signal in the 
unknown signal. This is equivalent to convolving the unknown signal with a time-reversed 
version of the template. According to the hypothesis model for transmitter detection, the 
received signal x(n) can be expressed as 
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where s(n) and cs (n)  are original signal and pilot signal transmitted by primary user, which 
are orthogonal. η  is the ratio of power allocated to pilot signal. The correlation function of 
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choose the most appropriate kernel parameters and penalty parameters for the SVM. The 
performance analysis of the proposed approach is given over both Gaussian channel and 
IEEE 802.22 WRAN channel in Section 5. Compared to the existing methods including the 
classifiers based on binary decision tree (BDT) and multilayer linear perceptron network 
(MLPN), the proposed approach is more effective in the case of low SNR and limited 
training numbers. 

 
2. Overview of Spectrum Sensing in Cognitive Radio System 
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detection can be defined as follows 
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where x(t) is the signal received by the cognitive user, s(t) is the transmitted signal of the 
primary user, n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise and h is the amplitude gain of the 
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spectrum band. On the other hand, Ha is an alternative hypothesis, which indicates that 
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Three approaches exist for transmitter detection, based on the sensing users' knowledge on 
the transmitted signals, which are illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Spectrum Sensing Techniques. 
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where P is the power of the pilot signal, and a2 is noise variance. Then the decision function 
can be given by 
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where the threshold y is determined by the probability of false alarm PFA. The probability of 
false alarm PFA and detection PD are given as follows 
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where ( )Q  is the generalized Marcum Q-function, which can be defined by 
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Combining Equation (6) and Equation (7), we can obtain N by eliminating y  . 
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According to the Equation (9), O (1/ SNR) samples are required to meet a probability of 
error constraint, thus the main advantage of the matched filter is that it requires less time to 
achieve high processing gain. However, as a coherent detection method, matched filter 
detection requires a priori knowledge of the primary user signal such as the modulation 
type and order, the pulse shape, and the packet format. Although most of the priori 
knowledge can be obtained from pilot, preambles, synchronization word or spreading codes 
of the primary user network systems, an obvious shortcoming is that the cognitive radio 
user requires specific receivers for different types of primary user signal. 

 
2.2 Energy Detection 
If the receiver cannot gather sufficient information about the primary user signal, for 
example, if the power of the random Gaussian noise is only known to the receiver, the 
optimal detector is an energy detector (Akyildiz at el., 2006, Digham at el., 2003). In order to 
measure the energy of the received signal, the output signal of bandpass filter with 
bandwidth W is squared and integrated over the observation interval T. Finally, the output 
of the integrator, x(t), is compared with a threshold, y , to decide whether a licensed user is 
present or not.

 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. The principal of energy detection. 
 
According to the basic hypothesis model for transmitter detection, the probability of false 
alarm PFA  and detection PD   are given as follows 
 

    FA 1P = P X > γ H = Q 2δ , γ  (10) 
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Since it is easy to implement, the recent work on detection of the primary user has generally 
adopted the energy detection. Although this method can be implemented without any prior 
knowledge of the primar2y user signal, it also has some drawbacks. Since energy detection is 
non-coherent, O(1/SNR ) samples are required to meet a probability of error constraint. 
Moreover, the threshold selection for energy detection is highly susceptible to uncertainty in 
background noise and interference, and it can only determine the presence of the signal 
without differentiating signal types. However, the largest advantage of energy detection is 
simple and low complexity. 

 
2.3 Cyclostationary Feature Detection 
The cyclostationary feature is intentionally embedded in the physical properties of a 
communication signal, which may be easily generated, manipulated, detected and analyzed 
using low complexity transceiver architectures. This feature is present in all transmitted 
signals, requires little signalling overhead and may be detected using short signal 
observation times, and thus it can be used for primary user signal detection and recognition. 
Recent research efforts exploit the cyclostationary features of signals via spectral correlation 
analysis as a method for spectrum sensing (Digham at el., 2003, Sahai at el., 2004, Ghasemi & 
Sousa, 2005), which has been found to be superior to simple energy detection and matched 
filtering. Energy detection can only detect whether or not a signal in present and utilizing a 
matched filter system requires extensive knowledge about the channel and signals that are 
to be identified. The method, which is not susceptible to in-band interference, can be used to 
detect and classify different types of signal. Conventional signal classification approaches 
are mainly based on decision theory (Polydoros & Kim, 1990, Sapiano & Martin, 1996, Sills, 
1999, Wei & Mendel, 2000, Hang at el., 2001) and statistical pattern recognition (Nandi & 
Azzouz, 1995, Azzouz & Nandi, 1995, Azzouz & Nandi, 1996, Nandi & Azzouz, 1998). In the 
work by Hang (Hang at el., 2001), a binary decision tree is designed to signal classification. 
However, it's difficult to obtain the decision thresholds and rules, which needs a large 
amount of calculation. For more efficient and reliable performance, a novel approach based 
on multilayer linear perceptron network for signal classification in cognitive radio is studied 
by Fehske (Fehske at el., 2005). Support vector machine (SVM) is a new statistical pattern 
recognition approach, which is based on structural risk minimization principle (Vapnik, 
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1995). Compared with the conversional methods based on empirical risk minimization like 
artificial neural network (ANN), it has been found to give better generalization and better 
performance for small training examples. In the next section, a novel approach of signal 
classification for cognitive radios combining the cyclostationary features and SVM is 
proposed. 

 
3. Spectrum Sensing based on spectral correlation analysis and SVM  
 

3.1 System Framework 
As our signal classification scheme combining spectral correlation analysis and SVM is 
based on statistical pattern recognition, which mainly consists of three modules (Han, 2003): 
feature extraction, classifier design and classification decision. Feature extraction is typically 
the first stage in any classification system in general, and in our spectrum sensing systems in 
particular. Given signal set to be classified, the feature parameters of different classes of 
signal and rules for classifier should be determined first. In order to achieve better 
classification performance, selected feature parameter should be insensitive with the SNR 
variation, and then a proper classifier is designed for specific classification problem using 
training data with known signal types. When the error probability of the classifier achieves a 
specific threshold, the classifier can be used for signal classification and recognition. In our 
scheme, there are three procedures adopted for primary user signal recognition: 
1)   Pro-processing procedure: 
Several feature parameters are extracted via spectral correlation analysis first. The feature 
parameters insensitive with the SNR variation are selected as feature vector 1 2 Mx , x , , x . 

After that, the feature vector and signal type ky  are used to form the training 

set 1 2 M k(x , x , , x , y ) for classifier. 

2) Training and learning procedure: 
The SVM classifier is trained using selected feature parameters in the training set. By 
utilizing a nonlinear SVM, an amount of calculation for training is performed offline, 
thus the computational complexity is reduced. The optimal classification plane for SVM 
is obtained in this procedure via training and learning. 

3) Test procedure 
Selected feature parameters extracted for received signals are inputted well-trained 
SVM classifier for primary user signal detection and recognition. 
 

The framework of our scheme combining spectral correlation analysis and SVM is shown in 
Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. System framework. 
 
Although SVM is a better choice for the classifier, the selection of feature parameters has 
direct impact on the performance of the classification algorithm. In the next section, we will 
discuss the first step, how to choose spectral coherence characteristic parameters for our 
scheme. 

 
3.2 Spectral Correlation Analysis 
Many signals used in communication systems exhibit periodicities of their second order 
statistical parameters due to the operations such as sampling, modulating, multiplexing and 
coding. These cyclostationary properties, which are named as spectral correlation features, 
can be used for signal detection and recognition (Gardner, 1987). 
In order to analyze the cyclostationary features of the signal x(t), two key functions are 
typically utilized. The cyclic autocorrelation function (CAF) is used for time domain 
analysis, which can be expressed as 
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The spectral correlation function (SCF), which exhibits the spectral correlation of the signal 
x(t), is obtained from the Fourier transform of the cyclic autocorrelation in Equation (12) 
(Gardner & Franks, 1975). 
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Where  is the cycle frequency, f is the spectral frequency and α

xTS (t, f)  is the cyclic 
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where the Fourier transform of the function x(u) on the bounded time interval [ t -T/2, t  + 
T/2] is definedas 
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The correlation coefficient for the SCF between frequency components f α/2 , which is 
known as spectral coherence coefficient (SCC), can be calculated by 
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The magnitude of the SCC ranges from 0 to 1 with a = 0 for all f. Different signal classes (i.e. 
AM, ASK, FSK, PSK, MSK, QPSK) can be distinguished based on several characteristic 
parameters of SCF and SCC. 
In practical situations, however, the number of observation samples at the sensor is limited. 
Therefore, the spectral correlation function needs to be estimated from a finite set of 
samples. In general, two methods are used for spectral correlation estimation including 
time-domain averaging and frequency-domain smoothing (Gardner & Spooner, 1988). In 
this section, the frequency-smoothing method is used for spectral correlation estimation, 
which can be expressed as follows. 
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where S SF = 1/(N - 1)T TS is the frequency increment, ST  is the cyclic sampling interval and 

the length of the sample is SN = Δt T . Thus, the data-tapering window Δt SW (kT ) is of the 

width  SΔf = M F . The Spectral correlation functions of some typical signals can be obtained 
by frequency-smoothing method, which are shown in Fig. 4 (Gurman at el., 2008). 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Spectral correlation functions of some typical signal classes. 
 
Even visually in the above figures, the spectral correlation functions of the different 
modulation types possess distinct characteristics. It is this fact that allows the successful 
application of the pattern recognition techniques to achieve primary user signal detection 
and recognition. In order to obtain better robustness of the proposed algorithm, some 
features less sensitive with SNR should be chosen for the classifier. Assumed that the 
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received signal s = s + n , where s , n are the transmitted signal and additional white 
Gaussian noise. The feature parameter of the received signal has a better classification where 
performance which is insensitive with SNR variation, if it satisfies 
 
 ˆ  2-x x n  (18) 
 
X, x, n is the feature vectors of s, s, n . 
Based on the calculation of the spectral correlation function, we can obtain the spectral 
correlation magnitude surface of different types of signal. According to above analysis, 
several spectral correlation features can be extracted for distinction of different modulation 
types. Typically, four key features 1 2 3 4x , x , x , x which are sensitive with modulation types 
and insensitive with SNR variation are listed in Table. 1. 
 

Table 1. Typical value of spectral correlation features. Four key features x1,x2,x3,x4are 
described as follows. 
 
• x1: Number of 5 pulse on f - domain of SCF 

Let a = 0 in Equation (17), the SCF is transformed into S"(f), thus x1 can be obtained 
from the ichnography of S0x(f). 

• x2: Number of cyclic spectral line on a -domain of SCF 
Let f = 0 in Equation (17), the SCF is transformed into Sa (0), and x2 can be obtained 
from the ichnography of Sa (0). 

• x3: Average energy of cyclic spectral line on a - domain of SCF 
The Average energy of cyclic spectral line on a - domain of SCF can be computed by 
the equation as follows: 
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•     x4: Maximum value of SCC 

The spectral coherence coefficient can be obtained via Equation (16) and Equation (17). 
Then, the maximum value of SCC is computed as key feature x4 . 
 

In the simulation experiments, 4000 features are extracted from the signal for every trial. In 
order to prevent numerical computational errors, the features need to be normalized by 

subtracting mean of each feature from the original feature and dividing the result by the 
standard deviation of the same feature. 
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After normalization, the feature vector    1 2 3 4x = (x , x , x , x ) can be generated as the input of 
the signal classifier. 

 
3.3 Support Vector Machine 
The traditional statistical theory is primarily based on the asymptotic principle, which 
provides conclusion only for the situation where the sample size is tending to infinity. 
However, in most practical applications, the samples are usually limited so that it is difficult 
to achieve the desired results via existing methods. Statistical Learning Theory is a novel 
statistical theory based on small sample statistics by Vapnik (Vapnik, 1995). Compared to 
the conventional statistical theory, statistical learning theory mainly concerns the statistic 
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sequence is chosen from the given set of functions according to the size of the VC 
dimension. For a given subset, the minimal value of the empirical risk can be obtained as the 
minimal true risk, which is illustrated in Fig. 5. This method is named as Structural risk 
minimization (SRM) which was also coined by Vapnik and Chervonekis in 1974. The 
principle of SRM is to provide a method to reach the trade-off between hypothesis space 
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training data (Wang, 2007). The procedure is described in detail as follows. 
Assumed a function set Q(x,α) ,α Λ  has a set S, which has a structure shown in Fig. 5. The 
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received signal s = s + n , where s , n are the transmitted signal and additional white 
Gaussian noise. The feature parameter of the received signal has a better classification where 
performance which is insensitive with SNR variation, if it satisfies 
 
 ˆ  2-x x n  (18) 
 
X, x, n is the feature vectors of s, s, n . 
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    1 2 nh h h  (22) 
 
(2)   Any element in the structure Sk contains a set of totally bounded function 
 
   k k0 Q(z,α) B , α Λ  (23) 
 
or contains a function set which satisfies the following inequality for some (p, T K) 
 

 
 





k

1/p

α Λ
k

pQ (z,α)dF(z)
τ , p > 2

Q(z,α)dF(z)
sup  (24) 

 
For a given set of observation set 1 2 lz , z , , z , SRM aims to choose the proper function 

k
lQ(z,α )  who makes the empirical risk minimal in subset 

k
S  with smallest guaranteed risk. 

After performing empirical risk minimization on each subset, the subset whose sum of 

empirical risk and VC confidence is selected. The optimal function k
lQ(z,α ) that makes the 

empirical risk minimal in selected subset is the optimal solution. 
 

Fig. 5. The principle of Structural Risk Minimization. 
 
Statistical learning theory also gives the required conditions for reasonable structure of 
function subset and the convergence property of actual risk in SRM principle. The actual 
risk is the sum of empirical risk and confidence interval. As the index of the elements in the 
structure increases, the empirical risk will be reduced with extended confidence interval. 
The smallest upper bound of the actual risk can be derived from a certain element in the 
structure. Support vector machine is a novel universal learning machine, which is widely 
used in the fields of pattern recognition, regression estimation and probability density. It is 
based on VC-dimension theory and SRM principle, which has a better generalization 

performance by reaching a trade-off between model complexity with limited sample data 
and capacity of the learning algorithm. The support vector machine was coined by Vapnik 
in the late 1960s on the foundation of statistical learning theory. It was originally developed 
for binary classification problem. The optimal solution of SVM for a linearly separable case 
was introduced by Vapnik. Later this was extended to non-separable cases. In the previous 
research, a common solution to classification problem of communication signals is artificial 
neural network (ANN), such as multilayer linear perceptron network. After the first 
preliminary studies, SVM have shown a remarkable efficiency, especially when compared 
with traditional artificial neural networks. The main advantage of SVM, with respect to 
ANN, consists in the structure of the learning algorithm, characterized by the resolution of a 
constrained quadratic programming problem (CQP), where the drawback of local minima is 
completely avoided (Boser at el., 1992, Cortes & Vapnik, 1995, Scholkopf, 1995). Since the 
classification of communication signals is obvious to be a linearly non-separable problem, 
we will only discuss the computation of this optimization problem in this chapter. Given 
linearly non-separable classification problem, we suppose a training set is {(xi, yi ) } ,  

where  , 1, 1 , 1, ...,1Nx R y i     . Assumed that the signal group can be classified by a 
hyperplane which is defined by 
 

 TΦ( ) + b = 0w x  (25) 
 
where the vector w  defines the boundary of different classes of data, b is a scalar threshold 

and 
2

Φ( ) = /2x x . 
In order to solve this non-separable problem, the non-minus slack variables iξ  are 
introduced, and then the training vectors must satisfy 
 

  T
i i i iy ( + b ) - 1 1 - ξ , i = 1, 2, , lw x  (26) 

 
The hyperplane, which makes O(w) = ||w|| /2 to be minimum, is named as the optimal 
hyperplane. All of the training vectors are correctly classified by it and the vectors of each 
class are separated with a maximum margin (Burges, 1997). 
Usually, structuring a hyperplane is solved as a quadratic optimization problem that can be 
formulated as 
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where C is the penalty parameter, which is used to control the training error rate by 
different values. 
Using a Lagrange multiplier technique, the optimization problem can be converted into 
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where C is the penalty parameter, which is used to control the training error rate by 
different values. 
Using a Lagrange multiplier technique, the optimization problem can be converted into 
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i=1 i=1 i=1
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1
F = + C ξ α [y ( Φ( ) + b) - 1 + ξ ] - β ξ

2
-w w x  (28) 

 
where ai, (i > 0 are Lagrange multiplier factors. 
Given linearly non-separable classification problem, we can map the input data into a high 
dimensional feature space through some non-linear transformation which makes the data 
linearly separable (Devroye, 1996). Noted the above solution to linearly non-separable 
classification problem, only the inner product operation of the training samples is involved 
in the decision function. While structuring high dimensional feature space, the algorithm 
only use the inner product O (xi )«O (x) in the space without separated O (x) or O (xi) . If we 
can find a function K satisfying Mercer condition (Daniel & James, 2000), which can be 
denoted as 
 
    i iK( , ) = Φ Φx x x x  (29) 
 
where K(xi , x) is the kernel function, which is utilized for mapping the input data to higher 
dimensional space in order to reduce the computational load. There are different kernel 
functions like polynomial, sigmoid and radial basis function (RBF) used in SVM, which are 
defined as follows. 
1.  Polynomial Kernel 

   
k

i iK( , ) = x x + 1x x  (30) 
A k-order polynomial classifier can be defined by Equation (30).  
2.  Radial Basis Function (RBF) Kernel 

 
2 2

i iK( , ) = exp{- x - x /σ }x x  (31) 

The width of the RBF kernel parameter o can be determined in general by an iterative 
process selecting an optimum value based on the full feature set. The main difference 
between RBF classifier and traditional RBF method is that each basis function in the RBF 
classifier corresponds to a support vector, which is automatically identified by the algorithm 
where the drawback of local minima is completely avoided. 
3.  Sigmoid Kernel 
   i iK( , ) = tanh v x x + cx x  (32) 
This kernel uses sigmoid function as inner product, which is equivalent to a multilayer 
perceptron with only one hidden layer. The number of node in hidden layer is automatically 
determined by algorithm. 
Till now, the choice of the kernel functions was often used empirically, and this also became 
a theoretical drawback of SVM. A proper kernel function for a specific problem is 
dependent on the specific training sample data. In the practical applications, how to choose 
the proper model according to training sample set with better generalization ability is 
currently a research direction in the field of SVM. For a signal classification problem using 
cyclostationary features, we use an improved method of model selection based on kernel 
alignment, which will be described in Section 4.1 in detail. The choice of the kernel functions 
is studied via computer simulations and optimal results are achieved using radial-basis 

function (RBF) kernel function. A typical classification experiment using RBF kernel 
function based SVM is illustrated as follows 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6. A typical classification experiment using RBF kernel function (Sherrod, 2008). 
 
After choosing the best kernel function, the dual representation of the optimization problem 
can be obtained by computing the derivatives with respect to w, b, iξ , which is described as 
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The resulting decision function is obtained as follows: 
 

  
l

i i i

i = 1

f(x) = sgn α y K( , ) + bx x  (34) 

 
The architecture of the SVM classifier combining spectral correlation analysis is shown in 
Fig. 7. 
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The resulting decision function is obtained as follows: 
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The architecture of the SVM classifier combining spectral correlation analysis is shown in 
Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. Architecture of the SVM classifier combining spectral correlation analysis. 

 
4. Performance Evaluation and Analysis 4.1 Kernel Function and Parameters 
Selection 
 

According to the definition of kernel function in the previous section, the kernel matrix can 
be defined as follows (Lanckriet at el., 2002)  
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where n is the number of the samples. It is a symmetric positive definite matrix, and since it 
specifies the inner products between all pairs of input elements, it completely determines 
the relative positions between those points in the embedding space. 
In this section, we use an improved method of kernel selection based on kernel alignment to 
choose proper kernel function for our scheme (Cristianini at el., 2002). Assumed that K 1  and 
K 2  are kernel matrix of the kernel function k1 and k2, respectively. The (empirical) 
alignment of a kernel k1 with a kernel k2 with respect to the sample S is the quantity, which 
can be defined by 
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Given a sample set   i iS = x x S , i = 1, 2, , l  for a specific signal classification problem, 
the sample can be divided into two types which are identified by +1 and -1. The signal type 

set is denoted as    i iY = y y 1 , i = 1, 2, , l  with the vector form  
T

1 1 lY = y , y , , y , 
and then alignment matrix can be defined by 
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This kernel selection method using kernel alignment is based on an important assumption 
that the kernel function has better performance if the kernel alignment of the kernel matrix 
and the alignment matrix is higher. Thus, if we consider K =  K 1  , K a d  = Y Y   =K 2  , then 
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According to the above derivation, the optimal kernel function problem can be transformed 
into kernel alignment maximizing problem. In this section, the kernel alignment values of 
different kernel functions are compared via computer simulation by MATLAB 7.0. For the 
simulations, we define a signal set as {AM, ASK, FSK, PSK, MSK, QPSK}. To obtain the 
kernel alignment at different SNR, simulations are carried out with 1024 samples at SNR 
ranging from 0 dB to 20 dB. Simulation results show that the kernel alignment of the RBF 
kernel is the greater than that of other kernels, which is shown in Fig. 8. According to the 
simulation results, we choose RBF kernel as the kernel function of the SVM in our scheme. 
After the kernel function is selected, two key parameters of the SVW should be considered 
next. The first parameter, penalty parameter C of the SVM, is used for adjusting the range of 
the confidence interval to control the training error rate by different values. The second one, 
the width of the RBF kernel parameter o , can control the classification error by changing the 
largest VC dimension of linear classification plane. Therefore, these two parameters have a 
great impact on the classification performance (Chapelle at el., 2002). In this section, we use 
a simple cross-validation method to search the best parameters (C, o) . 
In n-fold cross-validation, we first divide the training set into n subsets of equal size. 
Sequentially one subset is tested using the classifier trained on the remaining n-1 subsets. 
Thus, each instance of the whole training set is predicted once so the cross-validation 
accuracy is the percentage of data that are correctly classified. The process of cross-
validation is described as follows. 
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Fig. 7. Architecture of the SVM classifier combining spectral correlation analysis. 
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different kernel functions are compared via computer simulation by MATLAB 7.0. For the 
simulations, we define a signal set as {AM, ASK, FSK, PSK, MSK, QPSK}. To obtain the 
kernel alignment at different SNR, simulations are carried out with 1024 samples at SNR 
ranging from 0 dB to 20 dB. Simulation results show that the kernel alignment of the RBF 
kernel is the greater than that of other kernels, which is shown in Fig. 8. According to the 
simulation results, we choose RBF kernel as the kernel function of the SVM in our scheme. 
After the kernel function is selected, two key parameters of the SVW should be considered 
next. The first parameter, penalty parameter C of the SVM, is used for adjusting the range of 
the confidence interval to control the training error rate by different values. The second one, 
the width of the RBF kernel parameter o , can control the classification error by changing the 
largest VC dimension of linear classification plane. Therefore, these two parameters have a 
great impact on the classification performance (Chapelle at el., 2002). In this section, we use 
a simple cross-validation method to search the best parameters (C, o) . 
In n-fold cross-validation, we first divide the training set into n subsets of equal size. 
Sequentially one subset is tested using the classifier trained on the remaining n-1 subsets. 
Thus, each instance of the whole training set is predicted once so the cross-validation 
accuracy is the percentage of data that are correctly classified. The process of cross-
validation is described as follows. 
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Fig. 8. Performance comparison of different kernel functions. 
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4. Repeat step 3 until the number of iΓ  and iΛ  reach to a preconcerted threshold. The 

 i, j i, jC , σ will be the optimal choice for the specific SVM after iterations. 

After performing cross-validation method for our scheme by MATLAB, we can obtain the 

best kernel parameters 2σ =0,476 and C = 0.212. After the best  C, σ is found, the whole 
training set is trained again to generate the final SVM classifier. 

 
4.2 Classifier Design 
In order to compare the performance of different classifiers, two approaches based on 
existing methods, such as decision theory and artificial neural network, are introduced with 
spectral correlation features as training data. 

 
4.2.1 Binary Decision Tree 
After decades of research, decision theory has been widely studied in mathematics, statistics 
and communication concerned with identifying the values, uncertainties and other issues 

relevant in a given decision and the resulting optimal decision. In the conventional decision 
theory, the binary decision tree (BDT) is a decision support tool that uses a graph or model 
of decisions mapping from observations to target value. Since it is simple and easy to 
understand, binary decision tree is widely used in signal detection and recognition. After 
observation of the value range the different features in Table. 1, it's easy to find that feature 
x can be used to classify the signals into three groups, which are {PSK, MSK, QPSK}, {FSK} 
and {AM, ASK}. Furthermore, feature x2 and x4 can be used to distinguish {ASK, AM} and 
{MSK, QPSK}, respectively. Thus, a binary decision tree is designed based on spectral 
correlation features for primary user signal recognition. In the decision algorithm given in 
Fig. 9, we make use of feature x to recognize the FSK signal in the first layer, and then 
feature x2 and x3 are used for the classification of ASK and AM signals and recognition of 
PSK signal in the second layer. In the third level, feature x4 is utilized to distinguish MSK 
and QPSK signal. 
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Fig. 9. Architecture of the BDT classifier based on spectral correlation analysis.  

 
4.2.2 Multilayer Linear Perceptron Network 
Artificial Neural networks have long been considered for pattern recognition and 
modulation classification and have proven to be robust to a variety of conditions such as 
interfering signals and noise. In order to compare the classifier performance of artificial 
neural network and support vector machine, a signal classification approach using spectral 
correlation and neural networks, which was proposed by A. Fehske (Fehske at el., 2005), is 
introduced below. Due to its simplicity, a multilayer linear perceptron network (MLPN) 
with 4 neurons in the hidden layer was used for each signal class, and each input layer uses 
the normalized spectral correlation feature vector x' = (x't, x2, x'3, x'4) as input. Each MLPN 
was trained with a back propagation algorithm (Gupta, 2003) with an initial learning rate n = 
0.05 decreasing with each epoch, a momentum constant a = 0.7 , and an activation function 
tanh(x). The output of each MLPN is a continuous value in the range (-1, 1). The MAXNET 
structure shown in Fig. 10 simply chooses the signal whose MLPN outputs the largest value. 
A typical gradient descent algorithm can be used to solve the linearly non-separable signal 
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classification problem, which can achieve minimal mean square error of expected output 
and actual output. The training results of all the MLPN are inputted into a simple MAXNET 
for final decision. The decision function of the MAXNET is defined by 
 
     iz k = argmax y k  (39) 
 
The signal classification approach using spectral correlation and MLPN is shown in Fig. 10. 
 

Fig. 10. Architecture of the MLPN classifier based on spectral correlation analysis. 

 
5. Simulation Results 
 

In this section, a variety of Monte Carlo simulations are presented to illustrate the 
performance of the algorithm. In the simulations, we define a signal set as {AM, ASK, FSK, 
PSK, MSK, QPSK}. For each type of signal, N signal samples constitute one frame which is 
used as an observation window to compare the performance of the algorithm with different 
data samples. To distinguish 6 modulation classes, simulation are carried out with 1100 
frames at SNR ranging from 0 dB to 20 dB using three classifiers developed. 100 frames are 
used for training samples, and the remaining 1000 frames are used to calculate the 
probability of correct classification of different classifiers. The probability of correct 
classification (Pcc) can be defined by 

where N is the number of simulations,  r i iP H H  is the probability that the algorithm 
determine the signal class i correctly. 
The radio channel models considered in the simulations include Gaussian channel and 
cognitive radio channel. In order to simulate the wireless environment of cognitive radios, 
WRAN channel model B recommended in IEEE 802.22 standard is used as cognitive radio 
channel (Sofer, E. & Chouinard, 2005). The WRAN channel reference model B determined 

(40) 

by the IEEE 802.22 standard group has a multi-path (6-path) delay profile, which is 
summarized in Table. 2. 
In the IEEE 802.22 WRAN system, cognitive radio technology is considered to share the 
licensed spectrum of Digital TV, the typical service coverage is from 33 kilometres to 100 
kilometres. The reference channel model B for the IEEE 802.22 WRAN are derived from a 
scenario that transmits the signals between the fixed BS and CPEs in wireless broadband 
environments. In such a dynamic channel environment, the delay extension is high with 
lower Doppler frequency. An Example channel responses for the nominal WRAN channel B 
is illustrated in Fig. 11. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2. Multipath profiles of the IEEE 802.22 WRAN reference channel model B. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 11. An Example channel responses for the nominal WRAN channel B. 
 
Table.3 and Table.4 indicate the probability of correct classification (Pcc) for each modulation 
type with the training data length of 1000 over Gauss channel and cognitive radio channel, 
respectively. Results show the overall correct rate is above 92.83% for a SNR of 4dB, and 
97.32% for a SNR of 8dB. These good results for signals with low SNR in the cognitive radio 
environment show the proposed approach is insensitive with SNR variation, which come 
from the effects of the robustness of SVM classifier. According to Table.3, the proposed 
approach has better performance in both channel conditions. 
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classification problem, which can achieve minimal mean square error of expected output 
and actual output. The training results of all the MLPN are inputted into a simple MAXNET 
for final decision. The decision function of the MAXNET is defined by 
 
     iz k = argmax y k  (39) 
 
The signal classification approach using spectral correlation and MLPN is shown in Fig. 10. 
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Table 3. Pec of SVM classifier over Gaussian channel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4. Pcc of SVM classifier over WRAN channel B. 
 
Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the performance of SVM classifier with data length as parameter 
over different channel models. When the data length is 100 and for a SNR of 4dB, the Pcc is 
up to 80.62% and with data length 200 and for a SNR of 6dB, the Pcc increases to 90%. When 
the data length is 1000 and for a SNR of l0dB, the Pcc is close to 100%. Above results show 
that the performance of the SVM classifier is high for small training data in both channel 
models. Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 are the performance comparison between BDT classifier, MLPN 
classifier and SVM classifier with the spectral correlation features over Gaussian channel 
and WRAN channel, which are calculated for different signals using data length of 200 and 
1000, respectively. It is shown that when the SNR is lower, the MLPN classifier shows poor 
performance. While the SNR is higher, the probability of correct classification is increased. 
In lower SNR, the variation of the spectral correlation features (SCFs) is drastically due to 
the effect of the noise. Thus, the construction of neural network is not complete with small 
training data, which results in the performance degradation. The decision tree based 
classifier only use the partial information of the spectral correlation features (SCFs), 
therefore, the correct probability is lower than SVM classifier in the whole SNR range. All 
the results show the high performance of SVM classifier based on spectral correlation 
features (SCFs). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 12. The performance of SVM classifier with different data length over Gaussian channel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. The performance of SVM classifier with different data length over WRAN channel. 
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Fig. 14. Comparison between three classifiers with different data length over Gaussian 
channel. 

 
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

In this chapter, we proposed a novel approach combining the spectral correlation features 
and SVM for signal classification in cognitive radio environment. Four spectral correlation 
characteristic parameters were chosen as feature vector of SVM classifier. Simulation results 
show that the overall success rate is above 92.83% with data length of 1000 when SNR is 
equal to 4dB. Compared to existing methods, the proposed approach is more effective in the 
case of low SNR and limited training numbers. Future work in the area of signal 
classification for cognitive radio systems will involve the analysis of higher order spectrum 
correlation features of more communication signals. Based on these features, a multi-class 
SVM classifier can be used to improve the accuracy of classification and reduces the 
computational complexity. In addition, the classifier performance will be tested via 
simulations using several different channel models. 
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1. Introduction

In this chapter, we introduce different traffic prediction techniques and discuss the process of
evaluating channel availability through predicting traffic pattern of primary users for cogni-
tive radios. When cognitive and non-cognitive users share the licensed spectrum, compared
with secondary users (cognitive users), primary users have higher priority in using licensed
channels. Therefore, whenever a primary user is detected, secondary users must vacate the
relevant channels or decrease their transmitted power to reduce the interference on primary
users. However, in some situations, due to the activities of primary users, secondary users
may need to switch to other available channels, terminate communication, or reduce the trans-
mitted power frequently. This leads to temporal connection loss of secondary users. In addi-
tion, if secondary users can not vacate a channel in a timely manner, it would interfere with
primary users. To reduce the temporal connection loss and interference on primary users,
secondary users should avoid using the channels which would be claimed by primary users
with a high probability within a given time period. A solution to this problem is to enable
secondary users to evaluate the channel availability through predicting the traffic pattern of
primary users. This chapter discusses the methods of evaluating the probability of channel
availability for secondary users, and examines the probability that there is a successful sec-
ondary user’s transmission at one time instance. In addition, the cooperative prediction is
briefly introduced. Finally, the applications of traffic pattern prediction technique to spectrum
sharing are discussed.

2. Traffic Model

Traffic data patterns can be classified as (Haykin, 2005): 1) deterministic patterns: for exam-
ple, each primary user (e.g., TV transmitter) is assigned a fixed time slot for transmission, and
when it is switched off, the frequency band is vacated; 2) stochastic patterns: for example,
the arrival times of data packets are modeled as a Poisson process, while the service times are
modeled as exponentially distributed, depending on whether the data are of packet-switched
or circuit-switched. Note that, in common channel signaling network, the exponential distri-
bution drastically underestimates the proportion of short calls that do not last longer than the
mean holding time (Bolotin, 1994). In general, the traffic stochastic parameters vary slowly.
Hence, they can be estimated using historical data. The traffic model built on historical data
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enables secondary users to predict the future traffic pattern of primary users (Li & Zekavat,
2008).
An overview of traffic modeling is provided in (Frost & Melamed, 1994). It discusses Markov
modulated traffic models, autoregressive traffic models and self-similar traffic models, etc. In
addition, the authors in (Adas, 1997) discuss different traffic models in telecommunication
networks.

2.1 Traffic Model for Voice Communication
A speech process can be modeled as a two-state Markov chain which alternates between talk
spurt and silent periods (Li, 1990); (Gruber, 1981). The authors in (Hong & Rappaport, 1986)
propose a traffic model for cellular mobile radio telephone systems. The basic system model in
(Hong & Rappaport, 1986) assumes that the new call origination rate is uniformly distributed
over the mobile service area, and the channel holding time is approximated to a negative
exponential distribution.
Considering a one-dimensional mobile system with cells in series (e.g., in highways), the au-
thors in (Pavlidou, 1994) uses two-dimensional state diagrams to analyze the traffic in the
mixed media cellular system. It assumes four Poisson arrival streams are entering each cell,
which are originating new voice calls, originating new data packets, hand-off voice calls and
hand-off data packets. The authors in (Leung et al., 1994) also consider the circumstance of
a one-way, semi-infinite highway. With the assumption that there are an infinite number of
channels available, they present a deterministic fluid model and a stochastic traffic model for
a wireless network along the highway.

2.2 Traffic Model for Video Data
The authors in (Dawood & Ghanbari, 1999) provide a summary for traffic models of video
data. (Lucantoni et al., 1994) proposes to model a single video source as a Markov renewal
process whose states represent different bit rates. Some other models including Markov Mod-
ulated Fluid Flow (MMFF) model (Maglaris et al., 1988), Markov Modulated Poisson Process
(MMPP) (Skelly, 1993), and AutoRegressive AR(1) stochastic model (Maglaris et al., 1988) are
proposed to address the basic characteristics of the variable bit rate traffic. The MMFF and
MMPP are suitable for queueing analysis of packet switched networks. The AR(1) stochastic
model primarily characterizes the inter-frame source bit-rate variations and correlation.
For variable bit-rate traffic, the authors in (Knightly & Zhang, 1997) introduce a new deter-
ministic traffic model called deterministic bounding interval-length dependent (D-BIND) to
capture the multiplexing properties of bursty streams. For a large-scale satellite network simu-
lation, (Ryu, 1999) proposes: 1) a discrete autoregressive process for MBone (“multicast back-
bone”) video source modeling; 2) the superposition of fractal renewal processes (Sup-FRP)
model for Web request arrivals, and, 3) a generalized shot-noise-driven Poisson point process
(GSNDP) for aggregate traffic flow modeling.

2.3 Traffic Model for General Packet Data
Based on an analysis of Internet protocols for data communication, (Anderlind & Zander,
1997) proposes a simple model for future data traffic in wireless radio networks. Model pa-
rameters are selected to describe traffic from the Worldwide Web (WWW) access and from
distributed file systems. A multilayer Markov model is considered in (Filipiak, 1992) for ar-
rivals of calls, bursts, and packets to fast packet switching system, where the multilayer refers
to call layer, packet layer and burst layer.

3. Traffic Prediction Techniques

Different methods and models are proposed to forecast the traffic of different networks. Gen-
erally, network traffic has a mix of self-similarity, Short Range and Long Range Dependencies
(SRD and LRD) (e.g., (Kleinrock, 1993); (Paxon & Floyd, 1995); (Leland et al., 1994); (Jiang et
al., 2001)). There exist concentrated periods of low activity and high activity (i.e., burstiness)
in the network traffic (Feng, 2006).
An accurate predictor needs to capture the traffic characteristics such as SRD and LRD, self-
similarity and nonstationarity (Sadek & Khotanzad, 2004a). The prediction models can he
categorized as stationary and non-stationary ones (Adas, 1997). The stationary models in-
clude traditional models such as Poisson, Markov and autoregressive (AR), and self-similar
models such as fractional autoregressive integrated moving average (FARIMA). Nonstation-
ary models include artificial neural network (ANN) such as fuzzy neural network (FNN).
These models can be applied to predict different types of traffic data in Ethernet, Internet, etc.
(Sadek et al., 2003); (Shu et al., 1999); (Hall & Mars, 2000). In the following subsections, some
prediction techniques are introduced including ARIMA based traffic forecasting, application
of neural network in traffic forecasting, least mean square based traffic forecasting, etc.

3.1 ARIMA based Traffic Forecasting
Traditional models, such as autoregressive (AR) and autoregressive moving average (ARMA),
can be used to predict the high-speed network traffic data (Adas, 1997); (Sang & Li, 2002), and
they can capture the short range dependent (SRD) characteristic of traffic. For example, con-
sidering the traffic data from a regional emergency communication center, (Chen & Trajkovic,
2004) classifies network users into user clusters, and then predicts the network traffic using the
SARIMA (seasonal autoregressive integrated moving-average) model. SARIMA is discussed
in detail in (Brockwell & Davis, 2002). For a campus-wide wireless network (IEEE 802.11 in-
frastructure), (Papadopouli, 2005) uses the Yule-Walker method of ARIMA model to forecast
the traffic at each wireless access point (AP) in an hourly timescale.
If a time series is non-stationary, but the first difference of the time series is stationary, ARIMA
models can be used to characterize the dynamics of such a process. (Basu, 1996) indicates that
appropriately differenced time-series generated from Internet traffic traces can be modeled as
Auto-Regressive-Moving-Average (ARMA) processes. (Krithikaivasan et al., 2004) also pro-
poses to use the ARIMA models to predict network traffic. Although ARIMA models can be
used to model a class of non-stationary data, however, they cannot be applied to predict the
network traffic which possesses the Long Range Dependent (LRD) characteristics.
In ARIMA models, the difference parameter d is restricted to integer values. In Fractional
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average models (FARIMA), this difference parameter can
be a fraction. FARIMA model has the ability to capture both SRD and LRD characteristics of
traffic (Corradi et al., 2001); (Shu et al., 1999). (Shu et al., 1999) also proposes using fractional
ARIMA (FARIMA) to capture the self-similarity of network traffic. However, FARIMA model
is time-consuming (Feng, 2006). (Sadek & Khotanzad, 2004a) discusses a two-stage predictor.
It combines two different models, namely FARIMA and FNN. FARIMA captures the self-
similarity, and FNN captures the non-stationarity. The combination of FARIMA and FNN
enhances the prediction accuracy.
The authors in (Papagiannaki et al., 2005) model the evolution of IP backbone traffic at large
time scales for long-term forecasting of Internet traffic. The aggregate demand between any
two adjacent points is modeled as a multiple linear regression model. Short-term (e.g., sec-
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enables secondary users to predict the future traffic pattern of primary users (Li & Zekavat,
2008).
An overview of traffic modeling is provided in (Frost & Melamed, 1994). It discusses Markov
modulated traffic models, autoregressive traffic models and self-similar traffic models, etc. In
addition, the authors in (Adas, 1997) discuss different traffic models in telecommunication
networks.

2.1 Traffic Model for Voice Communication
A speech process can be modeled as a two-state Markov chain which alternates between talk
spurt and silent periods (Li, 1990); (Gruber, 1981). The authors in (Hong & Rappaport, 1986)
propose a traffic model for cellular mobile radio telephone systems. The basic system model in
(Hong & Rappaport, 1986) assumes that the new call origination rate is uniformly distributed
over the mobile service area, and the channel holding time is approximated to a negative
exponential distribution.
Considering a one-dimensional mobile system with cells in series (e.g., in highways), the au-
thors in (Pavlidou, 1994) uses two-dimensional state diagrams to analyze the traffic in the
mixed media cellular system. It assumes four Poisson arrival streams are entering each cell,
which are originating new voice calls, originating new data packets, hand-off voice calls and
hand-off data packets. The authors in (Leung et al., 1994) also consider the circumstance of
a one-way, semi-infinite highway. With the assumption that there are an infinite number of
channels available, they present a deterministic fluid model and a stochastic traffic model for
a wireless network along the highway.

2.2 Traffic Model for Video Data
The authors in (Dawood & Ghanbari, 1999) provide a summary for traffic models of video
data. (Lucantoni et al., 1994) proposes to model a single video source as a Markov renewal
process whose states represent different bit rates. Some other models including Markov Mod-
ulated Fluid Flow (MMFF) model (Maglaris et al., 1988), Markov Modulated Poisson Process
(MMPP) (Skelly, 1993), and AutoRegressive AR(1) stochastic model (Maglaris et al., 1988) are
proposed to address the basic characteristics of the variable bit rate traffic. The MMFF and
MMPP are suitable for queueing analysis of packet switched networks. The AR(1) stochastic
model primarily characterizes the inter-frame source bit-rate variations and correlation.
For variable bit-rate traffic, the authors in (Knightly & Zhang, 1997) introduce a new deter-
ministic traffic model called deterministic bounding interval-length dependent (D-BIND) to
capture the multiplexing properties of bursty streams. For a large-scale satellite network simu-
lation, (Ryu, 1999) proposes: 1) a discrete autoregressive process for MBone (“multicast back-
bone”) video source modeling; 2) the superposition of fractal renewal processes (Sup-FRP)
model for Web request arrivals, and, 3) a generalized shot-noise-driven Poisson point process
(GSNDP) for aggregate traffic flow modeling.

2.3 Traffic Model for General Packet Data
Based on an analysis of Internet protocols for data communication, (Anderlind & Zander,
1997) proposes a simple model for future data traffic in wireless radio networks. Model pa-
rameters are selected to describe traffic from the Worldwide Web (WWW) access and from
distributed file systems. A multilayer Markov model is considered in (Filipiak, 1992) for ar-
rivals of calls, bursts, and packets to fast packet switching system, where the multilayer refers
to call layer, packet layer and burst layer.

3. Traffic Prediction Techniques

Different methods and models are proposed to forecast the traffic of different networks. Gen-
erally, network traffic has a mix of self-similarity, Short Range and Long Range Dependencies
(SRD and LRD) (e.g., (Kleinrock, 1993); (Paxon & Floyd, 1995); (Leland et al., 1994); (Jiang et
al., 2001)). There exist concentrated periods of low activity and high activity (i.e., burstiness)
in the network traffic (Feng, 2006).
An accurate predictor needs to capture the traffic characteristics such as SRD and LRD, self-
similarity and nonstationarity (Sadek & Khotanzad, 2004a). The prediction models can he
categorized as stationary and non-stationary ones (Adas, 1997). The stationary models in-
clude traditional models such as Poisson, Markov and autoregressive (AR), and self-similar
models such as fractional autoregressive integrated moving average (FARIMA). Nonstation-
ary models include artificial neural network (ANN) such as fuzzy neural network (FNN).
These models can be applied to predict different types of traffic data in Ethernet, Internet, etc.
(Sadek et al., 2003); (Shu et al., 1999); (Hall & Mars, 2000). In the following subsections, some
prediction techniques are introduced including ARIMA based traffic forecasting, application
of neural network in traffic forecasting, least mean square based traffic forecasting, etc.

3.1 ARIMA based Traffic Forecasting
Traditional models, such as autoregressive (AR) and autoregressive moving average (ARMA),
can be used to predict the high-speed network traffic data (Adas, 1997); (Sang & Li, 2002), and
they can capture the short range dependent (SRD) characteristic of traffic. For example, con-
sidering the traffic data from a regional emergency communication center, (Chen & Trajkovic,
2004) classifies network users into user clusters, and then predicts the network traffic using the
SARIMA (seasonal autoregressive integrated moving-average) model. SARIMA is discussed
in detail in (Brockwell & Davis, 2002). For a campus-wide wireless network (IEEE 802.11 in-
frastructure), (Papadopouli, 2005) uses the Yule-Walker method of ARIMA model to forecast
the traffic at each wireless access point (AP) in an hourly timescale.
If a time series is non-stationary, but the first difference of the time series is stationary, ARIMA
models can be used to characterize the dynamics of such a process. (Basu, 1996) indicates that
appropriately differenced time-series generated from Internet traffic traces can be modeled as
Auto-Regressive-Moving-Average (ARMA) processes. (Krithikaivasan et al., 2004) also pro-
poses to use the ARIMA models to predict network traffic. Although ARIMA models can be
used to model a class of non-stationary data, however, they cannot be applied to predict the
network traffic which possesses the Long Range Dependent (LRD) characteristics.
In ARIMA models, the difference parameter d is restricted to integer values. In Fractional
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average models (FARIMA), this difference parameter can
be a fraction. FARIMA model has the ability to capture both SRD and LRD characteristics of
traffic (Corradi et al., 2001); (Shu et al., 1999). (Shu et al., 1999) also proposes using fractional
ARIMA (FARIMA) to capture the self-similarity of network traffic. However, FARIMA model
is time-consuming (Feng, 2006). (Sadek & Khotanzad, 2004a) discusses a two-stage predictor.
It combines two different models, namely FARIMA and FNN. FARIMA captures the self-
similarity, and FNN captures the non-stationarity. The combination of FARIMA and FNN
enhances the prediction accuracy.
The authors in (Papagiannaki et al., 2005) model the evolution of IP backbone traffic at large
time scales for long-term forecasting of Internet traffic. The aggregate demand between any
two adjacent points is modeled as a multiple linear regression model. Short-term (e.g., sec-
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onds or minutes) forecasting of Internet traffic is addressed in (Basu, 1999); (Sang, 2000); (Pa-
padopouli et al., 2006).
The authors in (Randhawa & Hardy, 1998) model the VBR sources as AutoRegressive AR(1)
Modulated Deterministic Arrival process which characterizes the inter-frame as well as the
intra-frame bit rate variations, and they model the call arrival process as conventional birth-
death Markov Process. The future traffic is predicted using a combination of linear prediction
and transient state analysis of birth-death Markov Process.

3.2 Application of Neural Network in Traffic Forecasting
The authors in (Zhao et al., 2004) propose two neural network models for traffic forecasting
in two situations. One addresses the forecasting of hourly traffic of the next day based on
past observations, and the other focuses on the peak load prediction of the next day. Based on
Time Series Forecasting (TSF), (Cortez et al., 2006) uses a Neural Network Ensemble (NNE) to
predict the TCP/IP traffic.
Neural network based traffic prediction approach is complicated to implement. The accu-
racy and applicability of the neural network approach in traffic prediction is limited (Hall &
Mars, 2000). Artificial Neural Network (ANN) can capture the non-linear nature of network
traffic and the relationship between the output and input theoretically (Hansegawa et al.,
2001); (Khotanzad & Sadek, 2003); (Lobejko, 1996), however, it might suffer from over-fitting
(Doulamis et al., 2003).
The machine learning technique called support vector machine (SVM) can be applied to pat-
tern recognition and other applications such as regression estimation. (Feng, 2006) employs
the SVM to forecast the traffic in WLANs. It studies the issues of one-step-ahead prediction
and multi-step-ahead prediction without any assumption on the statistical property of actual
WLAN traffic.

3.3 Least Mean Square based Traffic Forecasting
Normalized Least Mean Square (NLMS) based prediction approaches are proposed for on-
line variable bit-rate video traffic prediction. They do not require any prior knowledge of the
video statistics (Adas, 1998). The authors in (Liu & Mao, 2005) propose a time-domain NLMS
based prediction scheme, and a wavelet-domain NLMS based adaptive prediction scheme for
video traffic prediction which exploits the redundant information in the wavelet transform
coefficients for more accurate prediction (traffic is decomposed into wavelet coefficients and
scaling coefficients at different timescales).

3.4 Other Traffic Forecasting Algorithms
The authors in (Kohandani et al., 2006) present a new forecasting technique called extended
structural model (ESM) which is derived from the basic structural model (BSM). This tech-
nique replaces the constant parameters in BSM with variables and use the steepest descent
search algorithm to find the values for these variables to minimize the mean absolute percent-
age error (MAPE).
Based on classical queueing theory, (Filipiak & Chemouil, 1987) derives discrete-time stochas-
tic models and propose methods based on those models to forecast the number of congested
trunk groups. The authors in (Liang, 2002) show that the ad hoc wireless network traffic is
self-similar, and they apply a fuzzy logic system to ad hoc wireless network traffic forecast-
ing. Fuzzy logic systems (FLSs) have been widely used in time-series forecasting (e.g., (Liang
& Mendel, 2000)).

Traffic
prediction
techniques

Advantage Disadvantage Applications

ARIMA Can capture the short
range dependent (SRD)
characteristic; can model
a class of non-stationary
data.

Cannot capture the Long
Range Dependent (LRD)
characteristic; the differ-
ence parameter d is re-
stricted to integer values.

WLAN, Internet
traffic, etc.

FARIMA Can capture both SRD
and LRD characteristics;
can capture the self-
similarity; the difference
parameter d can be a
fraction.

Time-consuming Ad hoc wireless
networks; Ether-
net, etc.

Neutral
Network
based

Can capture the non-
stationarity; can capture
the non-linear nature of
network traffic.

Complicated to imple-
ment; the accuracy and
applicability is limited.

Internet traffic
(video traffic),
etc.

Least Mean
Square
based

Do not require any prior
knowledge of the traffic
statistics.

Slow convergence with
the time-domain NLMS
based algorithms; High
complexity with the
wavelet-domain NLMS
based algorithms.

Internet traffic
(video traffic),
etc.

Table 1. Comparison of traffic prediction techniques.

The authors in (Sadek & Khotanzad, 2004b) present a parameter estimation procedure for the
k-factor GARMA model (a generalized form of FARIMA). They use an adaptive prediction
scheme to enable the model to capture the non-stationary characteristic and deal with any
possible growth in the future traffic. The results indicate that the performance of the k-factor
GARMA model outperforms the traditional AR model. GARMA models can be used to model
a time series with SRD and LRD characteristics, and they also can model the periodicity of a
time series with fewer parameters than ARMA models. The authors in (Ramachandran &
Bhethanabotla, 2000) use the GARMA framework to measure the periodicities of Ethernet
traffic.
The advantages and disadvantages of some traffic prediction techniques are compared in Ta-
ble 1.

4. Probability of Channel Availability

Currently, most of the spectrum is assigned to GSM and CDMA networks (Brodersen, 2004).
For CDMA networks (e.g., CDMA 2000, UMTS), the code division access makes the coexis-
tence of primary users and secondary users difficult unless FDMA-CDMA systems are used
(Pezeshk & Zekavat, 2003). In that case, secondary users may use the available spectrum only
if the entire CDMA channels are available. Here, it is assumed that secondary users can find
the idle channels for communication which are licensed to GSM networks.
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onds or minutes) forecasting of Internet traffic is addressed in (Basu, 1999); (Sang, 2000); (Pa-
padopouli et al., 2006).
The authors in (Randhawa & Hardy, 1998) model the VBR sources as AutoRegressive AR(1)
Modulated Deterministic Arrival process which characterizes the inter-frame as well as the
intra-frame bit rate variations, and they model the call arrival process as conventional birth-
death Markov Process. The future traffic is predicted using a combination of linear prediction
and transient state analysis of birth-death Markov Process.

3.2 Application of Neural Network in Traffic Forecasting
The authors in (Zhao et al., 2004) propose two neural network models for traffic forecasting
in two situations. One addresses the forecasting of hourly traffic of the next day based on
past observations, and the other focuses on the peak load prediction of the next day. Based on
Time Series Forecasting (TSF), (Cortez et al., 2006) uses a Neural Network Ensemble (NNE) to
predict the TCP/IP traffic.
Neural network based traffic prediction approach is complicated to implement. The accu-
racy and applicability of the neural network approach in traffic prediction is limited (Hall &
Mars, 2000). Artificial Neural Network (ANN) can capture the non-linear nature of network
traffic and the relationship between the output and input theoretically (Hansegawa et al.,
2001); (Khotanzad & Sadek, 2003); (Lobejko, 1996), however, it might suffer from over-fitting
(Doulamis et al., 2003).
The machine learning technique called support vector machine (SVM) can be applied to pat-
tern recognition and other applications such as regression estimation. (Feng, 2006) employs
the SVM to forecast the traffic in WLANs. It studies the issues of one-step-ahead prediction
and multi-step-ahead prediction without any assumption on the statistical property of actual
WLAN traffic.

3.3 Least Mean Square based Traffic Forecasting
Normalized Least Mean Square (NLMS) based prediction approaches are proposed for on-
line variable bit-rate video traffic prediction. They do not require any prior knowledge of the
video statistics (Adas, 1998). The authors in (Liu & Mao, 2005) propose a time-domain NLMS
based prediction scheme, and a wavelet-domain NLMS based adaptive prediction scheme for
video traffic prediction which exploits the redundant information in the wavelet transform
coefficients for more accurate prediction (traffic is decomposed into wavelet coefficients and
scaling coefficients at different timescales).

3.4 Other Traffic Forecasting Algorithms
The authors in (Kohandani et al., 2006) present a new forecasting technique called extended
structural model (ESM) which is derived from the basic structural model (BSM). This tech-
nique replaces the constant parameters in BSM with variables and use the steepest descent
search algorithm to find the values for these variables to minimize the mean absolute percent-
age error (MAPE).
Based on classical queueing theory, (Filipiak & Chemouil, 1987) derives discrete-time stochas-
tic models and propose methods based on those models to forecast the number of congested
trunk groups. The authors in (Liang, 2002) show that the ad hoc wireless network traffic is
self-similar, and they apply a fuzzy logic system to ad hoc wireless network traffic forecast-
ing. Fuzzy logic systems (FLSs) have been widely used in time-series forecasting (e.g., (Liang
& Mendel, 2000)).
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The authors in (Sadek & Khotanzad, 2004b) present a parameter estimation procedure for the
k-factor GARMA model (a generalized form of FARIMA). They use an adaptive prediction
scheme to enable the model to capture the non-stationary characteristic and deal with any
possible growth in the future traffic. The results indicate that the performance of the k-factor
GARMA model outperforms the traditional AR model. GARMA models can be used to model
a time series with SRD and LRD characteristics, and they also can model the periodicity of a
time series with fewer parameters than ARMA models. The authors in (Ramachandran &
Bhethanabotla, 2000) use the GARMA framework to measure the periodicities of Ethernet
traffic.
The advantages and disadvantages of some traffic prediction techniques are compared in Ta-
ble 1.

4. Probability of Channel Availability

Currently, most of the spectrum is assigned to GSM and CDMA networks (Brodersen, 2004).
For CDMA networks (e.g., CDMA 2000, UMTS), the code division access makes the coexis-
tence of primary users and secondary users difficult unless FDMA-CDMA systems are used
(Pezeshk & Zekavat, 2003). In that case, secondary users may use the available spectrum only
if the entire CDMA channels are available. Here, it is assumed that secondary users can find
the idle channels for communication which are licensed to GSM networks.
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4.1 Channels in GSM Networks
GSM uses TDMA techniques to provide multiple access for mobile users (Rappaport, 2002).
In GSM, the available forward and reverse frequency bands are divided into 200kHz wide
channels called ARFCNs (Absolute Radio Frequency Band Numbers). ARFCN is time shared
between 8 subscribers using TDMA (there are eight time slots per TDMA frame). The com-
bination of a time slot number and an ARFCN constitutes a physical channel for both the
forward and reverse link. Each physical channel in a GSM system can be mapped into dif-
ferent logical channels at different times. There are two types of GSM logical channels, called
traffic channels (TCHs) and control channels (CCHs).
In GSM systems, there are control messages transmitted over control channels between sub-
scribers and base stations even if no call is in progress. There are three main control channels:
the broadcast channel (BCH), the common control channel (CCCH), and the dedicated con-
trol channel (DCCH). The BCH and CCCH forward control channels are allocated time slot 0
(TS0). In the same frame, the time slot 1, TS1, through 7, TS7, still can carry regular traffic. The
DCCH may exist in any time slot and on any ARFCN except TS0 of the BCH ARFCN. How-
ever, there are three types of DCCHs in GSM: (i) the stand-alone dedicated control channels
(SDCCHs) which can be considered as intermediate and temporary channels for accepting a
call from the BCH and holding the traffic while waiting for the base stations to allocate a TCH
channel; (ii) the Slow, and, (iii) the Fast Associated Control Channels (SACCHs and FACCHs)
which are used for supervisory data transmission between mobiles and base stations during
a call. In summary, for the three control channels, BCH and CCCH only use TS0 in each frame
and DCCHs are call related. Therefore, if there is no call in progress, secondary user can find
an available channel among TS1-TS7 to use.
To detect an unused physical channel, a secondary user needs to tune to a forward channel
(ARFCN) and synchronize with the base station. For a TDMA frame, a secondary user can
detect whether the time slots TS1-TS7 are used or not by analyzing the data bursts. Here,
secondary users are assumed to have the capability to remove the effect of dummy burst
which are used as filler information for unused time slots on the forward link.

4.2 Channel Availability Evaluation
Generally, multiple channels are licensed to primary users. Secondary users can select any
idle channel for communication. However, once a secondary user detects the appearance of
primary users, it should vacate the channel immediately to allow primary users to continue
using that channel. Therefore, the activities of secondary users do not affect the traffic distri-
bution of primary users. Primary users keep their normal activities regardless of the existence
of secondary users. Here, the number of channels licensed to primary users is assumed to be
constant. In addition, with a fair scheduling policy, primary users utilize all licensed channel
equally.
Traffic pattern prediction enables secondary users to estimate the channel utilization in a near
future. For voice communications, two crucial factors in the traffic pattern are call arrival
rate and call holding time. To estimate the utilization of one channel, secondary users can
predict or estimate the call arrival rate and call holding time of primary users that use this
channel. Then, according to the prediction and/or estimation results, secondary users are
able to evaluate the probability that the channel would be available for a given time period.
By comparing the evaluated probability with some threshold, secondary users can decide
whether to use this channel.
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Fig. 1. Call arrival process.

In general, the traffic of voice communication in traditional wireless networks is periodic with
a specific period T, e.g., T = 24 hours (one day), and it follows similar pattern in each period
(Shu et al., 2003). An example of the call arrival process is shown in Fig. 1.
The call arrivals of primary users can be considered to follow non-homogeneous Poisson pro-
cess {A(t), t ≥ 0} (Snyder & Miller, 1991). The rate parameter for the process {A(t)} is λ(t).
λ(t) may change over time. The expected call arrival rate between the time t1 and t2 is:

λt1,t2 =
∫ t2

t1

λ(t)dt. (1)

Thus, the number of call arrivals within the time interval (t, t + τ] follows a Poisson distribu-
tion with the parameter λt,t+τ , i.e.,

P {(A(t + τ) −A(t)) = k} =
e−λt,t+τ (λt,t+τ)k

k!
, k = 0, 1, · · · (2)

Evenly dividing one traffic period into 24 time intervals (tn, tn+1] (n = 0, 1, · · · , 23), then, the
time duration Td (Td = tn+1 − tn) for one time interval is one hour. For call arrival rate, a
common metric employed in the telecommunication industry is the hourly number of calls
(Chen & Trajkovic, 2004). Thus, the rate parameter λ(t) can be assumed to maintain constant
value λn

Td
in each time interval (tn, tn+1], i.e.,

λ(t) =
λn

Td
, t ∈ (tn, tn+1] (3)

where, λn is the total number of call arrivals in the time interval (tn, tn+1].
Considering tn < t < t + τ ≤ tn+1, i.e., t and t + τ are within the same time interval (tn, tn+1],
the expected call arrival rate within τ is:

λt,t+τ =
λn

Td
τ. (4)
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4.1 Channels in GSM Networks
GSM uses TDMA techniques to provide multiple access for mobile users (Rappaport, 2002).
In GSM, the available forward and reverse frequency bands are divided into 200kHz wide
channels called ARFCNs (Absolute Radio Frequency Band Numbers). ARFCN is time shared
between 8 subscribers using TDMA (there are eight time slots per TDMA frame). The com-
bination of a time slot number and an ARFCN constitutes a physical channel for both the
forward and reverse link. Each physical channel in a GSM system can be mapped into dif-
ferent logical channels at different times. There are two types of GSM logical channels, called
traffic channels (TCHs) and control channels (CCHs).
In GSM systems, there are control messages transmitted over control channels between sub-
scribers and base stations even if no call is in progress. There are three main control channels:
the broadcast channel (BCH), the common control channel (CCCH), and the dedicated con-
trol channel (DCCH). The BCH and CCCH forward control channels are allocated time slot 0
(TS0). In the same frame, the time slot 1, TS1, through 7, TS7, still can carry regular traffic. The
DCCH may exist in any time slot and on any ARFCN except TS0 of the BCH ARFCN. How-
ever, there are three types of DCCHs in GSM: (i) the stand-alone dedicated control channels
(SDCCHs) which can be considered as intermediate and temporary channels for accepting a
call from the BCH and holding the traffic while waiting for the base stations to allocate a TCH
channel; (ii) the Slow, and, (iii) the Fast Associated Control Channels (SACCHs and FACCHs)
which are used for supervisory data transmission between mobiles and base stations during
a call. In summary, for the three control channels, BCH and CCCH only use TS0 in each frame
and DCCHs are call related. Therefore, if there is no call in progress, secondary user can find
an available channel among TS1-TS7 to use.
To detect an unused physical channel, a secondary user needs to tune to a forward channel
(ARFCN) and synchronize with the base station. For a TDMA frame, a secondary user can
detect whether the time slots TS1-TS7 are used or not by analyzing the data bursts. Here,
secondary users are assumed to have the capability to remove the effect of dummy burst
which are used as filler information for unused time slots on the forward link.

4.2 Channel Availability Evaluation
Generally, multiple channels are licensed to primary users. Secondary users can select any
idle channel for communication. However, once a secondary user detects the appearance of
primary users, it should vacate the channel immediately to allow primary users to continue
using that channel. Therefore, the activities of secondary users do not affect the traffic distri-
bution of primary users. Primary users keep their normal activities regardless of the existence
of secondary users. Here, the number of channels licensed to primary users is assumed to be
constant. In addition, with a fair scheduling policy, primary users utilize all licensed channel
equally.
Traffic pattern prediction enables secondary users to estimate the channel utilization in a near
future. For voice communications, two crucial factors in the traffic pattern are call arrival
rate and call holding time. To estimate the utilization of one channel, secondary users can
predict or estimate the call arrival rate and call holding time of primary users that use this
channel. Then, according to the prediction and/or estimation results, secondary users are
able to evaluate the probability that the channel would be available for a given time period.
By comparing the evaluated probability with some threshold, secondary users can decide
whether to use this channel.
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In general, the traffic of voice communication in traditional wireless networks is periodic with
a specific period T, e.g., T = 24 hours (one day), and it follows similar pattern in each period
(Shu et al., 2003). An example of the call arrival process is shown in Fig. 1.
The call arrivals of primary users can be considered to follow non-homogeneous Poisson pro-
cess {A(t), t ≥ 0} (Snyder & Miller, 1991). The rate parameter for the process {A(t)} is λ(t).
λ(t) may change over time. The expected call arrival rate between the time t1 and t2 is:

λt1,t2 =
∫ t2

t1

λ(t)dt. (1)

Thus, the number of call arrivals within the time interval (t, t + τ] follows a Poisson distribu-
tion with the parameter λt,t+τ , i.e.,

P {(A(t + τ) −A(t)) = k} =
e−λt,t+τ (λt,t+τ)k

k!
, k = 0, 1, · · · (2)

Evenly dividing one traffic period into 24 time intervals (tn, tn+1] (n = 0, 1, · · · , 23), then, the
time duration Td (Td = tn+1 − tn) for one time interval is one hour. For call arrival rate, a
common metric employed in the telecommunication industry is the hourly number of calls
(Chen & Trajkovic, 2004). Thus, the rate parameter λ(t) can be assumed to maintain constant
value λn

Td
in each time interval (tn, tn+1], i.e.,

λ(t) =
λn

Td
, t ∈ (tn, tn+1] (3)

where, λn is the total number of call arrivals in the time interval (tn, tn+1].
Considering tn < t < t + τ ≤ tn+1, i.e., t and t + τ are within the same time interval (tn, tn+1],
the expected call arrival rate within τ is:

λt,t+τ =
λn

Td
τ. (4)
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Fig. 2. Three cases for channel availability evaluation.

Similarly, using (1) and (3), λt,t+τ can be obtained when t and t + τ are within different time
intervals or within different periods.
When a secondary user finds an idle channel and intends to start transmission over this chan-
nel, first, it predicts the number of primary user call arrivals in the current time interval
(tn, tn+1]. Using (4), the secondary user obtains the call arrival rate of primary users, λn

Td
τch,

within its oncoming call holding time τch (the call holding time of its next call). Then, the
secondary user evaluates the probability, Pna, that no primary user would occupy the channel
within the call holding time τch. According to (2), Pna corresponds to:

Pna =
e−

λn
Td

τch ( λn
Td

τch)0

0!
= e−

λn
Td

τch . (5)

The oncoming call holding time τch for a secondary user is a random variable and it is hard to
predict. τch in (5) can be replaced with the average call holding time T of the secondary user.
For a secondary user, T can be calculated based on the cumulative total call holding time Ta

and the total number of calls Nc within a time duration, i.e., T = Ta
Nc

.
To evaluate the probability that a channel is available for a given time period, secondary users
should consider three scenarios discussed in the following.
Case 1 and 2 (see Fig. 2): Primary users end transmission at time t1, and a secondary user
starts transmission at t2, tn < t1 ≤ t2 ≤ tn+1.
In these two cases, the secondary user only needs to evaluate the probability Pi that no primary
user arrives within T, i = 1, 2. According to (5), Pi corresponds to:

Pi = e−
λn
Td

T , i = 1, 2. (6)

Case 3 (see Fig. 2): One primary user starts transmission over a channel at time t0, and it ends
transmission at t2. A secondary user intends to start transmission at t1 over this channel (no
other channels are available), tn < t0 < t1 < t2 ≤ tn+1, i.e., at time t1, the primary user call
is still in progress. In this case, the secondary user is assumed to be capable of suspending its
call for some time duration Tw (Tw > 0). Otherwise, the call of secondary users would drop
(see (Li & Zekavat, 2009) for details).
In summary, to evaluate the probability that the channel would be available within T, sec-
ondary users should be able to predict the number of primary user call arrivals in the corre-
sponding time interval. In addition, secondary users should be able to obtain the PDF of call
holding time distribution of primary users (for Case 3).

4.3 Call Arrival Prediction Algorithms
In Section 4.2, the rate parameter λ(t) for the process {A(t)} is assumed to be constant, λn

Td
, in

the time interval (tn, tn+1] (Td = tn+1 − tn, n = 0, 1, · · · , 23), and λn is the total number of call
arrivals in the time interval (tn, tn+1]. Therefore, to estimate the call arrival rate of primary

users within a given time period, secondary users need to predict the number of call arrivals in
the corresponding time interval. Denoting the time interval (tn, tn+1] in the (m + 1)th period
as (tn + mT, tn+1 + mT], and the corresponding number of call arrivals in this time interval
as λn+mT , the set of observations of the number of call arrivals in different time intervals
of different periods can be considered as a discrete-time series {λt} (t = 0, 1, · · · ). Thus,
secondary users can predict the call arrivals of primary users by using the known observations
of the number of primary user call arrivals in the past. Here, we use SARIMA model as
an example to discuss one-step prediction of the number of call arrivals in a time interval,
i.e., predicting the number of call arrivals λl+1 given the known observations of call arrivals
λi, i ∈ {1 · · · l}.
{λt} is a seasonal ARIMA (p, d, q) × (P, D, Q)s process with period s if the differenced series
Yt = (1 − B)d(1 − Bs)Dλt is a causal ARMA process defined by:

(1 − φ1B − · · · − φpBp)
(

1 − Φ1Bs − · · · − ΦP(Bs)P
)

Yt

=(1 + θ1B + · · · + θqBq)
(

1 + Θ1Bs + · · · + ΘQ(Bs)Q
)

Zt,
(7)

where, p and P are the non-seasonal and seasonal autoregressive orders, respectively; q and
Q are the non-seasonal and seasonal moving average orders, respectively, and d and D are the
numbers of the regular and seasonal differences required. In addition, φ1, · · · , φp, Φ1, · · · , ΦP,
θ1, · · · , θq, Θ1, · · · , ΘQ are coefficient parameters. B is the backward operation, i.e., Bλt =
λt−1, and Zt ∼ N(0, σ2) (Brockwell & Davis, 2002).
With the simulated field data of {λt}, the autocorrelation of {Yt} with different d and D is
calculated and it is found that d = 1 and D = 1 make the process {Yt} stationary. With period
s = 24, the differenced observation Yt corresponds to:

Yt = (1 − B)(1 − B24)λt = λt − λt−1 − λt−24 + λt−25. (8)

Rearranging (8),

λt = Yt + λt−1 + λt−24 − λt−25. (9)

Considering h-step prediction, and setting t = l + h:

λl+h = Yl+h + λl+h−1 + λl+h−24 − λl+h−25. (10)

Using Pl to denote the best linear predictor, according to (10),

Plλl+h = PlYl+h + Plλl+h−1 + Plλl+h−24 − Plλl+h−25. (11)

After calculating PlYl+h of Yl+h, the prediction Plλl+h of λl+h can be computed recursively by
noting that Plλl+1−j = λl+1−j for j ≥ 1. For one-step prediction (h = 1), according to (11),
Plλl+1 corresponds to:

Plλl+1 = PlYl+1 + λl + λl−23 − λl−24. (12)

The linear prediction of ARMA process {Yt} (PlYl+h) can be implemented by the innovations
algorithm (Brockwell & Davis, 2002).
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Similarly, using (1) and (3), λt,t+τ can be obtained when t and t + τ are within different time
intervals or within different periods.
When a secondary user finds an idle channel and intends to start transmission over this chan-
nel, first, it predicts the number of primary user call arrivals in the current time interval
(tn, tn+1]. Using (4), the secondary user obtains the call arrival rate of primary users, λn

Td
τch,

within its oncoming call holding time τch (the call holding time of its next call). Then, the
secondary user evaluates the probability, Pna, that no primary user would occupy the channel
within the call holding time τch. According to (2), Pna corresponds to:

Pna =
e−

λn
Td

τch ( λn
Td

τch)0

0!
= e−

λn
Td

τch . (5)

The oncoming call holding time τch for a secondary user is a random variable and it is hard to
predict. τch in (5) can be replaced with the average call holding time T of the secondary user.
For a secondary user, T can be calculated based on the cumulative total call holding time Ta

and the total number of calls Nc within a time duration, i.e., T = Ta
Nc

.
To evaluate the probability that a channel is available for a given time period, secondary users
should consider three scenarios discussed in the following.
Case 1 and 2 (see Fig. 2): Primary users end transmission at time t1, and a secondary user
starts transmission at t2, tn < t1 ≤ t2 ≤ tn+1.
In these two cases, the secondary user only needs to evaluate the probability Pi that no primary
user arrives within T, i = 1, 2. According to (5), Pi corresponds to:

Pi = e−
λn
Td

T , i = 1, 2. (6)

Case 3 (see Fig. 2): One primary user starts transmission over a channel at time t0, and it ends
transmission at t2. A secondary user intends to start transmission at t1 over this channel (no
other channels are available), tn < t0 < t1 < t2 ≤ tn+1, i.e., at time t1, the primary user call
is still in progress. In this case, the secondary user is assumed to be capable of suspending its
call for some time duration Tw (Tw > 0). Otherwise, the call of secondary users would drop
(see (Li & Zekavat, 2009) for details).
In summary, to evaluate the probability that the channel would be available within T, sec-
ondary users should be able to predict the number of primary user call arrivals in the corre-
sponding time interval. In addition, secondary users should be able to obtain the PDF of call
holding time distribution of primary users (for Case 3).

4.3 Call Arrival Prediction Algorithms
In Section 4.2, the rate parameter λ(t) for the process {A(t)} is assumed to be constant, λn

Td
, in

the time interval (tn, tn+1] (Td = tn+1 − tn, n = 0, 1, · · · , 23), and λn is the total number of call
arrivals in the time interval (tn, tn+1]. Therefore, to estimate the call arrival rate of primary

users within a given time period, secondary users need to predict the number of call arrivals in
the corresponding time interval. Denoting the time interval (tn, tn+1] in the (m + 1)th period
as (tn + mT, tn+1 + mT], and the corresponding number of call arrivals in this time interval
as λn+mT , the set of observations of the number of call arrivals in different time intervals
of different periods can be considered as a discrete-time series {λt} (t = 0, 1, · · · ). Thus,
secondary users can predict the call arrivals of primary users by using the known observations
of the number of primary user call arrivals in the past. Here, we use SARIMA model as
an example to discuss one-step prediction of the number of call arrivals in a time interval,
i.e., predicting the number of call arrivals λl+1 given the known observations of call arrivals
λi, i ∈ {1 · · · l}.
{λt} is a seasonal ARIMA (p, d, q) × (P, D, Q)s process with period s if the differenced series
Yt = (1 − B)d(1 − Bs)Dλt is a causal ARMA process defined by:

(1 − φ1B − · · · − φpBp)
(

1 − Φ1Bs − · · · − ΦP(Bs)P
)

Yt

=(1 + θ1B + · · · + θqBq)
(

1 + Θ1Bs + · · · + ΘQ(Bs)Q
)

Zt,
(7)

where, p and P are the non-seasonal and seasonal autoregressive orders, respectively; q and
Q are the non-seasonal and seasonal moving average orders, respectively, and d and D are the
numbers of the regular and seasonal differences required. In addition, φ1, · · · , φp, Φ1, · · · , ΦP,
θ1, · · · , θq, Θ1, · · · , ΘQ are coefficient parameters. B is the backward operation, i.e., Bλt =
λt−1, and Zt ∼ N(0, σ2) (Brockwell & Davis, 2002).
With the simulated field data of {λt}, the autocorrelation of {Yt} with different d and D is
calculated and it is found that d = 1 and D = 1 make the process {Yt} stationary. With period
s = 24, the differenced observation Yt corresponds to:

Yt = (1 − B)(1 − B24)λt = λt − λt−1 − λt−24 + λt−25. (8)

Rearranging (8),

λt = Yt + λt−1 + λt−24 − λt−25. (9)

Considering h-step prediction, and setting t = l + h:

λl+h = Yl+h + λl+h−1 + λl+h−24 − λl+h−25. (10)

Using Pl to denote the best linear predictor, according to (10),

Plλl+h = PlYl+h + Plλl+h−1 + Plλl+h−24 − Plλl+h−25. (11)

After calculating PlYl+h of Yl+h, the prediction Plλl+h of λl+h can be computed recursively by
noting that Plλl+1−j = λl+1−j for j ≥ 1. For one-step prediction (h = 1), according to (11),
Plλl+1 corresponds to:

Plλl+1 = PlYl+1 + λl + λl−23 − λl−24. (12)

The linear prediction of ARMA process {Yt} (PlYl+h) can be implemented by the innovations
algorithm (Brockwell & Davis, 2002).
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Some algorithms discussed in Section 3 can also be used to implement the call arrival pre-
diction. For other traffic types in various applications such as image and video, different
algorithms can be selected to forecast the future traffic.
If the current time is within the time interval (tn+1, tn+2], given the predicted result λ̂n+1, for
Case 1 and 2 discussed in Section 4.2, the probability Pi that a channel would be available to
the secondary user corresponds to:

Pi = e−
λ̂n+1
3600 T , i = 1, 2, (13)

where, λ̂n+1 is the predicted result of λn+1, and T is the average call holding time of the
secondary user.

4.4 Decision of Channel Availability
Introducing traffic prediction techniques to cognitive radio systems would impact the commu-
nication performance of both primary and secondary users. To maintain a trade-off between
performance measurements including channel switching rate and call blocking rate of sec-
ondary users, interference on primary users and spectrum reuse efficiency, secondary users
can set a threshold Pth (Pth ∈ [0, 1]) to determine whether to use a channel. If the probability
Pi (i = 1, 2) is not less than this threshold, i.e.,

Pi ≥ Pth, (14)

then, a secondary user can proceed to use the channel. Otherwise, it would abandon using
the channel.
The probability threshold Pth in (14) is determined by the requirements on performance mea-
surements, whereas performance measurements are affected by the probabilities of false alarm
and missed detection. Here, false alarm refers to the condition that a secondary user judges
that primary users would appear whereas, actually, no primary user appears; missed detec-
tion refers to the condition that a secondary user judges that no primary user would appear
whereas, actually, primary users appear.
To balance the performance in terms of the call blocking rate of secondary users, spectrum
reuse efficiency and the interference on primary users, the probability threshold should be
selected such that the occurrence rate of false alarm is equal to that of missed detection (Li &
Zekavat, 2009).
Defining Pavg as:

Pavg = ∑ Pi
N , (15)

where, ∑ Pi is the summation of the evaluated probabilities of channel availability over all
N decisions (assuming, for one channel, a secondary user makes N decisions on channel
availability).
Based on the discussion in (Li & Zekavat, 2009),

P{Pi ≥ Pth} = Pavg. (16)

Considering Pi is uniformly distributed between (1 − α)Pavg and (1 + α)Pavg (0 ≤ α ≤ 1, α is
used to vary the range), according to (16),

Pth =
(

∑ Pi
N

)(
1 + α − 2α

(
∑ Pi
N

))
, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. (17)

where, ∑ Pi is introduced in (15).
Taking advantage of the intelligence of cognitive radio, secondary users can dynamically se-
lect an appropriate α based on the evaluation results of probability of channel availability.

If Pi is assumed to be uniformly distributed between P(max)
i and P(min)

i , and the PDF is
1

P(max)
i −P(min)

i

, secondary users can record the P(max)
i and P(min)

i for each time interval. Then,

according to (16), Pth corresponds to:

Pth = P(max)
i − ∑ Pi

N

(
P(max)

i − P(min)
i

)
. (18)

Within a time interval, for one channel, the secondary user can set the threshold Pth according
to (17) or (18) by using the past evaluated probability results. Note that, within a time interval,
the selection of Pth is impacted by the number of primary user call arrivals. Therefore, in
different time intervals, Pth should be set dynamically. The impact of traffic prediction on
communication performance is evaluated in (Li & Zekavat, 2009) based on simulations.

5. Probability of secondary users’ successful transmissions

Before starting a transmission, a secondary user needs to check the channel availability. Here,
if a channel is available, it means that currently the channel is idle, and the probability that the
channel would not be occupied by primary users within T (T is the average call holding time
of the secondary user) is not less than the probability threshold. Thus, at time t, the probability
Pa that at least one channel is available to secondary users corresponds to (considering total
m channels are licensed to primary users):

Pa = 1 −
m

∏
k=1

[
1 − P(k)

c · P{P(k)
i ≥ P(k)

th }
]

, (19)

where, P(k)
c is the probability that channel k is idle at time t; P(k)

i is the evaluated probability

that channel k would not be occupied by primary users within T, and P(k)
th is the probability

threshold set for channel k. When the hourly number of call arrivals, λn, increases, P(k)
c would

decrease. If, at time t, a secondary user has a transmission request, then, the probability Pbr
that this request would be blocked corresponds to:

Pbr = 1 − Pa =
m

∏
k=1

[
1 − P(k)

c · P{P(k)
i ≥ P(k)

th }
]

. (20)

To examine the probability that there is a successful secondary user’s transmission at time t, Pb
is assumed to be the probability that there is a secondary user’s transmission request at time
t. Then, the probability Ps that, at time t, there is a successful secondary user’s transmission
corresponds to:

Ps = Pa · Pb =

{
1 −

m

∏
k=1

[
1 − P(k)

c · P{P(k)
i ≥ P(k)

th }
]}

· Pb. (21)

Generally, the occupancy of the channels is correlated. Here, for simplicity, Pc is assumed

equal for all channels, i.e., P(1)
c = P(2)

c = · · · = P(m)
c . With another assumption that P{P(k)

i ≥
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Some algorithms discussed in Section 3 can also be used to implement the call arrival pre-
diction. For other traffic types in various applications such as image and video, different
algorithms can be selected to forecast the future traffic.
If the current time is within the time interval (tn+1, tn+2], given the predicted result λ̂n+1, for
Case 1 and 2 discussed in Section 4.2, the probability Pi that a channel would be available to
the secondary user corresponds to:

Pi = e−
λ̂n+1
3600 T , i = 1, 2, (13)

where, λ̂n+1 is the predicted result of λn+1, and T is the average call holding time of the
secondary user.

4.4 Decision of Channel Availability
Introducing traffic prediction techniques to cognitive radio systems would impact the commu-
nication performance of both primary and secondary users. To maintain a trade-off between
performance measurements including channel switching rate and call blocking rate of sec-
ondary users, interference on primary users and spectrum reuse efficiency, secondary users
can set a threshold Pth (Pth ∈ [0, 1]) to determine whether to use a channel. If the probability
Pi (i = 1, 2) is not less than this threshold, i.e.,

Pi ≥ Pth, (14)

then, a secondary user can proceed to use the channel. Otherwise, it would abandon using
the channel.
The probability threshold Pth in (14) is determined by the requirements on performance mea-
surements, whereas performance measurements are affected by the probabilities of false alarm
and missed detection. Here, false alarm refers to the condition that a secondary user judges
that primary users would appear whereas, actually, no primary user appears; missed detec-
tion refers to the condition that a secondary user judges that no primary user would appear
whereas, actually, primary users appear.
To balance the performance in terms of the call blocking rate of secondary users, spectrum
reuse efficiency and the interference on primary users, the probability threshold should be
selected such that the occurrence rate of false alarm is equal to that of missed detection (Li &
Zekavat, 2009).
Defining Pavg as:

Pavg = ∑ Pi
N , (15)

where, ∑ Pi is the summation of the evaluated probabilities of channel availability over all
N decisions (assuming, for one channel, a secondary user makes N decisions on channel
availability).
Based on the discussion in (Li & Zekavat, 2009),

P{Pi ≥ Pth} = Pavg. (16)

Considering Pi is uniformly distributed between (1 − α)Pavg and (1 + α)Pavg (0 ≤ α ≤ 1, α is
used to vary the range), according to (16),

Pth =
(

∑ Pi
N

)(
1 + α − 2α

(
∑ Pi
N

))
, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. (17)

where, ∑ Pi is introduced in (15).
Taking advantage of the intelligence of cognitive radio, secondary users can dynamically se-
lect an appropriate α based on the evaluation results of probability of channel availability.

If Pi is assumed to be uniformly distributed between P(max)
i and P(min)

i , and the PDF is
1

P(max)
i −P(min)

i

, secondary users can record the P(max)
i and P(min)

i for each time interval. Then,

according to (16), Pth corresponds to:

Pth = P(max)
i − ∑ Pi

N

(
P(max)

i − P(min)
i

)
. (18)

Within a time interval, for one channel, the secondary user can set the threshold Pth according
to (17) or (18) by using the past evaluated probability results. Note that, within a time interval,
the selection of Pth is impacted by the number of primary user call arrivals. Therefore, in
different time intervals, Pth should be set dynamically. The impact of traffic prediction on
communication performance is evaluated in (Li & Zekavat, 2009) based on simulations.

5. Probability of secondary users’ successful transmissions

Before starting a transmission, a secondary user needs to check the channel availability. Here,
if a channel is available, it means that currently the channel is idle, and the probability that the
channel would not be occupied by primary users within T (T is the average call holding time
of the secondary user) is not less than the probability threshold. Thus, at time t, the probability
Pa that at least one channel is available to secondary users corresponds to (considering total
m channels are licensed to primary users):

Pa = 1 −
m

∏
k=1

[
1 − P(k)

c · P{P(k)
i ≥ P(k)

th }
]

, (19)

where, P(k)
c is the probability that channel k is idle at time t; P(k)

i is the evaluated probability

that channel k would not be occupied by primary users within T, and P(k)
th is the probability

threshold set for channel k. When the hourly number of call arrivals, λn, increases, P(k)
c would

decrease. If, at time t, a secondary user has a transmission request, then, the probability Pbr
that this request would be blocked corresponds to:

Pbr = 1 − Pa =
m

∏
k=1

[
1 − P(k)

c · P{P(k)
i ≥ P(k)

th }
]

. (20)

To examine the probability that there is a successful secondary user’s transmission at time t, Pb
is assumed to be the probability that there is a secondary user’s transmission request at time
t. Then, the probability Ps that, at time t, there is a successful secondary user’s transmission
corresponds to:

Ps = Pa · Pb =

{
1 −

m

∏
k=1

[
1 − P(k)

c · P{P(k)
i ≥ P(k)

th }
]}

· Pb. (21)

Generally, the occupancy of the channels is correlated. Here, for simplicity, Pc is assumed

equal for all channels, i.e., P(1)
c = P(2)

c = · · · = P(m)
c . With another assumption that P{P(k)

i ≥
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Fig. 3. Call blocking probability of a Secondary User (SU).

P(k)
th } = 0.5, according to (20), the call blocking probability of a secondary user, Pbr, with

respect to different Pc is sketched in Fig. 3. It can be observed that, (a) when Pc increases,
i.e., λn decreases, Pbr decreases, and, (b) when the number of available channels increases, Pbr
decreases.
According to (21), the probability Ps with respect to different Pb and Pc is sketched in Fig. 4
(m = 8). The probability Ps is low when either Pb or Pc is low (if the competition among
secondary users in using the channel is considered, Ps would be lower). This is due to the
fact that, when Pb is low, at time t, even if channels are available, nonetheless, secondary
users may not have transmission requests; when Pc is low, i.e., λn is high, the transmission
requests from secondary users would mostly be blocked (this can be illustrated by Fig. 5). In
other words, requesting channels from secondary users and channels becoming available do
not occur simultaneously. This implies that, in some situations, even if channels which are
licensed to primary users are underutilized statistically, it is still hard for secondary users to
obtain available channels because channel access by primary users and channel request from
secondary users are both random processes.

6. Cooperative Prediction

To improve the accuracy of call arrival prediction, a secondary user may collect the prediction
results of primary users’ call arrivals from other secondary users, and obtain the average value
of the predicted call arrivals. This is called cooperative prediction. Secondary users which are
involved in the cooperative prediction should be able to monitor the same channel(s). Fur-
thermore, a common channel (mostly, with low bandwidth) is required for those secondary
users to share the prediction results. After collecting M prediction results of λn+1 from other
M secondary users, the secondary user may calculate the average value λn+1 to evaluate the
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probability of channel availability. λn+1 can be calculated as:

λn+1 =
∑M+1

i=1 λ̂
(i)
n+1

M + 1
, (22)

where, λ̂
(i)
n+1 is the prediction result of λn+1 from secondary user i.

If the average call holding time T is the same for those involved secondary users, an-
other cooperation technique can be employed (Unnikrishnan & Veeravalli, 2008); (Aalo &
Viswanathan, 1992). Considering two hypotheses H1 and H0:

{
H1 : Pi ≥ Pth
H0 : Pi < Pth, (23)

for secondary user k, the decision Uk corresponds to:

Uk =
{

1, if H1 is true
−1. if H0 is true (24)
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P(k)
th } = 0.5, according to (20), the call blocking probability of a secondary user, Pbr, with

respect to different Pc is sketched in Fig. 3. It can be observed that, (a) when Pc increases,
i.e., λn decreases, Pbr decreases, and, (b) when the number of available channels increases, Pbr
decreases.
According to (21), the probability Ps with respect to different Pb and Pc is sketched in Fig. 4
(m = 8). The probability Ps is low when either Pb or Pc is low (if the competition among
secondary users in using the channel is considered, Ps would be lower). This is due to the
fact that, when Pb is low, at time t, even if channels are available, nonetheless, secondary
users may not have transmission requests; when Pc is low, i.e., λn is high, the transmission
requests from secondary users would mostly be blocked (this can be illustrated by Fig. 5). In
other words, requesting channels from secondary users and channels becoming available do
not occur simultaneously. This implies that, in some situations, even if channels which are
licensed to primary users are underutilized statistically, it is still hard for secondary users to
obtain available channels because channel access by primary users and channel request from
secondary users are both random processes.

6. Cooperative Prediction

To improve the accuracy of call arrival prediction, a secondary user may collect the prediction
results of primary users’ call arrivals from other secondary users, and obtain the average value
of the predicted call arrivals. This is called cooperative prediction. Secondary users which are
involved in the cooperative prediction should be able to monitor the same channel(s). Fur-
thermore, a common channel (mostly, with low bandwidth) is required for those secondary
users to share the prediction results. After collecting M prediction results of λn+1 from other
M secondary users, the secondary user may calculate the average value λn+1 to evaluate the
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probability of channel availability. λn+1 can be calculated as:

λn+1 =
∑M+1

i=1 λ̂
(i)
n+1

M + 1
, (22)

where, λ̂
(i)
n+1 is the prediction result of λn+1 from secondary user i.

If the average call holding time T is the same for those involved secondary users, an-
other cooperation technique can be employed (Unnikrishnan & Veeravalli, 2008); (Aalo &
Viswanathan, 1992). Considering two hypotheses H1 and H0:

{
H1 : Pi ≥ Pth
H0 : Pi < Pth, (23)

for secondary user k, the decision Uk corresponds to:

Uk =
{

1, if H1 is true
−1. if H0 is true (24)
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Fig. 6. Cooperative prediction (SU: Secondary User, PU: Primary User).

After receiving decisions in the form of Ui from other K secondary users, one secondary user
can calculate the summation of all Ui’s. If the summation result is greater than 0, i.e.,

K+1

∑
i=1

Ui > 0, (25)

then, the secondary user can proceed to use the channel. Otherwise, it should abandon using
the channel. Fig. 6 illustrates the whole process, in which w1, · · · , wK are the weights that can
be simply considered as one or tuned based on field data.

7. Traffic Prediction based Spectrum Sharing

Cognitive Radio (CR) techniques enable the inter-vendor and user-central spectrum sharing
(Zekavat & Li, 2005); (Li & Zekavat, 2007). The approach of finding available spectrum based
on traffic pattern prediction can be applied to different cognitive radio based spectrum sharing
techniques.

7.1 Spectrum Sharing across Multiple Service Providers
In business zones, for an infrastructure (e.g., base station) of a service provider, when the num-
ber of active users is greater than the maximal number of users that it can accommodate (i.e.,
the infrastructure is in overloaded status due to channel scarcity), the incoming users would
be blocked. However, at the same time, nearby infrastructures of other service providers
might be in the underloaded status. Available channels licensed to these service providers
or other organizations can be used by the overloaded infrastructure (assuming multiple ser-
vice providers coexist in the same area). The difference in traffic load across multiple service
providers might be due to the diversity of services that service providers offer to their cus-
tomers, e.g., mobile communication, wireless Internet for laptops, etc.
Generally, there are two approaches for the overloaded infrastructure to find available chan-
nels which are licensed to other service providers: (a) the overloaded infrastructure asks
neighboring service providers for available channels; (b) the overloaded infrastructure is
equipped with CR, and it senses the available channels within its coverage area. However,
if the cell radii of service providers involved are different, and/or the infrastructures of differ-
ent service providers are not located at the same positions, then, both approaches could lead
to co-channel interference.
To reduce the co-channel interference and remove the need of equipping CR in each infras-
tructure of different service providers, a CR network consisting of multiple fixed CR nodes
can be deployed to support the spectrum sharing. These CR nodes are distributed regularly
within the area of interest, and each CR node is a dedicated node that senses the surrounding
environment and monitors the channel usage within its sensing range. Those channels might
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Fig. 7. A CR spectrum management network coexists with multiple cell based wireless net-
works.

be licensed to different service providers. To avoid co-channel interference, CR nodes which
monitor the channel usage in the cell of interest and the corresponding co-channel cells coop-
erate to provide channel availability information for the overloaded infrastructures of service
providers. CR nodes are connected together via wire or they communicate wirelessly to form
a network. The CR network can be called a spectrum management network, and coexists with
the wireless networks operated by different service providers (see Fig. 7). Thus, when one or
more infrastructures of a service provider are overloaded, they request the channel availabil-
ity information from those surrounding CR nodes. Then, overladed infrastructures process
the information to select the optimum channels based on the channel associated metrics such
as interference level and the probability of channel being available for a certain time duration.
A CR node would determine channel i is available if: 1) The instantaneous RF (Radio Fre-
quency) energy (plus noise) in this channel, I(i)

int, is less than the tolerable interference limit,

I(i)
tol , of this channel, i.e., I(i)

int < I(i)
tol , and, 2) The probability P(i) that this channel would be

available (not occupied by its licensed users) for a given time period is not less than a thresh-

old P(i)
th , i.e., P(i) ≥ P(i)

th . P(i) is evaluated by CR nodes using the discussed traffic pattern
prediction technique. Thus, it reduces the probability that the selected channels are claimed
by their licensed users when these channels are being used by the overloaded infrastructure.

8. Conclusion

In this chapter, traffic models and traffic prediction techniques which can be implemented
in secondary (cognitive) users are discussed. Methods are introduced for secondary users to
evaluate the probability of channel being available for a given time period in different sit-
uations. Comparing the evaluated probability of channel availability with a threshold, sec-
ondary users can determine whether to use a channel. The threshold maintains a trade-off
between the channel switching rate and call blocking rate of secondary users, the interference
on primary users and spectrum reuse efficiency.
In addition, the probability that there is a successful secondary user’s transmission at one time
instance is examined, and cooperative prediction techniques are briefly introduced. Finally,
the application of the traffic pattern prediction technique in spectrum sharing is discussed.
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After receiving decisions in the form of Ui from other K secondary users, one secondary user
can calculate the summation of all Ui’s. If the summation result is greater than 0, i.e.,

K+1

∑
i=1

Ui > 0, (25)

then, the secondary user can proceed to use the channel. Otherwise, it should abandon using
the channel. Fig. 6 illustrates the whole process, in which w1, · · · , wK are the weights that can
be simply considered as one or tuned based on field data.

7. Traffic Prediction based Spectrum Sharing

Cognitive Radio (CR) techniques enable the inter-vendor and user-central spectrum sharing
(Zekavat & Li, 2005); (Li & Zekavat, 2007). The approach of finding available spectrum based
on traffic pattern prediction can be applied to different cognitive radio based spectrum sharing
techniques.

7.1 Spectrum Sharing across Multiple Service Providers
In business zones, for an infrastructure (e.g., base station) of a service provider, when the num-
ber of active users is greater than the maximal number of users that it can accommodate (i.e.,
the infrastructure is in overloaded status due to channel scarcity), the incoming users would
be blocked. However, at the same time, nearby infrastructures of other service providers
might be in the underloaded status. Available channels licensed to these service providers
or other organizations can be used by the overloaded infrastructure (assuming multiple ser-
vice providers coexist in the same area). The difference in traffic load across multiple service
providers might be due to the diversity of services that service providers offer to their cus-
tomers, e.g., mobile communication, wireless Internet for laptops, etc.
Generally, there are two approaches for the overloaded infrastructure to find available chan-
nels which are licensed to other service providers: (a) the overloaded infrastructure asks
neighboring service providers for available channels; (b) the overloaded infrastructure is
equipped with CR, and it senses the available channels within its coverage area. However,
if the cell radii of service providers involved are different, and/or the infrastructures of differ-
ent service providers are not located at the same positions, then, both approaches could lead
to co-channel interference.
To reduce the co-channel interference and remove the need of equipping CR in each infras-
tructure of different service providers, a CR network consisting of multiple fixed CR nodes
can be deployed to support the spectrum sharing. These CR nodes are distributed regularly
within the area of interest, and each CR node is a dedicated node that senses the surrounding
environment and monitors the channel usage within its sensing range. Those channels might
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be licensed to different service providers. To avoid co-channel interference, CR nodes which
monitor the channel usage in the cell of interest and the corresponding co-channel cells coop-
erate to provide channel availability information for the overloaded infrastructures of service
providers. CR nodes are connected together via wire or they communicate wirelessly to form
a network. The CR network can be called a spectrum management network, and coexists with
the wireless networks operated by different service providers (see Fig. 7). Thus, when one or
more infrastructures of a service provider are overloaded, they request the channel availabil-
ity information from those surrounding CR nodes. Then, overladed infrastructures process
the information to select the optimum channels based on the channel associated metrics such
as interference level and the probability of channel being available for a certain time duration.
A CR node would determine channel i is available if: 1) The instantaneous RF (Radio Fre-
quency) energy (plus noise) in this channel, I(i)

int, is less than the tolerable interference limit,

I(i)
tol , of this channel, i.e., I(i)

int < I(i)
tol , and, 2) The probability P(i) that this channel would be

available (not occupied by its licensed users) for a given time period is not less than a thresh-

old P(i)
th , i.e., P(i) ≥ P(i)

th . P(i) is evaluated by CR nodes using the discussed traffic pattern
prediction technique. Thus, it reduces the probability that the selected channels are claimed
by their licensed users when these channels are being used by the overloaded infrastructure.

8. Conclusion

In this chapter, traffic models and traffic prediction techniques which can be implemented
in secondary (cognitive) users are discussed. Methods are introduced for secondary users to
evaluate the probability of channel being available for a given time period in different sit-
uations. Comparing the evaluated probability of channel availability with a threshold, sec-
ondary users can determine whether to use a channel. The threshold maintains a trade-off
between the channel switching rate and call blocking rate of secondary users, the interference
on primary users and spectrum reuse efficiency.
In addition, the probability that there is a successful secondary user’s transmission at one time
instance is examined, and cooperative prediction techniques are briefly introduced. Finally,
the application of the traffic pattern prediction technique in spectrum sharing is discussed.
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1. Introduction 
 

A Background 
Advances in wireless technologies have spawned the development of a host of new and 
innovative wireless applications and services. With each passing day there  is demand for 
more wireless services even when the popularity of existing applications is on the rise. As a 
result the clamor for valuable resources such as transmission spectrum has reached a shrill 
note. Paradoxically studies after studies conclude that large swathes of licensed frequency 
bands remain unused for most of the time and that spectrum congestion is more due to 
inadequate access techniques rather than non-availability (Brodersen et al., 2004); (Haykin, 
2005). This has sparked a debate in the Telecommunications circles on the need to revamp 
existing spectrum regulatory policies and introduce newer approaches. One such initiative 
is the idea of Cognitive Radio, a new paradigm that promises opportunistic utilization of 
unused spectrum and efficient spectrum management. In (Haykin, 2005) Haykin has 
defined Cognitive Radio as an intelligent wireless communication system that is cognizant 
of its environment, learns from it and adapts its internal states to statistical variations in the 
incoming RF stimuli by making changes in certain operating parameters in real time with 
objectives of highly reliable communications whenever and wherever needed, and efficient 
utilization of the radio spectrum. Modulation scheme, transmit power, channel coding, and 
carrier frequency are examples of parameters to be exploited in cognitive radio. The 
modulation scheme is chosen in such a way that the data is transmitted reliably using the 
least possible spectrum; in other words the modulation method must be spectrally efficient. 
Spectral efficiency is influenced by the noise and propagation condition. The latter varies 
with time due to environmental changes, hence the modulation scheme should be able to 
adapt to the channel propagation variation. It should also support multi node 
communication, as several nodes exist in the Cognitive Radio network. Spectral utilization is 
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optimized by allowing rental (i.e., unlicensed) users to transmit and receive data over 
portions of spectra when primary (i.e., licensed) users are inactive. This is done in a way that 
the rental users (RUs) are invisible to the licensed users (LUs). In such a setting, the LUs are 
ordinary mobile terminals and their associated base stations. They thus do not possess much 
intelligence. The RUs, on the other hand, should possess the intelligence of sensing the 
spectrum and use whatever resources are available when they need them. At the same time, 
the RUs should give up the spectrum when an LU begins transmission. 
Among several modulation schemes, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 
is a suitable scheme that fulfils the requirements (Moseley, 2004).  The cyclic prefix is 
inserted before the transmitted data that makes the scheme resistant to multipath fading, 
hence equalization is not required at the receiver. Multiple access can be applied by 
frequency division multiple access (FDMA) due to the carriers orthogonality, by time 
division multiple access (TDMA) where each node can access different OFDM symbols in a 
time frame, and multi carrier CDMA where node access is differentiated by otrthogonal 
codes.  
Recently a method called Spectrum Pooling is reported (Weiss et al., 2004). In spectrum 
pooling public access to spectrum is provided without sacrificing the transmission quality of 
the actual license users. Multicarrier communication for CR has been suggested in (Weiss et 
al., 2004). The rationale is that any CR system needs to sense the spectrum, and this involves 
some sort of spectral analysis. Since FFT can be used for the spectral analysis (Cabric et al., 
2004) and at the same time it can act as the demodulator of an OFDM, it has been suggested 
as a proper candidate for multicarrier-based CR systems. A number of short-comings of 
OFDM in its application in CR have been noted in (Weiss et al., 2004) and solutions to them 
have been proposed. The carriers located at the LU’s band are deactivated, The sidelobes are 
reduced by deactivating more carriers adjacent to LU’s band. Further sidelobes reduction is 
attained by applying windowing to the OFDM signal in time domain. If the number of 
available carriers for RU transmission is inadequate, due to lot of deactivations, then 
frequency hopping to another band is applied (Hoeksema et al., 2005).  In (Jamin & 
Mahoenen, 2004) and (Negash & Nikookar, 2000) an interest of replacing Fourier transform 
by wavelet transform in multicarrier OFDM system is presented. The scheme gives better 
intercarrier interference (ICI) and inter symbol interference (ISI) reduction.  Single carrier 
CR method using adaptive waveform is proposed in (Chakravarthy et al., 2005) and (Lee, 
2002). In this method the transmitted signal is shaped in a way that its band does not 
contain the frequencies occupied by the LUs. The method takes the advantage of Fourier or 
wavelet transform.  

 
B Theme and Organization of the Chapter 
Adaptive OFDM and its combination with spectrum pooling for improving the quality of 
service  (QoS) and efficient use of the spectrum are reviewed. Wave shaping and 
beamforming as alternative methods of efficient utilization of the spectrum are addressed 
and their importance in CR is stressed. MIMO system as an added value to enhance the QoS 
of CR is described. The chapter is structured as follows: Multi carrier adaptive OFDM with 
Fourier and Wavelet basis functions and its combination with spectrum pooling are 
analyzed in section 2. Wave Shaping with single carrier modulation for CR is explained in 
Section 3. Section 4 shows the role of MIMO transmission in enhancing the CR performance. 

Beamforming as spatial interference avoidance technique in CR is discussed in Section 5. A 
summary of the chapter is given in Section 6. 

 
2. Cognitive Radio with Adaptive Multicarrier Modulation and Spectrum   
Pooling 
 

A strategy which is called spectrum pooling is proposed in (Weiss et al., 2004) where the 
public access is enabled to these bands without giving significant interference to the actual 
license owners. Spectrum pooling enables public access to spectral ranges of licensed 
frequency bands which are seldom used by overlaying a secondary rental user (RU) to an 
existing licensed user (LU). The LUs are radio systems authenticated to operate under 
licensed spectral bands. The RUs are intelligent CR systems that actively scan the landscape 
and opportunistically utilize available and unused resources. The RU relinquishes control 
over the resources (here spectrum) as and when the LU starts using them. To identify and 
utilize unused bands, the frequency bands of various radio systems (including licensed and 
rental users) are combined to obtain a common spectral pool. Cohabitation of LU and RU 
systems is actualized by shaping the transmission waveform of the RU in a way that it 
utilizes the unoccupied time-frequency gaps of the LU.  
The pioneering work on the subject was conducted in (Weiss et al., 2004) which devised a 
spectrum pooling scheme using multi-carrier modulation (MCM) where individual sub-
carriers adjacent to the occupied licensed user spectrum are deactivated for frequencies 
which are occupied by a licensed  user.  Fig.  1  illustrates  a   typical  scenario.  The 
combination of adaptive MCM and spectrum pooling can serve as a robust method to 
achieve a good quality of communication and efficient use of the spectrum.  In the next 
subsections Fourier based (OFDM) and Wavelet based MCM with its application in 
Spectrum Pooling are explored.  

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of Spectrum pooling block diagram. 

 
A Fourier Based Multicarrier OFDM 
An obvious MCM candidate for CR systems is OFDM. With advantages of flexibility, ease of 
implementation and elegance in operation, OFDM is naturally suitable for CR system 
design. The short-coming of the OFDM solution is the large sidelobes of the frequency 
response of filters that characterize the channel associated with each of subcarrier. The 
sidelobes amplitude of the Fourier based OFDM can be observed from its power spectral 
density (PSD),      
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optimized by allowing rental (i.e., unlicensed) users to transmit and receive data over 
portions of spectra when primary (i.e., licensed) users are inactive. This is done in a way that 
the rental users (RUs) are invisible to the licensed users (LUs). In such a setting, the LUs are 
ordinary mobile terminals and their associated base stations. They thus do not possess much 
intelligence. The RUs, on the other hand, should possess the intelligence of sensing the 
spectrum and use whatever resources are available when they need them. At the same time, 
the RUs should give up the spectrum when an LU begins transmission. 
Among several modulation schemes, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 
is a suitable scheme that fulfils the requirements (Moseley, 2004).  The cyclic prefix is 
inserted before the transmitted data that makes the scheme resistant to multipath fading, 
hence equalization is not required at the receiver. Multiple access can be applied by 
frequency division multiple access (FDMA) due to the carriers orthogonality, by time 
division multiple access (TDMA) where each node can access different OFDM symbols in a 
time frame, and multi carrier CDMA where node access is differentiated by otrthogonal 
codes.  
Recently a method called Spectrum Pooling is reported (Weiss et al., 2004). In spectrum 
pooling public access to spectrum is provided without sacrificing the transmission quality of 
the actual license users. Multicarrier communication for CR has been suggested in (Weiss et 
al., 2004). The rationale is that any CR system needs to sense the spectrum, and this involves 
some sort of spectral analysis. Since FFT can be used for the spectral analysis (Cabric et al., 
2004) and at the same time it can act as the demodulator of an OFDM, it has been suggested 
as a proper candidate for multicarrier-based CR systems. A number of short-comings of 
OFDM in its application in CR have been noted in (Weiss et al., 2004) and solutions to them 
have been proposed. The carriers located at the LU’s band are deactivated, The sidelobes are 
reduced by deactivating more carriers adjacent to LU’s band. Further sidelobes reduction is 
attained by applying windowing to the OFDM signal in time domain. If the number of 
available carriers for RU transmission is inadequate, due to lot of deactivations, then 
frequency hopping to another band is applied (Hoeksema et al., 2005).  In (Jamin & 
Mahoenen, 2004) and (Negash & Nikookar, 2000) an interest of replacing Fourier transform 
by wavelet transform in multicarrier OFDM system is presented. The scheme gives better 
intercarrier interference (ICI) and inter symbol interference (ISI) reduction.  Single carrier 
CR method using adaptive waveform is proposed in (Chakravarthy et al., 2005) and (Lee, 
2002). In this method the transmitted signal is shaped in a way that its band does not 
contain the frequencies occupied by the LUs. The method takes the advantage of Fourier or 
wavelet transform.  

 
B Theme and Organization of the Chapter 
Adaptive OFDM and its combination with spectrum pooling for improving the quality of 
service  (QoS) and efficient use of the spectrum are reviewed. Wave shaping and 
beamforming as alternative methods of efficient utilization of the spectrum are addressed 
and their importance in CR is stressed. MIMO system as an added value to enhance the QoS 
of CR is described. The chapter is structured as follows: Multi carrier adaptive OFDM with 
Fourier and Wavelet basis functions and its combination with spectrum pooling are 
analyzed in section 2. Wave Shaping with single carrier modulation for CR is explained in 
Section 3. Section 4 shows the role of MIMO transmission in enhancing the CR performance. 

Beamforming as spatial interference avoidance technique in CR is discussed in Section 5. A 
summary of the chapter is given in Section 6. 

 
2. Cognitive Radio with Adaptive Multicarrier Modulation and Spectrum   
Pooling 
 

A strategy which is called spectrum pooling is proposed in (Weiss et al., 2004) where the 
public access is enabled to these bands without giving significant interference to the actual 
license owners. Spectrum pooling enables public access to spectral ranges of licensed 
frequency bands which are seldom used by overlaying a secondary rental user (RU) to an 
existing licensed user (LU). The LUs are radio systems authenticated to operate under 
licensed spectral bands. The RUs are intelligent CR systems that actively scan the landscape 
and opportunistically utilize available and unused resources. The RU relinquishes control 
over the resources (here spectrum) as and when the LU starts using them. To identify and 
utilize unused bands, the frequency bands of various radio systems (including licensed and 
rental users) are combined to obtain a common spectral pool. Cohabitation of LU and RU 
systems is actualized by shaping the transmission waveform of the RU in a way that it 
utilizes the unoccupied time-frequency gaps of the LU.  
The pioneering work on the subject was conducted in (Weiss et al., 2004) which devised a 
spectrum pooling scheme using multi-carrier modulation (MCM) where individual sub-
carriers adjacent to the occupied licensed user spectrum are deactivated for frequencies 
which are occupied by a licensed  user.  Fig.  1  illustrates  a   typical  scenario.  The 
combination of adaptive MCM and spectrum pooling can serve as a robust method to 
achieve a good quality of communication and efficient use of the spectrum.  In the next 
subsections Fourier based (OFDM) and Wavelet based MCM with its application in 
Spectrum Pooling are explored.  

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of Spectrum pooling block diagram. 

 
A Fourier Based Multicarrier OFDM 
An obvious MCM candidate for CR systems is OFDM. With advantages of flexibility, ease of 
implementation and elegance in operation, OFDM is naturally suitable for CR system 
design. The short-coming of the OFDM solution is the large sidelobes of the frequency 
response of filters that characterize the channel associated with each of subcarrier. The 
sidelobes amplitude of the Fourier based OFDM can be observed from its power spectral 
density (PSD),      
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where NFFT is the FFT point, Tu is the useful signal duration, g(t) is the window function, α is 
the roll off factor of the window, fm  is the frequency on carrier m. pm and Xm are the allocated 
power and  the symbol from QAM or PSK mapping on subcarrier m, respectively.  
The large side lobes result in significant interference among the subcarriers that originate 
from different RUs and between LUs and RUs. Equation (1) shows that parameters like 
allocated power (pm), symbol (Xm) amplitude and window (g(t)) can be set to resolve this 
problem. Other elements which can be varied to improve the performance of RUs are the 
channel coding parameters and carrier frequency. The utilization of the parameters to 
reduce the PSD in the LU’s band and elements to improve the quality of service (QoS) of 
RUs will be further explored in the next following sub subsections. 

 
A.1 Spectrum Shaping by Time Domain Windowing 
In (Weiss et al., 2004) extension of each OFDM block with long cyclic prefix and suffix 
samples and application of some windowing to reduce the side-lobes of the subcarrier 
channels are suggested. Obviously, this solution is at the cost of bandwidth loss because 
excessive time should be allocated to cyclic extensions that otherwise could be used for data 
transmission. Further in (Weiss et al., 2004), interference reduction method is extended by 
deactivating subcarriers located adjacent to the licensed system (LS) which provides a kind 
of shield to the LUs. Due to the channel propagation influence, in OFDM bit errors are 
typically concentrated in a set of severely faded subcarriers. This fact indicates that there is 
possibility that the quality of service can not be maintained. Meanwhile, as mentioned 
before, the carriers resource is limited due to deactivation of RU carriers on the occupied LU 
band. Having adaptive OFDM in CR is thus a solution. The heavily faded and noisy 
subcarriers are excluded from transmission to improve the overall bit error rate (BER) of the 
system, and the loss of throughput is counteracted by applying higher order modulation 
modes to the subcarriers which have better signal to noise ratios (SNR) or BER. 
Commonly used window type is the raised cosine window, which is defined as (Weiss et al., 
2004): 
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where α is the roll off factor, and Tu is the useful OFDM symbol interval (without guard 
interval). The shape of the window in the region of (1 ) (1 )

2 2
u utT T  

   determines how 

rapid the OFDM spectrum goes down to zero. The PSD will hit zero on the frequencies in 
the interval of 1/ Tu. Bartlett window is defined by equation (3), (Nikookar & Prasad, 1997b) 

while Better than Raised Cosine (BTRC) Window which gives the lowest sidelobes among the 
three windows is defined by equation (4) (Tan & Beaulieu, 2004).  
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A window with lower sidelobes than BTRC which is called the Flipped- Inverse Hyperbolic 
Secant (farcsech) window is proposed in (Assalini & Tonello, 2004).  The window is designed 
according to (5), 
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where  T u232  /)ln( . According to (Muschalik, 1996) the duration of OFDM 
signal should be 2Tu in order to complete a total 2NFFT samples to preserve the 
orthogonality, and zeros are added on the region outside the window g(t). The window 
designs by equations (2)-(5) affect the transmitted signal, as the consequence an error floor 
will be formed. Fig. 2(a) shows an example Bartlett window design according to (3) which 
affects the transmitted signal.  
It is emphasized in (Witrisal, 2002) that the applied window must not influence the signal 
during its effective period to avoid error floor. In order to fulfil this requirement the 
window forms are expanded, i.e., new Tu is becoming 2Tu , and α  is restricted in the range 
of 0 ≤ α ≤ (1- TGI/ Tu )/2, where TGI is the guard interval duration. The orthogonality is 
preserved since the PSD hits zeros in the interval of 1/ (2Tu) at the cost of longer duration of 
OFDM signal (2Tu (α +1)). As a solution the window is truncated to fit 2Tu  OFDM duration, 
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where NFFT is the FFT point, Tu is the useful signal duration, g(t) is the window function, α is 
the roll off factor of the window, fm  is the frequency on carrier m. pm and Xm are the allocated 
power and  the symbol from QAM or PSK mapping on subcarrier m, respectively.  
The large side lobes result in significant interference among the subcarriers that originate 
from different RUs and between LUs and RUs. Equation (1) shows that parameters like 
allocated power (pm), symbol (Xm) amplitude and window (g(t)) can be set to resolve this 
problem. Other elements which can be varied to improve the performance of RUs are the 
channel coding parameters and carrier frequency. The utilization of the parameters to 
reduce the PSD in the LU’s band and elements to improve the quality of service (QoS) of 
RUs will be further explored in the next following sub subsections. 

 
A.1 Spectrum Shaping by Time Domain Windowing 
In (Weiss et al., 2004) extension of each OFDM block with long cyclic prefix and suffix 
samples and application of some windowing to reduce the side-lobes of the subcarrier 
channels are suggested. Obviously, this solution is at the cost of bandwidth loss because 
excessive time should be allocated to cyclic extensions that otherwise could be used for data 
transmission. Further in (Weiss et al., 2004), interference reduction method is extended by 
deactivating subcarriers located adjacent to the licensed system (LS) which provides a kind 
of shield to the LUs. Due to the channel propagation influence, in OFDM bit errors are 
typically concentrated in a set of severely faded subcarriers. This fact indicates that there is 
possibility that the quality of service can not be maintained. Meanwhile, as mentioned 
before, the carriers resource is limited due to deactivation of RU carriers on the occupied LU 
band. Having adaptive OFDM in CR is thus a solution. The heavily faded and noisy 
subcarriers are excluded from transmission to improve the overall bit error rate (BER) of the 
system, and the loss of throughput is counteracted by applying higher order modulation 
modes to the subcarriers which have better signal to noise ratios (SNR) or BER. 
Commonly used window type is the raised cosine window, which is defined as (Weiss et al., 
2004): 
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where α is the roll off factor, and Tu is the useful OFDM symbol interval (without guard 
interval). The shape of the window in the region of (1 ) (1 )
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   determines how 

rapid the OFDM spectrum goes down to zero. The PSD will hit zero on the frequencies in 
the interval of 1/ Tu. Bartlett window is defined by equation (3), (Nikookar & Prasad, 1997b) 

while Better than Raised Cosine (BTRC) Window which gives the lowest sidelobes among the 
three windows is defined by equation (4) (Tan & Beaulieu, 2004).  
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A window with lower sidelobes than BTRC which is called the Flipped- Inverse Hyperbolic 
Secant (farcsech) window is proposed in (Assalini & Tonello, 2004).  The window is designed 
according to (5), 
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where  T u232  /)ln( . According to (Muschalik, 1996) the duration of OFDM 
signal should be 2Tu in order to complete a total 2NFFT samples to preserve the 
orthogonality, and zeros are added on the region outside the window g(t). The window 
designs by equations (2)-(5) affect the transmitted signal, as the consequence an error floor 
will be formed. Fig. 2(a) shows an example Bartlett window design according to (3) which 
affects the transmitted signal.  
It is emphasized in (Witrisal, 2002) that the applied window must not influence the signal 
during its effective period to avoid error floor. In order to fulfil this requirement the 
window forms are expanded, i.e., new Tu is becoming 2Tu , and α  is restricted in the range 
of 0 ≤ α ≤ (1- TGI/ Tu )/2, where TGI is the guard interval duration. The orthogonality is 
preserved since the PSD hits zeros in the interval of 1/ (2Tu) at the cost of longer duration of 
OFDM signal (2Tu (α +1)). As a solution the window is truncated to fit 2Tu  OFDM duration, 
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as depicted in Fig. 2(b). The orthogonality is preserved by applying the rectangular receiver 
filter with duration Tu , implemented by DFT (Witrisal, 2002). In this way there is more 
freedom in choosing window in the region of (1 )u utT T     as long as its PSD on the 
symbol boundaries is low, e.g Gaussian window or half sine window (Nikookar & Prasad, 
1997(a)). 
 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Window design with influence to the transmitted signal (b) Window design 
without influence to the transmitted signal. 
 
It should be emphasized that applying only windowing is not enough to reduce interference 
to LU. A more powerful technique to suppress OFDM sidelobes is carriers deactivation. 
Deactivation of carriers adjacent to the licensed band provides flexible guard bands which 
will make the PSD sidelobes of RU’s OFDM signal on the licensed band lower. Applying 
only one of the methods may not be sufficient, therefore combining both methods 
(windowing and adaptive deactivation of carriers adjacent to licensed bands) is suggested to 
make the PSD sidelobes even lower in the region of LU’s band. The loss of throughput due 
to carriers deactivation and long OFDM symbol duration can be compensated by applying 
adaptive bits allocation. The next subsubsection will explore the application of adaptive bit 
allocation in CR system including its available algorithms. 
Recently in (Harris & Kjeldsen, 2006) overlapped OFDM symbol transmission with long 
symbol duration is proposed to counteract the throughput loss. The scheme is described in 
Fig. 3 . The delay between one OFDM symbol to another should be designed in such a way 
that no intersymbol interference occurs, which means the next OFDM symbol should start 
after the end of the previous useful data part of an OFDM symbol. If zeros are inserted at 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

the prefix of suffix (outside the TGI and TU area as depicted in Fig. 2(b)), the useful data of 
the next OFDM symbol should start after the last useful data of the previous OFDM symbol. 

 
Fig. 3. Overlapped OFDM symbol with zero ISI. 

 
A.2 OFDM Sidelobes Reduction Techniques 
In this section a technique to reduce sidelobes by manipulating the composition of Xm   in (1) 
is described. The results in (Yamaguchi, 2004); (Brandes et al., 2005a); (Brandes et al., 2005b); 
(Brandes et al., 2006); (Berthold et al., 2007); (Cosovic et al., 2005); (Cosovic et al., 2006); 
(Cosovic & Mazzoni, 2006); (Cosovic and Mazzoni, 2007); (Mahmoud & Arslan, 2008); 
(Padagarai et al., 2008a); (Padagarai et al., 2008b) show that a significant sidelobes reduction 
gain can be obtained. 

 
A.2.1 Sidelobe Suppression by Cancellation Carriers Insertion 
In (Yamaguchi, 2004);(Brandes et al., 2005a);(Brandes et al., 2006) instead of having 
deactivated carriers adjacent to the LU band, these carriers are used to cancel out the 
sidelobes on the LU band. The concept is to find the proper amplitude of the cancellation 
carriers in such a way that the resulting sidelobes be as low as possible. The optimization 
can be formulated as: 
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where ccN is the total number of sidelobes cancellation carriers, and Xccc  is the symbol on 
the cancellation carrier position with the range within cc1,…,ccN. The power constraint for 
all subcarriers including the cancellation carriers remains thus, no extra energy is added. 
The possible high power required by the cancellation carriers can be compensated from the 
unused power due to the carriers deactivation. 
We introduce an alternative optimization problem by simplifying it to set of ccN linear 
equations to solve ccN cancellation carrier amplitude values. Fig. 4 provides a simple 
example of how the cancellation carriers with this new optimization problem work. The 
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as depicted in Fig. 2(b). The orthogonality is preserved by applying the rectangular receiver 
filter with duration Tu , implemented by DFT (Witrisal, 2002). In this way there is more 
freedom in choosing window in the region of (1 )u utT T     as long as its PSD on the 
symbol boundaries is low, e.g Gaussian window or half sine window (Nikookar & Prasad, 
1997(a)). 
 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Window design with influence to the transmitted signal (b) Window design 
without influence to the transmitted signal. 
 
It should be emphasized that applying only windowing is not enough to reduce interference 
to LU. A more powerful technique to suppress OFDM sidelobes is carriers deactivation. 
Deactivation of carriers adjacent to the licensed band provides flexible guard bands which 
will make the PSD sidelobes of RU’s OFDM signal on the licensed band lower. Applying 
only one of the methods may not be sufficient, therefore combining both methods 
(windowing and adaptive deactivation of carriers adjacent to licensed bands) is suggested to 
make the PSD sidelobes even lower in the region of LU’s band. The loss of throughput due 
to carriers deactivation and long OFDM symbol duration can be compensated by applying 
adaptive bits allocation. The next subsubsection will explore the application of adaptive bit 
allocation in CR system including its available algorithms. 
Recently in (Harris & Kjeldsen, 2006) overlapped OFDM symbol transmission with long 
symbol duration is proposed to counteract the throughput loss. The scheme is described in 
Fig. 3 . The delay between one OFDM symbol to another should be designed in such a way 
that no intersymbol interference occurs, which means the next OFDM symbol should start 
after the end of the previous useful data part of an OFDM symbol. If zeros are inserted at 
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In this section a technique to reduce sidelobes by manipulating the composition of Xm   in (1) 
is described. The results in (Yamaguchi, 2004); (Brandes et al., 2005a); (Brandes et al., 2005b); 
(Brandes et al., 2006); (Berthold et al., 2007); (Cosovic et al., 2005); (Cosovic et al., 2006); 
(Cosovic & Mazzoni, 2006); (Cosovic and Mazzoni, 2007); (Mahmoud & Arslan, 2008); 
(Padagarai et al., 2008a); (Padagarai et al., 2008b) show that a significant sidelobes reduction 
gain can be obtained. 

 
A.2.1 Sidelobe Suppression by Cancellation Carriers Insertion 
In (Yamaguchi, 2004);(Brandes et al., 2005a);(Brandes et al., 2006) instead of having 
deactivated carriers adjacent to the LU band, these carriers are used to cancel out the 
sidelobes on the LU band. The concept is to find the proper amplitude of the cancellation 
carriers in such a way that the resulting sidelobes be as low as possible. The optimization 
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where ccN is the total number of sidelobes cancellation carriers, and Xccc  is the symbol on 
the cancellation carrier position with the range within cc1,…,ccN. The power constraint for 
all subcarriers including the cancellation carriers remains thus, no extra energy is added. 
The possible high power required by the cancellation carriers can be compensated from the 
unused power due to the carriers deactivation. 
We introduce an alternative optimization problem by simplifying it to set of ccN linear 
equations to solve ccN cancellation carrier amplitude values. Fig. 4 provides a simple 
example of how the cancellation carriers with this new optimization problem work. The 
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spectrum is derived from 9 subcarriers (including the cancellation carriers) and uses a 
rectangular window which produces a spectrum from the sum of the sinc functions. One 
cancellation carrier is located at the left edge of the RU band adjacent to the LU band and 
another one is at the right edge. They are signed by the dark vertical arrows. If we take a 
look at the OFDM spectrum with carriers deactivation (one carrier at the left and one carrier 
at the right edge) denoted by the solid curve, we can see that the maximum sidelobe occurs 
at the frequency point half of carrier spacing from the deactivated carrier which, in Fig. 4 is 
indicated by the coordinate position (X:-4.5,Y:-0.1564). The cancellation carriers can be 
weighted in such a way that the sum of their spectras will nullify the OFDM spectrum at 
that particular coordinate position (e.g. by having a cancellation carrier spectrum coordinate 
(Xc1=Xc2=-4.5, Yc1=0.1477, Yc2=0.0087) ).  
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Fig. 4. The OFDM spectrum amplitude with the effect of the deactivated carriers or 
cancellation carriers. 
 
The same technique is also applied to the sidelobes reduction on the right side. The resulting 
spectrum derived from using the cancellation carriers technique is depicted by the dashed 
lines. The sidelobes are lower than the sidelobe of the OFDM with the deactivated carriers. 
The cancellation carriers can be combined with windowing (Brandes et al., 2005b);(Berthold 
et al., 2007);. Different windows provide different sidelobe levels. Combining a window that 
gives very low sidelobes (e.g. the farchsech window) with the cancellation carriers technique 
will lead to a very significant sidelobe (interference) reduction in the LU band. The results in 
(Brandes et al., 2005b) have shown that the combination of 2 cancellation carriers on each 

side adjacent to LU band and raised cosine window with roll off factor (α) 0.2 gives more 
than 30 dB sidelobes reduction compared to the conventional OFDM. 

 
A.2.2 Sidelobe Suppression by Subcarrier Weighting      
Subcarrier weighting is introduced in (Cosovic et al., 2005); (Cosovic et al., 2006);. The 
weighting can be seen as varying the allocation power pm on each carrier m which, 
obviously, according to (1) will affect the spectrum amplitude. By selecting the appropriate 
weight for each of the carriers the desired low sidelobes can be obtained. The sidelobe 
reduction by means of carriers weighting is attained at the expense of the bit error rate 
(BER) versus signal to noise ratio (SNR) degradation (Nikookar & Prasad, 2000), since the 
weighting will give unequal amounts of transmission power on each of the OFDM carriers. 
The weighting method was originally used in (Nikookar & Prasad, 2000) to counteract the 
high peak to average power ratio (PAPR) problem in OFDM. 

 
A.2.3 Sidelobe Suppression by Multiple Choice Sequence    
In (Cosovic & Mazzoni, 2006) a multiple choice sequence is introduced, where the multiple 
choice sequence abiding by the symbol constellation approach, the interleaving approach 
and the phase approach are discussed. The symbol constellation approach is applied by 
mapping the symbol Xm  in (1) into X’m (l)  which is still derived from  one of  the  symbols 
set after the QAM or PSK mapping that was previously used to produce Xm . The index l 
ranges from l=1,2,…,L, where L is the number of possible alternative values. This means that 
the bits can be mapped into  L possible symbols. By putting the NFFT  symbols of  X’m (l) into 
(1), and observing from all L possible PSDs, the one with the lowest sidelobe is then chosen 
for the transmission. An example of simple mapping from Xm  into X’m (l) is given in 
(Cosovic and Mazzoni, 2006). The CS points of QAM or PSK are numbered as 0,1,….,CS-1, 
hence the symbol Xm is assigned to the number Im (   0,1,..., 1m CSI ) according to its point 
position. The X’m (l) will be the symbol value on the new number Im(l) which is derived from 
the addition of the assigned number Im with the random number Dm(l) which has L different 
possible values  (Cosovic & Mazzoni, 2006), 
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By transmitting the information about the set index information l, the receiver can decode 
the received signal and reconstruct the original Xm symbol.  By means of the interleaving 
approach, the NFFT Xm symbols are interleaved by L different interleaver rules,  
 
 X’(l)=П(l)X, (8) 
 
where П(l) is the permutation matrix that will do the interleaving, X is the symbol vector, 
and X’ is the symbol vector after interleaving. The matrix П(l) has L different possible matrix 
values. The permutation matrix П(l) will be available at the transmitter and the receiver. 
Among L different possible OFDM spectrum using a set of symbols X’(l), the one with the 
lowest sidelobes is chosen for the transmission. The receiver will use the deinterleaver 
permutation matrix П-1(l) to recover the transmitted data upon receiving the side 
information index l. In the phase approach each phase of symbol Xm is shifted by random 
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spectrum is derived from 9 subcarriers (including the cancellation carriers) and uses a 
rectangular window which produces a spectrum from the sum of the sinc functions. One 
cancellation carrier is located at the left edge of the RU band adjacent to the LU band and 
another one is at the right edge. They are signed by the dark vertical arrows. If we take a 
look at the OFDM spectrum with carriers deactivation (one carrier at the left and one carrier 
at the right edge) denoted by the solid curve, we can see that the maximum sidelobe occurs 
at the frequency point half of carrier spacing from the deactivated carrier which, in Fig. 4 is 
indicated by the coordinate position (X:-4.5,Y:-0.1564). The cancellation carriers can be 
weighted in such a way that the sum of their spectras will nullify the OFDM spectrum at 
that particular coordinate position (e.g. by having a cancellation carrier spectrum coordinate 
(Xc1=Xc2=-4.5, Yc1=0.1477, Yc2=0.0087) ).  
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Fig. 4. The OFDM spectrum amplitude with the effect of the deactivated carriers or 
cancellation carriers. 
 
The same technique is also applied to the sidelobes reduction on the right side. The resulting 
spectrum derived from using the cancellation carriers technique is depicted by the dashed 
lines. The sidelobes are lower than the sidelobe of the OFDM with the deactivated carriers. 
The cancellation carriers can be combined with windowing (Brandes et al., 2005b);(Berthold 
et al., 2007);. Different windows provide different sidelobe levels. Combining a window that 
gives very low sidelobes (e.g. the farchsech window) with the cancellation carriers technique 
will lead to a very significant sidelobe (interference) reduction in the LU band. The results in 
(Brandes et al., 2005b) have shown that the combination of 2 cancellation carriers on each 

side adjacent to LU band and raised cosine window with roll off factor (α) 0.2 gives more 
than 30 dB sidelobes reduction compared to the conventional OFDM. 
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reduction by means of carriers weighting is attained at the expense of the bit error rate 
(BER) versus signal to noise ratio (SNR) degradation (Nikookar & Prasad, 2000), since the 
weighting will give unequal amounts of transmission power on each of the OFDM carriers. 
The weighting method was originally used in (Nikookar & Prasad, 2000) to counteract the 
high peak to average power ratio (PAPR) problem in OFDM. 

 
A.2.3 Sidelobe Suppression by Multiple Choice Sequence    
In (Cosovic & Mazzoni, 2006) a multiple choice sequence is introduced, where the multiple 
choice sequence abiding by the symbol constellation approach, the interleaving approach 
and the phase approach are discussed. The symbol constellation approach is applied by 
mapping the symbol Xm  in (1) into X’m (l)  which is still derived from  one of  the  symbols 
set after the QAM or PSK mapping that was previously used to produce Xm . The index l 
ranges from l=1,2,…,L, where L is the number of possible alternative values. This means that 
the bits can be mapped into  L possible symbols. By putting the NFFT  symbols of  X’m (l) into 
(1), and observing from all L possible PSDs, the one with the lowest sidelobe is then chosen 
for the transmission. An example of simple mapping from Xm  into X’m (l) is given in 
(Cosovic and Mazzoni, 2006). The CS points of QAM or PSK are numbered as 0,1,….,CS-1, 
hence the symbol Xm is assigned to the number Im (   0,1,..., 1m CSI ) according to its point 
position. The X’m (l) will be the symbol value on the new number Im(l) which is derived from 
the addition of the assigned number Im with the random number Dm(l) which has L different 
possible values  (Cosovic & Mazzoni, 2006), 
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By transmitting the information about the set index information l, the receiver can decode 
the received signal and reconstruct the original Xm symbol.  By means of the interleaving 
approach, the NFFT Xm symbols are interleaved by L different interleaver rules,  
 
 X’(l)=П(l)X, (8) 
 
where П(l) is the permutation matrix that will do the interleaving, X is the symbol vector, 
and X’ is the symbol vector after interleaving. The matrix П(l) has L different possible matrix 
values. The permutation matrix П(l) will be available at the transmitter and the receiver. 
Among L different possible OFDM spectrum using a set of symbols X’(l), the one with the 
lowest sidelobes is chosen for the transmission. The receiver will use the deinterleaver 
permutation matrix П-1(l) to recover the transmitted data upon receiving the side 
information index l. In the phase approach each phase of symbol Xm is shifted by random 
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phase θm(l) with L different possible values. The phase shifted symbol X’m(l) becomes 
(Cosovic & Mazzoni, 2006), 
 
  ( )( )' mjθ l

m ml eX X  (9) 
 
where θm(l) is in the range of between 0-2π. In the vector notation, the phase shifted signal 
X’(l) is derived from point to point  multiplication between the original signal X  and the 
complex number vector derived from ejθ(l). As in the constellation and interleaver approach, 
in the phase approach, among L possible sets of vector θ(l), the one that produces the lowest 
sidelobes is chosen and applied to the symbol vector X. The index information l is 
transmitted so that the receiver can reconstruct the symbol vector X. Apart from the random 
shift, random amplitude shift can also be applied, but in such cases the BER performance 
will be affected. Another approach is to only apply the multiple choice sequence technique 
to the carriers adjacent to the LU band, since these carriers mostly affect the sidelobes 
magnitude (Cosovic & Mazzoni, 2006),.   

 
A.2.4 Sidelobe Suppression by Adaptive Symbol Transition     
Sidelobes Suppression by time domain approach has been introduced in (Mahmoud & 
Arslan, 2008).  Time domain symbol transition is inserted between two OFDM symbol, and 
the symbol transition value is obtained in such a way that the signal spectrum or the Fourier 
transform of the two consecutive time domain OFDM symbol (including the symbol 
transition) will have low sidelobes. The objective is to minimize the spectrum resulting from 
two consecutive time domain OFDM symbol without the symbol transition added by the 
spectrum contributed from the symbol transition on the LU band (Mahmoud & Arslan, 
2008).  If the OFDM based cognitive radio signal contribution on the LU is described as : 
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where I is the signal part of the cognitive radio signal in LU band, FLU is the Fourier 
transformation matrix for the signal in LU band, yn is the nth time domain OFDM symbol 
including the guard interval, an is the additive symbol transition, and yn+1 is the following 
OFDM symbol, then the optimization problem will be to find the vector an in such a way 
that I  will be as small as possible. The symbol transition scheme is depicted in Fig. 5. 
The symbol transition will not introduce any inter symbol interference (ISI) but the 
transmission duration becomes longer, which means that the bit rate is reduced. The search 
for the time domain symbol transition values are applied by the linear least squares problem 
with a quadratic inequality constraint. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Adaptive symbol transition scheme. 
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A.2.5 Sidelobe Suppression by Frequency Domain Additive Signal  
In (Cosovic & Mazzoni, 2007) sidelobe suppression for OFDM based cognitive radio can be 
achieved by mapping the data symbol using QPSK modulation mode and add the frequency 
domain symbol vector X with random values vector d in such a way that the resulting PSD 
in the LU region be as small as possible. The optimization problem becomes as described in 
(11), 
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where dm is the additive signal on subcarrier n.  If  X’m = Xm + dm  then in order not to destroy 
the cognitive radio BER performance and keep the total allocated power constant, the value 
of  dm  is restricted to a circle with magnitude | dm |≤ 0.7  (Cosovic & Mazzoni, 2007). In this 
way, according to the QPSK gray mapping, the value of X’m will not give decision error at 
the receiver, except in the severely noise and faded channel. Simulation results in (Cosovic 
& Mazzoni, 2007)  have shown about 15 dB sidelobes reduction could be achieved with the 
cost of  2.8 dB SNR degradation as the upper limit value of | dm  | is 0.7.    

 
A.2.6 Sidelobe Suppression by Constellation Expansion   
The most recent technique in OFDM sidelobe suppression has been proposed in (Padagarai 
et al., 2008a), where the M-PSK modulation mapping is expanded to 2xM-PSK mapping in 
order to have lower OFDM sidelobe. The original symbol after M-PSK mapping which is 
located at point a of M available PSK symbol points is transformed into two possible new 
points a1 and a2, where a1=-a2. By combining all possible new OFDM symbol set on the 2x M-
PSK points through all OFDM carriers, the one set which gives the smallest sidelobes will be 
chosen for the transmission. No additional information is required by the receiver for data 
detection, since the receiver has the knowledge of all possible a1 and a2 positions. Therefore, 
the receiver can detect the data by calculating the minimum Euclidean distance between the 
received symbol and the reference points on 2xM- PSK mapping, and accordingly translates 
the result to the M PSK mapping. Fig. 6 shows an example on how the points from QPSK are 
expanded to 8-PSK mapping. In this way there are two possibilities of mapping a data 
symbol, and accordingly the constellation expansion will add extra randomness to Xn in (1) 
with various possible sidelobes magnitude.  
The one which gives the smallest sidelobes will be chosen to be transmitted. The simulation 
results in (Pagadarai et al., 2008a) have shown that the sidelobes suppression technique by 
the constellation expansion from QPSK to 8-PSK gives only slight BER degradation. With 
Constellation Expansion technique about 9 dB sidelobes suppression can be attained 
(Padagarai et al., 2008a). The work has been extended in (Padagarai et al., 2008b) by 
combining the constellation expansion technique with the cancellation carriers inserted on 
the carriers adjacent to the LU band. Extra sidelobes reduction has been achieved without 
having high value of cancellation carrers magnitude, due to prior sidelobes reduction by the 
constellation expansion technique. According to (Padagarai et al., 2008b) the combination 
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phase θm(l) with L different possible values. The phase shifted symbol X’m(l) becomes 
(Cosovic & Mazzoni, 2006), 
 
  ( )( )' mjθ l

m ml eX X  (9) 
 
where θm(l) is in the range of between 0-2π. In the vector notation, the phase shifted signal 
X’(l) is derived from point to point  multiplication between the original signal X  and the 
complex number vector derived from ejθ(l). As in the constellation and interleaver approach, 
in the phase approach, among L possible sets of vector θ(l), the one that produces the lowest 
sidelobes is chosen and applied to the symbol vector X. The index information l is 
transmitted so that the receiver can reconstruct the symbol vector X. Apart from the random 
shift, random amplitude shift can also be applied, but in such cases the BER performance 
will be affected. Another approach is to only apply the multiple choice sequence technique 
to the carriers adjacent to the LU band, since these carriers mostly affect the sidelobes 
magnitude (Cosovic & Mazzoni, 2006),.   

 
A.2.4 Sidelobe Suppression by Adaptive Symbol Transition     
Sidelobes Suppression by time domain approach has been introduced in (Mahmoud & 
Arslan, 2008).  Time domain symbol transition is inserted between two OFDM symbol, and 
the symbol transition value is obtained in such a way that the signal spectrum or the Fourier 
transform of the two consecutive time domain OFDM symbol (including the symbol 
transition) will have low sidelobes. The objective is to minimize the spectrum resulting from 
two consecutive time domain OFDM symbol without the symbol transition added by the 
spectrum contributed from the symbol transition on the LU band (Mahmoud & Arslan, 
2008).  If the OFDM based cognitive radio signal contribution on the LU is described as : 
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where I is the signal part of the cognitive radio signal in LU band, FLU is the Fourier 
transformation matrix for the signal in LU band, yn is the nth time domain OFDM symbol 
including the guard interval, an is the additive symbol transition, and yn+1 is the following 
OFDM symbol, then the optimization problem will be to find the vector an in such a way 
that I  will be as small as possible. The symbol transition scheme is depicted in Fig. 5. 
The symbol transition will not introduce any inter symbol interference (ISI) but the 
transmission duration becomes longer, which means that the bit rate is reduced. The search 
for the time domain symbol transition values are applied by the linear least squares problem 
with a quadratic inequality constraint. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Adaptive symbol transition scheme. 
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A.2.5 Sidelobe Suppression by Frequency Domain Additive Signal  
In (Cosovic & Mazzoni, 2007) sidelobe suppression for OFDM based cognitive radio can be 
achieved by mapping the data symbol using QPSK modulation mode and add the frequency 
domain symbol vector X with random values vector d in such a way that the resulting PSD 
in the LU region be as small as possible. The optimization problem becomes as described in 
(11), 
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where dm is the additive signal on subcarrier n.  If  X’m = Xm + dm  then in order not to destroy 
the cognitive radio BER performance and keep the total allocated power constant, the value 
of  dm  is restricted to a circle with magnitude | dm |≤ 0.7  (Cosovic & Mazzoni, 2007). In this 
way, according to the QPSK gray mapping, the value of X’m will not give decision error at 
the receiver, except in the severely noise and faded channel. Simulation results in (Cosovic 
& Mazzoni, 2007)  have shown about 15 dB sidelobes reduction could be achieved with the 
cost of  2.8 dB SNR degradation as the upper limit value of | dm  | is 0.7.    

 
A.2.6 Sidelobe Suppression by Constellation Expansion   
The most recent technique in OFDM sidelobe suppression has been proposed in (Padagarai 
et al., 2008a), where the M-PSK modulation mapping is expanded to 2xM-PSK mapping in 
order to have lower OFDM sidelobe. The original symbol after M-PSK mapping which is 
located at point a of M available PSK symbol points is transformed into two possible new 
points a1 and a2, where a1=-a2. By combining all possible new OFDM symbol set on the 2x M-
PSK points through all OFDM carriers, the one set which gives the smallest sidelobes will be 
chosen for the transmission. No additional information is required by the receiver for data 
detection, since the receiver has the knowledge of all possible a1 and a2 positions. Therefore, 
the receiver can detect the data by calculating the minimum Euclidean distance between the 
received symbol and the reference points on 2xM- PSK mapping, and accordingly translates 
the result to the M PSK mapping. Fig. 6 shows an example on how the points from QPSK are 
expanded to 8-PSK mapping. In this way there are two possibilities of mapping a data 
symbol, and accordingly the constellation expansion will add extra randomness to Xn in (1) 
with various possible sidelobes magnitude.  
The one which gives the smallest sidelobes will be chosen to be transmitted. The simulation 
results in (Pagadarai et al., 2008a) have shown that the sidelobes suppression technique by 
the constellation expansion from QPSK to 8-PSK gives only slight BER degradation. With 
Constellation Expansion technique about 9 dB sidelobes suppression can be attained 
(Padagarai et al., 2008a). The work has been extended in (Padagarai et al., 2008b) by 
combining the constellation expansion technique with the cancellation carriers inserted on 
the carriers adjacent to the LU band. Extra sidelobes reduction has been achieved without 
having high value of cancellation carrers magnitude, due to prior sidelobes reduction by the 
constellation expansion technique. According to (Padagarai et al., 2008b) the combination 
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between constellation expansion and one sidelobes cancellation carrier on each side adjacent 
to LU band gives around 16 dB sidelobes reduction. 
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Fig. 6. Constellation Expansion from QPSK to 8-PSK mapping. 

 
A.3. Adaptive Bit Allocation (Bit Loading) 
Referring to (1) the sidelobes to LU’s band can be lowered by applying the low constellation 
size (e.g BPSK) to the symbols adjacent to LU’s band. Another advantage of the low 
constellation size is its resistance to noise and interference compared to high constellation 
size. Hence, although the sidelobes of LU to RU’s band exists, the BER of the RU’s carriers 
adjacent to LU’s band can be better preserved.  
Adaptive bit loading is one of adaptive OFDM methods which allocates bits to subcarriers 
efficiently by taking estimated channel fading and noise variance information, and 
accordingly selecting the subcarriers modulation modes  By utilizing the unused power due 
to carriers deactivation on the subband occupied by the LUs and allocating them to some of 
the other carriers intelligently, according to the adaptive bit loading algorithms, reliable 
communications without sacrificing the legacy system can be achieved.  Transmitting more 
bits on a carrier requires more power. This power can be derived from the unallocated ones.  
As a consequence of applying adaptive bit loading, the receiver needs information about the 
number of bits allocated on each carrier in order to decode the signal properly. This 
information can be derived blindly by examining the received signal (Hanzo et al., 2002); 
(Reddy et al., 2003); or from dedicated signaling symbols. An example of the signaling 
symbol is depicted in Fig. 7, where the allowable constellation size is restricted to the set of 
{0, 2,4,16 and 64}, (Budiarjo et al., 2007a). The inner rectangle which is the decision area for 0 
modulation mode (no symbol is transmitted) can be made smaller up to a distance of about 
3d/4 from the other reference symbols, where d is the distance between outer points and the 
no symbol point shown in Fig. 7. This is due to the fact that a decision error (e.g no symbol 
transmitted but BPSK or other modulation mode is decided) is only caused by the noise (no 
contribution from channel fading). Fischer-Hueber algorithm allocates the bits with the 
intention to minimize the BER on each carrier.  It tries to guarantee equal SNR on every 
carrier. The bits are assigned as (Barreto and Furrer, 2001): 
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where Rm is the number of allocated bits on carrier m, K is the number of active carriers, and 
RT the total target bits per OFDM symbol. In the beginning value of K is equal to NFFT, after 
applying (12) on each carrier the nonpositive values of Rms are replaced by zeros, and the 
number of active carriers K is substracted by the number of carriers with nonpositive Rm 
values. The loop of calculating (12) continues until all Rms are nonnegative. Each of the Rm is 
quantized into an integer number RQm. If the sum of the RQm is not equal to the target rate, 
addition or subtraction of bit is applied. It starts from the carrier with the lowest deviation 
of RQm to its Rm (for the addition) or the carrier with the highest deviation (for the 
subtraction). The addition or subtraction is iteratively applied bit per bit until the target rate 
is fulfilled. Another adaptive bit allocation algorithm is the Chow algorithm introduced in 
(Chow et al., 1995). The goal is to maximize the allowable noise margin while the minimum 
desired BER is still achieved. The bits are assigned as follows (Chow et al., 1995): 
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where γmargin is the additional amount of noise (in dB) that the system can tolerate, while still 
achieving the minimum desired bit error rate requirement. 

 

 
Fig. 7. An example of signaling symbol points for adaptive bit loading with allowable M= {0, 
2, 4, 16, and 64} (Budiarjo et al., 2007a). 

The SNR gap  is a constant which estimates the difference between channel capacity and 
the actual capacity usage by the transmission scheme, which is defined as:   
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Besides allocating the bits carrierwise, the bits can be allocated groupwise according to the 
average channel gain of the carriers within a certain group.  This method reduces the 
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between constellation expansion and one sidelobes cancellation carrier on each side adjacent 
to LU band gives around 16 dB sidelobes reduction. 
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Fig. 6. Constellation Expansion from QPSK to 8-PSK mapping. 

 
A.3. Adaptive Bit Allocation (Bit Loading) 
Referring to (1) the sidelobes to LU’s band can be lowered by applying the low constellation 
size (e.g BPSK) to the symbols adjacent to LU’s band. Another advantage of the low 
constellation size is its resistance to noise and interference compared to high constellation 
size. Hence, although the sidelobes of LU to RU’s band exists, the BER of the RU’s carriers 
adjacent to LU’s band can be better preserved.  
Adaptive bit loading is one of adaptive OFDM methods which allocates bits to subcarriers 
efficiently by taking estimated channel fading and noise variance information, and 
accordingly selecting the subcarriers modulation modes  By utilizing the unused power due 
to carriers deactivation on the subband occupied by the LUs and allocating them to some of 
the other carriers intelligently, according to the adaptive bit loading algorithms, reliable 
communications without sacrificing the legacy system can be achieved.  Transmitting more 
bits on a carrier requires more power. This power can be derived from the unallocated ones.  
As a consequence of applying adaptive bit loading, the receiver needs information about the 
number of bits allocated on each carrier in order to decode the signal properly. This 
information can be derived blindly by examining the received signal (Hanzo et al., 2002); 
(Reddy et al., 2003); or from dedicated signaling symbols. An example of the signaling 
symbol is depicted in Fig. 7, where the allowable constellation size is restricted to the set of 
{0, 2,4,16 and 64}, (Budiarjo et al., 2007a). The inner rectangle which is the decision area for 0 
modulation mode (no symbol is transmitted) can be made smaller up to a distance of about 
3d/4 from the other reference symbols, where d is the distance between outer points and the 
no symbol point shown in Fig. 7. This is due to the fact that a decision error (e.g no symbol 
transmitted but BPSK or other modulation mode is decided) is only caused by the noise (no 
contribution from channel fading). Fischer-Hueber algorithm allocates the bits with the 
intention to minimize the BER on each carrier.  It tries to guarantee equal SNR on every 
carrier. The bits are assigned as (Barreto and Furrer, 2001): 
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where Rm is the number of allocated bits on carrier m, K is the number of active carriers, and 
RT the total target bits per OFDM symbol. In the beginning value of K is equal to NFFT, after 
applying (12) on each carrier the nonpositive values of Rms are replaced by zeros, and the 
number of active carriers K is substracted by the number of carriers with nonpositive Rm 
values. The loop of calculating (12) continues until all Rms are nonnegative. Each of the Rm is 
quantized into an integer number RQm. If the sum of the RQm is not equal to the target rate, 
addition or subtraction of bit is applied. It starts from the carrier with the lowest deviation 
of RQm to its Rm (for the addition) or the carrier with the highest deviation (for the 
subtraction). The addition or subtraction is iteratively applied bit per bit until the target rate 
is fulfilled. Another adaptive bit allocation algorithm is the Chow algorithm introduced in 
(Chow et al., 1995). The goal is to maximize the allowable noise margin while the minimum 
desired BER is still achieved. The bits are assigned as follows (Chow et al., 1995): 
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where γmargin is the additional amount of noise (in dB) that the system can tolerate, while still 
achieving the minimum desired bit error rate requirement. 

 

 
Fig. 7. An example of signaling symbol points for adaptive bit loading with allowable M= {0, 
2, 4, 16, and 64} (Budiarjo et al., 2007a). 

The SNR gap  is a constant which estimates the difference between channel capacity and 
the actual capacity usage by the transmission scheme, which is defined as:   
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Besides allocating the bits carrierwise, the bits can be allocated groupwise according to the 
average channel gain of the carriers within a certain group.  This method reduces the 
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signaling symbols required to determine the modulation mode on each carrier, as the 
required modulation information of a group of Ncg carriers is the same in a signaling 
symbol. 
A Simple Blockwise Loading Algorithm (SBLA) is proposed in (Gruenheid et al., 2001). The 
algorithm divides the subcarriers into NB blocks of Ncb adjacent subcarriers. The same 
modulation level is assigned to subcarriers within one block. The SNRs of neighboring sub 
carriers are highly correlated; hence no significant performance degradations are expected 
by introducing blocks of subcarriers, which are smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the 
channel. The choice of the modulation level for the specific block of subcarriers is based on 
the mean SNR of the block. Initially, the SNR grid is predetermined as e.g depicted in Fig. 8 
(Gruenheid et al., 2000). The grid contains a list of differences of the SNR thresholds, 
required to switch between the modulations levels of the supported PSK/QAM modulation 
alphabets for a specific block. The middle point (center of 8-PSK) is placed on the overall 
SNR average of OFDM frame. 
 

 
Fig. 8. SNR grid for Simple Blockwise Loading Algorithm (SBLA) (Gruenheid et al., 2000). 
 
In (Lei and Zhang, 2003) the Fischer Hueber algorithm is modified to determine the 
allocated bits on a block of subcarriers. The bits are distributed as: 
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where Ri is the allocated bits to carriers block i, N’B is the number of active blocks, Hi is the 
average channel gain in block i, and ψ is the set of active carriers block.  
Like in the subcarrierwise Fischer –Hueber algorithm, after several iterations, the value of all 
bit allocations are non negative, but if the target rate is not yet achieved, the addition or 
substraction of bit to each carrier based on the deviation between the quantized bit 
allocation and unquantized bit allocation for Chow, SBLA and groupwise Fischer algorithm, 
is applied until the target rate is satisfied. 
In (Budiarjo et al., 2005) these bit loading algorithms are evaluated and compared by 
utilizing the 2x1-D Wiener filter as the channel estimation technique (Budiarjo et al., 2006a). 
In (Budiarjo et al., 2006b) the performance of combination of adaptive bit loading algorithms 
and windows with the design according to Fig. 2.b are evaluated. Simulation results in 
(Budiarjo et al., 2006a) and (Budiarjo et al., 2006b) show that carrierwise bit loading 
outperforms the groupwise bit loading, since the method maps the bit allocation to each 
carrier more accurately. If throughput is a critical issue, the groupwise bit loading is a better 
candidate than carrierwise bit loading. This is because in adaptive OFDM, the signaling 
symbols required by the receiver to recognize the modulation mode of each carrier, reduces 
the throughput.  

A.4. Adaptive Coding and Frequency Hopping 
An element which does not influence the level of interference to LU’s band but is needed to 
boost or improve the quality of service (QoS) of CR system is the channel coding. As it can 
be noticed, none of the parameters shown in (6) refers to channel coding element. Most of 
references such as (Mutti et al., 2004); (Jetlund et al., 2002); (Vucetic, 1991); (Keller et al., 
2000); discuss the adaptation of channel coding by varying the rate according to the 
estimated channel gain. The coding rate level is decreased as the channel fading power is 
increased (Mutti et al., 2004). 
In the situation where due to LU’s access and bad channel condition, too many carriers are 
deactivated, and therefore the frequency hopping is suggested. The scanning module will 
give information to the front end to switch transmission to a certain carrier frequency where 
available spectrum in that region is adequate to achieve the target quality of service (QoS). 
The performance of OFDM based CR using Wiener filter channel estimation with frequent 
frequency hopping at GSM 900 MHz channel model is evaluated in (Budiarjo et al., 2007c), 
where the channel models are based on ETSI GSM specification for rural area and urban 
area power delay profiles.  

 
B. Wavelet Based Multicarrier OFDM 
In traditional implementations of Multicarrier OFDM (MC-OFDM), the generation and 
modulation of the sub-channels are accomplished digitally using Fourier bases. In this 
subsection another modulation technique is introduced. The conventional Fourier-based 
complex exponential carriers of OFDM are replaced with orthonormal wavelet packet (WP) 
bases for use in cognitive radio environments. The WP bases are derived from perfect 
reconstruction two-band FIR filter bank solutions (Jamin and Mahoenen, 2004); (Negash & 
Nikookar, 2000); (Bouwel et al., 2000); (Jensen & Harbo, 2001).  
Cohabitation of the WP-MCM based CR systems with existing licensed users is actualized 
by shaping its transmission waveform and by adaptively activating or deactivating sub-
carriers in a way that it utilizes the unoccupied time-frequency gaps of the LU. The idea is to 
dynamically sculpt the transmission signal so that it has no or very little time-frequency 
components competing with the LU. This way the CR can seamlessly blend with the LU 
operation. The steps to generate the WP-MCM transmission signal are elucidated in Fig. 9. 
The level and the number of bases generated is given as M = 2J. A level 3 tree structure 
generates up to 8 wavelet packet carriers and duals each. 

 
B.1. Generation of Wavelet Packet Bases and Their Duals   through Two Channel 
Filter Bank Analysis 
The WP-MCM transmission is realized by replacing orthonormal complex exponential basis 
functions, as used in OFDM systems, with orthonormal wavelet packet basis functions. The 
wavelet packet bases and their dual bases are derived from perfect reconstruction two-band 
FIR filter bank solutions from multistage tree-structured paraunitary filter banks derived by 
cascading 2-channel filter banks.  

 
B.1.1 Generation of Wavelet Packet Sub-Carrier Bases 
The wavelet packet sub-carriers (to be used at the transmitter end) are generated through a 
multichannel filterbank consisting of cascaded two-channel filterbanks applying the 
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signaling symbols required to determine the modulation mode on each carrier, as the 
required modulation information of a group of Ncg carriers is the same in a signaling 
symbol. 
A Simple Blockwise Loading Algorithm (SBLA) is proposed in (Gruenheid et al., 2001). The 
algorithm divides the subcarriers into NB blocks of Ncb adjacent subcarriers. The same 
modulation level is assigned to subcarriers within one block. The SNRs of neighboring sub 
carriers are highly correlated; hence no significant performance degradations are expected 
by introducing blocks of subcarriers, which are smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the 
channel. The choice of the modulation level for the specific block of subcarriers is based on 
the mean SNR of the block. Initially, the SNR grid is predetermined as e.g depicted in Fig. 8 
(Gruenheid et al., 2000). The grid contains a list of differences of the SNR thresholds, 
required to switch between the modulations levels of the supported PSK/QAM modulation 
alphabets for a specific block. The middle point (center of 8-PSK) is placed on the overall 
SNR average of OFDM frame. 
 

 
Fig. 8. SNR grid for Simple Blockwise Loading Algorithm (SBLA) (Gruenheid et al., 2000). 
 
In (Lei and Zhang, 2003) the Fischer Hueber algorithm is modified to determine the 
allocated bits on a block of subcarriers. The bits are distributed as: 
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where Ri is the allocated bits to carriers block i, N’B is the number of active blocks, Hi is the 
average channel gain in block i, and ψ is the set of active carriers block.  
Like in the subcarrierwise Fischer –Hueber algorithm, after several iterations, the value of all 
bit allocations are non negative, but if the target rate is not yet achieved, the addition or 
substraction of bit to each carrier based on the deviation between the quantized bit 
allocation and unquantized bit allocation for Chow, SBLA and groupwise Fischer algorithm, 
is applied until the target rate is satisfied. 
In (Budiarjo et al., 2005) these bit loading algorithms are evaluated and compared by 
utilizing the 2x1-D Wiener filter as the channel estimation technique (Budiarjo et al., 2006a). 
In (Budiarjo et al., 2006b) the performance of combination of adaptive bit loading algorithms 
and windows with the design according to Fig. 2.b are evaluated. Simulation results in 
(Budiarjo et al., 2006a) and (Budiarjo et al., 2006b) show that carrierwise bit loading 
outperforms the groupwise bit loading, since the method maps the bit allocation to each 
carrier more accurately. If throughput is a critical issue, the groupwise bit loading is a better 
candidate than carrierwise bit loading. This is because in adaptive OFDM, the signaling 
symbols required by the receiver to recognize the modulation mode of each carrier, reduces 
the throughput.  

A.4. Adaptive Coding and Frequency Hopping 
An element which does not influence the level of interference to LU’s band but is needed to 
boost or improve the quality of service (QoS) of CR system is the channel coding. As it can 
be noticed, none of the parameters shown in (6) refers to channel coding element. Most of 
references such as (Mutti et al., 2004); (Jetlund et al., 2002); (Vucetic, 1991); (Keller et al., 
2000); discuss the adaptation of channel coding by varying the rate according to the 
estimated channel gain. The coding rate level is decreased as the channel fading power is 
increased (Mutti et al., 2004). 
In the situation where due to LU’s access and bad channel condition, too many carriers are 
deactivated, and therefore the frequency hopping is suggested. The scanning module will 
give information to the front end to switch transmission to a certain carrier frequency where 
available spectrum in that region is adequate to achieve the target quality of service (QoS). 
The performance of OFDM based CR using Wiener filter channel estimation with frequent 
frequency hopping at GSM 900 MHz channel model is evaluated in (Budiarjo et al., 2007c), 
where the channel models are based on ETSI GSM specification for rural area and urban 
area power delay profiles.  

 
B. Wavelet Based Multicarrier OFDM 
In traditional implementations of Multicarrier OFDM (MC-OFDM), the generation and 
modulation of the sub-channels are accomplished digitally using Fourier bases. In this 
subsection another modulation technique is introduced. The conventional Fourier-based 
complex exponential carriers of OFDM are replaced with orthonormal wavelet packet (WP) 
bases for use in cognitive radio environments. The WP bases are derived from perfect 
reconstruction two-band FIR filter bank solutions (Jamin and Mahoenen, 2004); (Negash & 
Nikookar, 2000); (Bouwel et al., 2000); (Jensen & Harbo, 2001).  
Cohabitation of the WP-MCM based CR systems with existing licensed users is actualized 
by shaping its transmission waveform and by adaptively activating or deactivating sub-
carriers in a way that it utilizes the unoccupied time-frequency gaps of the LU. The idea is to 
dynamically sculpt the transmission signal so that it has no or very little time-frequency 
components competing with the LU. This way the CR can seamlessly blend with the LU 
operation. The steps to generate the WP-MCM transmission signal are elucidated in Fig. 9. 
The level and the number of bases generated is given as M = 2J. A level 3 tree structure 
generates up to 8 wavelet packet carriers and duals each. 

 
B.1. Generation of Wavelet Packet Bases and Their Duals   through Two Channel 
Filter Bank Analysis 
The WP-MCM transmission is realized by replacing orthonormal complex exponential basis 
functions, as used in OFDM systems, with orthonormal wavelet packet basis functions. The 
wavelet packet bases and their dual bases are derived from perfect reconstruction two-band 
FIR filter bank solutions from multistage tree-structured paraunitary filter banks derived by 
cascading 2-channel filter banks.  

 
B.1.1 Generation of Wavelet Packet Sub-Carrier Bases 
The wavelet packet sub-carriers (to be used at the transmitter end) are generated through a 
multichannel filterbank consisting of cascaded two-channel filterbanks applying the 
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synthesis filters (H’ and G’). The process known as the synthesis procedure consists of 
binary interpolation (up-sampling) by 2, filtering and recombination at each level.  
To demonstrate the process of generation of wavelet packet bases, here we consider a 
cascaded level-3 tree structure as shown in Fig. 10(a). Such an arrangement can give rise to 
eight wavelet packet bases. This procedure is simplified further by applying the identities 
shown in Fig. 10(b). These expressions called the noble identities are popularly applied in 
the implementation of multi-rate systems. And in Fig. 10(c) the equivalent eight-channel 
system after the application of the noble identities is shown.  In general, to generate M bases 
or sub-carrier waveforms, a level-J tree has to be constructed.  

 
B.1.2 Generation of Wavelet Packet Dual Bases  
The wavelet packet duals (to be used at the receiver end) are obtained from multichannel 
filter bank analysis too, though the processes are reversed. The duals are obtained from the 
analysis filters (H and G) through the analysis procedure which consists of filtering, 
decimation (downsampling) by 2 and decomposition at each stage. Fig. 11 illustrates the 
generation of 8 wavelet packet duals from a level-3 tree cascaded filter bank. 
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Fig. 9. Fundamental Blocks of WP-MCM based Cognitive Radio system. 
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(c) 
Fig. 10. Generation of wavelets. (a) A level-3 tree gives 8 wavelet packet bases. The up 
arrows represent interpolation by 2. H’ and G’ denote the frequency responses of the low 
and high pass reconstruction filters, respectively; (b) Noble identities; (c) Equivalent 8-
channel system after applying the noble identities, where φ’ is equivalent reconstruction 
filter as results of the convolution combination H’ and G’ according to the tree lines. M=8 for 
the considered example. 

 
B.1.3 Wavelet Design Considerations for WP-MCM application 
Choosing the right wavelet is a delicate and at times even an overwhelming issue. In theory 
any time and frequency limited function can be utilized. However in practice, the wavelet 
bases cannot be arbitrarily chosen and instead have to satisfy a number of requirements. 
With regard to the applicability to WP-MCM systems, the desirable properties may be listed 
as follows: 

 The bases must be time and band limited 
 The bases and their duals must be orthogonal to one another to enable perfect 

reconstruction. 
 The bases must be orthogonal to one another in order to have unique 

demodulation. 
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synthesis filters (H’ and G’). The process known as the synthesis procedure consists of 
binary interpolation (up-sampling) by 2, filtering and recombination at each level.  
To demonstrate the process of generation of wavelet packet bases, here we consider a 
cascaded level-3 tree structure as shown in Fig. 10(a). Such an arrangement can give rise to 
eight wavelet packet bases. This procedure is simplified further by applying the identities 
shown in Fig. 10(b). These expressions called the noble identities are popularly applied in 
the implementation of multi-rate systems. And in Fig. 10(c) the equivalent eight-channel 
system after the application of the noble identities is shown.  In general, to generate M bases 
or sub-carrier waveforms, a level-J tree has to be constructed.  

 
B.1.2 Generation of Wavelet Packet Dual Bases  
The wavelet packet duals (to be used at the receiver end) are obtained from multichannel 
filter bank analysis too, though the processes are reversed. The duals are obtained from the 
analysis filters (H and G) through the analysis procedure which consists of filtering, 
decimation (downsampling) by 2 and decomposition at each stage. Fig. 11 illustrates the 
generation of 8 wavelet packet duals from a level-3 tree cascaded filter bank. 
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Fig. 10. Generation of wavelets. (a) A level-3 tree gives 8 wavelet packet bases. The up 
arrows represent interpolation by 2. H’ and G’ denote the frequency responses of the low 
and high pass reconstruction filters, respectively; (b) Noble identities; (c) Equivalent 8-
channel system after applying the noble identities, where φ’ is equivalent reconstruction 
filter as results of the convolution combination H’ and G’ according to the tree lines. M=8 for 
the considered example. 
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Fig. 11. Generation of wavelet Duals. (a) A level-3 tree gives 8 wavelet packet dual bases. 
The down arrows represent decimation by 2. H and G denote the frequency responses of the 
low and high pass decomposition filters, respectively; (b) Equivalent 8-channel system after 
applying the noble identities, where φ is equivalent decomposition filter as results of the 
convolution combination H and G according to the tree lines M=8 for the considered 
example. 
 
Considering these requirements, among several available wavelet such as: Coifflets, 
Daubechies, Haar, Symlets, the most suitable wavelet is the family of maximally frequency 
filter banks derived using a modified Remez exchange algorithm. It provides degree of 
freedom to shape its sidelobes by varying its regularity order, transition bandwidth and the 
filter length.  The longer the filter length, the more degree of freedom is available in 

designing the frequency selectivity and also the regularity order of the signal. The smaller 
the transition bandwidth the more frequency selective the filter will be. The regularity order 
corresponds to the smootheness of the signal sidelobes. The higher the regularity order, the 
smoother or the lower the sidelobes of the signal will be. More on this subject can be found 
in (Rioul and Duhamel, 1994).  
In (Lakshmanan et al., 2007) WP-MCM with Remez exchange algorithm as CR system is 
evaluated and compared with Fourier based MC-OFDM CR system in the presence of LU 
signal in Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel. The results show within a 
certain Remez parameters value, WP-MCM outperforms the Fourier based MC-OFDM.   

 
C. Interpolated Tree Orthogonal Multiplexing 
In the WP-MCM technique the filter banks perform the dual role of shaping the spectrum as 
well as interpolating in time series. A more intuitive method is to separate the two processes 
to have a greater control over the characteristics of the carriers. This method called the 
Interpolated Tree Orthogonal Multiplexing (ITOM) was introduced in (Harris & Kjeldsen, 
2006) by constructing a binary wavelet packet tree and performing the spectral shaping 
external to the tree structure. The procedure is depicted in Fig. 12 from which we can notice 
that up-sampled shaping filters precede the input ports of the wavelet packet tree structure. 
Notching over the desired spectral interval is achieved by vacating one or more of the input 
branches.  
Fig. 13 shows an example of the ITOM mechanism. We may note from Fig. 13(a) and (b) that 
the enabled and disabled carries neatly fit into the spectral gaps of one-another illustration 
the superiority of the ITOM procedure towards spectrum shaping. 

 
Fig. 12. Modulator of ITOM Interpolated Tree Structure (Harris & Kjeldsen, 2006). In the 
figure wITOM is the ITOM shaping filters.  
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Fig. 11. Generation of wavelet Duals. (a) A level-3 tree gives 8 wavelet packet dual bases. 
The down arrows represent decimation by 2. H and G denote the frequency responses of the 
low and high pass decomposition filters, respectively; (b) Equivalent 8-channel system after 
applying the noble identities, where φ is equivalent decomposition filter as results of the 
convolution combination H and G according to the tree lines M=8 for the considered 
example. 
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Notching over the desired spectral interval is achieved by vacating one or more of the input 
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Fig. 13 shows an example of the ITOM mechanism. We may note from Fig. 13(a) and (b) that 
the enabled and disabled carries neatly fit into the spectral gaps of one-another illustration 
the superiority of the ITOM procedure towards spectrum shaping. 

 
Fig. 12. Modulator of ITOM Interpolated Tree Structure (Harris & Kjeldsen, 2006). In the 
figure wITOM is the ITOM shaping filters.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 13. Illustration of ITOM operation: (a) Spectra of Enabled Spectral Bands of 64-point 
ITOM; (b) Spectra of Disabled Spectral Bands of 64-point ITOM (Harris & Kjeldsen, 2006).  

 
3. Single Carrier Cognitive Radio with Adaptive Waveform 
 

Another method of utilizing the spectrum efficiently is shaping of the waveform of the 
transmitted signal dynamically over a spectral region, in order not to interfere with the 
occupied spectrum. Transform Domain Communication System (TDCS) is introduced in 
(Chakravarthy et al., 2005) as a candidate technique for Cognitive Radio. In principle the 
transmitted signal is shaped in such a way that its bandwidth does not contain the LUs 
band. In (Lee, 2002) the Fourier transform as a tool in shaping the spectrum in TDCS is 
replaced by the wavelet basis function. The technique is called Wavelet Domain 
Communication System. The two techniques will be further explored in the following 
subsections. 

 
A Transform Domain Communication System (TDCS) 
The TDCS transmitter system is described in Fig. 14(a) where single carrier is used. A clean 
spectrum information is derived from A= {A1, A2, …, ANFFT}, where amplitudes of interfering 
frequency components exceeding a threshold are set to zero, while the others are set to one. 
Multi-valued complex pseudorandom phase vector (ejθ) is multiplied element by element 
with A to produce the spectral vector Bb. By multiplication with the scaling factor C, a vector 
B is produced. After IFFT operation, a time domain basis function b(t) is derived, which 
subsequently is stored and modulated by using pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), pulse 
position modulation (PPM) or cyclic code shift keying (CCSK) where the bits are 
represented by the cyclic shifted pulse in time. The impact of this zeros insertion can be 
described from the power spectrum density (PSD) equation of TDCS, 
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where Tu is the useful signal duration, p(t) is the window function, α is the roll off factor of 
the window, and θm is the phase on subband m produced by the random phase module.  If 
p(t) is a rectangular window and α is zero, the area within the integral can be replaced by 
Tusinc(πf - πfm)Tu). Zero amplitude at the carrier m will make the PSD on that carrier position 
becoming zero, and due to the orthogonality among carriers the power contributions from 
the other carriers are also zero. The equation is almost similar to (1), the differences are the 
power pm and symbol amplitude Am in (1) are replaced by the spectrum information Am and 
the random phase θm.  
TDCS gives more degree of freedom in choosing window p(t)  to lower the sidelobes of its 
spectrum. Unlike OFDM, the spectrum sidelobes of the window of TDCS do not have to be 
zero on the frequency spacing interval (in OFDM this is described as the orthogonality 
between carriers), as long as its sidelobes are very small. Since data detection at the receiver 
is performed by correlating the received signal with reference signal, as described in Fig. 
14(b), the designed non-orthogonal spectrum of the transmitted signal will not affect the 
data detection.  
In an attempt to increase the bit rate of TDCS, in this section we describe the proposed 
embedded symbol to TDCS-CCSK. The embedded symbol can be derived from PAM, QAM 
or PSK modulation. The proposed transmitter and receiver architectures of the system are 
depicted in Fig. 15.  
There are two bit sources available. The first one is for the embedded symbol, and the 
second one is for the CCSK modulation.  At the transmitter one embedded symbol will be 
multiplied with the vector from the point to point multiplication between the vector 
produced by the random phase θ and the vector produced by the spectrum magnitude A. 
Further, the legacy processes in producing TDCS signal are applied. At the receiver, the 
CCSK data detection is applied first. After removing the fading effect in frequency domain, 
the CCSK data detection is applied by de-correlating the time domain received signal with 
the time domain reference signal. De-correlation can be simplified by taking the maximum 
absolute value of inverse Fourier transform of the product of the frequency domain 
conjugate received signal and reference signal.   
The new TDCS bit rate becomes: 
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Fig. 13. Illustration of ITOM operation: (a) Spectra of Enabled Spectral Bands of 64-point 
ITOM; (b) Spectra of Disabled Spectral Bands of 64-point ITOM (Harris & Kjeldsen, 2006).  
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where Tu is the useful signal duration, p(t) is the window function, α is the roll off factor of 
the window, and θm is the phase on subband m produced by the random phase module.  If 
p(t) is a rectangular window and α is zero, the area within the integral can be replaced by 
Tusinc(πf - πfm)Tu). Zero amplitude at the carrier m will make the PSD on that carrier position 
becoming zero, and due to the orthogonality among carriers the power contributions from 
the other carriers are also zero. The equation is almost similar to (1), the differences are the 
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14(b), the designed non-orthogonal spectrum of the transmitted signal will not affect the 
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or PSK modulation. The proposed transmitter and receiver architectures of the system are 
depicted in Fig. 15.  
There are two bit sources available. The first one is for the embedded symbol, and the 
second one is for the CCSK modulation.  At the transmitter one embedded symbol will be 
multiplied with the vector from the point to point multiplication between the vector 
produced by the random phase θ and the vector produced by the spectrum magnitude A. 
Further, the legacy processes in producing TDCS signal are applied. At the receiver, the 
CCSK data detection is applied first. After removing the fading effect in frequency domain, 
the CCSK data detection is applied by de-correlating the time domain received signal with 
the time domain reference signal. De-correlation can be simplified by taking the maximum 
absolute value of inverse Fourier transform of the product of the frequency domain 
conjugate received signal and reference signal.   
The new TDCS bit rate becomes: 
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Fig. 14. TDCS (a) Transmitter and (b) Receiver. 
 
From the spectrum point of view, the PSD of TDCS-CCSK with extra embedded symbol 
becomes (Budiarjo et al., 2008a); (Budiarjo et al., 2008b) : 
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By observing (18) it is reasonable to consider PSK as the most appropriate embedded 
symbol modulation mode among the three mapping types (PSK, PAM, and QAM). The PSK 
symbols are spread in a unit circle with magnitude of one. Therefore embedding the PSK 
symbol to the TDCS with CCSK modulation will not change the TDCS transmission power, 
while embedding PAM and QAM requires more power. The extra amount of power 
required will depend on the constellation size of the PAM/QAM embedded symbol. 
Moreover, the embedded symbol will affect the sidelobes of the proposed TDCS. Because 
PSK symbol magnitude is one, according to (18), the sidelobes amplitude of the proposed 
TDCS will not be changed. The PAM and QAM symbols with constellation size bigger than 
2 have average magnitude larger than one therefore the sidelobes amplitude of the proposed 
TDCS will be affected. The PAM modulation in this case will be the worse option since for 
the same constellation size (larger than 2) its maximum amplitude is bigger than the QAM 
mode. Increasing the embedded symbol’s constellation size will enhance the symbol- to- 
noise ratio on each of the TDCS subband, and symbol-to noise ratio enhancement will lead 
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(b) 

Fig. 15. (a) Transmitter and (b) Receiver architecture of TDCS with extra embedded      
symbol (Budiarjo et al., 2008a); (Budiarjo et al., 2008b). 
 
to the symbol probability of error improvement and eventually to the bit error rate 
improvement. Increasing the constellation size means allocating more bits to the transmitted 
signal and as the consequence more energy is practically allocated. The amount of allocated 
energy is linearly comparable with the number of allocated bits. Therefore, the SNR gain 
obtained by increasing the CSEM compared to the conventional TDCS-CCSK corresponds to  
 
  dBCS10SNR EM210Gain )(loglog  (19) 
 
where log2(CSEM) refers to the number of bits allocated to the embedded symbol.  

 
B Wavelet Domain Communication System (WDCS) 
An offshoot of TDCS is the wavelet domain communication system (WDCS) (Lee, 2002) 
where the Fourier transform operation in TDCS is replaced by wavelet transformation. 
Wavelets are used in this scheme to identify and establish an interference-free spectrum. The 
advantages of using wavelet are (Lee, 2002):  

1. Increased adaptation over a larger class of interfering   
    Signals, 
2. Finer high-frequency resolution, 
3. Allow implementation of CS-ary orthogonal signaling 

The WDCS uses a packet-based transform to estimate the electromagnetic spectrum (Lee, 
2002). Through the use of adaptive thresholds and notches, sub-bands containing the 
interference are effectively canceled. From this estimate, a unique communication basis 
function A in the transform domain is generated so that no (or very little) energy-bearing 
information is contained in the areas occupied by primary users. These functions are then 

multiplied with a pseudo random(PR) phase vector je  to generate Bb. The PR code is used 
to randomize the phase of the spectral components. The resulting complex spectrum is then 
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Fig. 14. TDCS (a) Transmitter and (b) Receiver. 
 
From the spectrum point of view, the PSD of TDCS-CCSK with extra embedded symbol 
becomes (Budiarjo et al., 2008a); (Budiarjo et al., 2008b) : 
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By observing (18) it is reasonable to consider PSK as the most appropriate embedded 
symbol modulation mode among the three mapping types (PSK, PAM, and QAM). The PSK 
symbols are spread in a unit circle with magnitude of one. Therefore embedding the PSK 
symbol to the TDCS with CCSK modulation will not change the TDCS transmission power, 
while embedding PAM and QAM requires more power. The extra amount of power 
required will depend on the constellation size of the PAM/QAM embedded symbol. 
Moreover, the embedded symbol will affect the sidelobes of the proposed TDCS. Because 
PSK symbol magnitude is one, according to (18), the sidelobes amplitude of the proposed 
TDCS will not be changed. The PAM and QAM symbols with constellation size bigger than 
2 have average magnitude larger than one therefore the sidelobes amplitude of the proposed 
TDCS will be affected. The PAM modulation in this case will be the worse option since for 
the same constellation size (larger than 2) its maximum amplitude is bigger than the QAM 
mode. Increasing the embedded symbol’s constellation size will enhance the symbol- to- 
noise ratio on each of the TDCS subband, and symbol-to noise ratio enhancement will lead 
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Fig. 15. (a) Transmitter and (b) Receiver architecture of TDCS with extra embedded      
symbol (Budiarjo et al., 2008a); (Budiarjo et al., 2008b). 
 
to the symbol probability of error improvement and eventually to the bit error rate 
improvement. Increasing the constellation size means allocating more bits to the transmitted 
signal and as the consequence more energy is practically allocated. The amount of allocated 
energy is linearly comparable with the number of allocated bits. Therefore, the SNR gain 
obtained by increasing the CSEM compared to the conventional TDCS-CCSK corresponds to  
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where log2(CSEM) refers to the number of bits allocated to the embedded symbol.  

 
B Wavelet Domain Communication System (WDCS) 
An offshoot of TDCS is the wavelet domain communication system (WDCS) (Lee, 2002) 
where the Fourier transform operation in TDCS is replaced by wavelet transformation. 
Wavelets are used in this scheme to identify and establish an interference-free spectrum. The 
advantages of using wavelet are (Lee, 2002):  

1. Increased adaptation over a larger class of interfering   
    Signals, 
2. Finer high-frequency resolution, 
3. Allow implementation of CS-ary orthogonal signaling 

The WDCS uses a packet-based transform to estimate the electromagnetic spectrum (Lee, 
2002). Through the use of adaptive thresholds and notches, sub-bands containing the 
interference are effectively canceled. From this estimate, a unique communication basis 
function A in the transform domain is generated so that no (or very little) energy-bearing 
information is contained in the areas occupied by primary users. These functions are then 

multiplied with a pseudo random(PR) phase vector je  to generate Bb. The PR code is used 
to randomize the phase of the spectral components. The resulting complex spectrum is then 
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scaled C to provide the desired energy in the signal spectrum. A time domain version b(t) of 
the basis function is then obtained by performing an inverse wavelet transfom. The wavelet 
basis function can be Coifflets, Daubechies, Haar, Symlets or Remez filter as also be applied 
in WP-MCM. Finally, the basis function is modulated with data using PAM, or PPM, or 
CCSK modulation and then transmitted.  The block diagram of the WDCS transmission 
process is shown in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 16. WDCS Transmitter blocks (Lee, 2002). 
 
At the receiver the detection is preceded by correlating the received signal with the 
reference signal in time domain. The receiver structure of WDCS is almost similar to the 
TDCS, the differences are the FFT and IFFT modules in TDCS that are replaced by discrete 
wavelet transform (DWT) and inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT), respectively.  

 
4. MIMO for Cognitive Radio 
 

Due to deactivation of carriers and long windowing duration upon the LU’s occupancy, the 
CR bit rate is decreased.  Multiple transmit antennas can be applied to CR for the purpose of 
transmitting different data on different antennas to increase the bit rate. The resource loss 
due to carriers deactivation on LU’s band and bit rate loss due to long symbol duration are 
compensated. The transmitted power is distributed uniformly among the transmit antennas, 
so the total power is kept constant. In (Budiarjo et al., 2007b) CR with MC-OFDM and SC –
TDCS on MIMO system using V-BLAST Receiver architecture has been evaluated. The 
results show the bit rate increases with the trade_off of more required pilots to estimate the 
channel transfer function of each transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) antenna link. The 
composition of larger number of receive antenna compared to transmit antenna boosts the 
BER performance of the CR system. Especially for the TDCS the performance gain is even 
more significant than MC-OFDM for high SNR. Interesting results of (Budiarjo et al., 2007b) 
show that more SNR gain can be achieved by having more Rx antennas when compared to 
Tx antennas. Furthermore, this SNR gain is more significant when compared to the adaptive 
bit loading applied to OFDM with spectrum pooling (Budiarjo et al., 2006b). 

 
 
 

5. Beamforming 
 

Beamforming is formerly a multi access technique in mobile communications that takes the 
advantage of the position and angle of the other communications partners (nodes). This 
technique can increase the range between communications nodes, since the signal beam is 
concentrated (focused) on the intended communication partner hence no energy is wasted 
to the other direction. In CR system two scenarios can be considered in the application of 
beamforming: first is the interference avoidance to the LUs by not directing the signal beams 
to the LUs while occupying the LUs frequency, and second is the communications to 
multiple CR nodes without interference to each other (no multiple access interference).     
In the case where no beamforming is applied, the RU can only occupy the LU’s band if its 
distance to the licensed user is far so that it will not interfere with the LU’s signal decoding 
process. Fig. 17(a) shows how the scenario should be when LU base station (BS) transmits 
data to LU mobile station (MS) which is located on the border of decodability region 
(dashed line). The RU can only transmit outside the “no talk zone” (solid line). The shaded 
region is called “protected region” where the signal decodability of the LUs is guaranteed 
(Sahai et al., 2004). Fig. 17(b) depicts the case when beamforming is applied by the RUs, the 
beams are directed to the intended RU partner, where communication to several RU nodes 
does not interfere to each other, and beams to the direction of LUs are nullified. 
The important process in beamforming is the direction of arrival (DOA) estimation of the 
incoming signals. DOA estimation with Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) is 
introduced in (Schmidt, 1986), while Estimation of Signal Parameters by Rotational 
Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT) is proposed in (Paulraj et al., 1986). These DOA techniques 
give the angle directions from where the LUs signals are coming.  An antenna array as well 
as a baseband model to estimate the direction of the intended partner is shown in Fig. 18 (a) 
and (b), respectively. If the plane wave incident on the array is from an angle (θ,ф) relative 
to the axis of the array, where θ is the angle of the wave incident with respect to the  z axes, 
while  ф is the angle between the x axis and the map of the wave incident on the x-y plane. If 
the array elements have uniform gain in all directions, and the spacing between array 
elements (Δx) is small, there will be no amplitude variations between signals received at 
different elements. All incident fields can be decomposed into a discrete number of plane 
waves. Other assumptions are well defined in (Liberti & Rappaport, 1999). The received 
signal will update the weights of the linear array elements and accordingly the maximum 
main beam of the array will be directed to the desired direction. By pointing the beam to 
specific angle where the LU signal comes and taking the Fourier transform of the received 
signal on that direction then the CR node with beamforming capability will have the 
information regarding the spectrum occupied on specific   spatial   direction.  Accordingly 
this information is used for transmission of the CR system  signal   without  interfering   the 
LUs within spatial directions and certain frequency band. Investigation in (Liberti and 
Rappaport, 1999) shows that the utilization of beamforming by the LUs can enhance the 
coverage area of the CR system, and the propagation condition between the LUs and CR 
system affects the CR system’s coverage area size. According to (Nishimori et al., 2006) for 
reusable CR coverage area greater than 70%, a signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) gain of 
about 14 dB is achieved by the CR system where the LU’s beamwidth is 10 degrees in 
vertical plane compared to omni directional beam.  
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scaled C to provide the desired energy in the signal spectrum. A time domain version b(t) of 
the basis function is then obtained by performing an inverse wavelet transfom. The wavelet 
basis function can be Coifflets, Daubechies, Haar, Symlets or Remez filter as also be applied 
in WP-MCM. Finally, the basis function is modulated with data using PAM, or PPM, or 
CCSK modulation and then transmitted.  The block diagram of the WDCS transmission 
process is shown in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 16. WDCS Transmitter blocks (Lee, 2002). 
 
At the receiver the detection is preceded by correlating the received signal with the 
reference signal in time domain. The receiver structure of WDCS is almost similar to the 
TDCS, the differences are the FFT and IFFT modules in TDCS that are replaced by discrete 
wavelet transform (DWT) and inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT), respectively.  
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composition of larger number of receive antenna compared to transmit antenna boosts the 
BER performance of the CR system. Especially for the TDCS the performance gain is even 
more significant than MC-OFDM for high SNR. Interesting results of (Budiarjo et al., 2007b) 
show that more SNR gain can be achieved by having more Rx antennas when compared to 
Tx antennas. Furthermore, this SNR gain is more significant when compared to the adaptive 
bit loading applied to OFDM with spectrum pooling (Budiarjo et al., 2006b). 
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beams are directed to the intended RU partner, where communication to several RU nodes 
does not interfere to each other, and beams to the direction of LUs are nullified. 
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incoming signals. DOA estimation with Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) is 
introduced in (Schmidt, 1986), while Estimation of Signal Parameters by Rotational 
Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT) is proposed in (Paulraj et al., 1986). These DOA techniques 
give the angle directions from where the LUs signals are coming.  An antenna array as well 
as a baseband model to estimate the direction of the intended partner is shown in Fig. 18 (a) 
and (b), respectively. If the plane wave incident on the array is from an angle (θ,ф) relative 
to the axis of the array, where θ is the angle of the wave incident with respect to the  z axes, 
while  ф is the angle between the x axis and the map of the wave incident on the x-y plane. If 
the array elements have uniform gain in all directions, and the spacing between array 
elements (Δx) is small, there will be no amplitude variations between signals received at 
different elements. All incident fields can be decomposed into a discrete number of plane 
waves. Other assumptions are well defined in (Liberti & Rappaport, 1999). The received 
signal will update the weights of the linear array elements and accordingly the maximum 
main beam of the array will be directed to the desired direction. By pointing the beam to 
specific angle where the LU signal comes and taking the Fourier transform of the received 
signal on that direction then the CR node with beamforming capability will have the 
information regarding the spectrum occupied on specific   spatial   direction.  Accordingly 
this information is used for transmission of the CR system  signal   without  interfering   the 
LUs within spatial directions and certain frequency band. Investigation in (Liberti and 
Rappaport, 1999) shows that the utilization of beamforming by the LUs can enhance the 
coverage area of the CR system, and the propagation condition between the LUs and CR 
system affects the CR system’s coverage area size. According to (Nishimori et al., 2006) for 
reusable CR coverage area greater than 70%, a signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) gain of 
about 14 dB is achieved by the CR system where the LU’s beamwidth is 10 degrees in 
vertical plane compared to omni directional beam.  
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6. Summary 
 

In this tutorial chapter techniques for CR were discussed. Spectrum sensing as the crucial 
element of cognition in terms of spectrum awareness was reviewed. Adaptive OFDM with 
Fourier and wavelet basis functions and the combination with spectrum pooling as well as 
the single carrier modulation with wave shaping technique using Fourier and wavelet 
transform were explained.  MIMO technique as a QoS enhancement scheme for CR system 
was explained and beamforming as a spatial awareness technique in CR was studied. 
Spectrum Pooling enables the access to spectrum without giving significant interference to 
the actual license owners. The high sidelobes of OFDM in spectrum pooling can be 
counteracted by deactivating carriers adjacent to the LUs (non contiguous OFDM), and 
applying a proper window to the signal in time domain. The loss due to carrier deactivation 
and long windowed symbol duration can be compensated by adaptive bit loading so the 
system still can achieve the target bit rate. Spectrum pooling provides a high degree of 
freedom in choosing the window to suppress the sidelobes of the signal since the signal 
orthogonality can be preserved at the receiver by applying the rectangular window 
implemented by DFT. If target bit rate is the main concern in adaptive bit loading, then 
groupwise bit loading is the choice, while if target error rate is the constraint, then 
carrierwise bit loading will be the solution. 
Overlapping OFDM symbol transmission is another method in counteracting the loss of bit 
rate due to the long OFDM window duration. However the starting point of the consecutive 
OFDM symbols should be taken care of in order to avoid the ISI. Frequency hopping is the 
solution in very harsh channel environments where propagation condition and LU’s access 
is very severe. Frequency hopping is only conducted when it is necessary.  
Wavelet transform is considered to be a better modulation method compared to the Fourier 
transform method due to its flexibility in shaping the spectrum and its better ICI and ISI 
suppression. With the proper basis functions in the wavelet transform, the spectrum can be 
used efficiently; hence bit rate can be maintained or even increased.  Furthermore, no guard 
interval is needed for the wavelet which is another boost for the throughput. A practical 
utilization of wavelet in CR system is by representing the RU signal as wavelet packet 
coefficients and by selectively removing those coefficients whose spectra footprint lies in the 
LU band. In all these techniques, the reliable information from the spectrum sensing unit is 
essential.  
TDCS and WDCS are single carrier transmission techniques in utilizing the spectrum 
efficiently. The technique provides a degree of freedom in reducing its sidelobes which also 
directly reduces the interference to LU’s band. In TDCS unlike in OFDM, the transmitted 
signal inter frequency orthogonality is not necessary since the data detection at the receiver 
is conducted by correlating the received signal with the reference signal. The drawback of 
the single carrier approach is the achievable data rate which is lower compared to OFDM. 
MIMO system boosts the bit rate of CR system with additional computational costs of 
estimating all of the Tx and Rx channel links. For the improvement of BER of CR system, the 
usage of more receive antennas (than transmit antennas) is suggested.  
Beamforming gives spectrum sharing capability to a wireless system. It also enhances the 
multiple access capability of the CR system. As beamforming technique can be used by the 
scanning module to detect the spectrum occupancy in a specific direction, it will also 
enhance the coverage area of a CR system. 
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Fig. 17. (a) CR without beam forming (Sahai et al., 2004) (b) CR with beamforming. 
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6. Summary 
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element of cognition in terms of spectrum awareness was reviewed. Adaptive OFDM with 
Fourier and wavelet basis functions and the combination with spectrum pooling as well as 
the single carrier modulation with wave shaping technique using Fourier and wavelet 
transform were explained.  MIMO technique as a QoS enhancement scheme for CR system 
was explained and beamforming as a spatial awareness technique in CR was studied. 
Spectrum Pooling enables the access to spectrum without giving significant interference to 
the actual license owners. The high sidelobes of OFDM in spectrum pooling can be 
counteracted by deactivating carriers adjacent to the LUs (non contiguous OFDM), and 
applying a proper window to the signal in time domain. The loss due to carrier deactivation 
and long windowed symbol duration can be compensated by adaptive bit loading so the 
system still can achieve the target bit rate. Spectrum pooling provides a high degree of 
freedom in choosing the window to suppress the sidelobes of the signal since the signal 
orthogonality can be preserved at the receiver by applying the rectangular window 
implemented by DFT. If target bit rate is the main concern in adaptive bit loading, then 
groupwise bit loading is the choice, while if target error rate is the constraint, then 
carrierwise bit loading will be the solution. 
Overlapping OFDM symbol transmission is another method in counteracting the loss of bit 
rate due to the long OFDM window duration. However the starting point of the consecutive 
OFDM symbols should be taken care of in order to avoid the ISI. Frequency hopping is the 
solution in very harsh channel environments where propagation condition and LU’s access 
is very severe. Frequency hopping is only conducted when it is necessary.  
Wavelet transform is considered to be a better modulation method compared to the Fourier 
transform method due to its flexibility in shaping the spectrum and its better ICI and ISI 
suppression. With the proper basis functions in the wavelet transform, the spectrum can be 
used efficiently; hence bit rate can be maintained or even increased.  Furthermore, no guard 
interval is needed for the wavelet which is another boost for the throughput. A practical 
utilization of wavelet in CR system is by representing the RU signal as wavelet packet 
coefficients and by selectively removing those coefficients whose spectra footprint lies in the 
LU band. In all these techniques, the reliable information from the spectrum sensing unit is 
essential.  
TDCS and WDCS are single carrier transmission techniques in utilizing the spectrum 
efficiently. The technique provides a degree of freedom in reducing its sidelobes which also 
directly reduces the interference to LU’s band. In TDCS unlike in OFDM, the transmitted 
signal inter frequency orthogonality is not necessary since the data detection at the receiver 
is conducted by correlating the received signal with the reference signal. The drawback of 
the single carrier approach is the achievable data rate which is lower compared to OFDM. 
MIMO system boosts the bit rate of CR system with additional computational costs of 
estimating all of the Tx and Rx channel links. For the improvement of BER of CR system, the 
usage of more receive antennas (than transmit antennas) is suggested.  
Beamforming gives spectrum sharing capability to a wireless system. It also enhances the 
multiple access capability of the CR system. As beamforming technique can be used by the 
scanning module to detect the spectrum occupancy in a specific direction, it will also 
enhance the coverage area of a CR system. 
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Fig. 17. (a) CR without beam forming (Sahai et al., 2004) (b) CR with beamforming. 
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Fig. 18. (a) A linear equally spaced array antenna (b) Baseband model of a linear equally 
spaced array for estimating Direction of Arrival of a plane wave incident on the antenna 
elements (Liberti & Rappaport, 1999). 
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Fig. 18. (a) A linear equally spaced array antenna (b) Baseband model of a linear equally 
spaced array for estimating Direction of Arrival of a plane wave incident on the antenna 
elements (Liberti & Rappaport, 1999). 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
The growing popularity of wireless applications has placed enormous burden on valuable 
resources such as spectral bandwidth. This has brought about a major revamp of traditional 
resource allocation policies culminating in an explosion of research activity in the field of 
Cognitive Radio (CR). In this chapter we demonstrate the operation of a spectrum pooling 
system built from a wavelet packet Multi-carrier modulation Multiple Input Multiple 
Output (MIMO) scheme. The objective is to combine the promise of optimum utilization of 
radio resources by Cognitive Radio, the high data throughput without additional 
bandwidth/ power requirements offered by MIMO and the flexibility of wavelets, to 
develop intelligent wireless systems. Taking the example of effective spectrum utilization, 
we demonstrate the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed system through simulation 
studies. To enable the WP-MCM system to co-exist with other licensed users wavelet packet 
(WP) carriers in and near the region of the licensed user spectrum are dynamically 
deactivated. Various wavelets including the well-known families Daubechies, Coiflet, 
Symlet are applied and studied. The emphasis is on the design and development of optimal 
wavelet bases that have narrow and well confined spectral footprints. To this end filter 
banks that are maximally frequency selective are derived through a modified Remez 
exchange algorithm. Through simulation results the operation of the proposed system is 
demonstrated.  

 
1.2 Theme of Work 
The paradox of non-availability of spectrum even when large swathes of licensed spectrum 
is underutilized most of the time has incited an explosion of research activity in the field of 
Cognitive Radio CR) (Mitola, 2000); (Haykin, 2005) - wireless systems that intelligently 
adapt their transmission parameters in accordance with changing environments and 
opportunistically utilize radio resources. CR enables public access to spectral ranges of 
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licensed frequency bands which are seldom used by overlaying a secondary rental user (RU) 
to an existing licensed user (LU).  
Multi-carrier modulation (MCM) has been mooted as a strong candidate for CR system 
design (Weiss and Jondral, 2004). By merely vacating a set of subcarriers, the spectrum of a 
MCM based CR can be easily and flexibly shaped to occupy spectral gaps without 
interfering with the LU. It has been shown that adaptive MCM based CR is a robust method 
to achieve good quality of communication and efficient use of the spectrum.  
A further enhancement to the system performance can be brought about by building MIMO 
(Multiple Input - Multiple Output) systems (De Lima E.R. et al, 2004) using multiple 
antennas both at the transmitter and receiver with adaptive MCM arms. Through clever 
spatial processing, the MIMO offers significant increases in data throughput and link range 
without additional bandwidth or transmit power requirements.  
A third dimension of system optimization can be gained by deriving the MCM carriers 
using wavelet bases instead of conventional Fourier bases (Bouwel et al, 2000); (Jamin and 
Mahonen, 2005); (Lindsey, 1997); (Negash and Nikookar, 2000). Unlike Fourier bases which 
are static sines/cosines, wavelets (Lakshmanan and Nikookar, 2006) offer flexibility and 
adaptability which can be tailored to satisfy an engineering demand. 
In this work we attempt to combine the desirable features of CR, MIMO and wavelet 
features and demonstrate the operation of a Wavelet packet Multi-carrier modulation 
(WPMCM) based MIMO system in the context of a spectrum pooling setup. The wavelet 
packet subcarriers are derived from multistage tree-structured paraunitary filter banks 
(Lakshmanan et al, 2008); (Vaidyanathan, 1993); (Vetterli, 1995); (Daubechies, 1992). 
MIMO systems are possible because of space-time coding (STC) algorithms. In this chapter a 
promising STC realization for MIMO systems called vertical Bell-labs Layered Space-Time 
(VBLAST) (Wolniansky P.W. et al, 1998) coding technique is applied. The effectiveness of 
the proposed system is demonstrated through simulation results. 
Various wavelets including the well-known Daubechies, Coiflet, Symlet families are 
considered. A key goal in this process is to ensure that the carriers have narrow and well-
confined spectral footprints that don’t spill over to neighboring regions. This way the 
affected carriers can be easily identified and isolated to facilitate efficient spectrum notching. 
In this regard filter banks that are maximally frequency selective are derived through a 
modified Remez exchange algorithm (Rioul and Duhamel, 1994). 

 
1.3 Organization of the Chapter 
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 the major elements of the proposed MIMO 
system and its implementation are laid out. Section 3 delves into the procedure to estimate 
the radio environment and accordingly shape the spectrum of the transmission waveform to 
utilize spectrum holes without hindering LU operation. The procedure to derive the wavelet 
packet signal waveforms for the MCM is detailed in Section 4. Section 5 explains the process 
to derive the best wavelet bases for WP-MCM. Section 6 gives the spatial processing 
technique used to detect data at the receiver. The simulation setup and results are discussed 
in Sections 7 and 8, respectively. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 9. 

 
 
 

2. System Blocks And Operation 
 

The system model is illustrated in Figure 1. The major blocks of the system are the spectrum 
estimator, wavelet packet based adaptive multicarrier modulator and the MIMO setup.  
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Fig. 1. System model of the Cognitive Radio. Transmitter: The major blocks include the 
spectrum and channel state estimator, adaptive pulse shaper (Transmission waveform 
shaping) and modulator. Receiver: The main components are the Signal base band processor 
and detector. 
 
An incoming high-rate serial data stream is mapped and split into lower-rate parallel 
streams. The data in each parallel branch is upsampled and modulated with wavelet packet 
subcarriers. The modulated subcarriers are then added to obtain a single WPMCM symbol. 
This constitutes an inverse WPMCM (equivalent of IFFT in Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplexing or OFDM) operation. The spectrum estimator gauges the radio spectrum 
scenario and performs radio scene analysis to detect the presence of interference regions and 
spectrum holes. This information is coded in the form of a spectrum vector containing ones 
(representing free bands) and zeros (representing occupied bands). Based on this vector the 
transmitter adapts the signal spectrum by activating or vacating WPMCM carriers and a 
transmission waveform that has little or no energy in the interference domains is derived.  
A collection of such shaped WPMCM symbols is then demultiplexed into M substreams, 
and each substream is fed to a different transmit antenna in the same frequency band. The 
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licensed frequency bands which are seldom used by overlaying a secondary rental user (RU) 
to an existing licensed user (LU).  
Multi-carrier modulation (MCM) has been mooted as a strong candidate for CR system 
design (Weiss and Jondral, 2004). By merely vacating a set of subcarriers, the spectrum of a 
MCM based CR can be easily and flexibly shaped to occupy spectral gaps without 
interfering with the LU. It has been shown that adaptive MCM based CR is a robust method 
to achieve good quality of communication and efficient use of the spectrum.  
A further enhancement to the system performance can be brought about by building MIMO 
(Multiple Input - Multiple Output) systems (De Lima E.R. et al, 2004) using multiple 
antennas both at the transmitter and receiver with adaptive MCM arms. Through clever 
spatial processing, the MIMO offers significant increases in data throughput and link range 
without additional bandwidth or transmit power requirements.  
A third dimension of system optimization can be gained by deriving the MCM carriers 
using wavelet bases instead of conventional Fourier bases (Bouwel et al, 2000); (Jamin and 
Mahonen, 2005); (Lindsey, 1997); (Negash and Nikookar, 2000). Unlike Fourier bases which 
are static sines/cosines, wavelets (Lakshmanan and Nikookar, 2006) offer flexibility and 
adaptability which can be tailored to satisfy an engineering demand. 
In this work we attempt to combine the desirable features of CR, MIMO and wavelet 
features and demonstrate the operation of a Wavelet packet Multi-carrier modulation 
(WPMCM) based MIMO system in the context of a spectrum pooling setup. The wavelet 
packet subcarriers are derived from multistage tree-structured paraunitary filter banks 
(Lakshmanan et al, 2008); (Vaidyanathan, 1993); (Vetterli, 1995); (Daubechies, 1992). 
MIMO systems are possible because of space-time coding (STC) algorithms. In this chapter a 
promising STC realization for MIMO systems called vertical Bell-labs Layered Space-Time 
(VBLAST) (Wolniansky P.W. et al, 1998) coding technique is applied. The effectiveness of 
the proposed system is demonstrated through simulation results. 
Various wavelets including the well-known Daubechies, Coiflet, Symlet families are 
considered. A key goal in this process is to ensure that the carriers have narrow and well-
confined spectral footprints that don’t spill over to neighboring regions. This way the 
affected carriers can be easily identified and isolated to facilitate efficient spectrum notching. 
In this regard filter banks that are maximally frequency selective are derived through a 
modified Remez exchange algorithm (Rioul and Duhamel, 1994). 

 
1.3 Organization of the Chapter 
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 the major elements of the proposed MIMO 
system and its implementation are laid out. Section 3 delves into the procedure to estimate 
the radio environment and accordingly shape the spectrum of the transmission waveform to 
utilize spectrum holes without hindering LU operation. The procedure to derive the wavelet 
packet signal waveforms for the MCM is detailed in Section 4. Section 5 explains the process 
to derive the best wavelet bases for WP-MCM. Section 6 gives the spatial processing 
technique used to detect data at the receiver. The simulation setup and results are discussed 
in Sections 7 and 8, respectively. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 9. 
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Fig. 1. System model of the Cognitive Radio. Transmitter: The major blocks include the 
spectrum and channel state estimator, adaptive pulse shaper (Transmission waveform 
shaping) and modulator. Receiver: The main components are the Signal base band processor 
and detector. 
 
An incoming high-rate serial data stream is mapped and split into lower-rate parallel 
streams. The data in each parallel branch is upsampled and modulated with wavelet packet 
subcarriers. The modulated subcarriers are then added to obtain a single WPMCM symbol. 
This constitutes an inverse WPMCM (equivalent of IFFT in Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplexing or OFDM) operation. The spectrum estimator gauges the radio spectrum 
scenario and performs radio scene analysis to detect the presence of interference regions and 
spectrum holes. This information is coded in the form of a spectrum vector containing ones 
(representing free bands) and zeros (representing occupied bands). Based on this vector the 
transmitter adapts the signal spectrum by activating or vacating WPMCM carriers and a 
transmission waveform that has little or no energy in the interference domains is derived.  
A collection of such shaped WPMCM symbols is then demultiplexed into M substreams, 
and each substream is fed to a different transmit antenna in the same frequency band. The 
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transmitters’ assemblage forms a vector-valued transmitter with the transmit power in each 
arm being proportional to 1/M so that the total radiated power is constant and independent 
of the number of transmitter arms M  (De Lima E.R. et al, 2004). 
The receiver consists of an array of N antennas each of which pick up the signals from all M 
transmit antennas. The received signals at each receiver antenna n from each of the m 
transmit antenna is be given as: 

               
1

M

n nm m n
m

Y C X 


                                                          (1) 

 
This can be represented in matrix form as: 
 
                       Y = CX +η                                                 (2) 
 
where Y=[Y1, Y2,… YN] is the received signal vector, X=[X1, X2,… XM]T is the transmitted 
signal vector, η=[ η 1, η 2,… η N] T is the noise vector and the channel matrix C and Cnm is the 
channel link between transmit antenna m and receive antenna n (Figure 2). 
To detect the transmitted data, each of the substreams of the received signal vector is first 
demodulated by WPMCM (equivalent of FFT operation in OFDM). WPMCM involves de-
convolving the signal substream with a sieve of receiver sub-carrier waveforms which are 
orthogonal duals of the sub-carriers used at the transmitter end. Estimation of information 
symbols through a VBLAST signal processing algorithm (described in Section 6) follows 
WPMCM demodulation.  
The transmitter and receiver are kept cognizant at all times on the radio environment and 
the transmission signal characteristics through a pilot channel. 
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Fig. 2. MIMO Channel model. Tx1-TxM are the M transmitter antennas and Rx1-RxN are the N 
receiver antennas. Cnm is the channel link between transmit antenna m and receive antenna n.  

 
3. Spectrum Estimation, Notching And Spectrum Shaping 
 

3.1 Spectral Estimation. 
The first and foremost task of any cognitive radio system is to gauge the wireless 
environments over wide frequency bands and identify spectrum holes and occupied bands. 
This is done so that the CR system can opportunistically claim unused bands and operate 

invisibly without causing any distortion to other primary and licensed users. The challenge 
of spectrum sensing module is in identification and detection of primary user signals amidst 
harsh and noisy environs.  
Spectral estimation in the proposed WPMCM based MIMO system is accomplished by a 
wavelet packet transformation involving filtering and decimating the samples of the radio 
environment (Lee et al., 2002). The first iteration of the signal decomposition (filtering and 
decimating) process divides the data into two sub-bands, the detailed and coarse sub-bands. 
Detailed subband coefficients are the result of passing the data through a highpass filter and 
decimating, or down-sampling, the filter output by a factor of two. Coarse sub-band 
coefficients are the result of lowpass filtering the data and decimating the filter output by a 
factor of two. The wavelet packet decomposition process continues by subsequently 
splitting and down sampling the low and high pass sub-components. This iterative 
decomposition is repeated until the wavelet packet tree structure has been fully expanded. 
Following iterative decomposition, through suitable threshold, a “notched” spectral 
magnitude vector is generated by setting the retained wavelet packet sub-band coefficients 
to one and those discarded to zero. The final output of the iterative decomposition process 
represents the magnitude of the spectral estimates.  

 
3.2 Thresholding and Spectral Notching 
The spectral information is coded in the form of a spectrum vector containing ones and 
zeros. The zeros correspond to bands which are occupied and the ones represent bands that 
are free (spectrum holes). The pattern of ones and zeros effectively characterizes the desired 
magnitude of the spectral estimate. The threshold is performed on a sub-band-by-sub-band 
basis whereby the power contained in each sub-band is independently compared to a 
predetermined threshold. Following the recommendations of (Lee et al., 2002) the threshold 
value is defined in terms of the noise power. When sub-band power exceeds the noise 
power by 20%, interference is declared present and all of the sub-band coefficients are set to 
a value of zero. If sub-band power does not exceed the threshold, all of the sub-band 
coefficients are retained (set to a value of one).  

 
3.3 Transmission Waveform Shaping By Identification of Affected WPMCM Carriers 
Based on the spectrum vector, sub-channels of the WPMCM system that lie in and around 
the spectrum of the LU are vacated to facilitate coexistence. This way the CR transmission 
signal is dynamically sculpted such that it has no or very little time-frequency components 
competing with the LU and the CR operation is made invisible to the LU.    

 
4. Signal Waveforms for MCM 
 

4.1 Background 
The subcarrier signal waveforms in traditional MCM implementations, such as OFDM, are 
sine/cosine basis functions. In WPMCM the sub-carrier waveforms are derived from poly-
channel tree structures built by cascading multiple two-channel filter banks like the one 
shown in Figure 3.  
A two-channel filter bank consists of a set of 4 perfect reconstruction filters (2 high pass and 
2 low pass) which allow the decomposition and reconstruction of a signal without 
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transmitters’ assemblage forms a vector-valued transmitter with the transmit power in each 
arm being proportional to 1/M so that the total radiated power is constant and independent 
of the number of transmitter arms M  (De Lima E.R. et al, 2004). 
The receiver consists of an array of N antennas each of which pick up the signals from all M 
transmit antennas. The received signals at each receiver antenna n from each of the m 
transmit antenna is be given as: 
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convolving the signal substream with a sieve of receiver sub-carrier waveforms which are 
orthogonal duals of the sub-carriers used at the transmitter end. Estimation of information 
symbols through a VBLAST signal processing algorithm (described in Section 6) follows 
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invisibly without causing any distortion to other primary and licensed users. The challenge 
of spectrum sensing module is in identification and detection of primary user signals amidst 
harsh and noisy environs.  
Spectral estimation in the proposed WPMCM based MIMO system is accomplished by a 
wavelet packet transformation involving filtering and decimating the samples of the radio 
environment (Lee et al., 2002). The first iteration of the signal decomposition (filtering and 
decimating) process divides the data into two sub-bands, the detailed and coarse sub-bands. 
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decomposition is repeated until the wavelet packet tree structure has been fully expanded. 
Following iterative decomposition, through suitable threshold, a “notched” spectral 
magnitude vector is generated by setting the retained wavelet packet sub-band coefficients 
to one and those discarded to zero. The final output of the iterative decomposition process 
represents the magnitude of the spectral estimates.  
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zeros. The zeros correspond to bands which are occupied and the ones represent bands that 
are free (spectrum holes). The pattern of ones and zeros effectively characterizes the desired 
magnitude of the spectral estimate. The threshold is performed on a sub-band-by-sub-band 
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value is defined in terms of the noise power. When sub-band power exceeds the noise 
power by 20%, interference is declared present and all of the sub-band coefficients are set to 
a value of zero. If sub-band power does not exceed the threshold, all of the sub-band 
coefficients are retained (set to a value of one).  
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Based on the spectrum vector, sub-channels of the WPMCM system that lie in and around 
the spectrum of the LU are vacated to facilitate coexistence. This way the CR transmission 
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4.1 Background 
The subcarrier signal waveforms in traditional MCM implementations, such as OFDM, are 
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2 low pass) which allow the decomposition and reconstruction of a signal without 
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amplitude or phase or aliasing distortion (Vaidyanathan, 1993). The two-channel filter bank 
has the property of splitting the signal into two lower resolution versions – namely the 
coarse (low pass) and the detail (high pass). When the decomposition into coarse and detail 
components is continued iteratively, it leads to the generation of wavelet packet bases. 
When the perfect reconstruction filters used satisfy an additional property known as 
paraunitary condition (explained later), they lead to wavelet packet bases with impulse 
responses that are mutually orthogonal to one-another and to their duals. 
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Fig. 3. Two channel filter bank analysis with analysis filters H and G (low and high pass, 
respectively) and synthesis filters H’ and G’ (low and high pass, respectively). 

 
4.2 Generation of Wavelet Packet Sub-Carrier Bases 
The wavelet packet sub-carriers (to be used at the transmitter end) are generated through a 
multichannel filterbank consisting of cascaded two-channel filters applying the synthesis 
filters (H’ and G’). This represents an inverse discrete wavelet packet transformation or 
IDWPT and consists of binary interpolation (up-sampling) by 2, filtering and recombination 
at each level. The number of iterations J determines the number of subcarriers M generated 
and the relationship is given as 2JM  .The time domain representation of the wavelet 
packet bases [ ]i k  is obtained through a simple convolution rule as given in (3).  
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Here h’ and g’ stand for the impulse responses of the low and high pass synthesis filters, 
respectively.  

 
4.3 Generation of Wavelet Packet Dual Bases  
The wavelet packet duals (to be used at the receiver end) are obtained from multichannel 
filter bank analysis too, though the processes are reversed. The duals are obtained from the 
analysis filters (H and G) through the analysis procedure which consists of filtering, 
decimation (down sampling) by 2 and decomposition at each stage. This process is called 
discrete wavelet packet transformation or DWPT. First the signal is passed through a half-

band high and low pass filter. The half-band low pass filter removes all frequencies that are 
above half of the highest frequency, while the half-band high pass filter removes all 
frequencies that are below half of the highest frequency of the signal. Such a half-band 
filtering halves the resolution, but leaves the scale unchanged. The signal is then sub-
sampled by two since half of the number of samples is redundant, according to the 
Nyquist’s rule. This decomposition halves the time resolution since only half the number of 
samples then comes to characterize the entire signal. Conversely, it doubles the frequency 
resolution, since the frequency band of the signal spans only half the previous frequency 
band effectively reducing the uncertainty by half. This procedure is iteratively repeated till 

the desired degree of resolution. The duals 
~
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Fig. 4. (a) Generation of wavelets. A level-3 tree gives 8 wavelet packet bases. The up arrows 
represent interpolation by 2. H’ and G’ denote the frequency responses of the low and high 
pass reconstruction filters, respectively; (b) Generation of wavelet Duals. A level-3 tree gives 
8 wavelet packet dual bases. The down arrows represent decimation by 2. H and G denote 
the frequency responses of the low and high pass decomposition filters, respectively. 
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amplitude or phase or aliasing distortion (Vaidyanathan, 1993). The two-channel filter bank 
has the property of splitting the signal into two lower resolution versions – namely the 
coarse (low pass) and the detail (high pass). When the decomposition into coarse and detail 
components is continued iteratively, it leads to the generation of wavelet packet bases. 
When the perfect reconstruction filters used satisfy an additional property known as 
paraunitary condition (explained later), they lead to wavelet packet bases with impulse 
responses that are mutually orthogonal to one-another and to their duals. 
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Fig. 3. Two channel filter bank analysis with analysis filters H and G (low and high pass, 
respectively) and synthesis filters H’ and G’ (low and high pass, respectively). 

 
4.2 Generation of Wavelet Packet Sub-Carrier Bases 
The wavelet packet sub-carriers (to be used at the transmitter end) are generated through a 
multichannel filterbank consisting of cascaded two-channel filters applying the synthesis 
filters (H’ and G’). This represents an inverse discrete wavelet packet transformation or 
IDWPT and consists of binary interpolation (up-sampling) by 2, filtering and recombination 
at each level. The number of iterations J determines the number of subcarriers M generated 
and the relationship is given as 2JM  .The time domain representation of the wavelet 
packet bases [ ]i k  is obtained through a simple convolution rule as given in (3).  
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Here h’ and g’ stand for the impulse responses of the low and high pass synthesis filters, 
respectively.  

 
4.3 Generation of Wavelet Packet Dual Bases  
The wavelet packet duals (to be used at the receiver end) are obtained from multichannel 
filter bank analysis too, though the processes are reversed. The duals are obtained from the 
analysis filters (H and G) through the analysis procedure which consists of filtering, 
decimation (down sampling) by 2 and decomposition at each stage. This process is called 
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frequencies that are below half of the highest frequency of the signal. Such a half-band 
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band effectively reducing the uncertainty by half. This procedure is iteratively repeated till 
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Fig. 4. (a) Generation of wavelets. A level-3 tree gives 8 wavelet packet bases. The up arrows 
represent interpolation by 2. H’ and G’ denote the frequency responses of the low and high 
pass reconstruction filters, respectively; (b) Generation of wavelet Duals. A level-3 tree gives 
8 wavelet packet dual bases. The down arrows represent decimation by 2. H and G denote 
the frequency responses of the low and high pass decomposition filters, respectively. 
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In the equation (4), h and g denote the impulse responses of the low and high pass analysis 
filters, respectively. Figure 4 illustrates the derivation of 8 wavelet packet bases and their 
duals from a cascaded level-3 tree structure. 

 
5. Best Wavelet Packet Bases for WPMCM 
 

5.1 Wavelet Theory  
The attributes of a multicarrier modulation system greatly depends on the set of waveforms 
used. The property of the waveforms in turn depends on underlying filter banks used. 
Many considerations go into the design of a wavelet system including properties such as 
orthogonality, compact support, symmetry, and smoothness.  Here we shall discuss a few 
important ones. 

 
5.1.1 Paraunitary Condition 
The paraunitary condition is essential for many reasons. Firstly, it is a prerequisite for 
generating orthonormal wavelets (Vaidyanathan, 1993). Second, it automatically ensures 
perfect reconstruction of the decomposed signal (Vaidyanathan, 1993) i.e., the original signal 
can be reconstructed without amplitude or phase or aliasing distortion, if the filter banks 
used satisfy the paraunitary condition. Only paraunitary filters are considered in this article 
and for such solution pairs the high pass and low pass filters share the relationship 
(Vaidyanathan, 1993) ; (Vetterli and Kovacevic, 1995); (Daubechies, 1992):  
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where L is the length of the filters. Further, paraunitary filters automatically satisfy the 
perfect reconstruction criterion (Vetterli and Kovacevic, 1995) with the decomposition and 
reconstruction filters being complex conjugate time reversed versions of one another i.e.  
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Filters satisfying this condition are commonly used in signal processing, and are known as 
the Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMF). A nice import of these relations is that it is enough to 
design a single filter, either the low or high pass filter alone. 

 
 
 

5.1.2 Compact support 
This property ensures that the wavelet is of finite duration and the filter banks used to 
derive the wavelets have a finite number of non-zero coefficients (Burrus et al, 1998).   

 
5.1.3 Regularity 
 This property is a measure of smoothness of the wavelet. The regularity condition requires 
that the wavelet be locally smooth and concentrated in both the time and frequency 
domains. It is normally quantified by the number of times a wavelet is continuously 
differentiable. The simplest regularity condition is the “flatness” constraint which is stated 
on the low pass filter. A LPF is said to satisfy Kth order flatness if its transfer function H(z) 
contains K zeroes located at the Nyquist frequency ( 1z   or  ). Parameter K is called 
the regularity order and for a filter of length L it satisfies the relation 0 / 2K L  .  
Wavelets are defined by the wavelet function ψ(t) (i.e. the mother wavelet) and scaling 
function φ(t) (also called father wavelet) in the time domain. Another way to determine the 
regularity of the wavelets is in terms of the number of vanishing moments of the wavelet 
and scaling functions (Burrus et al, 1998) and used the dual vanishing moments to 
determine the convergence rate of the multiresolution projections. The jth moments of the 
wavelet and scaling functions, ( )wm j and ( )sm j , respectively, are defined in continuous 
time domain as follows: 
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5.2 Wavelet Families 
In this work we shall largely deal with the Daubechies family and its variants.  

 
5.2.1 Daubechies 
The Daubechies are a family of orthonormal wavelets with compact support with highest 
degree of smoothness. It was derived by Ingrid Daubechies (Daubechies, 1992) who used all 
the degrees of freedom K to generate a wavelet family of maximum regularity for a given 
filter length L, or minimum L for a given regularity (Daubechies, 1992). This she did by 
imposing the maximum number of zero moments to the wavelet function in the vanishing 
moments’ condition (equation 7). 

 
5.2.2 Coiflet  
Coiflets are a variation of the Daubechies wavelets. They are so named because it was 
derived by I. Daubechies at the behest of R. Coifman who suggested the construction of 
orthonormal wavelet basis with vanishing moment conditions for both wavelet and scaling 
functions (unlike Daubechies where only the wavelet functions have zero moments). The 
wavelet function has 2L moments equal to 0 and the scaling function has 2L -1 moments 
equal to 0.  
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In the equation (4), h and g denote the impulse responses of the low and high pass analysis 
filters, respectively. Figure 4 illustrates the derivation of 8 wavelet packet bases and their 
duals from a cascaded level-3 tree structure. 
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derive the wavelets have a finite number of non-zero coefficients (Burrus et al, 1998).   
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function φ(t) (also called father wavelet) in the time domain. Another way to determine the 
regularity of the wavelets is in terms of the number of vanishing moments of the wavelet 
and scaling functions (Burrus et al, 1998) and used the dual vanishing moments to 
determine the convergence rate of the multiresolution projections. The jth moments of the 
wavelet and scaling functions, ( )wm j and ( )sm j , respectively, are defined in continuous 
time domain as follows: 
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degree of smoothness. It was derived by Ingrid Daubechies (Daubechies, 1992) who used all 
the degrees of freedom K to generate a wavelet family of maximum regularity for a given 
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imposing the maximum number of zero moments to the wavelet function in the vanishing 
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5.2.3 Symlet  
The symlet family of wavelets is another variant of the Daubechies family which are nearly-
symmetrical (as opposed to being symmetrical). These modifications were also proposed by 
I. Daubechies and the properties of the two wavelet families are similar. 

 
5.3 Choosing the Right Wavelet  
In theory any time and frequency limited function can be utilized. However in practice, the 
wavelet bases cannot be arbitrarily chosen and instead have to satisfy a number of 
requirements. In general the choices to make can be with regard to the system of 
representation (continuous or discrete), properties of the wavelets desired (orthogonality/ 
biorthogonality, regularity/smoothness, frequency selectivity), the application in hand and 
the context of use (Burke, 1998). A framework that accounts for these requirements must 
first be defined and the wavelet selected in a principled approach through optimization of 
the wavelet design parameters. 

 
5.4 Wavelet Design Considerations for WP-MCM application 
With regard to the applicability to WP-MCM systems, the desirable properties may be listed 
as follows: 

 The wavelet bases must be time-limited 
 The bases must be well confined in frequency.  
 The wavelet packet bases and their duals must be orthogonal (or at least linearly 

independent) to one another to enable perfect reconstruction. 
 The bases must be orthogonal (or at least linearly independent) to one another in 

order to have unique demodulation. 
 The bases must enable the system to handle channel effects and other distortions. 
 The system must be easily realizable and must permit application of fast 

algorithms. 
And in the filter bank domain the objective of the design procedure translates to 
construction of filters with the characteristics that they:  

 have finite impulse response (FIR)  
 are maximally frequency selective  
 allow orthonormal expansion and perfect reconstruction of discrete-time signals  
 satisfy the paraunitary condition 
 satisfy a desired flatness/regularity condition 

Amongst these properties the paraunitary and regularity properties are mandatory to the 
design of the filter banks. In addition to these properties the criterion that needs specific 
focus is the property of frequency selectivity. 

 
5.5 Need for Maximally Frequency Selective Filter banks 
In an ideal scenario the filter banks used to generate the wavelets have zero transition bands 
B, i.e., difference between pass and stop band frequencies (refer Figure 5). Under such an 
ideal scenario the wavelet packet bases derived from a level-i decomposition have confined 
spectral footprints with bandwidth (1/2i) times that of the Nyquist frequency.  However, 
available wavelet families are derived from filter banks that have a wide transition band and 

hence the resultant wavelet sub-carriers have a dispersed spectrum with footprints spilling 
into neighboring regions. The wider the transition bandwidth the greater the dispersion of 
the carrier’s spectral footprint and therefore the greater the difficulty in isolating those sub-
carriers that fall in the region of the licensed user. This greatly reduces the efficiency of the 
system.  It is therefore important to design filter banks that have narrow transition bands. 

 
5.6 Design of Maximally Frequency SelectiveFilter banks 
The design procedure comprises of defining a low pass FIR filter, satisfying the regularity, 
paraunitary and frequency selectivity conditions, expressed in the form of an impulse 
response h(n) or a transfer function H(z) or a difference equation. For a filter of length L this 
is essentially solving L unknown filter coefficients from L linear equations. Of these L linear 
equations, L/2 equations come from the paraunitary constraint, K equations come from the 
regularity or flatness constraint and the remaining L/2 – K conditions offer the room for 
maneuverability to establish the desired wavelet property such as frequency selectivity. The 
larger the value of L/2 – K, the greater the degree of freedom for frequency selectivity and 
the greater the loss in regularity. There is therefore a trade-off between frequency selectivity 
and regularity. Wavelets such as the Daubechies family are maximally flat with regularity 
order K=L/2 and hence they are not frequency selective.   

                           
Fig. 5. Filter Characteristics in frequency. In the figure p ands, denote pass and stop band 
frequencies, respectively, [0,p] is called the pass-band, [s,] is called the stop-band and 
[p,s] is the transition band.  is the tolerance or ripple. 
 
To implement the frequency selective filters, the design parameters are stated in the 
frequency domain in terms of the desired magnitude response of the LPF as shown in 
Figure 5. In the figure p ands denote pass and stop band frequencies, respectively, [0,p] 
is called the pass-band, [s,] is called the stop-band and [p,s] is the transition band.  is 
the tolerance or ripple. The design goal is to generate the filter with a desired transition 
band even while the maximum error  in the pass/stop-band is minimized.  
The fundamental theory on the design of frequency selective filter banks was developed by 
Rioul and Duhamel (Rioul and Duhamel, 1994). They devised the procedure to design 
maximally frequency selective filter banks under a given set of constraints using the Remez 
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To implement the frequency selective filters, the design parameters are stated in the 
frequency domain in terms of the desired magnitude response of the LPF as shown in 
Figure 5. In the figure p ands denote pass and stop band frequencies, respectively, [0,p] 
is called the pass-band, [s,] is called the stop-band and [p,s] is the transition band.  is 
the tolerance or ripple. The design goal is to generate the filter with a desired transition 
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The fundamental theory on the design of frequency selective filter banks was developed by 
Rioul and Duhamel (Rioul and Duhamel, 1994). They devised the procedure to design 
maximally frequency selective filter banks under a given set of constraints using the Remez 
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exchange algorithm. The Remez exchange algorithm is an optimization algorithm that is 
commonly used in the design of FIR filters. It is popular because of its flexibility and 
computational efficiency. Also known as the Parks-McClellan algorithm, it works by 
converting the filter design problem into a problem of polynomial approximation 
(Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989). The algorithm is an application of the Chebyshev 
alternation theorem that constructs the polynomial of best approximation to a desired 
function under a set of constraints. Through a minimax approximation the scheme seeks to 
arrive at a lth order approximation polynomial function A(x) that best approximates a 
desired filter polynomial function D(x) (in our case the LPF H(z) that satisfies the design 
specifications) in the given interval such that the absolute maximum error is minimized. The 
error is defined here as the weighted difference between the desired filter polynomial 
function and the approximation polynomial function and is given as 
                  

                                          E(x) = W(x)(D(x) - A(x))                                                        (8) 
 
E(x) and W(x) are respectively the error and weighting polynomial functions. All 

polynomial functions are of the form
0

l
i

i
i

p x

 , with coefficients ip and degree of the 

polynomial function l. Chebyshev proved that such a polynomial A(x) exists and that it is 
unique. He also gave the criteria for a polynomial to be a minimax polynomial. The 
algorithm states that in the interval of consideration, the necessary and sufficient condition 
that A(x) is the unique mini-max polynomial solution of degree l is that there are at least (l + 
2) points at which the error function E(x) attains the absolute maximum value  with 
alternating sign i.e.  
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for 1 2 2... lx x x     in the desired interval I. Parks and McClellan proved that this 
approach could be used to derive a filter of a given length with minimal ripple. The right set 
of extremal points ix is arrived through an iterative procedure. In each iteration an 
interpolation problem is solved and the reference set of extremal points is updated. Rioul 
and Duhamel deduced that / 2 1L K  extremal points in the pass-band are necessary and 
sufficient to characterise a unique and optimal solution (Rioul and Duhamel, 1994). 
The procedure starts by choosing an arbitrary set of / 2 1L K  points in the given interval. 
These / 2 1L K  points help form / 2 1L K  linear equations. The filter coefficients are 
obtained by solving the / 2 1L K  linear equations in a way that the error at the 

/ 2 1L K  points considered is equal in magnitude and alternating in sign. It cannot be 
guaranteed after the first step that solution satisfies the minimax condition for the error 
function. That is the magnitude of the error need not be the absolute maximum magnitude 
in the interval of consideration. In order to find the minimax solution, the second step of the 
algorithm seeks new set of / 2 1L K  points that approach the / 2 1L K  points of the 
minimax solution. The new set of is determined by locating those points where the slope of 
the error function E(x) is zero. Once these points are identified, the old set of 

/ 2 1L K  points is exchanged with the new points. This process is iteratively performed 
till the desired set of points that satisfy the minimax solution is obtained. The algorithm is 
said to have converged when the set of extremal points remains unchanged. Once the right 
set of extremal points is identified, the optimum error and the filter can be obtained. The 
exact details of how these equations are solved to obtain the low pass filter H(z) using the 
modified Remez exchange algorithm can be found in (Rioul and Duhamel, 1994). From the 
low pass filter H(z), the high pass filter G(z) and the reconstruction filters (H’(z) and G’(z)) 
can be obtained by applying (5) and (6). 

 
6. VBLAST and Spatial Processing to Estimate Data 
 

The transmitted signals arrive at the receiver antenna array as multiple streams with different 
spatial signatures and to estimate the data a suitable detection algorithm is necessary. In this 
work we consider VBLAST, a promising and elegant spatial coding technique for MIMO 
realizations (Wolniansky P.W. et al, 1998), for detection of transmitted data.  
The V-BLAST algorithm detects data by a technique known as linear nulling or symbol 
cancellation. In linear nulling, each received sub-stream is considered to be the desired signal 
with the remaining sub-streams taken as interferers. Using symbol cancellation, interference 
from already-detected components of the transmitted vector is subtracted from the received 
signal vector. This results in a modified received vector with fewer interferers. To this end the 
received data streams are ordered on the basis of their strength. The substream with the 
strongest signal is detected and its contribution subtracted from the total received vector 
signal. The process is continued till all other substreams are identified. The entire process may 
be likened to decision feedback equalization (Wolniansky P.W. et al, 1998).  
Assuming that the receiver has complete knowledge of the channel matrix C, the V-BLAST 
algorithm is implemented as follows:  
1. Build a Moore pseudo-inverse matrix P of the channel matrix C,  
 

                 -1  = ( * ) *P C C C                                                            (10) 
 
2. Find the row of P where its Euclidean norm is the smallest one, 
 

              j j= arg min || ||k P                                                         (11) 
 
and j is the column of matrix P.  
3. Take the row k of P as the nulling vector w, 
 

                                      = ( )kw P                                                                (12) 
 
4. Obtain the strongest transmit signal, 
 

           r = *k w y                                                                  (13) 
5. Estimate the transmitted symbol ŝk by demapping rk. 
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exchange algorithm. The Remez exchange algorithm is an optimization algorithm that is 
commonly used in the design of FIR filters. It is popular because of its flexibility and 
computational efficiency. Also known as the Parks-McClellan algorithm, it works by 
converting the filter design problem into a problem of polynomial approximation 
(Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989). The algorithm is an application of the Chebyshev 
alternation theorem that constructs the polynomial of best approximation to a desired 
function under a set of constraints. Through a minimax approximation the scheme seeks to 
arrive at a lth order approximation polynomial function A(x) that best approximates a 
desired filter polynomial function D(x) (in our case the LPF H(z) that satisfies the design 
specifications) in the given interval such that the absolute maximum error is minimized. The 
error is defined here as the weighted difference between the desired filter polynomial 
function and the approximation polynomial function and is given as 
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0

l
i

i
i

p x

 , with coefficients ip and degree of the 

polynomial function l. Chebyshev proved that such a polynomial A(x) exists and that it is 
unique. He also gave the criteria for a polynomial to be a minimax polynomial. The 
algorithm states that in the interval of consideration, the necessary and sufficient condition 
that A(x) is the unique mini-max polynomial solution of degree l is that there are at least (l + 
2) points at which the error function E(x) attains the absolute maximum value  with 
alternating sign i.e.  
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for 1 2 2... lx x x     in the desired interval I. Parks and McClellan proved that this 
approach could be used to derive a filter of a given length with minimal ripple. The right set 
of extremal points ix is arrived through an iterative procedure. In each iteration an 
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and Duhamel deduced that / 2 1L K  extremal points in the pass-band are necessary and 
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These / 2 1L K  points help form / 2 1L K  linear equations. The filter coefficients are 
obtained by solving the / 2 1L K  linear equations in a way that the error at the 

/ 2 1L K  points considered is equal in magnitude and alternating in sign. It cannot be 
guaranteed after the first step that solution satisfies the minimax condition for the error 
function. That is the magnitude of the error need not be the absolute maximum magnitude 
in the interval of consideration. In order to find the minimax solution, the second step of the 
algorithm seeks new set of / 2 1L K  points that approach the / 2 1L K  points of the 
minimax solution. The new set of is determined by locating those points where the slope of 
the error function E(x) is zero. Once these points are identified, the old set of 

/ 2 1L K  points is exchanged with the new points. This process is iteratively performed 
till the desired set of points that satisfy the minimax solution is obtained. The algorithm is 
said to have converged when the set of extremal points remains unchanged. Once the right 
set of extremal points is identified, the optimum error and the filter can be obtained. The 
exact details of how these equations are solved to obtain the low pass filter H(z) using the 
modified Remez exchange algorithm can be found in (Rioul and Duhamel, 1994). From the 
low pass filter H(z), the high pass filter G(z) and the reconstruction filters (H’(z) and G’(z)) 
can be obtained by applying (5) and (6). 

 
6. VBLAST and Spatial Processing to Estimate Data 
 

The transmitted signals arrive at the receiver antenna array as multiple streams with different 
spatial signatures and to estimate the data a suitable detection algorithm is necessary. In this 
work we consider VBLAST, a promising and elegant spatial coding technique for MIMO 
realizations (Wolniansky P.W. et al, 1998), for detection of transmitted data.  
The V-BLAST algorithm detects data by a technique known as linear nulling or symbol 
cancellation. In linear nulling, each received sub-stream is considered to be the desired signal 
with the remaining sub-streams taken as interferers. Using symbol cancellation, interference 
from already-detected components of the transmitted vector is subtracted from the received 
signal vector. This results in a modified received vector with fewer interferers. To this end the 
received data streams are ordered on the basis of their strength. The substream with the 
strongest signal is detected and its contribution subtracted from the total received vector 
signal. The process is continued till all other substreams are identified. The entire process may 
be likened to decision feedback equalization (Wolniansky P.W. et al, 1998).  
Assuming that the receiver has complete knowledge of the channel matrix C, the V-BLAST 
algorithm is implemented as follows:  
1. Build a Moore pseudo-inverse matrix P of the channel matrix C,  
 

                 -1  = ( * ) *P C C C                                                            (10) 
 
2. Find the row of P where its Euclidean norm is the smallest one, 
 

              j j= arg min || ||k P                                                         (11) 
 
and j is the column of matrix P.  
3. Take the row k of P as the nulling vector w, 
 

                                      = ( )kw P                                                                (12) 
 
4. Obtain the strongest transmit signal, 
 

           r = *k w y                                                                  (13) 
5. Estimate the transmitted symbol ŝk by demapping rk. 
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6. After detection of the strongest transmitted signal, its effect is cancelled from the received 
signal vector to reduce the detection complexity of the remaining transmit signals. 
 

                   
^

=  - ( ) *{Mapping}( )kk sy y C                                                 (14) 
 
here k is the column index. The kth column of channel matrix C is then zeroed for the 
purpose of detection of the strongest transmitted signal on the next layer.  
The procedure is continued until transmitted symbols in all layers are detected. 

 
7. Simulation Setup 
 

The CR is a WPMCM based MIMO system which operates with 128 equally spaced carriers 
that can be adaptively deactivated to shape the transmission spectrum. The 128 wavelet 
packet carriers are derived from a level-7 cascaded tree. The filter banks considered are 
daubechies, symlet, coiflet and the maximally frequency selective filters with parameters 
L=30, K=12, B=0.1. The LU is taken to occupy two equal bands with the cumulative 
bandwidth comparable to 32 carriers (1/4th) of the CR system and located centered on the 
32nd and 96th carrier (each equal to around 16 CR carriers’ bandwidth) of the CR spectral 
band, as shown in Figure 6.  
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Fig. 6. Cognitive Radio (CR) and Licensed User (LU) Characteristics. 
 
As stated earlier, the carriers of the CR system in and around the LU spectrum are 
dynamically deactivated to facilitate co-existence. Various MIMO configurations are 
considered to enhance the system functioning with all the MIMO arms transmitting the 
same data. The modulation scheme considered is binary phase shift keying (BPSK).To 
measure the effectiveness of the CR system, the Bit-error rate (BER) versus the Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR) is plotted. To simplify the evaluation of the system, the communication 
channel is assumed to be Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). No multi-path 
interference is considered. The transceivers are taken to operate in unison maintaining full 
time/phase/frequency synchronization. Moreover, they are assumed to be stationary with 
negligible Doppler effects.  

 
 
 

8. Simulation Results 
 

8.1 Performance of CR Setup 
To understand the performance of the CR setup, two set of results are evaluated – operation 
of CR under LU and operation of LU under CR. A well designed CR setup must allow both 
the CR and LU systems to coexist seamlessly without any compromise in performance of 
either system. 
Figure 7(a) shows the BER performance curves of the WP-MCM MIMO based CR system in 
the scenarios: absence of LU (only AWGN), presence of LU without any carrier deactivation 
and presence of LU with carrier deactivation. The MIMO configuration considered is 2x2. 
The carriers were derived from maximally frequency selective filters with L=30, K=12 and 
B=0.1. From the plots it is quite clear that the presence of LU affects the CR performance. 
And when the CR transmission is communicated around the LU with carriers in and around 
the region of interference removed, the CR system recovers. Best results are obtained when a 
total of 36 (18 each on and around the two LU bands) or more of the CR carriers are vacated. 
Figure 7(b) shows the corresponding BER curves for the LU co-existing with CR. The results 
of the WPMCM based CR system with carrier deactivation are equally encouraging. 

 
8.2 Influence of MIMO Configuration on WP-MCM MIMO Setup 
We now present the performance of the CR system under various WPMCM MIMO 
configurations. The WPMCM MIMO based CR system operates under a LU with 40 of its 
128 carriers in and around the region of LU deactivated. Figure 8 shows the related plots. To 
better understand the operation, we classify the MIMO configurations as follows: 
a) First we consider the case with the same of number of antennas in the both the transmitter 
and receiver ends (Figure 8a).  The formations considered are 1x1, 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4. The 
pattern of the BER curves is unambiguous. With increase in the number of transmit-receive 
pairs, the BER system functioning improves. This is due to the array gain.  
b) Effect of receiver antennas – Increasing the number of receiver antennas significantly 
improves the system performance. This is illustrated in Figure 8b where the number of 
transmit antennas is kept constant at 2 while increasing the number of receive antennas to 3, 
4, 5 and 6 respectively. For a BER of 10-4 the improvements with respect to the 2x2 
configuration are 2 dB for 2x3, 3dB for 2x4, 4dB for 2x5 and 5dB for 2x6.    
c) Figure 8c shows the curves for a few other MIMO configurations. In all MIMO 
configurations the performance of the CR setup is efficient and allows co-existence with LU. 

 
8.3 Comparison of performance of WP-MCM and OFDM based CR systems 
It will be interesting to see as to how the WP-MCM construction devised in this paper 
matches up to traditional OFDM implementations. Both the OFDM and WP-MCM scheme 
use the same set of transmission parameters – 128 carriers each with 40 carriers in the 
interference band removed. The wavelet used belongs to the family of maximally frequency 
selective filters. The curves (Figure 9) are for the MIMO configurations 1x1, 2x2 and 3x3.  For 
all the cases considered the WPMCM setup performs comparably well with its OFDM 
counterpart. 
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Fig. 7. Performance of the proposed WP-MCM MIMO based CR system. a) CR under LU; b) 
LU under CR. The carriers of CR in the region of the LU are removed to promote co-
existence of CR and LU. The carriers were derived from Frequency selective filters with 
L=30, K=12 and B=0.1. The CR is 2x2 MIMO. 
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Fig. 8. Performance of WPMCM MIMO based CR system for various combinations of 
transmit-receive antennas. a) Balanced Case when the number of transmit and receive 
antennas are the same; b) Effect of receiver configuration. c) A few other MIMO 
configurations; MIMO stands for Multiple input-multiple output, SISO for single input-
single output and SIMO for single input-multiple output. The carriers were derived from 
Frequency selective filters with L=30, K=12 and B=0.1. The CR is 2x2 MIMO.  
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Fig. 9. OFDM versus WP-MCM based CR. BER performance comparison of OFDM and WP-
MCM based CR systems in the presence of LU. MIMO stands for Multiple input-multiple 
output, SISO for single input-single output. 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of different wavelets: BER performance of the WPMCM MIMO based 
CR system in the presence of LU. The carriers of CR in the region of the LU are removed to 
enable it to co-exist with LU. FS denotes the maximally frequency selective wavelet, db 
denotes Daubechies, sym denotes symlet and coif stands for coiflet. The MIMO used is 2x2. 

 
Name Orthonormal Length Regularity 
Daubechies Yes 30 15 
Coiflet Yes 30 15 
Symlet Yes 30 15 
Frequency Selective Yes 30 12 

Table 1. Filter Bank Characteristics  

 
8.4 Performance comparison of the system when using the maximally frequency 
selective filter bank with respect to conventional wavelets of similar lengths. 
Lastly we equate the performance improvements brought by maximally frequency selective 
filter bank with a few well known wavelets. The wavelets considered are Daubechies-15, 
Coiflet-5 and Symlet-15. All of these filters satisfy the paraunitary condition and hence give 
orthonormal bases. More on these wavelets can be found in table 1. For the fairness of 
comparison, all the filter banks are taken to be of the same length (L=30). The system 
performance has a direct correlation to the frequency selectivity of the filter bank used to 
derive the carriers. This effect is exemplified in Figure 10 where the BER performance curves 
of the CR under LU systems have been plotted. The MIMO used is 2x2.  
The maximally frequency selective filter banks have the narrowest transition band and 
hence they easily surpass the other wavelet families (by up to 3dB). This essentially 
translates to less carrier removals and better SNR gain.  
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configurations; MIMO stands for Multiple input-multiple output, SISO for single input-
single output and SIMO for single input-multiple output. The carriers were derived from 
Frequency selective filters with L=30, K=12 and B=0.1. The CR is 2x2 MIMO.  
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9. Summary 
A novel wavelet packet based multi-carrier modulation system that attempts to blend the 
benefits of Cognitive Radio, and MIMO was presented. Cohabitation of the WP-MCM based 
CR system with LU was made possible by dynamically activating/deactivating the CR 
carriers in a way that the CR and LU systems don’t have any competing time-frequency 
components. The carriers of the WP-MCM system were generated by multistage tree-
structured paraunitary filter banks. Wavelets including the Daubechies, Coiflet and Symlet 
families were used for the study. The emphasis was on deriving optimal maximally 
frequency selective wavelet packet bases that best suit applicability to spectrum shaping in 
CR systems. Through simulation studies the usefulness and potential of WP-MCM for 
developing CR systems was demonstrated. 
In addition to the CR and MIMO features, using the wavelet packet bases provided a third 
dimension of system optimization. Unlike conventional Fourier bases which are static in 
nature, wavelets offer multitude of variations which can be customised to the requirement 
in hand. In this article, the design criterion is set to avoid interference to licensed primary 
users. This can be easily furthered by altering the design criterion to include other 
requirements such as reduction of ISI/ICI or PAPR.  
Comparing with traditional OFDM implementations, the performance of the proposed 
system in the presence of a LU matches quite well. 
  In conclusion, the performance results of the simulation studies make us to conclude that 
the novel proposed system can be fruitfully used to construct adaptive intelligent cognitive 
systems.  
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9. Summary 
A novel wavelet packet based multi-carrier modulation system that attempts to blend the 
benefits of Cognitive Radio, and MIMO was presented. Cohabitation of the WP-MCM based 
CR system with LU was made possible by dynamically activating/deactivating the CR 
carriers in a way that the CR and LU systems don’t have any competing time-frequency 
components. The carriers of the WP-MCM system were generated by multistage tree-
structured paraunitary filter banks. Wavelets including the Daubechies, Coiflet and Symlet 
families were used for the study. The emphasis was on deriving optimal maximally 
frequency selective wavelet packet bases that best suit applicability to spectrum shaping in 
CR systems. Through simulation studies the usefulness and potential of WP-MCM for 
developing CR systems was demonstrated. 
In addition to the CR and MIMO features, using the wavelet packet bases provided a third 
dimension of system optimization. Unlike conventional Fourier bases which are static in 
nature, wavelets offer multitude of variations which can be customised to the requirement 
in hand. In this article, the design criterion is set to avoid interference to licensed primary 
users. This can be easily furthered by altering the design criterion to include other 
requirements such as reduction of ISI/ICI or PAPR.  
Comparing with traditional OFDM implementations, the performance of the proposed 
system in the presence of a LU matches quite well. 
  In conclusion, the performance results of the simulation studies make us to conclude that 
the novel proposed system can be fruitfully used to construct adaptive intelligent cognitive 
systems.  
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1. Introduction to the cognitive MIMO radio paradigm 
  

Cognitive radio has recently shown its great potential for 4th-Generation wireless local 
access networks (i.e., 4GWLANs) and attracted wordwide interest in academics, industry 
and standardization activities (Glisic, 2006). The US Federal Communication Commission 
(FCC, 2003) has issued a notice of public rule-making and order regarding cognitive radio 
technologies. The Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA, 2001) launched the 
‘next generation (XG) communication program’ to develop new technologies to dynamically 
manage the radio spectrum. The US Army has also been researching ‘adaptive spectrum 
exploitation’ (ASE) for real-time spectrum management in the battlefield (Lee, 2001). The US 
National Science Foundation (NSF) has recently launched the ‘Programmable Wireless 
Networking’ (ProWin) program focused on adaptive, agile, cognitive radios and 
networking. On the standardization side, the IEEE 802.22 working group is elaborating on 
the use of TV bands for spectral-agile wireless regional access networks (WRANs) (Cordiero 
et al., 2005; IEEE 802.22, 2005). Basically, cognitive radio is capable of ascertaining its 
operating environment and adapting to real-time conditions of its (localized) wireless 
channel, including the ability to sense spectrum-usage by neighbouring devices, change 
operating frequency band, adjust radiated power and modify transmission parameters 
(Mitola, 1999; Haykin, 2005; Mangold et al., 2004; Zheng & Cao, 2005). Such an intelligent 
and agile use of the spectrum resource is expected to improve the spectrum-access 
capability of emerging 4GWLANs (Glisic, 2006; Butler & Webb, 2006; IEEE 802.22, 2005; 
Chow et al., 2007).  
However, wireless access capacity may be also improved significantly by resorting to multi-
antenna (i.e., MIMO) architectures that allow exploiting the spatial dimension of the 
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underlying access system via SDMA (Shad et al., 2001; Paulraj et al., 2003). From this point 
of view, the MIMO paradigm offers, indeed, several important capabilities (such as spatial 
degree of freedom, spatial diversity, multiple-access interference (MAI) mitigation) that may 
be suitably exploited for increasing the overall access efficiency of 4GWLANs (Glisic, 2006; 
Paulraj et al., 2003). However, in order to fully avail of these spatial capabilities offered by 
the MIMO paradigm in a flexible and agile way, a still open key-question concerns the 
design of asynchronous, scalable and self-configuring SDMA policies able to meet the QoS-
requirements advanced by (battery-powered nomadic) users.  
In principle, this flexibility may be attained by merging the cognitive paradigm with the 
MIMO one, thus giving rise to the cognitive MIMO radio paradigm. In fact, the cognitive 
concept directly leads to the development of distributed, scalable, and flexible radio access 
networking architectures by resorting to an opportunistic and (possibly) competitive real-
time management of the available radio-resource, that, in turns, may be suitably modelled 
via the formal tool of Game Theory (Fudenberg & Tirole, 1991, Chaps 16, 24). 

 
1.1 Previous works on competitive cognitive-inspired access 
Specifically, distributed power-control in wireless access networks by exploiting Game 
Theory is tackled in (MacKenzie & Wicker, 2001). A game-theoretic approach is also 
pursued in (Palomar et al., 2003) for dealing with power-allocation in single-user MIMO 
systems in the presence of imperfect channel estimation. The paper (Altman & Altman, 
2003) examines the general application of the super-modular games to the distributed 
power-control, while the contribution in (Goodman & Mandayam, 2000) considers an 
application scenario wherein the accessing radios attempt to maximize a suitable function of 
their throughput and leads to the conclusion that the underlying game converges to a Nash 
Equilibrium (NE). Later, (Saraydar et al., 2002) point out that the game considered in 
(Goodman & Mandayam, 2000) is, indeed, a super-modular game. The contribution in (Sung 
& Wong, 2003) focuses on a (somewhat modified) version of the single-cell distributed 
power-control game that is based on the concept of nonlinear group pricing. Applications of 
Game Theory to fair-efficient admission control are presented in (Virapanicharoen & 
Benjpolakaul, 2004), while the whole topic of competitive flow-control and distributed 
routing is discussed in (Kannan & Iyengar, 2004; Altman et al. 2002). 
Game theoretic approaches for agile spectrum sharing have been recently developed in 
(Fattahi et al.,2007; Xing et al., 2007; Wang & Brown, 2007). Specifically, (Fattahi et al., 2007) 
focus on the design of a coordinated mechanism for allocating time and frequency slots to 
competing users that are capable to self-reconfigure their terminals via cross-layer strategies. 
(Xing et al., 2007) explore the price dynamics of a competitive market composed by 
(multiple) self-interested service providers that compete for potential customers by offering 
heterogeneous spectrum-agile networking technologies at different costs. (Wang & Brown, 
2007) develop a public safety and commercial spectrum-sharing strategy that resorts to both 
agile network pricing and call admission control for the competitive maximization of the 
commercial revenue under low (e.g., upper limited) blocking-probability to public safety 
calls.  
Overall, all the above cited works consider applications scenarios characterized by either 
single-antenna radios (i.e., they do not consider the spatial dimension), or single-user MIMO 
systems (i.e., they do not deal with the access problem), thus leaving open the question 
about potential access capability of the cognitive MIMO radio paradigm. 

1.2 Proposed contributions and application scenarios 
This chapter focuses on the competitive access in WLAN systems operating in an 
infrastructure-mode, where power-limited multi-antenna non-cooperative cognitive self-
configuring radios attempt to join in uplink to a (possibly multi-antenna) access point (AP)  
(Fig. 1(a)). The target pursued by each radio is to maximize its own access information-
throughput in the presence of both (Rayleigh-distributed) flat-fading and MAI induced by 
the other accessing terminals. For achieving this goal in a fully distributed and 
asynchronous way (i.e., in a non-cooperative way), each radio exploits its cognitive 
capability to ‘learn’ (i.e., estimate) both its own current MIMO faded uplink and the 
covariance matrix of the MAI induced by the other accessing radios. Thus, on the basis of 
these learned (i.e., acquired) context information, each radio proceeds to self-reconfigure its 
access policy by performing suitable power-allocation and (statistical) spatial-shaping of the 
radiated signals. This learning/self-configuring action is autonomously iterated by the 
accessing radios according to the general rules of the non-cooperative strategic games, until 
the overall Access Network (AN) converges to a stable operating state (e.g., the NE of the 
underlying game). We investigate the performance of this competitive and cognitive access 
policy under both best-effort and contracted-QoS access strategies. 
Furthermore, we also consider the case when even the AP is cognitive, thus meaning that it 
attempts to learn and subtract the MAI contribution affecting the signal received by each 
accessing radio. Overall, the key-results of this work may be so summarized. 
 

 First, the access strategy we present exploits both the spatial-dimension offered by 
the physical MIMO platform and the cognitive capability of the AN to maximize 
(in a competitive sense) the access throughput of each accessing radio. 
Interestingly, this goal is achieved without requiring radio synchronisation and/or 
peer-to-peer information-passing among the radio terminals (i.e., in a fully 
asynchronous and distributed way). 
 

 Second, the proposed access strategy allows to implement both best-effort and 
contracted-QoS access policies, and it may also provide for multiple QoS classes. 
Interestingly enough, we anticipate that, when the QoS-requirements advanced by 
the radios are no sustainable by the AN, thus, the proposed access algorithm is able 
to self-move the operating point of the whole AN (e.g., the operating NE point) to 
the nearest sustainable one. This means that, besides the radio terminals, the 
overall AN we go to develop is, indeed, cognitive and self-configuring. Thus, it 
may be considered as an instance of active access network (Glisic, 2006; Chap.16). 

 
 Finally, several numerical results corroborate the conclusion that the proposed 

cognitive and self-configuring AN is able to outperform conventional CSMACA/ 
OFDMA/CDMA/TDMA-based no cognitive access systems in terms of both 
aggregate access throughput and access capacity, especially when the MAI 
experienced at the AP side is strong. 
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Furthermore, we also consider the case when even the AP is cognitive, thus meaning that it 
attempts to learn and subtract the MAI contribution affecting the signal received by each 
accessing radio. Overall, the key-results of this work may be so summarized. 
 

 First, the access strategy we present exploits both the spatial-dimension offered by 
the physical MIMO platform and the cognitive capability of the AN to maximize 
(in a competitive sense) the access throughput of each accessing radio. 
Interestingly, this goal is achieved without requiring radio synchronisation and/or 
peer-to-peer information-passing among the radio terminals (i.e., in a fully 
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Fig. 1. (a) The considered multi-antenna local AN (b) Zoomed block diagram of the up-
down links joining the radio terminal Tx to the AP  

 
1.3 Organization of the chapter  
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. After the system modelling of Section 2, 
Section 3 deals with the evaluation of the conveyed information throughput in wireless 
access networks affected by MAI. In Section 4 the optimized power-allocation and 
interference mitigation algorithms are presented. Thus, after shortly reviewing in Section 5 
some Game Theory essentials, in Section 6 we propose a game-inspired access policy. Actual 
performance of the proposed access strategy in terms of access throughput and access 
capacity is tested in Section 6, while some conclusive remarks are drawn in Section 7.  
About the adopted notation, we anticipate that, capital letters indicate matrices, lower-case 
underlined symbols denote vectors, while characters overlined by arrow denote block-
matrices and block-vectors. Furthermore, apexes * , T , † , mean conjugation, transposition 
and conjugate-transposition respectively, while lowercase letters will be used for scalar 

quantities. Furthermore,  det A  and Tra[A] mean determinant and trace of the matrix 

 1 ma a A . Finally, Im is the (m×m) identity matrix, ║A║E is the Euclidean norm of the 

matrix A, A⊗B is the Kronecker product of the matrix A by matrix B, 0m is the m-
dimensional zero-vector, lg denotes natural logarithm and δ(m,n) is the Kronecker delta. 

 
2. The considered SDMA network-model 
 

As previously anticipated, the application scenario we consider is the MIMO uplink of a 
packet-oriented WLAN, where n* ≥ 2 multi-antenna battery-powered radios attempt to 
simultaneously access to a (possibly multi-antenna) AP (Fig. 1(a)). Since the accessing radios 
are assumed non-cooperative, we begin to focus on the MIMO uplink joining a single radio 
Tx to the AP, thus considering the signals radiated by all other (n*-1) accessing radios as 
(additive) MAI. The resulting (complex base-band equivalent) point-to-point MAI-impaired 
MIMO uplink is sketched in Fig. 1(b). Simply stated, this uplink is composed by an 
accessing radio Tx (equipped with t ≥1 antennas) communicating to the AP (equipped with  
r ≥1 antennas) via a MIMO channel impaired by both Rayleigh flat fading and additive MAI. 
Path gain hji from the transmit antenna i to the receive one j in Fig. 1(b) may be modelled as 
a complex zero-mean unit-variance proper complex random variable (r.v.) (Baccarelli & 
Biagi, 2003; Paulraj et al., 2003), and, for sufficiently spaced-apart antennas, the path gains  
{hji  , 1 j r , 1 i t}  may be considered mutually uncorrelated (Paulraj et al., 2003). 
Furthermore, these gains hji may be also assumed time-invariant over T ≥1  signalling 
periods, after which they change to new statistically independent values held for another T 
signalling period, and so on. The resulting ‘block-fading’ model well captures the main 
features of several frequency-hopping or packet based interleaved 4G systems, where each 
transmitted packet is detected independently of any other (Paulraj et al., 2003). Since the 
statistic features of the MAI in Fig. 1(b) depend on both WLAN topology and signals 
radiated by all accessing radios, it is reasonable to assume that these statistics remain 
constant over (at least) the whole packet duration. However, since both path gains hji  and 
MAI statistics may change from a packet to another, we assume that radios and AP are not 
aware of them at the beginning of each transmitted packet, but they may exploit their 
cognitive capabilities to learn (i.e., acquire) them. For this purpose, according to the packet-
oriented structure of the considered WLAN, we assume that the (coded and modulated) 
data-streams radiated in uplink by the transmit antennas of Fig. 1(b) are split into packets 
composed by T ≥1  slots, where the first TL1 slots are used by the receiver (i.e., the AP) to 
‘learn’ the MAI statistics (Section 2.1), the second TL2 slots are employed to ‘learn’ the path 
gains of the forward MIMO channel (Section 2.2), and the last Tpay = T-TL1-TL2 slots convey 
payload data (Section 2.3). 

 
2.1 First learning phase 
During the first learning phase, no signal is radiated by the Tx radio of Fig. 1(b), so as to 
allow the AP to learn the statistics of the MAI induced by all other accessing radios (Fig. 
1(a)). Thus, the r-dimensional (complex column) vector collecting the outputs of the receive 
antennas at the AP side over the n-th slot of this first learning phase may be modelled as 
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In (1), w(n)  accounts for the receiver thermal noise, so that { w(n) } may be modelled as a 
zero-mean, proper complex, spatially and temporally white sequence, with covariance 
matrix equal to  
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0= ( , ),rE w(n) w(n) δ m n   I  (1.1) 

 
where 0  (Watt / Hz) is the thermal noise level. The component { v(n) } in (1) accounts for 
the MAI induced by all other accessing radios, and thus it may be suitably modelled as a 
zero mean, temporally-white, spatially-colored Gaussian sequence (Paulraj et al., 2003), with 
covariance matrix   †

v E v(n) v(n) K  constant over (at least) a packet-transmission 

interval. However, since vK  may change from a packet to another, it is reasonable to 
assume that both Tx and AP in Fig. 1(b) are not aware of the overall disturbance covariance 
matrix  
 

   †

0 ,d v rE y(n) y(n)   K K I  (2) 

 
at the beginning of each transmitted packet. Besides, since during this first learning phase 
the signal y(n)  in (1) received at the AP equates the MAI one d(n) , the AP may exploit its 

cognitive capabilities to learn dK . A very simple way to accomplish this task is suggested 
by the law of large numbers (Poor, 1994). By fact, this last guarantees that an unbiased and 
consistent (i.e., asymptotically exact) estimate d


K may be obtained via the following sample-

average: 
 

   †
 .

L1T

d
n=1L1

1= E y(n) y(n)
T 


 K  (3) 

 
As already pointed out in (Baccarelli et al., 2007), we anticipate that the performance effects 
of (possible) mismatches between actual dK  and its estimate d


K  are not so critical, so that, 

in the sequel, we directly assume d d

K K . However, this assumption will be relaxed in 

Section 6.5, where the effects of possible mismatches are numerically tested. 

 
2.2 Second learning phase  
Goal of the second learning phase is to allow the accessing radio to perform the optimized 
shaping of the (deterministic) pilot streams i L1 L1 L2{ x (n),  T +1 n T +T  ,  1 i t }     to be used 
to estimate the (a priori unknown) (r ×t)  uplink gains jih . Thus, the (sampled) signal iy (n)  
measured at the output of the j-th receive antenna of the AP node during this second 
learning phase may be modelled as (Paulraj et al., 2003)  
 

 t

j ji i j L1 L1 L2
i=1

1y (n)= h x (n)+ d (n),      T +1 n T +T ,
t

     (4) 

 
where the overall disturbance jd (n)  accounts for both MAI and thermal noise and exhibits 
the same statistics previously reported in (2). Therefore, the L2(T ×r)  observations in (4) may 

be recast into the L2(T ×r)  matrix r[y y ]   1Y  given by 

  
 1=

t
  Y XH D,  (5) 

 
where t[x x ]   1X  is the L2(T ×t)  matrix of the radiated pilot symbols in (4), 1 r[h h ] H  is 
the (t ×r)  matrix composed by the uplink gains { jih } to be learned, and the L2(T ×r)  matrix 

1 r[d d ]   D  collects the MAI-plus-noise terms jd (n)  in (4).  

Afterwards, observations Y  in (5) are employed by the AP to ‘learn’ H  via the 
computation of the corresponding minimum mean squared error (MMSE) matrix estimate 

ˆ E{ | }H H Y . Thus, at step L1 L2n = T +T  (i.e., at the end of the second learning phase), this 

matrix estimate Ĥ is communicated back to the accessing radio via the service downlink of 
Fig. 1(b). A detailed analysis of the structure and performance of the estimator computing 
the set  ˆ

ji jih E{h | } Y  of the (r ×t)  MMSE estimates of the MIMO uplink H  in (5) may be 
found in  (Baccarelli et al., 2007; Biagi, 2006). For our purposes, it suffices to stress that the 
pilot matrix X  minimizing the total average squared estimation error:  

 
 

1 1
ˆ } }tot

r t r t2 2 2
ji ji jij=1 i j=1 i

σ E{ h - h E{ 
 

        , (5.1) 

 
must meet the following relationship (Baccarelli & Biagi, 2003; Baccarelli et al., 2007):  
 

 † ,-1
d rta  K X X I  (6) 

 
where  
 

 -1L2
d

T Pa Tra{ },
r


 K  (7) 

 
and P (Watt) in (7) is the average power available at Tx radio for the transmission of the 
pilot signals in (4). Furthermore, it may be also proved (Baccarelli et al., 2007) that, when X  
meets the condition in (6), the resulting MMSE estimation errors { ˆ

ji ji jih h  } are mutually 
uncorrelated, zero-mean, and equidistributed proper complex Gaussian r.v.s, with variance  
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2.3 Payload phase  
On the basis of the available d K and Ĥ  matrices and actual packet to be transmitted, the Tx 

radio of Fig. 1(b) suitable shapes the signal streams  ,  1
i L1 L2(n) T +T + 1 n T,   1 i t        

to be radiated during the payload phase. Hence, the corresponding (sampled) signals 

 ,  1
j L1 L2 y (n) T +T + 1 n T,   1 j r       measured at the outputs of the receive antennas at 

the AP side may be modelled (Paulraj et al., 2003; Baccarelli et al., 2007) as 
  

 
1

t
j ji i j L1 L2i

y (n)= h (n)+ d (n),      T +T +1 n T,
t
 


   (9) 

 
where the sequence j j jd (n) v (n)+ w (n),   1 j r,   accounts for the overall disturbances (e.g., 

MAI plus thermal noise) experienced during the payload phase, -z D    takes care of the 
path loss over a distance of D meters and z is the corresponding path-loss exponent. 
Therefore, after assuming that the transmitted streams meet the (usual) average power 
constraint 
 

 
1

}t 2
ii

1 E{ (n) P
t




   , (10) 

 
the resulting SINR jγ  measured at the output of the j-th receive antenna at the AP side 
during the payload phase equates (equations (9), (10))  
 

 ),    j jjγ aP/( c 1 j r,     (11) 

 
where jjc  is the (j,j)-th entry of the MAI covariance matrix dK  in (2). Moreover, from (9) we 

also deduce that the (r ×1)  column vector  T
1 ry(n) [y (n)…y (n)] collecting the outputs of the 

r receive antennas over the n-th payload slot is linked to the (t×1) column vector  
T

1 t(n) [ (n) (n)]    of the corresponding signals radiated by the accessing radio as in 
  

 
= T

L1 L2y(n) (n)+ d(n),     T +T +1 n T,
t
   H  (12) 

 
where  ,  T

1 r L1 L2d(n) [d (n)…d (n)] T + T + 1 n T   is the temporally-white spatially-colored 

Gaussian sequence of disturbances with spatial covariance matrix still given by dK . 
Furthermore, directly from (10) it follows that the (t×t) spatial covariance matrix  

†E{ (n) (n) }  R of the t-dimensional signal vector radiated during each by the Tx radio of 
Fig. 1(b) must meet the following power constraint:  

 
 †Tra[ ] E{ (n)  (n)} tP.   R  (13) 

Finally, after stacking the payT  observed vectors in (12) into the corresponding pay(T r ×1)  

block vector T T T
L1 L2y [y (T +T +1) y (T)]   , we may compact the payT  relationships (12) into 

the following one: 
 

 
pay

T
Ty = [ ]

t
  

 I H d ,  (14) 

 
where the (block) covariance matrix of the corresponding disturbance (block) vector in (14) 

T T T
L1 L2d [d (T +T +1)…d (T)]


  is given by 

 
 † ,

pay dTE{d(d) } = 
 

I K  (15) 
 
while the average Euclidean squared norm of the block vector T T T

L1 L2[ (T +T +1) (T)]  

    

of the transmitted random signals is constrained as (equation (10)) 
 

 †  payE{ } T tP.  
 

 (16) 

 
3. Self-reconfiguration of the cognitive MIMO-radios 
 

We pass now to introduce a suitable performance metric that allows the accessing radio of 
Fig. 1(b) to both ‘learn’ its current achieved performance and, possibly, self-reconfigure its 
access strategy for improving it. Specifically, the performance metric we consider is the 
Shannon capacity of the MIMO uplink, formally defined as  
 

 
†:

ˆ ˆ( | )    
pay payE{ } tT P

1( ) I y; , (nat/slot)sup T  




  

H H  (17) 

 
where ˆ( | )I y;

 H  is the mutual information (Gallagher, 1968) conveyed by the MIMO uplink 

when Ĥ is the (possibly imperfect) estimate of the uplink gains available at the transmit 
radio. Unfortunately, barring the limit cases of perfect channel state information (where 

ˆ  H = H ) and no channel state information ( ˆ H = 0 ), the probability density function (pdf) of 
the input signals 


 achieving the supremum in (17) is currently unknown (Baccarelli & 

Biagi, 2004; Paulraj et al., 2003; Baccarelli 2007). However, it is known that Gaussian 
distributed input signals reach the supremum in (17) both when ˆ  H = H , as well as for 
imperfect channels estimates (i.e., ˆ H H ) when the length payT  of the payload phase 
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(largely) exceeds the number of transmit antennas. Therefore, justified by the above 
considerations, in the sequel, we assume that the payT components { L1 L2(n),   T +T + 1 n T   } 

in (12) of the overall signal vector 


 in (14) are uncorrelated proper complex Gaussian 
vectors, with correlation matrix R  meeting (13). The corresponding throughput 

 ˆ ˆ( | )    
Tra[ ] tP pay

1( ) I y; , (nat/slot)sup T






R

H H  (18) 

 
conveyed by MIMO uplink is the performance metric considered by the accessing cognitive 
radio Tx. About the analytic evaluation of ˆ( )H  in (18), in  (Baccarelli & Biagi, 2003; Biagi, 
2006; Baccarelli et al., 2007) the following result is provided. 
 
Proposition 1  
Under the above reported assumptions about the considered access system, the Ĥ -
depending information- throughput ˆ( )H  in (18) may be evaluated in closed form as in 
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when at least one of the following conditions is met:  
1. both    payT and t are large;  

2. Ĥ approaches H ; 
3. all  SINRs j γ  in (11) vanish.                                                                                                          □ 

 
3.1 Optimized cognitive access policy 
In order to compute the supremum in (18), we must proceed to carry out the power-
constrained maximization of ˆ( )H . For this purpose, let us indicate with  
 

 †
d d d dK U U , (20) 

the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the MAI spatial covariance matrix dK ,  where 
 

 
d 1 rdiag{ , , },    (21) 

 
is the corresponding  (r ×r) diagonal matrix of the magnitude-ordered singular values of 

dK . Thus, after introducing the (t×r)  dummy matrix  
 

 ˆ   ,-1/2
d d

A H K U  (22) 

accounting for the combined effects of the imperfect channel estimate Ĥ and the spatial 
MAI dK , let us denote by 

 † ,A A AA = U D V  (23) 

the corresponding SVD, where AU and AV are unitary matrices, while  
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is the (t×r) diagonal matrix collecting the s min {r,t} magnitude-ordered singular values 

>01 2 sk k k   of the matrix A. Finally, for future convenience, let us also introduce the 
following dummy positions:  
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In this way, it can be proved (Baccarelli & Biagi, 2003; Biagi, 2006; Baccarelli et al., 2007) that 
an application of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (Gallagher, 1968) leads to the following 
optimized access strategy for the cognitive Tx radio. 
 
Proposition 2 (Optimized access strategy) 
Let the assumptions reported in Proposition 1 be fulfilled. Therefore, for m=s+1,…,t the 
powers {P * (m)} achieving the supremum in (18) vanish, while for m=1,…,s  they equate 
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where  ,  min lmin l = 1, ,r    and     pay mL 1- r /  T 1 /    . Furthermore, the non-

negative scalar parameter   in (26), (27) is set to meet the following power-constraint:  
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In this way, it can be proved (Baccarelli & Biagi, 2003; Biagi, 2006; Baccarelli et al., 2007) that 
an application of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (Gallagher, 1968) leads to the following 
optimized access strategy for the cognitive Tx radio. 
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is the (  -dependent) set of m-indexes fulfilling the inequality in (27). Finally, the 
corresponding optimized spatial correlation matrix (opt)R of the radiated signals is aligned 
along the right eigenvectors of the matrix A in (22) as in  
 

     , , , ,†
A t s A(opt) = diag P 1 P s

 
R U 0 U  (30) 

 
so that for the resulting conveyed throughput ˆ( )H  we have  
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3.2 MAI-learning and MAI-mitigation at the AP  
Before proceeding to detect the transmitted packet, the AP may attempt to estimate the MAI 
component d(n) affecting the received signal y(n) in (12), so as to subtract the computed MAI 
estimate d̂(n)  from the received signal y(n). Since both dK  and Ĥ are available at the AP,  

this last is also aware of (opt)R  (equation (30)), so that it may exploit both Ĥ and (opt)R  
to improve the MAI estimate’s accuracy. Specifically, being (n)  and d(n)  Gaussian 
distributed, the MMSE estimate d̂(n) E{d(n)|y(n)}  of the MAI is linear with respect to the 

observation y(n) (Poor, 1994), so that we may write  
 

 d̂(n) = y(n).F  (31) 
 
In turns, the (r ×r)  matrix F in (31) may be computed via an application of the (usual) 
Orthogonal Principle (Poor, 1994), that allows us to write  
 

   †ˆ ˆ ,r rE{ d(n) - d(n) y(n) | (opt)} = H, R 0  (32) 

 
where the conditioning in (32) accounts for the availability of Ĥ  and (opt)R at the AP side 
(e.g., the AP is cognitive). Hence, by developing the expectations in (32), after some (tedious) 
algebra, we arrive at the following final expression for the matrix F in (31):  
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The MSE performance of the estimator in (31) is dictated by the corresponding error 
covariance matrix   †ˆ ˆ ˆ

d E{ d(n) - d(n) d(n) - d(n) | (opt)} K H,R  that equates (equations (31), 

(33)) 
 

   .d r d  K I F K  (34) 
 
Roughly speaking, equation (34) measures the performance improvement arising from the 
exploitation of the cognitive capability of the AP node. In particular, equation (33) points out 
that F vanishes for vanishing dK , while F approaches rI for large dK . As a consequence, on 
the basis of equation (34), we conclude that actual effectiveness of the MAI 
estimation/subtraction procedure implemented by the AP tends to improve in the presence 
of strong MAI.  

 
4. Some Game Theory essentials 
 

In order to model the dynamic behaviour of the uplink-state of the access system of Fig. 1(a), 
we resort to the formal tool of the Game Theory. We shortly recall that a non-cooperative 
and strategic game  , , gG u  A  has three components (MacKenzie & Wicker, 2001; 

Fudenberg & Tirole, 1991): a finite set  1,2, , *n   of players, a set , gA g , of 
admissible actions for the g-th player and a set of utility functions. Specifically, after 
denoting as 1 2 *nA A A   A  the space of action profiles, let us indicate as 

:gu A the utility function of the g-th player. Therefore, after indicating by aA  an 
action profile, by g ga A  the action of g-th player in a  and by a g the actions in a  of the 
other ( * )n 1  players, we can say that ,(a) ( a )g g g gu u a   maps2 each action profile a  into a 
real number. In particular, in a strategic non-cooperative game each player chooses a 
suitable action ga from his action set gA to maximize its own utility function, according to 
the following game rule: 
 

 
, ( a ).

g g
g g g ga A

a max u a


  (35) 

 
Therefore, since there is no cooperation among the players, it is important to ensure the 
dynamic stability of the overall game. A concept which relates to this issue is the so-called 
Nash Equilibrium (NE). Simply stated, a NE is an action profile a at which no player may 
gain by unilaterally deviating from. So, a NE is a stable operating point of the game, because 

                                                 
2 The notation ( a ), -gu ag g emphasizes that the g-th player controls only own action ag, but his achieved 

utility depends also on the actions a-g  taken by all remaining players (MacKenzie & Wicker, 2001; 

Fudenberg & Tirole, 1991). 
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no player can obtain any profit from a change in his strategy. Formally stated, a NE is an 
action profile a such that for all g ga A the following inequality is met: 
 

 
, ,(a a )  ( a ),    ,  .g g g g g g g gu u a a A g         (36) 

 
5. The proposed cognitive access game 
 

Let us focus now on the uplink in Fig. 1(a) of a WLAN composed by *n mutually interfering 
multi-antenna accessing radios. The ultimate task of the g-th radio terminal is to maximize 
the information throughput    ( / )g nat slot , sustained by the corresponding uplink 

gT AP via suitable power-allocation and shaping of the transmitted signals and 
interference cancellation at the AP. Since the signals radiated by g-th radio induce MAI at 
the AP side and we assume that the radios do not exchange information (the accessing 
terminals do not cooperate), we may model the interaction among the accessing cognitive 
radios as a non-cooperative strategic game. Specifically, in the considered access scenario, 
the players’ set  is composed of *n  accessing radios, while the set of actions gA  available 

to the g-th player is the set of all covariance matrices ( )g


R  meeting the power constraint (2), 

so we can pose 
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g gA Tra t P g n

 
      R R  (37) 

 
where ( )  ( )gP Watt  is the power available at the g-th radio and gt is the number of transmit 
antennas equipping the g-th radio. This means that the generic action ga of gT  consists in 

the transmission of a Gaussian distributed payload sequence with covariance matrix ( )g


R . 

Furthermore, the utility function ( )gu   for the g-th access link is the corresponding conveyed 
rate, so that we can write (equation (9)) 
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where the g-th MAI covariance matrix ( )g
dK  depends on the spatial covariance matrices 

 ( ) ,i i g


R of the signals radiated by all other accessing radios (Fig. 1(b))3. About the rule of 

the game, each player (i.e., accessing cognitive radio gT ) chooses the action ( ) g


R which 

maximize the throughput conveyed by its own access link, so we can write 
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5.1 Competitive optimal SDMA 
We pass now to detail the algorithm for the competitively optimal access under ‘contracted-
QoS’ and best-effort policies when the AP of Fig. 1(a) performs MAI estimation/subtraction. 
Before proceeding, we point out that the concept of ‘contracted-QoS’ we go to introduce 
relies on multiple QoS classes defined in terms of requested, or desired, access throughput. 
Therefore, the resulting access algorithm we report in Table 1 attempts to achieve the target 
throughput ( )Z

AT desired by the g-th radio; and if this throughput is not achievable due to 
the MAI induced by the other accessing terminals, the algorithm tries to achieve the next 
lower QoS-class ( 1)Z

AT  .  
Furthermore, from the outset it also follows that the best-effort policy is an instance of the 
‘contracted-QoS’ one, where the number of allowed QoS classes approach infinity. The 
algorithm for achieving the competitively maximal access throughput over the uplink is 
detailed in Table 1. It must be iteratively run by all accessing radios of Fig. 1(a). ( )Z

AT  
(nat/slot) in Table 1 indicates the target throughput defining the Z-th QoS class. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

0 Set the target throughput 
( )Z

T A  of the Z-th QoS class 

1 Initialize 
(g)

 R  (new):= 
(g)

 R  (old)=[ t ×tg g0 ] 

2 fl(g)=1 
3 (g) = 0  

4
(g) (g) -1

a (PT /r )Tra ( )tr g d  
 K  

5
(g)2 -1σ (g) (1 + a /t )ε g  

6 Compute and sort the r  eigenvalues of  
(g)
dK  

7 Compute the SVD of ˆ ˆ(g)-1 T
g gd
*H K H  

8 Sort the s min (r, t) eigenvalues  (g)2 (g)2
k ,… , ks1  of 

(g)
dK  

9  (g) (g) (g)2 (g) (g) 2k /t +P (g)mm m m g    

10 /
(g) (g)2(g)T tpay gl l    

                                                 
3 In the sequel, we adopt the index g for indicating the system parameters of the g-th uplink 
T APg  (Fig. 1(a)). 
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11   ;   
2(g)Tpay(g) (g) (g)

m maxmin min (g) t1 l r gmin


  

 
   

12 If  
2(g) rTpay(g)2 (g) (g) 2k +P σ (g)  m εm (g) (g)

mmin
   




 
 for all m and fl(g)=1 

{ 

13 Set 
(g)

:= 0 and   :
(g) (g):= 0     0    

14 Set the step size   

15 While 

 
<*(g)P (m) P

(g)m ρ



do 

} 

16 Update 
(g) (g)      

17 Update the set  (g)  via equation (29) 

18 Compute the powers and the covariance matrix via equation (26), (27), (30) 

19 Set  :
(g) (g) (g)

(new) -  (old)    R R  

20  If  2
E

2
(g)0.05  (old) (g)

E


 
   
 

R  

21 then fl(g)= 0, else fl(g)= 1; 

22
(g) (g)

 (old) := (new) R R  

} 
23 Evaluate (g)  via (30.1) for the g-th link 

24 If (g) =
( )Z

T A  stop; else 

25 If (g) =
( )Z

T A  reduce the radiate power
(g)

P  and go to Step 1;  else 

26 If  (g) >
( )Z

T A  lower the target class to (Z-1) and go to Step 1. 

} 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 1. Pseudocode implementing the competitively optimal cognitive access on the g-th 
uplink under the ‘contracted-QoS’ policy 

 
5.2 Asynchronous implementation of the access game and Nash Equilibria 
After assuming that the access algorithm of Table 1 is iteratively run (in a non-cooperative 
and possibly asynchronous way) by all accessing radios of Fig. 1(a), let be  1 2, ,g g gV t t   

the set of times at which g-th radio executes this algorithm. Thus, after indicating by 
 1 2, ,V     the resulting overall set of update times 1 2 *nV V V  sorted in the 

increasing order ( 1i i   ), the asynchronous and distributed implementation of the 
considered access game works according to the pseudocode of Table 2.  
Hence, key-questions about the access game of Table 2 regard the existence, uniqueness and 
achievability of the corresponding NE. The following Proposition 3 (Biagi, 2006) gives insight 
about these questions. 
 
 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

For all k such that    V k   
{ 

For all terminals   g    such that Vk g   
{ 

Evaluate the MAI matrix 
(g)
dK  

Run the algorithm of Table 1 so 

to compute [
(g) 




] and [
(g) 



R ] 

radiate the signal vector  [
(g) 




] 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 2. Pseudocode implementing the proposed access game 
 
Proposition 3  
By referring to the access game of Table 2, let us assume that the following conditions are 
met:  
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 ,      *gr t 1 g n   (41) 
 2  /   ( ) * .Pay gT T 1 and or g 0,     1 g n    (42) 

 
Thus, the NE of the access game of Table 2 exists, is unique and it may be reached by 
moving from any starting point.  

 
6. Cognitive MIMO access performance 
 

Since WLANs are characterized by topology-depending time-varying MAI, in principle, an 
effective SDMA protocol should be able to adaptively exploit (in a combined way) the above 
mentioned flexibility characteristics of the MIMO physical layer by operating in a scalable 
and asynchronous way. Currently, Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance 
(CSMA/CA) is ‘de-facto’ the MAC protocol considered for WLANs. Interestingly enough, a 
simple extension of CSMA/CA for MIMO links can be designed to provide an ( , )s min t r -
fold improvement in throughput performance compared to a single-input single-output 
(SISO) network. We refer to this simple extension as CSMA/CA(s). Essentially, 
CSMA/CA(s) operates in the same fashion as the conventional CSMA/CA, except that all 
transmissions are performed using s independent parallel streams, so as to attain a spatial 
multiplexing gain. Such a protocol is still collision-free, and, when compared to default 
single-antenna CSMA/CA, it is able to achieve s times the throughput performance than the 
latter. Thus, while this s-fold improvement guaranteed by the collision-free CSMA/CA(s) is, 
indeed, quite appealing, the key question we proceed to tackle is: Is it possible for a more 
‘smart’ SDMA scheme to attain a better throughput performance by working in a scalable 
and asynchronous way? We anticipate that the main conclusion we arrive at, is, indeed yes. 
Roughly speaking, the key-rationale behind this conclusion is that CSMA/CA(s) is still a 
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achievability of the corresponding NE. The following Proposition 3 (Biagi, 2006) gives insight 
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Table 2. Pseudocode implementing the proposed access game 
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Thus, the NE of the access game of Table 2 exists, is unique and it may be reached by 
moving from any starting point.  

 
6. Cognitive MIMO access performance 
 

Since WLANs are characterized by topology-depending time-varying MAI, in principle, an 
effective SDMA protocol should be able to adaptively exploit (in a combined way) the above 
mentioned flexibility characteristics of the MIMO physical layer by operating in a scalable 
and asynchronous way. Currently, Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance 
(CSMA/CA) is ‘de-facto’ the MAC protocol considered for WLANs. Interestingly enough, a 
simple extension of CSMA/CA for MIMO links can be designed to provide an ( , )s min t r -
fold improvement in throughput performance compared to a single-input single-output 
(SISO) network. We refer to this simple extension as CSMA/CA(s). Essentially, 
CSMA/CA(s) operates in the same fashion as the conventional CSMA/CA, except that all 
transmissions are performed using s independent parallel streams, so as to attain a spatial 
multiplexing gain. Such a protocol is still collision-free, and, when compared to default 
single-antenna CSMA/CA, it is able to achieve s times the throughput performance than the 
latter. Thus, while this s-fold improvement guaranteed by the collision-free CSMA/CA(s) is, 
indeed, quite appealing, the key question we proceed to tackle is: Is it possible for a more 
‘smart’ SDMA scheme to attain a better throughput performance by working in a scalable 
and asynchronous way? We anticipate that the main conclusion we arrive at, is, indeed yes. 
Roughly speaking, the key-rationale behind this conclusion is that CSMA/CA(s) is still a 
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collision-free MAC scheme, so that it is not able to fully exploit the advantages arising from 
the above mentioned flexible MAI-mitigation capability of the MIMO physical layer. 
To corroborate this claim, we simulated a Rayleigh-flat faded WLAN composed of n = 2  
accessing radios located at a same distance of 1 2  D D 100 (mt)   from the AP. The fading 
phenomena impairing the uplinks 1T AP and 2T AP are equidistributed and mutually 
independent. No obstacles are assumed between the accessing radios and the AP, so that 
MAI and signal average power levels measured only depend on the path-loss. All the 
reported numerical results refer to a path-loss exponent of 2.5, while the average received 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 20 dB. Furthermore, unless otherwise stated, the MMSE 
estimates  ( )ˆ  ,   g

jih g 1,2  of the uplink gains available at the radios are assumed exact (i.e., 

error free). 

 
6.1 The achievable throughput regions 
In this operating conditions, the (two-dimensional) set of accessing rates sustainable by the 
AN may be (formally) described by resorting to the concept of achievable rate-region 
(Baccarelli et al., 2005). In a nutshell, given a statistical description of the uplinks 

1T AP , 2T AP , and under an assigned set of constraints on the available radio 
resources (e.g., available power, bandwidth, noise level, and so on), the corresponding 
achievable rate region of the access network is the closure of all 2-ple ( 1 2,  ) of the access 
rates that may be simultaneously sustained by the network. 
Unfortunately, apart from some partial contributions, no closed-form analytical formulas 
are available yet for the evaluation of the rate-region of MAI-impaired access networks 
(Baccarelli et al., 2005). Forced by this consideration, we resort to numerical tests and Fig. 2 
reports the rate-regions we have numerically obtained for some different access strategies. 
The *n 2  radios of the simulated access network of Fig. 2 are equipped with  1 2t t 4   
transmit antennas, while  r 4  receive antennas are available at the AP. The innermost  -
labelled region of Fig. 2 reports the sustainable access rates when the power available at the 

radios is evenly split over the transmit antennas (i.e.   (1) (2)
4

P
4 

 R R I in equation (39)) and, 

in addition, no channel estimate are available for MAI mitigation ( ˆ H 0  in equation (33), so 
that the AP node is no cognitive). In this case, when both the radios attempt to access to the 
AP, the resulting maximal throughput is quite low and it is limited up 
to 1 2 11  (bit/slot)  � . However, when the AP performs reliable MAI estimation and 

subtraction (i.e. ˆ H H  in equation (33) and thus the AP node is perfectly cognitive), we 
obtain the (larger) rate-region   of Fig. 2, that covers the above  -region and allows 
radios to simultaneously access at a maximal throughput of 1 2 16.5  (bit/slot)  � . 
 

 
Fig. 2. Rate regions for some different accessing policies and systems setting 
 
When optimized power-allocation and signal-shaping are also performed at the radios (that 
is, ( ) g


R are computed as in equation (39)) but no reliable MAI-mitigation is performed by 

the AP, we obtain the rate-region   of Fig. 2 that allows radios to simultaneously access at a 
(maximal) throughput of 1 2 21  (bit/slot)  � . A comparison of   and   regions of Fig. 2 
gives insight on the ultimate effectiveness of the competitive SDMA game played by the 
cognitive radios and the MAI mitigation performed by the cognitive AP. Specifically, the   
region of Fig. 2 collects the 2-ple ( 1 2,  ) of achievable access rates when both the 
competitive SDMA game of Table 2 is carried out by the radios and a reliable MAI 
estimation/subtraction is performed by the AP. In this case, the maximal access throughput 
sustained by the AN approaches 1 2 23.5  (bit/slot)  � . This value differs, indeed, less 
than 6% from the ultimate one of 1 2 25  (bit/slot)  �  bounding the corresponding   

region. This last refers to the ideal case when MAI-cancellation is perfect (i.e. d̂(n) d(n)  in 
equation (31)) and both radios are allowed to transmit over the whole working-time of the 
system. 
About the degrading effects induced by possibly imperfect MIMO uplink estimates, these 
last have been investigated in depth, for example, in (Baccarelli & Biagi, 2003; Baccarelli & 
Biagi, 2004). So, in this context we limit to remark that the  -region of Fig. 2 represents the 
sustainable access rates when both radios and AP are fully unaware about actual values of 
the MIMO uplink gains (in other words, they are not cognitive and (1) (2)ˆ ˆ 0H = H ), while 
the corresponding  -region captures the achievable access rates when both radios and AP 
are equipped with perfect MIMO uplink estimates (i.e. (1) (1) (2) (2)ˆ ˆ  and  H = H H H ). A direct 
comparison of these regions leads to the conclusion that the penalty in the access 
throughput arising from full unawareness about MIMO uplink-gains may be, indeed, no 
negligible and of the order of 5–6 (bit/slot) per accessing radio. Obviously, this conclusion is 
somewhat mitigated by considering that long throughput-consuming learning phases may 
be required in order to acquire reliable uplink estimates (Section 3.2). The interested reader 
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negligible and of the order of 5–6 (bit/slot) per accessing radio. Obviously, this conclusion is 
somewhat mitigated by considering that long throughput-consuming learning phases may 
be required in order to acquire reliable uplink estimates (Section 3.2). The interested reader 
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may refer to the works in (Baccarelli & Biagi, 2003; Baccarelli & Biagi, 2004; Baccarelli et al., 
2007) and references therein for a detailed description of the optimal estimation accuracy - 
vs. - throughput trade off. 

 
6.2 Cognitive SDMA Game-vs-CSMA/CA(s): a throughput comparison 
The effectiveness of the proposed competitive SDMA policy for cognitive ANs may be also 
appreciated by comparing the above mentioned  -region against the one of Fig. 2. 
Specifically, this  -region of Fig. 2 reports the 2-ple ( 1 2,  ) of achievable access rates 
when the access policy followed by the (no cognitive) multi-antenna radios is the 
CSMA/CA(s). In this regard, we explicitly stress that, to guarantee both collision-free and 
fair access, in the carried out numerical tests the CSMA/CA(s) policy we implemented 
schedules a single uplink at a time, and transmits over the scheduled uplink at the 
maximum allowed power P and over a / *1 n 1/2 -fraction of the overall system working 
time. Furthermore, the throughput loss due to the (possible) exchange of RTS/CTS packets 
is not accounted for. Thus, being the implemented CSMA/CA(s) scheme collision-free (that 
is, fully MAI-free), the corresponding  -region of Fig. 2 is the largest attainable by the 
CSMA/CA(s) policy. Now, an examination of Fig. 2 leads to the conclusion that the access 
region achieved by the CSMA/CA(s) policy is strictly included in the  -region obtained by 
the proposed competitive cognitive-based SDMA policy, at least in the considered MAI-
limited access scenario. Since the implemented CSMA/CA(s) strategy is, indeed, an example 
of multi-antenna orthogonal access policy, we conclude that the rate-region of any multi-
antenna orthogonal access strategy (such as TDMA, FDMA, CDMA) overlaps the  -region 
of Fig. 2. This supports the superiority of the proposed competitively optimal cognitive 
access strategy over the orthogonal no-cognitive ones, at least when the spatial-dimension 
offered by the AN may be efficiently exploited to perform both signal-beam forming at the 
accessing (cognitive) radios and MAI-mitigation at the (cognitive) AP. 

 
6.3 Cognitive access capacity 
The following Figs 3, 4 and 5 give insight into the performance of the proposed cognitive 
SDMA game with MAI-mitigation in terms of access capacity (i.e., in terms of maximum 
number of radios capable to simultaneously access the network at a common target 
throughput). The plots of Fig. 3 report the (numerically evaluated) system capacity at access 
throughput of 10, 15, 20 (bit/slot) when all radios are equipped with t 4  transmit 
antennas, while the AP performs MAI-mitigation via a number of receive antennas ranging 
from one to eight. An examination of these plots leads to two main conclusions. The first 
(quite obvious) one is that the access capacity decreases for increasing values of the target 
access throughput (the target QoS-level) demanded by the radios. The second (less trivial) 
one is that, at any target QoS level, the slope of the capacity curves of Fig. 3 grows for 
increasing r up to r t 4  , and then it starves for r t 4  . Due to the iterative nature of the 
proposed access strategy of Table 2, we are not able to give formal (e.g., analytical) support 
to this behaviour. However, roughly speaking, it may be understood by noting that, under 
mild assumptions, the Shannon capacity (in bit/slot) of a point-to-point flat-faded MIMO 
channel scales as the  ,  min r t  (Paulraj et al., 2003), so that no slope increment in the 
capacity curves is expected when r t . However, by increasing r beyond t, MAI mitigation 

capability of the AP still grows, so that the capacity curves of Fig. 3 increases (at a nearly 
constant rate) for growing values of r.  
 

 
Fig. 3. Number of radios accessing the net under the guaranteed QoS policy for various r 
values 
 
 Similar conclusions may be drawn after an examination of the plots of Fig. 4, that capture 
the effects induced by the number t of transmit antennas equipping each accessing radio. 
Interestingly, a comparison of the curves of Fig. 3 and 4 shows that, at any target access 
throughput, the capacity of the access system with t m  transmit antennas and r n  
receive ones outperforms the corresponding capacity of the ‘dual’ access system with r m  
and t n . This behaviour supports the conclusion that, at least in the considered operating 
scenarios, the increment in the access capacity arising from more accurate transmit beam 
forming outperforms the corresponding capacity improvement due to more reliable MAI-
mitigation. Finally, Fig. 5 reports the system capacity under the above mentioned 
‘contracted-QoS’ access policy (Table 1), when the radios accept access throughput within 
10% of the desired one. A comparison of the plots of Fig. 5 corroborates the conclusion that 
the ‘QoS-contracted’ access policy may be valuable in terms of system capacity, especially 
when the MAI-mitigation capability of the AP is limited (e.g., when the number r of the 
receive antennas is less than that of the transmit ones). 
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Fig. 4. Number of radios accessing the net under the guaranteed QoS policy for various t 
values 
 

 
Fig. 5. Number of radios accessing the net under the ‘contracted-QoS’ policy for various r 
values 

6.4 Self-convergence of the cognitive SDMA Game toward the nearest sustainable 
operating point 
In actual application scenarios, the accessing radios are not aware in advance about the 
sustainable access regions of Fig. 2, neither these last may be analytically evaluated in 
closed-form (Baccarelli et al., 2005). Therefore, a key-question concerns the self-convergence 
of the operating point of the SDMA cognitive game of Table 2, when the initial access 
throughput  (0) (0)

1 2, � demanded by the radios falls out of the corresponding access region 

of Fig. 6. It can be proved  (Biagi, 2006, Appendix 3) that, under the best-effort policy, the 
operating point of the SDMA game of Table 2 is able to self-move from  (0) (0)

1 2, �  and to 

converge to the boundary point of the underlying access region at the minimum Euclidean 
distance from that starting point (see the dotted arrow of Fig. 6). Likewise, under the 
‘contracted-QoS’ policy, the operating point self-moves from  (0) (0)

1 2, �  to the point of the 

QoS grid at the minimum Euclidean distance (see the dashed grid of Fig. 6). 
 

 
Fig. 6. Access region of the proposed cognitive SDMA game of Table 2 with MAI-mitigation 
(t1=t2=4 and r=4) 

 
6.5 Mismatches in the estimation of the MAI covariance matrix 
To test the sensitivity of the proposed cognitive SDMA game on errors possibly affecting the 
estimated MAI covariance matrices ( )ˆ ,   , *g

d g 1 n K , we have perturbed actual matrices 
( ) ,   , *g
d g 1 n K , via randomly-generated  r r  matrices ( ) ,   , *g g 1 n G , which are 

composed by zero-mean proper complex unit-variance uncorrelated Gaussian elements. In 
doing so, we generated 
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where  2 2( ) ( ) ( )ˆ /g g g
d d d EE

E  K K K  was set according to the desired average squared 

estimation errors affecting ( )ˆ g
dK . Thus, after replacing the actual covariance matrices ( )g

dK  

with the corresponding perturbed ones ( )ˆ g
dK , we have played once again the SDMA Game 

of Table 2 for the same access scenario previously described in Section 6.1. The resulting 
access region (labelled as  ) is reported in Fig. 7, together with the corresponding  -
region previously drawn in Fig. 2 for the case of perfect MAI covariance-matrix estimates. 
An examination of the regions of Fig. 7 points out that the resulting access throughput-loss 
is limited up to 4%, even for δ values as high as 0.05. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Access regions for perfectly estimated MAI-covariance matrices ( ) and with 
estimation errors ( * ) 

 
7. Conclusion 
 

In this work, we attempted to give a first insight into the possible capacity improvement in 
the local radio access arising from the exploitation of the cognitive MIMO radio paradigm. 
The game-inspired approach we have proposed exploits the cognitive capabilities of the 
overall AN to dynamically perform both adaptive spatial-beamforming at the radios and 
MAI-mitigation at the AP. The reported numerical results support the conclusion that the 

cognitive SDMA policy is able to outperform the more conventional no cognitive strategies 
based on orthogonal access, requiring neither peer-to-peer cooperation among the accessing 
radios nor radio synchronization. 
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Fig. 7. Access regions for perfectly estimated MAI-covariance matrices ( ) and with 
estimation errors ( * ) 

 
7. Conclusion 
 

In this work, we attempted to give a first insight into the possible capacity improvement in 
the local radio access arising from the exploitation of the cognitive MIMO radio paradigm. 
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overall AN to dynamically perform both adaptive spatial-beamforming at the radios and 
MAI-mitigation at the AP. The reported numerical results support the conclusion that the 

cognitive SDMA policy is able to outperform the more conventional no cognitive strategies 
based on orthogonal access, requiring neither peer-to-peer cooperation among the accessing 
radios nor radio synchronization. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Cognitive radio has been introduced in order to solve the spectrum scarcity problem 
(Haykin 2005). Although having limited radio resources, we need lots of spectrum to deploy 
newly developed wireless applications. Meanwhile, a large portion of allocated spectrum is 
identified as unused by an actual radio spectrum measurement. Thus, a new access scheme 
which allows spectrum sharing between different wireless systems referred as dynamic 
spectrum access is required (Zhao & Sadler 2007). Dynamic spectrum access is based on 
cognitive radio technology which enables learning from and adapting to the external radio 
environment. 
As a way of spectrum sharing between licensed and unlicensed users, spectrum overlay 
approach is considered. In spectrum overlay networks, a primary network has a license for 
the exclusive use of the allocated spectrum. In contrast, a secondary network has lower 
access priority. While the primary users access the licensed spectrum wherever and 
whenever they want, the secondary users access the spectrum on condition that the 
transmission of the primary network is sufficiently protected, i.e., the interference to the 
primary network should be less than a predefined threshold.  
There are two ways for satisfying the protection condition: Sensing-based and interference-
constrained transmissions. In sensing-based transmission, as a means of avoiding 
interference, the secondary users sense the spectrum before they start transmission (Liang et 
al. 2007; Kim et al.). Only if the secondary users detect the white space, they can access the 
spectrum. Even during the transmission, if the primary user uses the spectrum, the 
secondary user has to stop transmission. In interference-constrained transmission, on the 
contrary, the secondary users are allowed to transmit during the primary user transmission 
(Gastpar 2007). However, the transmit power should be adjusted not to interfere the 
primary user transmission.  
In this chapter, we compare the two transmission schemes in terms of achievable 
throughput of the secondary user and provide a criterion for the transmission mode 
selection of sensing-based transmission and interference-constrained transmission. 

10
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system model for the 
sensing-based and interference-constrained transmissions. Throughput analyses for both of 
the schemes are followed in Section 3. The simulation results are shown in Section 4. In 
Section 5, the conclusion is drawn. 

 
2. System Model 
 

A coexistence scenario of spectrum overlay between primary and secondary networks is 
depicted in Fig. 1. Primary and secondary networks are deployed in the overlapping regions 
and use the same frequency band. In Fig. 1, there are pairs of transmitter and receiver for the 
primary and secondary networks. We define channel gains between each pair of transmitter 
and receiver as e (from the primary transmitter to the primary receiver) and g (from the 
secondary transmitter to the secondary receiver). We also define the channel gains 
representing the interference between primary and secondary networks as f (from the 

secondary transmitter to the primary receiver) and h (from the primary transmitter to the 
secondary receiver). 
 

e
f

g

h
e
f
g
h

Fig. 1. A coexistence scenario of primary and secondary networks. Primary and secondary 
networks are over-deployed and interfere with each other. 
 
The basic concept of spectrum overlay approach is to unlock licensed spectrum to secondary 
users. Secondary users can access the licensed spectrum on condition that their interference 
to primary users is limited. Possible solutions for this problem are sensing-based 
transmission and interference-constrained transmission. The difference of two schemes is 
based on the support for the simultaneous transmission.  
In sensing-based transmission, the secondary user should sense the existence of the primary 
user in the licensed spectrum before transmission. Through the transmission, whenever the 
primary user accesses the licensed spectrum, the secondary user is required to stop 
transmitting and vacate the spectrum. Each secondary user frame is divided into a sensing 
slot and a data transmission slot. The time length that the secondary user senses the 
spectrum is sensing duration Dn and the time length between the consecutive sensing 

durations is sensing period Pn (Noh 2008). 

In interference-constrained transmission, the secondary user can access while the primary 
user uses the spectrum. However, the power of the secondary user should be lessen so as to 
the QoS of the primary user is guaranteed. Without loss of generality, we employ a 
restriction that the interference power of the secondary transmitter measured at the primary 
receiver should be lower than a predetermined threshold. 

 
3. Throughput Analysis 
 

In this section, the achievable throughput of the secondary user by means of both sensing-
based and interference-constrained transmission is presented and then compared in terms of 
location of terminals and the acceptable power level of the primary user. 

 
3.1 Sensing-Based Transmission 
The first thing to derive the secondary user throughput based on sensing-based 
transmission is evaluating the sensing accuracy. During the sensing duration, ( )r n denotes 
the primary user signal received by the secondary user. Then, the detection problem can be 
written as 
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for 0,..., 1Dn n  . 0  denotes the noise only hypothesis and 1  denotes the primary 

user signal plus noise hypothesis. ( )p n  is the primary user signal and ( )w n  is the noise 

(Liang et al. 2007). The primary user signal ( )p n  is assumed to be a zero-mean, complex-

valued, circularly symmetric, white Gaussian random process with a variance 2
p . The 

complex-valued, circularly symmetric AWGN ( )w n  with a variance 2
w  is independent of 

the primary user signal. 
In order to detect the existence of a random signal such as p(n), an energy detector is 
applicable (Kay 1998). The decision rule is written as 
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where  T  is the test statistic and   is the threshold. 
Two probabilities are defined in conjunction with the detection procedure: false alarm 
probability and detection probability. False alarm probability FAP  is the probability to 

decide 1  but 0  is true. Detection probability DP  is the probability to decide 1  and it 
is true. 
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slot and a data transmission slot. The time length that the secondary user senses the 
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In interference-constrained transmission, the secondary user can access while the primary 
user uses the spectrum. However, the power of the secondary user should be lessen so as to 
the QoS of the primary user is guaranteed. Without loss of generality, we employ a 
restriction that the interference power of the secondary transmitter measured at the primary 
receiver should be lower than a predetermined threshold. 
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where  T  is the test statistic and   is the threshold. 
Two probabilities are defined in conjunction with the detection procedure: false alarm 
probability and detection probability. False alarm probability FAP  is the probability to 

decide 1  but 0  is true. Detection probability DP  is the probability to decide 1  and it 
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False alarm probability FAP  is given by 
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where ( )Q   is the right-tail probability for the Gaussian random variable (Kay 1998). 

Detection probability DP  is also given by 
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By rearranging (3) and (4) and canceling  , we have following relations: 
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where p  represents the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the primary user, i.e., 2 2
p p w   .  

There is a tradeoff relationship between the false alarm probability and the detection 
probability. Lower false alarm probability gives the secondary user more chances to access 
the channel and higher detection probability guarantees the transmission of the primary 
user more strongly. However, realizing both the two goals are impossible. Hence, by using 
the tradeoff relationship above, the secondary user throughput can be derived. The 
secondary user succeeds in transmitting its data when there is no false alarm, where no false 
alarm means the primary user does not use the spectrum and the secondary user knows this 
information (Liang et al. 2007). The secondary user throughput of the sensing-based 
transmission is given by 
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such that 2 max(1 ) | |D sP f P   , where   is the interference threshold at the primary 
receiver. This constraint means that the expected interference from the secondary 
transmitter experienced at the primary receiver should be lower than a predetermined 
threshold. This constraint is required to protect the transmission of the primary user. 

However, in practical situations, we set as 2 max(1 ) | |D sP f P    so as to maximize the 
secondary user throughput. The reason comes from the fact that the monotonic increase of 
the detection probability (6). Thus we set the detection probability as 

2 max1 | |D sP f P  . idleP  is the probability that the primary user does not uses the 

spectrum, which is given as:  ( )idleP     . ( )P D Pn n n  represents the ratio of 

the transmission time to the total time.  0C  denotes the capacity of the secondary user 

without any interference. 0C  is given by 
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where s  is the SNR of the secondary user. 

 
3.2 Interference-Constrained Transmission 
The secondary user throughput based on interference-constrained transmission is presented. 
Interference-constrained transmission allows the secondary user simultaneous transmission 
with the primary user. In this case, however, the primary user transmission also should be 
protected by means of power control of the secondary user. If the interference of the 
secondary user experienced by the primary receiver is strong, the power of the secondary 
transmitter should be lessened. Thus, the secondary user power is controlled so as to its 
interference at the primary receiver is lower than a predetermined threshold, i.e., 

2| | sf P   (Gastpar 2007). sP  is the transmit power of the secondary user. Hence, the 
secondary user throughput of the interference-constrained transmission is given by 
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such that 2| | sf P  .  
In order to maximize the secondary user throughput, the optimal strategy is that the 

interference power of the secondary user meets the threshold, i.e., 2| | sf P  . By this 
principle, the throughput (9) is rewritten as 
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Notice that there is an interference term in (10) which is comes from the primary transmitter 
and degrades the secondary user throughput.  
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Parameter Value 

  0.2 kpkts/s  

  0.6 kpkts/s  

Dn  30 samples  

Pn  300 samples  

W  1 MHz  

Table 1. Common simulation parameters. 

 
4. Simulation Results 
 

In this section, the throughput performances of both the sensing-based and interference-
constrained transmissions are evaluated by computer simulations. In a primary network, we 
assume that there is a primary transmitter and a primary receiver.  Similarly, in a secondary 
network, there is a secondary transmitter and a secondary receiver.  
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Fig. 2. Secondary user throughput of sensing-based transmission vs. the SNR of the primary 
user. The throughput of the secondary user increases with the SNR of the primary user and 
the interference threshold for the primary user. 
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Fig. 2. Secondary user throughput of sensing-based transmission vs. the SNR of the primary 
user. The throughput of the secondary user increases with the SNR of the primary user and 
the interference threshold for the primary user. 
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Fig. 3. Secondary user throughput of interference-constrained transmission vs. the SNR of 
the primary user. The throughput of the secondary user decreases with the SNR of the 
primary user but increases with the interference threshold for the primary user. 
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Fig. 4. Throughput comparison of the sensing-based and interference-constrained 
transmissions vs. the interference threshold of the primary receiver. The throughput of the 
sensing-based scheme is saturated as the threshold gets higher without saturation. 
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Fig. 5. Throughput comparison of the sensing-based and interference-constrained 
transmissions vs. the distance ratio f gl l . The throughput is saturated in the sensing-based 

scheme while the throughput is sharply increasing in the interference-constrained scheme. 
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Fig. 3. Secondary user throughput of interference-constrained transmission vs. the SNR of 
the primary user. The throughput of the secondary user decreases with the SNR of the 
primary user but increases with the interference threshold for the primary user. 
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Fig. 6. Throughput comparison of the sensing-based and interference-constrained 
transmissions vs. the distance ratio h gl l . The throughput by the sensing-based scheme 

decreases while that by the interference-constrained scheme increases. 
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Fig. 5 shows the secondary user throughput as a function of the distance ratio f gl l .  As 

f gl l  increases, the primary receiver becomes farther from the secondary transmitter. 

Then, the spectrum opportunity of the secondary user increases and the throughput is also 
increased. However, the throughput is saturated in the sensing-based scheme while the 
throughput is sharply increasing in the interference-constrained scheme.  Thus, the effect of 
the interference threshold is more sensitive to the interference-constrained transmission. 
Fig. 6 shows the secondary user throughput as a function of the distance ratio h gl l . Notice 

that as h gl l  increases, the throughput by the sensing-based scheme decreases while that 

by the interference-constrained scheme increases. If the primary transmitter goes farther 
from the secondary receiver, it becomes difficult to sense the primary user and the 
throughput degrades in the sensing-based scheme but the interference decreases and the 
throughput is enhanced in the interference-constrained scheme.

 
7. Conclusion 
 

We have discussed the achievable throughput of both the sensing-based and interference-
constrained transmission in cognitive radio networks. The derivations of both schemes are 
presented and their throughput performances have been compared in various environments 
via computer simulations. In conclusion, the sensing-based scheme is advantageous when 
the interference threshold is tight and the primary and secondary users are relatively close. 
Oppositely, the interference-constrained scheme is better when the interference threshold is 
loose and the primary transmitter and receiver are located far from the secondary user. 
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1. Introduction     
    

Cognitive Radios have recently appeared as a solution to the RF spectrum underutilization 
problem, which results from the sparse use of wireless networks services at certain time 
periods and the static spectrum allocation policies. A plethora of measurement campaigns 
have pointed out that there is a lot of unused spectrum, referred to as “white space”, even in 
the commercial broadcast and mobile networks frequency bands, which are considered to be 
crowded. Cognitive Radios - CR, that inherently can sense and adapt to their environment, 
can form Dynamic Spectrum Access - DSA networks by utilizing the white spaces and thus 
improve spectrum utilization. In Overlay Access - OA, the DSA network operates on 
spectrum bands currently licensed to and used by conventional radio systems that are called 
Primary systems. The DSA network, which is called the Secondary system, is allowed to 
access spectrum portions that currently remain unused by the Primary system, provided 
that it will respect the interference criteria of the licensees. New functions and capabilities, 
not needed by conventional networks, must be developed at DSA networks. A few of these 
are spectrum sensing methods, spectrum sharing algorithms and spectrum access 
techniques. Our work lies in the spectrum sharing function and more specifically at the 
MAC sublayer. 
This chapter presents a modified version of the Distributed Coordination Function-DCF, 
originally found in the IEEE 802.11 (IEEE Standards, 1999), as the MAC protocol for OA 
networks. The overlay environment poses certain challenges to the MAC design. In order for 
the DSA network to be up to date with spectrum availability, it must perform periodic 
spectrum scan procedures. During scan procedures the MAC must be interrupted and hold 
its state. Moreover, it must synchronize the scan procedures across the DSA network 
terminals, in order for them to simultaneously cease transmission attempts and perform the 
sensing task. After the scan procedures, it must adapt to the new PHY layer provided 
transmission rate. Frequent scan procedures result in frequent interruptions. Fast changes in 
spectrum availability, caused by fluctuating Primary network traffic, necessitates frequent 
scan procedures and results in sharp changes in the transmission rate. All these form the 
demanding overlay environment, that an overlay MAC protocol must deal with. The 

11
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proposed modified DCF, called the Intermittent DCF – iDCF, is stable and robust in this 
demanding environment and moreover in low achievable transmission rates. DCF has been 
also proposed as the MAC protocol for OA in many DSA research works. Nevertheless, no 
modifications have been described on it. Moreover it is proposed mostly for accessing a 
dedicated control channel, or data channels in a multichannel environment of multi-
transceiver terminals. We show that in the demanding overlay environment, an unmodified 
DCF can lead to heavy channel saturation, unfairness and pure performance. The proposed 
iDCF maintain fairness and performance. 
Moreover, this chapter presents an analytical iDCF throughput and packet delay calculation 
method in the overlay environment. The analysis is based on existing Markov chains models 
and extends them in order to include the characteristics of the intermittent operation 
(Adamis et al., 2009). The predictions of the model are validated against simulations and are 
found to accurately capture many interesting features of the iDCF. The analytical model can 
be used by researchers for feasibility studies in various overlay scenarios and in admission 
control algorithms at QoS enabled future overlay networks. Using the model, we present a 
numerical example for the effect of the transmission rate, the scan interruptions frequency 
and the packet payload length on the iDCF performance. 

    
2. The Distributed Overlay Access Environment 
    

Many different coexistence scenarios between Secondary and Primary systems can be found 
in the literature. Worldwide research on overlay access technologies is still at the beginning 
and at this point it is not clear which scenarios are the most realistic and practical. We study 
the case in which the Primary system utilizes some kind of TDMA/FDMA combination 
access scheme (Berthold et al., 2007 b), and thus spectrum holes are created at idle Primary 
system channels. 
The Secondary System is a distributed network of CR terminals and its main objective is to 
operate in the same spectral band with the Primary system.  This spectrum coexistence of 
two radio systems, a Primary and a Secondary, poses certain rules and priorities in spectrum 
access. The ultimate goals of a Secondary System are (a) to access the spectrum respecting 
the interference tolerance metrics imposed by the Primary system, that is causing no 
harmful interference to it, and (b) to accomplish goal (a) without requiring neither any 
modification to the Primary system nor control information exchange with it. A lot of DSA 
research studies propose centralized architectures for Secondary systems and also engage 
information exchange mechanism between the coexisting systems. Nevertheless the road 
through distributed approaches and complete independence from the Primary system can 
lead to the implementation of autonomous, fast deployed, low cost CR networks for a 
variety of applications such as broadband internet access through self organizing mesh 
networks, rural access with reduced delay and cost and pervasive content access at home 
(Stirling, 2008). In the following subsections some important MAC design issues for the OA 
Environment are presented. 

    
2.1 The Scan Period T 
In order to identify the spectrum portions left unused by the Primary system and catch up 
with this knowledge, the CR terminals must perform spectrum scan procedures. These scan 
procedures are performed periodically with a scan period T. Communications services are 

 

stopped during the scan and the PHY layer performs the spectrum sensing task.  The scan 
period is a Secondary system parameter that directly affects its performance as it designates 
how frequently the communications services must be interrupted. 
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Fig. 1.  Spectrum Pooling for Overlay Access Networks 
    
The figure above presents in the time axes, the intermittent operation of Secondary networks 
having to perform spectrum scan procedures periodically. The scan procedures should be 
frequent enough, depending on the underlying Primary system, in such a way that the DSA 
network meets its design targets (Berthold & Jondral, 2007b) and respects the interference 
criteria of the Primary system. T may vary considerably. In the presently developing IEEE 
802.22 standard (Cordeiro et al., 2005) and other approaches (Yuan et al., 2007) a maximum 
value is set to 30 min. for operation over TV spectrum, while for operation over a GSM 
Primary system (Papadimitratos, et al, 2005) it is set to 577μs. Certain approaches (Ghasemi 
& Sousa, 2008 ) propose that the scan period should be set for each licensed band by the 
spectrum regulator. In (Willkomm et al., 2008) the advantages of using dynamic selection of 
the scan period, as the secondary system roams over different Primary systems and operates 
on different times of a day and different days of a week, are depicted, using real world 
spectrum usage measurements. It is clear that an overlay MAC protocol should be robust 
and capable of operating at a wide scan period range. 

    
2.2 The Scan Delay τ 
The intermission, within which the sensing task takes place, has a total duration of τ as 
shown in Fig. 1. At the beginning of the interval τ the PHY layer performs spectrum sensing. 
The spectrum sensing duration may include a measurements announcement procedure 
between CR terminals in case of a cooperative sensing scheme. At the end of the sensing 
task the identified white spaces are treated as a single channel, common for all participating 
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The figure above presents in the time axes, the intermittent operation of Secondary networks 
having to perform spectrum scan procedures periodically. The scan procedures should be 
frequent enough, depending on the underlying Primary system, in such a way that the DSA 
network meets its design targets (Berthold & Jondral, 2007b) and respects the interference 
criteria of the Primary system. T may vary considerably. In the presently developing IEEE 
802.22 standard (Cordeiro et al., 2005) and other approaches (Yuan et al., 2007) a maximum 
value is set to 30 min. for operation over TV spectrum, while for operation over a GSM 
Primary system (Papadimitratos, et al, 2005) it is set to 577μs. Certain approaches (Ghasemi 
& Sousa, 2008 ) propose that the scan period should be set for each licensed band by the 
spectrum regulator. In (Willkomm et al., 2008) the advantages of using dynamic selection of 
the scan period, as the secondary system roams over different Primary systems and operates 
on different times of a day and different days of a week, are depicted, using real world 
spectrum usage measurements. It is clear that an overlay MAC protocol should be robust 
and capable of operating at a wide scan period range. 

    
2.2 The Scan Delay τ 
The intermission, within which the sensing task takes place, has a total duration of τ as 
shown in Fig. 1. At the beginning of the interval τ the PHY layer performs spectrum sensing. 
The spectrum sensing duration may include a measurements announcement procedure 
between CR terminals in case of a cooperative sensing scheme. At the end of the sensing 
task the identified white spaces are treated as a single channel, common for all participating 
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terminals. PHY layer reconfigures to meet the new parameters and a communication 
channel is established. It is very crucial that the scan procedure is performed simultaneously 
by all participating CR terminals. This will ensure that all terminals will stop transmitting 
during the scan. Otherwise the sensing algorithm may not be able to distinguish between 
Primary and Secondary system transmissions. This crucial time synchronization is a task to 
be performed by the MAC layer, which is responsible to pause its operation and initiate the 
scan procedure. In our scenario we assume that the synchronization task is performed 
within the time interval τ and specifically at the end of it (Fig. 1): after a common channel 
has been established between terminals, some synchronization messages exchange 
mechanism similar to the one proposed in (Berthold et al., 2007 a) can be applied. For 
simplicity τ is called scan delay and the included functions scan procedure. 
The mechanisms for spectrum sensing, measurements announcement, PHY layer 
reconfiguration and synchronization affect the total τ duration. Scan delay may also vary 
depending on the total scanned bandwidth, the sensing algorithm and the number of 
samples needed to achieve the required sensing performance. In other words different 
Primary systems, having different interference tolerance behaviour, demand different 
sensing algorithm performance in the Secondary network, which is obtained by different 
sensing times. An overlay MAC protocol should be robust and capable of operating at a 
wide scan delay range, too. 

    
2.3 The PHY layer provided Transmission Rate 
After the finish of the scan procedure, for a time interval equal to T-τ, till the next scan 
procedure, the identified spectrum holes are treated as a single channel, common for all 
participating CR terminals and the MAC performs the communications functions. This time 
interval between successive spectrum scans is called useful time in our study, as shown in 
Fig. 1.  OFDM based spectrum pooling (Weiss & Jondral, 2004) is a transmission technology 
that can accommodate the adaptive and smooth filling of the spectrum white spaces. This 
kind of accessing the spectrum by transmitting on idle Primary system channels, shown in 
Fig. 1, is called Overlay Access and gives its name to the Overlay Access Networks.  
The number of the available data subcarriers, and thus the transmission rate, depend on the 
primary channels current usage. After every scan procedure, the transmission rate may be 
different. Small scan periods, imposed by rapidly changing Primary system traffic 
characteristics, may result in rapid changes in the transmission rate. This type of the 
continuously adapting PHY layer provided transmission rate must be handled efficiently by 
the MAC layer. 
A Secondary system MAC protocol, designed for such an OA mode, must be able to operate 
in a wide range of the varying scan period, scan delay and transmission rate. Next, we modify 
the DCF in order to be robust in the demanding environment described above. 

    
3. The DCF in Overlay Access Research 
    

Many OA studies propose the DCF as the MAC scheme to be used. In the majority, it is 
proposed as the scheme for accessing the Common Control Channel (CCC) (Hang & Xi, 
2008); (Motamedi & Bahai, 2007). The CCC is a separate dedicated channel, which is 
continuously available to the CR terminals, as no Primary system operates on it. In these 
approaches the CCC is accessed using the DCF or a p-persistent CSMA scheme. The access 

 

on CCC is not intermittent and thus no modifications on the DCF are required. In our 
proposed scenario the DCF is used for accessing the unique available common channel in 
the intermittent overlay mode. Moreover, the former approaches utilize at least two RF 
Front Ends, i.e. transceivers, one of which is always tuned to the CCC. Increase of the 
number of transceivers increases the reliability of the system and reduces certain delays, 
however it also increases the total cost. Our approach utilizes a single transceiver and all 
terminals use a single channel. This can be seen either as a single channel environment, or as 
a multi channel one with the focus given on the coexistence of multiple terminals in each 
channel with the use of DCF.   
Other approaches with a single transceiver also use schemes similar to the DCF during the 
contention period (Juncheng et al., 2008). The difference from our approach is that they use 
it exclusively on the CCC. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, no modifications on the 
DCF have been proposed that can handle its operation in the demanding overlay mode. In 
(Papadimitratos et al., 2005) the DCF protocol is used in an intermittent way over a GSM 
network with scan procedures at the beginning of each GSM-slot. This implementation is a 
modification of DCF, but only for overlay access on the GSM band and is applicable only to 
this Primary system. For example, the NAV counter for the virtual carrier sensing 
mechanism is set in number of GSM-slots needed for the data transmission. The backoff 
interval in this approach, is generated after every scan procedure, which can lead to heavy 
congestion in the CCC and unfairness. In our work though, the DCF is modified in a way 
that it can be robust in a variety of overlay scenarios. 

    
4. The Intermittent DCF - iDCF implementation 
    

The intermittent DCF performs data transmission functions between successive spectrum 
scan procedures, during the useful time shown in Fig. 1. The basic communications operation 
of the protocol, as in the standard protocol (IEEE Standards, 1999), is by successive Frame 
Exchange Sequences - FES which always take the form rts-cts-data-ack. The three way hand-
shake mechanism is mandatory in the OA environment because of the substantially lower 
levels of interference it causes to the Primary system as compared to the direct data-ack FES 
form (Adamis et al., 2008). Each station contends for gaining access by having to sense the 
medium idle for a DCF interframe space - DIFS period and then by performing a backoff 
procedure for a random number of protocol slots. Upon backoff expiration it initiates a FES 
by sending the rts message. In case of a successful transmission it receives the cts message by 
the receiver and the FES continuous with the data transmission.  
Except from the basic access scheme functions, which are identical for both the iDCF and the 
standard DCF, some functions had to be added or modified because of the intermittent 
operation mode in the OA environment, described earlier. We present these modifications in 
detail in the following sections. 

    
4.1 Control and Data Packet Transmission 
As described in Section 2.2 it is very important that all CR terminals cease transmissions 
when the scan procedure takes place. The iDCF is always aware of the remaining useful time 
until the upcoming scan procedure and it does not initiate a transmission if it will exceed the 
useful time boundary. There is a distinction in this iDCF behaviour between control packets 
and data packets. Control packets cts and ack cannot be fragmented. Upon a control packet 
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terminals. PHY layer reconfigures to meet the new parameters and a communication 
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interval in this approach, is generated after every scan procedure, which can lead to heavy 
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transmission, in case the remaining useful time is not adequate, the packet is sent after the 
end of the scan procedure in the beginning of the next useful time period. This way the 
remaining time until the scan procedure is wasted. The rts control packet is not examined 
here because the backoff modification described later in Section 4.2 guarantees that on 
backoff expiration, there will always be enough remaining useful time for an rts message 
transmission. 
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Fig. 2. Data Packet Transmission at Scan Procedure Interruption 
    
When a data packet is ready to be sent and there is not enough remaining time for the entire 
packet, then it is fragmented and the first data fragment fills the remaining time, as shown 
in Fig. 2a. This fragmentation is performed only if the fragment to be transmitted contains 
more than Lmin data bits. Fig. 2b presents the case in which the remaining time tr is shorter 
than the one required to accommodate a data fragment containing Lmin data bits‘, denoted as 
DATAmin. Lmin is a parameter that shows the least amount of data bits that can be sent in a 
single fragment. As in the standard protocol, each data fragment is followed by an ack 
message. The rest of the data bits are sent at subsequent fragments. 

    
4.2 Backoff Freezing 
The intermissions imposed by the scan procedures necessitate a modification in the way that 
the backoff counter freezes, when the scan procedure approaches, in order for the protocol 
fairness and priorities to be preserved. The backoff down counter must freeze when the last 
rts transmit opportunity tlTxOp time point is crossed. The tlTxOp is defined as the time point in 
which if an rts message is transmitted, it will fit exactly in the remaining useful time before 
the interruption and can be seen in the figure below. A maximum anticipated propagation 
delay δ is also considered in the above definition. 
Fig. 3 presents the back off counter values of two terminals that contend for the medium. As 
soon as a terminal’s backoff counter expires the terminal wins the contention and transmits 
the rts message. In Fig. 3a the backoff procedure is presented without modifications. Here, 
the expiration of both terminals backoff counters when the tlTxOp and before the scan 
interruption resulted in a collision, because both terminals transmitted at the beginning of 
the next useful time. This type of collisions occurs frequently in the intermittent operation 
mode, especially for low transmission rates (i.e. long RTS+δ duration) and small scan 
periods. Fig. 3b presents the modified backoff procedure with the counter freeze after the 
tlTxOp is crossed. Using the proposed modification the priorities are preserved and the 
terminal with the lower backoff value wins the contention. 
    

 

 
Fig. 3. Backoff freeze when a scan procedure interruption approaches. 
    
The problem off the backoff expiration at time points that the transceiver is not able or 
allowed to carry out the transmission has been also identified in (Shu et al., 2007) for multi-
mode terminals. There, by the name of the disruptive CSMA, it is encountered by a credit 
payback mechanism. The fact that in the iDCF the disruptions occur concurrently at all CR 
terminals, due to the scan procedure, leads to the previous simple and effective solution of 
freezing the backoff counter at an earlier point.  

    
4.3 The Interframe Spaces - IFS 
The inter frame spaces are time periods lying in between packet transmissions, during 
which the medium must be sensed idle. They exist for (a) leaving time to PHY and MAC 
layer to perform packet processing tasks, (b) anticipating a certain amount of propagation 
delay and (c) last but not least, priority setting among terminals through the IFS length 
differentiation, e.g. a terminal that adopts a shorter IFS before attempting transmissions has 
a larger probability of accessing the medium than one that adopts a longer IFS. 
An IFS may be interrupted by an upcoming scan procedure before it is completed. When 
this occurs, the IFS is expanded to include the scan procedure and it is completed within the 
next useful time. Fig. 4 presents the different tasks performed within the IFS. Whether the IFS 
is extended by the scan delay duration τ, or more, depends on which task the interruption 
occurs at. Thus, if the interruption occurs at either a PHY or MAC layer processing task (D1, 
M1), the task is suspended, the scan procedure begins and the task is resumed after the scan 
procedure end. However, the transceiver switching task from receiving to transmitting 
mode (Rx>Tx), the anticipated air propagation delay task (AAPT) and the clear channel 
assessment procedure (CCA) are tasks that cannot be suspended and resumed. These are 
tasks that must be performed uninterrupted within a single useful time either before the scan 
procedure, or after it. If the interruption occurs at either of these IFS parts, these tasks are 
performed entirely in the upcoming useful time.  Fig.  5 and Fig. 6 depict examples of a SIFS 
being interrupted at the PHY layer processing delay and a DIFS at the CCA task of the 
second slot. 
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tasks that must be performed uninterrupted within a single useful time either before the scan 
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Fig. 4. IFS and Protocol Slot performed tasks 
    

 
Fig.  5. SIFS interrupted at PHY layer processing task 
    

 
Fig. 6. DIFS interrupted at CCA task.  

    
4.4 Dynamic Virtual Carrier Sensing 
The virtual carrier sensing mechanism is implemented as a decreasing time counter called 
NAV (Network Allocation Vector), which holds a prognosis for how much longer the 
medium is expected to be busy due to the current FES. In the standard protocol, the NAV 
counter is set to the most recently received value, found in the DurationID packet field of the 
MAC header. This is calculated and set by the transmitting terminal. In the iDCF, a FES may 
take over more than one successive useful times. Moreover, the transmission rate after each 
scan procedure is unknown. Thus, the duration of an ongoing FES cannot always be 
calculated and inserted in the DurationID packet field and a different virtual carrier sensing 
mechanism must be implemented in the intermittent OA environment. 
In iDCF the DurationID packet field instead of carrying direct information on the time 
needed until the end of the ongoing FES, it holds the data payload size LP that the FES is 
going to transmit. In case of multiple MPDUs, either because the data payload size exceeds 
the maximum MPDU size, or because scan procedure interruptions force data 
fragmentation, DurationID holds the remaining payload size LPR that has not been 
transmitted yet. DurationID is set to the values given in Table 1 for each case. Except from 
the FES transmitter and receiver, each terminal sets its NAV counter according to (a) the 
type of the received packet, which designates what is going to be transmitted next, (b) the 
received data payload size, (c) the current transmission rate and (d) the remaining useful 
time. Based on the above information the NAV counter is set accordingly to include the 
transmission of the next expected packet and the two idle SIFS periods before and after this 
packet. When the next expected packet cannot fit in the remaining useful time the NAV 
counter is not set until the transmission rate is updated in the beginning of the next useful 
time. Fig. 7 shows some examples of the NAV counter setting. The virtual carrier sensing 

 

mechanism has to operate this way in iDCF, because it is not known how many scan 
procedures will take place before the FES completion and what will be the value of the 
transmission rate after each scan procedure. 
    

 
Fig. 7. Three examples of the Virtual Carrier Sensing Mechanism in the iDCF. (a) No scan 
procedure Interruption. (b) Interruption at cts packet transmission. (c) Interruption at data 
transmission forcing data fragmentation. 
    

Packet Type Multiple MPDU case Single MPDU case 
More Fragment DurationID More Fragment Duration ID 

rts - LP - LP 

cts - LP - LP 

data 1 LPR 0 0 

ack - LPR - 0 
Table 1. Duration ID setting for each packet type and multiple MPDU case. 

    
5. iDCF Analytical Model 
    

A plethora of Markov chain models for the DCF performance analysis can be found in the 
literature since the first one was proposed in (Bianchi, 2000). Markovian models capture 
DCF features with good accuracy, which is proved by extensive simulations. The diversity 
of these models comes from different assumptions regarding the source traffic models, the 
wireless channel modelling and the levels of DCF details integrated into the Markov Chain. 
For example different models have been implemented using various fading channel models 
and ideal channel conditions, varying hidden terminal assumptions, saturated traffic 
conditions and various non saturation traffic models, finite and infinite number of packet 
retransmission attempts. Moreover a lot of Markovian models explore the DCF behaviour 
under different back-off algorithms and concern the optimal selection of the algorithm.  
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The common thing among these models analysis is that embedded points of the Markov 
chains are epochs where the backoff counter decrements. Between backoff counter 
decrements either a successful transmission, or a colliding transmission, or an idle protocol 
slot may take place. The Markov chain is used for calculation of certain probabilities such as 
the probability of successful transmission, colliding transmission and idleness in a randomly 
chosen slot. Then, using these probabilities and the slot durations, as calculated from the 
utilized DCF access scheme, throughput, packet delay and other system metrics equations 
are derived. 
In the standard DCF analysis the idle slot, successful slot and collision slot durations are 
deterministic values σ, TS and TC respectively. In the iDCF, on the contrary, they are random 
variables tIdle, tS and tC, depending on the position of these slots in time relatively to the scan 
procedure interruptions and may include several scan procedures. Our analytical model 
(Adamis et al., 2009) concerns the slots duration expectations calculation. It is used to extend 
the existing Markovian models in order to obtain performance metrics for the iDCF 
operation in the intermittent overlay access mode. 

    
5.1 Successful and Collision Slot Duration 
In the following equations a packet transmission time is denoted by capital letters. In order 
to calculate the expected duration of a successful FES, first we calculate the duration 
expectations of each FES part. Then: 
    

        [ ] 3 [ ] 2 [ ] [ ] [ ]S SIFS RSP DATA DIFSE t RTS E t E t E t E t   (1) 
    
The rts packet transmission time is used directly without an expectation operator. The 
modification of the backoff procedure described earlier in Sect. 4.2 ensures that whenever an 
rts packet is to be transmitted there will always be enough time left before the upcoming 
scan interruption. Similarly the collision slot duration expectation is computed as: 
    

   [ ] [ ]C DIFSE t RTS E t   (2) 
    
Our general key assumption in the following calculations is that every FES part is 
interrupted by scan procedures at any point with probability proportional to its length. This 
assumption leads to very accurate results. The IFS durations remain unchanged when the 
IFS is not interrupted by a scan procedure. When they are interrupted they expand to 
include the scan procedure as presented in Sect. 4.3. Since an IFS duration is mostly 
occupied by MAC and PHY processing times, which are suspended during a scan 
procedure, our model uses the following approximation: 
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where the IFS is either SIFS or DIFS. As shown by the simulations this approximation has a 
minor effect to the analytical results. 
The rsp packets - response packets cts and ack - expected duration can be found similarly by 
noting that when the upcoming scan interruption does not leave enough useful time for the 

 

rsp transmission, the packet is sent directly after the end of the scan. In this case the 
remaining time till the beginning of the scan procedure is wasted. The wasted time is 
uniformly distributed in (0, RSP+δ). This yields: 
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The current analysis on the data packet expected transmission duration E[tDATA] is 
performed for a constant data payload size LP. As presented in Sect. 4.1, when the data 
packet transmission is ready to start, either the whole packet is sent if there is enough 
remaining time, or fragmentation takes place if the fragment to be transmitted contains at 
least Lmin payload bits. Each fragment is followed by a positive ack as the standard protocol 
dictates. The total sequence of data fragments and their associated ack packets, excluding 
the last ack or the unique one (in case a unique data packet is sent), is referred to as Data 
Fragment Sequence - DFS. The DFS may take different forms in time, depending on the 
useful time length relatively to the length of certain FES parts. Let x be the number of data 
bits sent at the first fragment of the transmission.   min , utx L L  where: 
    

       min , - - - -ut P oh HL L T t R L   (5) 

    
is the number of data bits that can fit in a fragment, which occupies the entire useful time. In 
(5), if R is the transmission rate, an L bit packet transmission time is calculated as toh+L/R, 
where toh is the PHY layer time overhead, e.g. OFDM preamble. The bit overhead that comes 
from PHY and MAC layer headers is denoted as LH. The DFS duration, denoted as tDFS(x) is 
a function of x and thus of the data transmission start position in time, relatively to the scan 
procedure. Moreover tDFS(x) depends on the useful time length relatively to the SIFS and ack 
transmission durations. Fig. 8 shows the possible DFS formulation cases and subcases in 
time. 
We make the following observations/assumptions in these cases:  

 All data fragments, except the last one, occupy the entire remaining useful time 
 Which case, I, II or III, specifies the DFS form, depends on the SIFS and RSP 

duration. Which subcase, a or b, specifies the DFS form, depends on the 
transmission time of the minimum data fragment, DATAmin, which is controlled by 
the  Lmin parameter 

 Decrease of the useful time, causes the transition of the DFS formulation from case I 
to III. Increase of Lmin within a certain case, causes the transition of the DFS 
formulation from subcases a to b. 

The inequalities that designate which form the DFS takes appear in Table 2. Except the first 
fragment, the entire data packet takes up nF(x) more successive fragments, containing LPF 
data bits each. We denote as tav the time within the useful time which is available for every 
data fragment, except the first one. Excluding the PHY time overhead and the anticipated 
propagation delay we obtain: 
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The common thing among these models analysis is that embedded points of the Markov 
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5.1 Successful and Collision Slot Duration 
In the following equations a packet transmission time is denoted by capital letters. In order 
to calculate the expected duration of a successful FES, first we calculate the duration 
expectations of each FES part. Then: 
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The rts packet transmission time is used directly without an expectation operator. The 
modification of the backoff procedure described earlier in Sect. 4.2 ensures that whenever an 
rts packet is to be transmitted there will always be enough time left before the upcoming 
scan interruption. Similarly the collision slot duration expectation is computed as: 
    

   [ ] [ ]C DIFSE t RTS E t   (2) 
    
Our general key assumption in the following calculations is that every FES part is 
interrupted by scan procedures at any point with probability proportional to its length. This 
assumption leads to very accurate results. The IFS durations remain unchanged when the 
IFS is not interrupted by a scan procedure. When they are interrupted they expand to 
include the scan procedure as presented in Sect. 4.3. Since an IFS duration is mostly 
occupied by MAC and PHY processing times, which are suspended during a scan 
procedure, our model uses the following approximation: 
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transmission time of the minimum data fragment, DATAmin, which is controlled by 
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Fig. 8. DFS formulation in time. FF: first data fragment, Fn: nth data fragment, FL: last data 
fragment 
    
Where λ is the part of the useful time before the fragment transmission occupied by an ack 
and/or SIFS and its value is given in Table 2 for every case/subcase. The DFS duration 
resulted from Fig. 8 is given by: 
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nT is the number of scan periods T needed for the transmission of one data fragment with the 
corresponding ack for cases Ib to IIIb. For case Ia, nT is the number of scan periods needed 
for the transmission of a single data fragment and the ack of the previous fragment. The nT 
value for every case is also given in Table 2. Note that the ack packet of the last (or the 
unique) data fragment is not included in (9) because it is considered separately in (1) as an 
E[tRSP], which is given by (4). DATAFF(x), DATAFL(x) are the transmission times for the first 
and last fragment containing LFF(x) and LFL(x) bits respectively, that are given by (10) and 
(11). 
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Table 2. Case/Subcase inequalities, λ and nT values. 
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Fig. 8. DFS formulation in time. FF: first data fragment, Fn: nth data fragment, FL: last data 
fragment 
    
Where λ is the part of the useful time before the fragment transmission occupied by an ack 
and/or SIFS and its value is given in Table 2 for every case/subcase. The DFS duration 
resulted from Fig. 8 is given by: 
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nT is the number of scan periods T needed for the transmission of one data fragment with the 
corresponding ack for cases Ib to IIIb. For case Ia, nT is the number of scan periods needed 
for the transmission of a single data fragment and the ack of the previous fragment. The nT 
value for every case is also given in Table 2. Note that the ack packet of the last (or the 
unique) data fragment is not included in (9) because it is considered separately in (1) as an 
E[tRSP], which is given by (4). DATAFF(x), DATAFL(x) are the transmission times for the first 
and last fragment containing LFF(x) and LFL(x) bits respectively, that are given by (10) and 
(11). 
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Table 2. Case/Subcase inequalities, λ and nT values. 
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          1FL H P F PFL x L L x n x L  (11) 

    
The probabilities that a data packet will be interrupted a) at a point were no fragment can be 
sent PDIDm b) at a later point were fragmentation can take place PDIDr and c) nowhere PDNI, 
are: 
    

  





min

DIDm
DATA

P
T

 (12) 

      


   



minmin ,

DIDr
T DATA DATA

P
T

 (13) 

      


   



max ,

DNI
T DATA DATAP

T
 (14) 

    
respectively. DATAmin is the transmission time of the minimum permissible data fragment. 
When DATA+δ>T-τ the last probability is zero and the rest two probabilities become 
complementary. Using (9), (12), (13) and (14) the expectation E[tDATA] can be expressed as: 
    

                        
min

2DATA DNI DIDr DFS DIDm DFS ut
DATAE t P DATA P E t x P t x L  (15) 

    
From the general key assumption made earlier, x follows the uniform distribution. E[tDFS(x)] 
can be easily found by first arithmetically computing E[nF(x)] as: 
    

  


 
        


minmin

1
1

utL
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F
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L xE n x
L L L

 (16) 

    
The successful slot duration expectation can now be calculated from (1). 

    
5.2 Idle Slot Duration 
The expected duration of an idle slot E[tIdle] can be found by observing Fig. 3b. It depends on 
its position in time as related to the scan procedures interruptions, similar to the previous 
analysis for the FES parts. For example the slots having index 1, 2, 3,... have duration σ while 
the index 0 has duration νσ σ+τ. νσ is the number of protocol slots that lay entirely after the 
tlTxOp time point. Idle slots begin after DIFS periods and subsequently their duration 
depends on the relative DIFS positions. Let I be the total number of idle slots after a certain 
DIFS period, before a transmission starts. If WN is the maximum contention window size 
then   1, 1NI W . By calculating the integral over all possible DIFS positions y, 

  0,y T , the expected idle slot duration given a certain I can be obtained as: 
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       (17) 

 

Where Tkthslot is the duration of the kth protocol idle slot after the DIFS period and the 
integrated quantity is the expected idle slot duration for a unique y DIFS position. The sum 
quantity within the integrated quantity in (17) is a function F(y,i) of both the discrete 
variable i and the continuous variable y. In the standard DCF it would be a function of just 
the variable i as F(i)=iσ. By observing the duration of the idle slots for different DIFS 
positions we obtain the multi-branch function: 
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By breaking the integral into each branch and calculating the summations we finally obtain: 
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For large useful times the above quantity tends to σ, the value that is valid for the standard 
DCF, too.  Finally, using the I pdf      1i

idle idleP I i P P , the idle slot duration expectation 
can be calculated by (20): 
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Pidle is the probability that a randomly chosen slot is idle and is calculated using the Markov 
chain extracted probabilities. 

    
5.3 An example of application to a specific Markov Model 
The analytical model for the calculation of the slots duration expectations is applied to an 
existing DCF Markovian model in order to obtain performance metrics for the iDCF. The 
existing Markovian model used was presented in (Kim et al., 2008). This model includes in 
great detail the DCF functionalities described in the 802.11 standard. Its main difference 
from other models is that it incorporates the immediate transmission of a packet, with no 
backoff procedure, when the packet arrives at an empty-queue station and the medium is 
detected idle for a DIFS period. The non-saturation traffic model, it uses, is described by 
packet flows with geometrical distribution of the number of packets in a flow, with mean 
1/(1-φ). Idle period durations between flows are exponentially distributed with mean 1/λΙ. 
The assumption of an ideal channel, which is also used in most of the proposed Markov 
models, is useful to isolate and study the effect of the intermittent operation on the iDCF 
performance. 
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respectively. DATAmin is the transmission time of the minimum permissible data fragment. 
When DATA+δ>T-τ the last probability is zero and the rest two probabilities become 
complementary. Using (9), (12), (13) and (14) the expectation E[tDATA] can be expressed as: 
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From the general key assumption made earlier, x follows the uniform distribution. E[tDFS(x)] 
can be easily found by first arithmetically computing E[nF(x)] as: 
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The successful slot duration expectation can now be calculated from (1). 

    
5.2 Idle Slot Duration 
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Where Tkthslot is the duration of the kth protocol idle slot after the DIFS period and the 
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Pidle is the probability that a randomly chosen slot is idle and is calculated using the Markov 
chain extracted probabilities. 

    
5.3 An example of application to a specific Markov Model 
The analytical model for the calculation of the slots duration expectations is applied to an 
existing DCF Markovian model in order to obtain performance metrics for the iDCF. The 
existing Markovian model used was presented in (Kim et al., 2008). This model includes in 
great detail the DCF functionalities described in the 802.11 standard. Its main difference 
from other models is that it incorporates the immediate transmission of a packet, with no 
backoff procedure, when the packet arrives at an empty-queue station and the medium is 
detected idle for a DIFS period. The non-saturation traffic model, it uses, is described by 
packet flows with geometrical distribution of the number of packets in a flow, with mean 
1/(1-φ). Idle period durations between flows are exponentially distributed with mean 1/λΙ. 
The assumption of an ideal channel, which is also used in most of the proposed Markov 
models, is useful to isolate and study the effect of the intermittent operation on the iDCF 
performance. 
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In the Markov model (Kim et al., 2008) equations the slot durations TS, TC and TIdle are 
replaced by the expectations E[tS], E[tC] and E[tIdle] respectively, calculated in the previous 
Sections. For example the probabilities Pa and Pb of new flow arrivals at a station, which has 
no packet to transmit – empty station, during an idle slot and a busy slot, respectively, are 
replaced by: 
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where P0, P1 and P* are the probabilities of a randomly chosen slot to include idleness, 
successful transmission and collision, as seen by an empty station and are given in (Kim et 
al., 2008). In this way the probabilities PS of a successful transmission, PC of a collision and 
Pidle of an idle slot occurrence are calculated according to the common method described in 
the DCF Markov Chain Models. Only that, in this context, their values depend not only on 
the engaged back-off algorithm, the number of contending terminals and the traffic model 
used. They also depend on the overlay intermittent mode parameters such as T and τ, which 
are silently incorporated in the Markov chain through the E[TS], E[TC] and E[TIdle] quantities.  
Throughput and mean ordinary packet delay can now be derived as: 
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In (24) p is the conditional collision probability, N is the maximum back-off stage, M is the 
packet retransmission limit and Ym is the delay of staying in the mth back-off stage. If W is 
the initial contention window size, (2mW-1) is the contention window size at the mth back-off 
stage and E[Ym] is given by: 
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Other performance metrics such as packet delay for the first packet of a flow, expected time 
to complete the transmission of a flow and packet loss probability presented in (Kim et al., 
2008) can be derived accordingly. 
    
 

 

5.4 Evaluation and Numerical Examples. 
Numerical results obtained by the application of our model to the Kim et al. Markov chain, 
as described earlier, were validated with simulations. An OPNET discrete event network 
simulator was built, which models in detail all the DCF functional details and incorporates 
the iDCF modifications described in section 4. The numerical values used in both the 
analytical and the simulation models are presented in Table 3. PHY transmission rate, bit 
overhead, time overhead and guard interval correspond to 802.11a PHY parameters, for 
subcarrier spacing equal to 100 kHz and QPSK modulation per subcarrier. The required 
transmission rate in the simulator is controlled by the number of data subcarriers. 
    

 Parameter Value 

MAC layer 
parameters 

(N, M, W) (6, 11, 16) 
(SIFS, DIFS, σ, δ) (16, 34, 9, 1/3) μs 

(rsp, rts, data header) (112, 160, 272) bit 

PHY 
toh 62.5 μs 

PHY bit overhead 22 bit 
R var 

Overlay Scan Procedure T, τ var, 200μs 
Source Traffic n, φ, λ, LP, Lmin 30,0.95,2,var, var 

Table 3. Analytical & Simulation Model parameter set up. var: varying parameter. 
    
In the following figures the analytical results, represented by the continuous line plots, 
closely follow the simulated results represented by discrete plots. By keeping the scan 
period T constant and having the scan delay τ varying a linear relationship between the scan 
delay and the saturation throughput is obtained which results from the linear relationship 
between τ and the useful time. The relation, though, between the throughput and the scan 
period is non-linear, if the scan delay is kept constant. The more frequent the scan procedures 
are performed, the stronger the effects of the intermittent operation. 
In the following figures τ is set to 200μs and is kept constant. This choice of τ leaves enough 
useful time for packet transmissions in the entire examined T range. Fig. 9 presents the 
throughput versus the scan period for three different constant packet sizes. It is shown that 
the throughput of the iDCF strongly depends on the scan period that the system operates 
with. It heavily deteriorates for very frequent scan procedures, while as T gets larger values 
the throughput is approaching its upper bound specified by the standard DCF operation. 
For large values of the scan period, the effect of the intermittent operational mode on iDCF 
performance is negligible. Because of the DFS formulation, presented in Fig. 8, while T 
grows and the DFS switch over the cases III to I, the throughput regresses before it takes the 
final course towards higher values. This shows that in certain cases it is preferable not to 
transmit a data fragment before the upcoming scan procedure, but to transmit a longer 
fragment after the scan procedure. This decision is controlled via the Lmin parameter. 
Fig. 10 presents the obtained throughput as a function of the transmission rate R for various 
T values and for the standard DCF. Normal DCF’s weakness in exploiting high transmission 
rates is depicted as the throughput decreases for higher values of R. This effect tends to 
disappear for extremely frequent scan interruptions in the iDCF. The obtained throughput 
versus the payload size LP of the data packet is presented in Fig. 11. This figure shows that 
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In (24) p is the conditional collision probability, N is the maximum back-off stage, M is the 
packet retransmission limit and Ym is the delay of staying in the mth back-off stage. If W is 
the initial contention window size, (2mW-1) is the contention window size at the mth back-off 
stage and E[Ym] is given by: 
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Other performance metrics such as packet delay for the first packet of a flow, expected time 
to complete the transmission of a flow and packet loss probability presented in (Kim et al., 
2008) can be derived accordingly. 
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the throughput of the iDCF strongly depends on the scan period that the system operates 
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the throughput is approaching its upper bound specified by the standard DCF operation. 
For large values of the scan period, the effect of the intermittent operational mode on iDCF 
performance is negligible. Because of the DFS formulation, presented in Fig. 8, while T 
grows and the DFS switch over the cases III to I, the throughput regresses before it takes the 
final course towards higher values. This shows that in certain cases it is preferable not to 
transmit a data fragment before the upcoming scan procedure, but to transmit a longer 
fragment after the scan procedure. This decision is controlled via the Lmin parameter. 
Fig. 10 presents the obtained throughput as a function of the transmission rate R for various 
T values and for the standard DCF. Normal DCF’s weakness in exploiting high transmission 
rates is depicted as the throughput decreases for higher values of R. This effect tends to 
disappear for extremely frequent scan interruptions in the iDCF. The obtained throughput 
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although in the standard DCF the throughput increases for larger packet sizes, in iDCF this 
increase is not very notable as the scan period is getting shorter. 
    

 
Fig. 9. Throughput  versus scan period. R=8Mbps, various LP. 
  

 
Fig. 10. Throughput  versus transmission rate. R=8Mbps, various T 
    
    

 

 
Fig. 11. Throughput versus data Packet payload. R=8Mbps, various T 

    
6. Conclusions and Further Work 
    

In this chapter we presented the intermittent DCF as the MAC protocol for OA Networks. 
Furthermore an analytical method for calculating the expected performance metrics of iDCF 
was introduced. This model can be used in feasibility studies of realistic OA environments 
to provide realistic wireless access solutions and in Admission Control Algorithms of QoS 
enabled OA networks. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The cognitive radio built on software-defined radio enables intelligent wireless 
communication systems (S. Haykin, 2005). Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM) as an promising cognitive radio modulation technique provides great flexibility 
and adaptability in selecting system transmission bandwidth for interference avoidance 
among coexistent multiple wireless systems in a shared radio environment (G. Andrea, 
2006). 
An important issue in achieving system coexistence is to deal with the interference 
generated by multiple wireless systems. When they are deployed in the proximity of each 
other, share the same frequency band, and operate at the same time, they are more likely to 
interfere with each other. 
Many parameters affect the inteference between different wireless systems, such as power 
levels, modulation types, amount of data traffic, and separation between antenanas. 
Medium access control (MAC) layer protocol can also play a very important role in the 
interfernece avoidance and affect the overal system performance. 
Some other multiple access methods such as TDMA, FDMA, and CDMA are effective in 
solving the coexitence problem among multiple wireless devices in the same networks 
respectively, but how different wireless systems can coexist in the same frequency band is 
only considered resently. The first standards-making body to consider the multiple wireless 
system coexistence problem is the IEEE 802.15 Working Group. IEEE 802.15.2 was formed to 
develop a recommended practice for coexistence between Bluetooth/IEEE 802.15.1 and IEEE 
802.11, in which two types of coexistence mechanisms, collaborative and noncollaborative 
ones, are developed. With collaborative mechanism, wireless personal area networks and 
wireless local area networks exchange information over a separate link between one another 
to minimize mutual interference. In noncollaborative systems, there are several methods 
used for interference suppression. However, these methods are only implementations of the 
distributed coordination function (DCF) channel access mechanism for IEEE 802.11 to 
suppress interference (T. Cooklev, 2004). 

12
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In this chapter, a novel adaptive subband selection method combined with an interleaved 
spread sepctrum OFDM (ISS-OFDM) technique is proposed to improve system coexistence 
in a shared spectrum environment such as the industrial, scientific, and medical 
(ISM) band. It uses noncollorative mechanism and is a physical layer technique for system 
coexistence. The system performance such as the transmitted signal peak to average power 
ratios (PAR) (S. B. Slimane, 2002) , and the system bit error rates (BER) (J. G. Proakis, 2000) 
before and after subband selection in different channel conditions are analyzed and 
simulated. The results show that the ISS-OFDM technique with adaptive subband selection 
can significantly improve the system performance when multiple systems coexist in a 
shared radio channel. 
The contributions of this chapter are three-fold: 

a. A novel complex exponential spreading (CES) method is developed to generate a 
spreading spectrum OFDM signal with multiple subbands. 

b. The demodulation by using multiple fast Fourier transform (FFT) parallel operations 
is proposed to recover the transmitted information, which greatly reduces the 
receiver computational complexity and makes full use of signal diversity. 

c. An adaptive subband selection transmission algorithm is proposed. Based on 
dynamically determined interference thresholds, system transmission band is 
adaptively selected to avoid interference among OFDM systems and other 
narrowband or ultra-wideband wireless systems. 

This chapter consists of the following sections. Section 2 describes the proposed cognitive 
radio system model, and presents the ISS-OFDM technique by which the cognitive radio 
transmitter can generate signal with multiple subbands. The signal subbands used for 
system transmission can be decided based on channel sensing. Section 3 proposes the 
adaptive subband selection method and derives the interference power thresholds. Based on 
these thresholds, the cognitive radio receiver can decide if a subband should be selected or 
discarded in order to achieve the best system performance. The rule is that any subband 
with interference power level above an adaptively determined threshold will be discarded 
and the signals from weak or zero interference subbands will be decoded and combined to 
improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Section 4 provides simulation results on system 
performance, such as PAR and BER before and after subband selection in different channel 
conditions. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions. 

 
2. Cognitive Radio System Model 
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In ISS-OFDM symbol duration Ts, each element of the N x 1 data symbol vector modulates 
the same corresponding subcarrier N times. N elements in the vector generate N x N matrix 
samples after modulation. 

 
2.1.2 Interleaving 
After the modulation, the Nx Nmatrix samples are interleaved. Interleaving is used to obtain 
time diversity in a digital communications system without adding much overhead. The 
function of the interleaver is to spread the OFDM modulated signal samples out in time so 
that if there is deep fading or a noise burst, the signal samples from the modulated signal 
are not corrupted at the same time. 
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There are many forms of interleaving techniques to implement the permutation of the signal 
samples in the matrix of the CES modulator output. A periodical interleaver is the simplest 
method to permute the transmission sequence. For the simplicity of description, we 
adopt the periodic interleaving algorithm. For example, for the I x N matrix for one OFDM 
symbol, the interleaver writes the modulated samples for each of the same subcarrier row 
by row to form the I x N matrix and reads the samples from the matrix column by column 
and places the samples on a time axis, which is displayed in Figure 2. 
Mathematically, if the I x N matrix is denoted as [yi (n)] , i = 0, 1, — , I -1, n = 0, 1, — , N -1 ,  
and I, N are integers. Let the period of the interleaving be N, after periodically interleaving, 
the interleaved serial sequence can be written as follows: 
 

 2 2 /( ) ( ) ( )      ij f t j ni N
i i iy m y nN i y n a e a e  (2) 

 
where i = 0, 1, — , I -1, n = 0, 1, — , N -1. 

 
2.1.3 Generation of Multiple Subband OFDM Signal 
In the following, we discuss interleaved results by using the periodic interleaving alogrithm. 
We implement the periodic interleaving by shifting N modulated subcarriers on a different 
time slots and adding them together. For instance, the ith subcarrier of the N subcarriers is 
shifted by i  T , where T is the sampling interval, T = N. Then, the N shifted subcarriers are 
added together to form one ISS-OFDM symbol with N2 samples. The mth sample in the 
ISS-OFDM symbol, denoted by y(m) , m  = nN + i = 0,1, — , N2 -1 . ,  can be mathematically 
written as follows: 
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is the unit impulse. If periodical interleaving is 

performed, taking out y(m) for each m = nN + i, y (m) can be simplified in the form:      
( ) ( ) ( ), ,  and , 0,1, ..., 1.y m y nN i y n m nN i n i Ni       Thus, N 2 samples are produced 

in the same symbol period T , and the number of samples is spread N times. The sampling 
rate is N2 / T . an ISS-OFDM symbol is generated. Figure 3 shows the signal modulation and 
periodical interleaving process for generating an ISS-OFDM symbol in the case of 
subcarriers number N = 4 . It is seen that the modulated samples on the ith (i = 0, 1, 2, 3 )  
subcarrier are shifted i time intervals, and then they are added on the time axis, and the 
number of samples increases to N2 from the original number N . In the frequency domain the 
ISS-OFDM signal can be written as: 
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Fig. 2. Periodical interleaving. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Modulation and periodical interleaving process with subcarrier number N = 4.  
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Substituting y(nN+i) by yi(n) from Equation (2) into Equation (4), Y(k) has the form as: 
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 by (( ) )k i N  in Equation (5), we have the equation as: 
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Where that means, 
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Equation (7) indicates that each data symbol ai is modulated on p = N subcarriers, and the 
total spectrum of the signal is spread N times. Figure 4 shows the spectrum of the 
ISS-OFDM signal with subcarrier number N = 4 . In this case, the signal spectrum of 
ISS-OFDM is spread 4 times and contains 4 subbands. Each of the subbands contains the 
whole data information of the baseband signal. 

 
2.1.4 Cyclic Prefix and Pulse Shaping 
After generation of each ISS-OFDM symbol, the cyclic prefix is inserted to the ISS-OFDM 
symbol. The cyclic prefix is a very crucial part which is used to combat the ISI and inter 
channel interference (ICI) introduced by multipath fading channels through which the 
signal is propagated. As we discussed above, the main problem of ISI is from the energy 
leaking from one symbol to the other neighbor symbol. Our objective is to confine one 
symbol energy from leaking. Cyclic prefix insertion can effectively solve the problem. 
A pulse shaping technique is employed to further reduce ISI. In the simulation of the 
ISS-OFDM transmitted signal, pulse shaping is implemented by using a pulse that is shaped 
like a Sinc function. 
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Fig. 4. Spectrum of ISS-OFDM symbol with subcarrier number N = 4. 

 
2.1.5 Multiple Subband Signal Profile 
After pulse shaping, the transmitted ISS-OFDM signal has a wide bandwidth. If the 
bandwidth of the pulse shaping filter is designed to equal to the bandwidth of the 
ISS-OFDM signal frequency band, the transmitted signal has N subbands and each of the 
subbands consists of N subcarriers as displayed in Figure 5. 
If the bandwidth of the filter is designed to be equivalent to M out of N (M < N, N ) is the 
number of subcarriers of the base band signal) subbands of the ISS-OFDM spread spectrum 
signal, only M subbands of the ISS-OFDM signal are transmitted, or only M subbands of the 
N subband ISS-OFDM signal are received, and the transmitted information will be 
recovered according to the M subbands. In the extreme case, if the filter pass band is equal 
to one subband of the ISS-OFDM signal, the ISS-OFDM system is equivalent to the 
conventional OFDM system. 

 
2.2 Reception of Multiple Subband Signal 
Before discussing the signal reception, we take a look at the channel impacts on the 
transmitted   signal.    We   may   assume   that   the   transmitted   ISS-OFDM   
signal bandwidth BISS-OFDM is greater than the coherence bandwidth (A f )c , BISS-OFDM    (A f )c ' 
thus the channel can be considered as a frequency-selective fading channel. The ISS-OFDM 
signal y(m) (also represented by Y(k) in the frequency domain) with spectrum spreading is 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 5. Spectrum of ISS-OFDM signal. 
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transmitted into the frequency selective multipath fading channel with impulse response 
h(m) (denoted as H(k) in the frequency domain). Meanwhile, the AWGN noise v(m) and 
(denoted as V(k) in the frequency domain) and interference j(m)(denoted as J(k) in the 
frequency domain) is added to the signal. The channel model can be expressed in the form: 

where ai (m) is the multipath fading channel attenuation factor on the mth path and mi is the 
propagation delay for the mth path. Correspondingly, the channel frequency response is 
written as: 
 

  (7) 
 
At receiver, the received equivalent low-pass signal is viewed as the convolution between 
h(m) and y(m) plus noise and interference as follows 
 

  (8) 
 
where " " denotes convolution, v(m) represents the complex-valued white Gaussian noise 
process corrupting the signal and j(m)is the interference from the coexisting other systems. 
The receiver structure, as displayed in Figure 1, consists of the inverse process to the 
transmitter. The OFDM demodulation is realized by using N parallel FFTs, each of which is 
of size N. After CP removal, the serial data stream in the block of N2 is demodulated by 
using N FFT operations. The output signal of the demodulator is equalized in parallel in the 
frequency domain, and then combined by using a maximal ratio combining (MRC) 
technique. The combined results are the decision variables which can be used for data 
detection, BER system performance computation and system performance analysis. To 
obtain the data vector for each FFT operation, the received time domain signal r(m) is split 
into N groups, each group is demodulated by using an FFT operation with the size N . After 
the demodulation, the channel distortion needs to be compensated using a frequency 
domain minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalization technique. To use MMSE, we 
must find out how each parallel FFT output is related to the channel coefficient and the 
transmitted data symbol. The first step is to derive the mathematical expressions of the 
received signal in the time domain at the input of the receiver in terms of the channel 
frequency response and the transmitted data symbol. 

 
2.2.1 Time domain Signal at the Receiver Input 
For deriving the time domain signal model, we firstly gain its frequency domain signal. In 
the frequency domain, Equation (9) is equivalent to the output of the FFT demodulator: 
 
  R(k) =H (k)' Y (k) + V (k) + J (k), (9) 

where R(k),Y(k),H(k),V(k), J(k) denote the frequency representations of the received signal 
r(m)' the transmitted signal y(m)' the channel impulse response h(m), the noise v(m) and 
j(m), respectively. In the following section, the system transmitter and receiver architecture 
are introduced. 
 

  (10) 
 
Substituting Y(k) from Equation (11) into R(k), the received signal in the frequency domain 
can be rewritten as follows: 

 

  (11) 
 

It can be observed from Equation (12) that the sample at the th position is repeated in every 
N samples of the N2 samples of R(k). Equation (11) also indicates that the energy of each 
data symbol ai is distributed on the (pN + i)th, p = 0, 1, — , N -1 , subcarriers. That means 
that the energy of ai is distributed at the position i of each subband with N 
subcarriers. Each subcarrier has a phase shift, which must be compensated by the 
equalization in the frequency domain before the signal can be combined. The effect of the 
equalization and combining is to compensate for the phase shift in the channel and to 
weight the signal by a factor that is proportional to the signal strength. 
The signal in the time domain at the input of the receiver is the N2 -point inverse discrete 
Foruier transform of R(k), i.e., 
 

  (12) 
 
Substituting R(k) from Equation (12) into Equation (13), and not considering J(k) impacts, 
the received signal in the time domain r(m) can be rewritten as: 
 

  (13) 

 
2.2.2 Receiver Signal Filtering 
Since the transmitted signal consists of multiple subbands, each of which has the whole 
transmitted information of the baseband signal, the receiver can obtain the received signal 
with a different number of subbands by filtering the received signal using a filter with 
different parameters (B. C. Jung, 2007) . By adjusting the parameters of the filter according to 
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2.2.2 Receiver Signal Filtering 
Since the transmitted signal consists of multiple subbands, each of which has the whole 
transmitted information of the baseband signal, the receiver can obtain the received signal 
with a different number of subbands by filtering the received signal using a filter with 
different parameters (B. C. Jung, 2007) . By adjusting the parameters of the filter according to 
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the different radio scenarios, the bandwidth of the signal used for demodulation can have 
different number of subbands. 
Figure 6 displays an example of the signal spectrum before the receiver filter and after the 
receiver filter. The received signal contains N subbands, where N is the number of the 
subbands of the transmitted signal. After filtering, we can see that the received signals can 
be in different forms with a different number of subbands. Each subband contains the whole 
transmission information. If the pass band filter is configured to be equivalent to the 
bandwidth of 6 subbands of the transmitted signal as displayed in the green shadow, the 
signal used for demodulation has 6 subbands. The others will be filtered because of 
interference on the other subands, or because of channel bandwidth limitations. The filtered 
signal can be used to recover transmitted information, and receiver performance can satisfy 
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Since only some subbands of the received signal are used for recovering the information, the 
process of filtering leads to a problem of signal energy loss. In consequence, it causes the 
reduction in power efficiency. Thus, this problem requires compromise between the 
selection of the subband number and signal to noise ratio. In the section on adaptive 
subband selection we will discuss the trade-off strategy. 

 
2.2.3 Deinterleaver 
Deinterleaver is to retrieve the order of the data sequence before the interleaving at the 
transmitter. Corresponding to the periodical interleaving algorithms used at the transmitter 
end, the deinterlever must be implemented by using the corresponding periodical 
algorithms. 

 
2.2.4 Demodulation Using Multiple FFTs 
After the deinterleaver, the signal in the time domain is split into N data streams, each of 
which can be demodulated using one FFT operation. Thus, to demodulate the N x N data 
samples simultaneously, N parallel FFTs, each in size N , are needed. In this way, the 

demodulation of the received signal is completed by employing N parallel FFT operations. 
The deinterleaved signals can be written as: 

 
To derive the frequency domain representation of ri(n), we can perform the FFT operation  
on ri (n). The output of the demodulation can be obtained as follows: 

Substituting r(m) in Equation (14) into the above equation, Ri (k) can be written as follows: 

Since k' - k must be integer multiples of N, i.e., k' - k = qN , we express k' = qN + k , and R (k) 
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Again, since qN + k - i' must be integer multiples of N, we have i = k and R (k) is finally 
expressed as 
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where 

 

is an equivalent channel coefficient and 

 

 

is the independent additive noise. 

 
 

Now the relationship among each demodulated output R (k), the equivalent channel 
coefficient , transmitted signal ak , and noise V& i is clearly shown in Equation (15). 

 
2.2.5 Channel Compensation 
Based on the analysis above, we can observe that the channel introduces distortion on the 
transmitted signal. The distortion can be compensated by employing frequency doamin 
equalization methods (W. G. Jeon, 1999) before the transmitted date bits can be recovered. 
To compensate for the channel distortion, the frequency domain equalizer is used as shown 
in Figure 7. 

 
Fig. 7. Frequency domain equalizer. 

 
According to the received signal and channel models, we can derive the algorithms for 
computing the estimate {ai } at the output of the frequency domain equalizer. 
We start the derivation process from the output of the demodulator. The demodulator 
output signal in the frequency domain with multipath distortions is given as in Equation 
(12), which is rewritten as follows: 
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From the equation above, it can be seen that R(pN + i) is composed of N groups, each group 
forms one subband which consists of N subcarriers, and each subcarrier consists of the 
corresponding weighted signal and noise. Generally, we assume that the received signal 
contains M subbands, M < N , and use the M subbands to demodulate the transmitted 
signal. The structure of R( pN + i) can be illustrated in Figure 8. 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 8. The structure of R(k) .  
 
The transmitted data symbol ai, i = 0,1, — , N -1, can be recovered from R(pN + i ) ,  p = 0,1, 
... , M -1, which can be expressed in matrix form as follows: 

 

 

 

 
According to the above matrix equation, a minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimate 
of ai can be obtained as follows: 

 
where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio before the MMSE equalization. 
To analyze the system BER performance, the normalized MMSE can be expressed as 
 

 
Therefore, the output signal-to-noise ratio after MMSE equalization is 
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Assuming QPSK modulation for data symbols and making a Gaussian distribution 
approximation for the intersymbol interference after MMSE equalization, we finally obtain 
the expression for the average BER using the Q function 
 

  (17) 
 
where E () denotes ensemble average over channel coefficients.  

 
2.2.6 Maximal Ratio Combining 
From Equation (16) we see that a data symbol ai is transmitted on different subcarriers and 
experiences independent fading. Thus, another effective way to gain frequency diversity is 
to directly use the maximal ration combining (MRC) technique to collect signal energy from 
all information bearing subcariers. In this way the system diversity can be made full use of 
and the best system performance can be achieved. 
Similar to the above MMSE equalization, we assume that only M subbands, M < N , are 
used to recover the transmitted data symbols. The MRC process proceeds as follows. 
First, we multiply the conjugated channel coefficient Ci ^ with the received R(pN + i) to 
compensate the channel phase shift and weight the information bearing subcarrier with a 
gain proportional to the signal strength. Then, all the weighted subcarriers corresponding to 
the same data symbol ai are combined to produce the decision variable Ui   for the 
detection of ai . That is, 

 

 
To analyze the BER performance of the MRC technique, we substitute R(pN+ i) in the 
above equation with Equation (16) and have 
 

 
 
 

The output signal-to-noise ratio after MRC can be obtained as 

 
 

 
where is the signal-to-noise ratio before MRC. 

 
 
For QPSK modulated data symbols, the average error probability can be therefore written 
as: 
 

  (18) 
 
From Equation (18) and Equation (19) we see that the MMSE equation and the MRC have 
the same performance for the serial demodulation. 

 
2.2.7 BER Performance 
For diversity performance comparison, the normalized signal-to-noise ratio E b /No is more 
often used than SNR. In this section, we briefly discuss the normalization method in our 
system. 
E b /No is the ratio of bit energy to noise power spectral density, which is used to evaluate 
the BER performance. Thus, it is desirable to obtain the relation between SNR and Eb/No , so 
that we can obtain the system BER performance as a function of E b /No . 
In Figure 9, let er2. and er2 denote the signal variance, or average signal power, and average 
noise power, respectively. N is the number of subcarriers used to modulate data symbols. Es, 
Eb, No denote QPKS symbol energy, bit energy and noise power spectral density, 
respectively. M ( M < N ) denotes the number of subbands of the received signal after the 
receiver filter. M = N means that all the subbands of the transmitted signal are used to 
recover the transmission information. Thus, the relation between SNR and No can be 
expressed as: 
 

  (19) 
 
According to the above relationship between SNR and Eb/No, the system BER performance 
expression in Equation (19) can be rewritten as:
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According to the above relationship between SNR and Eb/No, the system BER performance 
expression in Equation (19) can be rewritten as:
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Fig. 9. SNR normalization. 

 
3. Adaptive Subband Selection Method 
 

In previous section, the multiple subband ISS-OFDM signal is presented, which consists of N 
subbands, each containing N subcarriers. When the signal passes through a multipath 
fading channel, the received signal experiences fading in different subbands. Meanwhile, 
interference signals will be imposed on the transmitted subands. 

 
3.1 Interference avoidance 
To avoid interference at the receiver so that system performance can be improved, the 
interfered subband(s) should be removed from the received signal if the interference power 
lever is above a predetermined threshold. The mechanism is explained in more detail below. 
Assume that the value of the threshold is Y0 (we will discuss how to derive it in the next 
section). If the interference superimposed on a subband is greater than the threshold value 
Y0 , then this interference will cause severe adverse effects on the desired signal. In order to 
achieve better system BER performance, the interfered subband should be excluded. If the 
interference is lower than the threshold value Y0 , this interference can be tolerated and the 
interfered subbands are kept in the transmission bands. Otherwise, if we remove the 
interfered subbands with interference lower than the threshold, system performance will be 
worse than that of the system with the interfered subbands, since when we remove the 
interfered subbands, the signal energy is removed at the same time. Figure 10 shows the 
fundamental principle of interference avoidance, in which a 4 subband OFDM signal in the 
unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM frequency band is faded and interfered with, but only two of the 
subbands with interference over the threshold are removed. 

 
3.2 Determination of Interference Thresholds 
In the previous subsection, the method of avoiding interference is discussed under the 
assumption of a known threshold of interference. In this subsection the thresholds of 
interference under different channel conditions for systems coexistence are investigated. 

 
 
 

3.2.1 Thresholds in Gaussian Channels 
Assume that M subbands of the N subband signal are transmitted, each having signal power 
PS . If the noise power spectral density is N0, and the total interference signal power is PJ , 
which is distributed in l subbands of the transmitted M subband OFDM signal, then, the 
total signal power of the M subbands is M • PS , and the total signal to interference noise ratio 
(SINR ) can be expressed as: 
 

  (20) 
 

Where , ,  ,
0 0

MP PS JSNR INR B
MN B N MB

   is the bandwidth of each subband. 

Let Gp denote the processing gain for each subband, the total SINR, after considering the 
processing gain, is 

 
 
Similar to SINRM , if the interfered subbands are cut off, the interference energy PJ is 
correspondingly completely removed. Thus, the total SINR, after the interfered subbands are 
cut off, can be expressed as: 
 

  (21) 
 

Similar to SINR(1) , after the l interfered subbands are removed, the total SINR after 
considering the processing gain is 

 

 
 

Since the signal energy is distributed in the whole bands, after the l interfered subbands are 
removed, the signal energy distributed in the l subbands is also removed, and the signal 
energy is correspondingly reduced. In a Gaussian channel, the BER performance is 
determined by the normalized signal-to-noise ratio. In order to have higher 
SNR after the interfered subband removal, SINR(2) should be higher than SINR(1) , and thus we 
have the following expression: 
 

  (22) 
 
It can be seen from Equation (25) that the threshold y0 of the INR is related to the number of 
transmitted subbands M and the number of interfered subbands l over Gaussian channels. 
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It can be seen from Equation (25) that the threshold y0 of the INR is related to the number of 
transmitted subbands M and the number of interfered subbands l over Gaussian channels. 
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Given the interfered subband number l , the INR threshold decreases with the increase of the 
number M of the transmitted subbands. If the number M of the transmitted subbands is 
given, the INR threshold increases with the increase of the interfered subband number l . 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Fig. 10. Subband selection by using adaptive filter. 

 
3.2.2 Thresholds in Multipath Fading Channels 
In a multipath fading channel, since channel fading is random, we can not obtain the same 
thresholds as those in the Gaussian channel. However, it is possible for us to get an 
estimation of the thresholds by statistically analyzing system BER performance in a 
multipath fading channel. 
Recalling Equation (23) and considering the multipath fading effects, system BER 
performance before the interfered subbands are removed can be expressed by using the Q 
function as: 
 

 
 
where E() denotes the statistical expectation of the conditional error probability over 
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coefficients on the M subcarriers. Due to the QPSK modulation, 
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 , which 

is derived in Section 2.2.7, where / 0E Nb  is the signal bit energy to noise spectrum density 

ratio. The equation above can be rewritten as: 
 

  (23) 
 
Similarly, recalling Equation (24), the BER performance of the system after the interfered 
subbands are removed in multipath fading channels can be derived as: 
 

  (24) 
 
where ( ),  ,  / 0E H E Np b have the same meanings as defined in Equation (24). 

According to Equation (24), we simulate system BER performance with the increase of the 
INR when the transmission subband number is 16 and / 100E N dBb  , which is displayed 

in Figure 11. 
According to Equation (25) and with the same / 0E Nb , the BER performance of the 

system after the interfered subbands (its number is l =1, 2, 4, 8 respectively) are removed is 
shown as flat lines in Figure 11. The cross points are the interference thresholds Y0
corresponding to l =1, 2, 4 and l =8. It can be seen from Figur 11 that the interference 
thresholds are -11dB, -7.5dB, -4.0dB and 1dB. The corresponding thresholds at the same 
conditions in a Gaussian channel can be calculated from Equation (25). 
The interference thresholds in a multipath fading channel with transmission subbands M = 
2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 are presented in Table 1. It is observed from Table 1 that the threshold 
discrepancies between multipath fading channel and Gaussian channel decrease with the 
increase of the transmission subband number and the discrepancy is approximately zero 
when the transmission subband number M = 32. That is to say, we can use thresholds in a 
Gaussian channel to replace the thresholds in a multipath fading channel if the number of 
transmitted subbands is more than 32. 

 
3.3 Filtering of Multiple Subband Signal 
When the multiple subband signal passes through the adaptive filter, the filtering of the 
multiple subband signal can be viewed as the convolution between the received multiple 
subband signal and the filter impulse response. 
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3.3 Filtering of Multiple Subband Signal 
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If the bandwidth of the adaptive filter is designed to be equal to the bandwidth of the signal 
frequency band with N subbands, after filtering, the pass-band signal has N subbands, each 
of which has the whole transmitted information. If the bandwidth of the filter is designed to 
be M ( ,M N N  is the number of the subcarriers of the base band signal) sub-bands, only 
M subbands of the signal are passed through the filter, or only M subbands of the signal are 
received. In the case that the filter pass-band is equal to one subband of the multiple 
subband signal, the system model is equivalent to a conventional 
OFDM system. 
Assume the value of the threshold is 0y . If the interference superimposed on a subband is 

greater than the threshold Y0, then this interference would cause severe adverse effects on 
the desired signal. In this case the interfered subband should be excluded. If interference is 
lower than the threshold Y0, the interference can be tolerated by the system and the 
interfered subbands should be kept in the transmission bands. These transmission signals 
with different numbers of subbands are very flexible to match different spectrum holes with 
different bandwidths. 

 
4 System Performance 
 

4.1 PAR Simulation and Analysis 
Assume that the data symbol mapping scheme uses QPSK and the number of subcarriers  
N = 32 . The generated ISS-OFDM signal has N2 samples and contains N subbands, each of 
which contains N subcarriers and carries the same data information. The transmitter is 
designed so that M subbands are selected, M = 1,N, respectively, and thus the transmitted 
signal contains M subbands and the spectrum spreading factor is M . 
We assume that the data symbol has the same energy for different spreading factors. we 
select the signal bandwidth to contain M = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 subbands respectively ( M is 
the spreading factor), and the filtered signal is oversampled by a factor of four, which is 
commonly used to estimate the PAR of an analog signal from its samples. When M = 1 , 
there is only one signal subband to be allowed to pass through the filter, resulting in a 
conventional OFDM signal. When M = 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32, respectively, i.e., the spreading 
factor is 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32, the signal contains 2,4,8,16 and 32 subbands respectively. 
Time domain samples of the transmitted signal y(t) in the equivalent complex valued 
low-pass domain are approximately Gaussian distributed due to the statistical 
independence of carriers. Resulting PAR of y(t) can be written as: 
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where 
2

max ( )y t is the maximum instantaneous power of the ISS-OFDM signal and 
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If the bandwidth of the adaptive filter is designed to be equal to the bandwidth of the signal 
frequency band with N subbands, after filtering, the pass-band signal has N subbands, each 
of which has the whole transmitted information. If the bandwidth of the filter is designed to 
be M ( ,M N N  is the number of the subcarriers of the base band signal) sub-bands, only 
M subbands of the signal are passed through the filter, or only M subbands of the signal are 
received. In the case that the filter pass-band is equal to one subband of the multiple 
subband signal, the system model is equivalent to a conventional 
OFDM system. 
Assume the value of the threshold is 0y . If the interference superimposed on a subband is 

greater than the threshold Y0, then this interference would cause severe adverse effects on 
the desired signal. In this case the interfered subband should be excluded. If interference is 
lower than the threshold Y0, the interference can be tolerated by the system and the 
interfered subbands should be kept in the transmission bands. These transmission signals 
with different numbers of subbands are very flexible to match different spectrum holes with 
different bandwidths. 
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As shown in Figure 15 after the interfered subband is removed when M = 4, 8, 16 and 32, the 
system BER is improved by 0.5~ 5 dB compared with the system performance with 
interference. In this case performance is very close to that without interference. However, 
when M = 2 system performance becomes worse, since the subband with INR lower than the 
threshold ^ = 4.9 dB is removed, which agrees with the previous analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 12. PAR performance for ISS-OFDM signals with different number of subbands. 

 
5. Conclusions and Future Work 
 

In this chapter, we proposed an adaptive subband selection methods based on OFDM and 
cognitive radios. Since the transmission signal spectrum is spread to a wide band consisting 
of many subbands, and each subband contains the whole information needed to be 
transmitted, any one or more subband can be employed as the system transmission 
bandwidth to transmit information, which makes the system transmission bandwidth 
extremely flexible, so that the system bandwidth can be adaptively reconfigured to avoid 
interference and improve system performance according to the radio scene or interference 
conditions. 
Due to the spectrum spreading of the transmitted ISS-OFDM signal, the signal transmission 
power is very low, which well prepares the ISS-OFDM system for use in sensor networks 
and wireless body area networks. It can realize this without interfering with other users. 
The simulation results on system BER performance under this assumption are satisfactory 
and close to the theoretical analysis results. However, to some extent, we idealize the system 
without considering the impacts of frequency offset and synchronizations. If we add the 
impacts from system synchronization, system performance may degrade to some extent. 
Synchronization is a complex question waiting to be solved. Any fault in one of the issues of 
frame synchronization, symbol synchronization and subcarrier synchronization may cause 
the system bit error rate to be come worse. Sometimes it may result in the malfunction of the 
system. Therefore, ignoring system synchronization to simulate the ISS-OFDM system may 
not be perfect. 

 
Fig. 13. BER performance without interferences in fading channel. 
 

 
Fig. 14. BER performance with interferences in fading channel. 
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Fig. 15. BER performance after interfered subbands removed adaptively in the fading 
channels. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Spectrum scarcity is becoming a serious problem as the rapid developments of wireless 
communications. However, recent spectrum measurements show that the licensed spectrum 
is severely underutilized by the primary users (PUs) in both the time domain and the spatial 
domain (FCC, 2002; Mchenry, 2005). The secondary users (SUs) are introduced to exploit the 
spectrum opportunities left by the PUs in order to improve the spectrum utilization. The 
transmission of SU is required to satisfy the PU's interference limits to protect the PU's 
performance. Cognitive radio (Mitola, 1999; Haykin, 2005; Zhao & Sadler, 2007) is the key 
technology enabling flexible, efficient and reliable spectrum utilization by adapting the ra-
dio's operating characteristics to the real-time conditions of the environment. The SUs with 
cognitive radio technology are able to cleverly detect and utilize the spectrum opportunities 
and thus realize efficient reuse of the licensed spectrum. 
It is extremely important to guarantee the transmission of the SU satisfy the interference 
limits of the PUs for the cognitive radios to be acceptable. Generally, the interference limits 
can be described by two metrics: the maximum allowable collision probability and the 
interference power limit (Zhao & Sadler, 2007). The former one is related to the spectrum 
sensing mechanism of the cognitive radios, which has been widely studied in both the 
physical (PHY) layer (Sahai et al., 2004; Oner & Jondral, 2007; Cabric et al., 2004) and the 
medium access control (MAC) layer (Zhao et al., 2007; Kim & Shin, 2007; Ghasemi & Sousa, 
2007) in the literature. The latter one introduces power restrictions on the channel output 
signals in cognitive radio systems, which is different from the conventional wireless systems 
where the power constraints are only placed on the channel input signals. This feature 
motivates the studies on how to efficiently utilize the spectrum opportunities under the 
interference power limits of the PUs (Zhang et al., 2008; Shu et al., 2006; Sudhir & Jafar, 2007; 
Le & Hossain, 2007). 
A cognitive radio system needs to be highly flexible in terms of the spectral shape of the 
transmit signal. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation is a 
promising candidate for such a flexible system because of its reconfigurable subcarrier 
structure (Weiss & Jondral, 2004; Berthold & Jondral, 2005). With OFDM, the SU has the 
ability to flexibly fill the spectral gaps left by PUs. Also, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) 

13
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components at the OFDM system's receiver may also be used for the SU to execute the 
channel detection. In 
(Weiss & Jondral, 2004), Weiss and Jondral proposed that the band of the SU covers multiple 
PUs' licensed spectrum, then the SU modulates zero on the subcarriers which belong to the 
detected PUs's licensed spectrum while utilizing other subcarriers for transmission. In 
OFDM-based cognitive radio systems, the adaptive subcarrier configuration should con-
sider not only the channel state information (CSI) as in conventional OFDM systems, but 
also the sensing results of the SU and the interference limits of the PUs. This chapter focuses 
on investigating the research challenges involved in the power allocation for OFDM-based 
cognitive radio systems. 
The optimal power allocation algorithm for conventional OFDM systems that maximizes the 
channel capacity is the wellknown water-filling, which is derived by solving a convex opti-
mization problem subject to the sum transmit power constraint(TSE & Viswanath, 2005). In 
OFDM-based cognitive radio systems, the band of the SU can be divided into several 
subchannels, each of which is corresponding to a licensed band of one PU system. Since the 
interference limit of each PU introduces the subchannel transmit power constraint for the 
SU, the power allocation in OFDM-based cognitive radio systems should not only satisfy the 
sum transmit power constraint but also the subchannel transmit power constraints (Zhao & 
Sadler, 2007). Therefore, the conventional water-filling algorithm is not applicable in such a 
scenario. 
The transmit power in each subchannel is comprised of the power allocated to the 
subcarriers inside the subchannel and the sidelodes power of the subcarriers in other 
subchannels. In this chapter, we first formulate the power allocation problem in the case 
where the effects of subcarrier sidelobes can be ignored, i.e., there is sufficient guard band 
between any two neighboring subchannels. Based on the convex optimization theory, an 
algorithm named iterative partitioned water-filling (IPW) is proposed to obtain the optimal 
power allocation that maximizes the capacity while satisfying both the sum and subchannel 
transmit power constraints. Then, we extend the results and address the power allocation 
problem in general OFDM-based cognitive radio systems, where the effects of subcarrier 
sidelobes are specially considered. In this case, we propose a recursive power allocation (RPA) 
algorithm to obtain the optimal power allocation by decoupling the subchannel power 
constraints phase-by-phase. The organization of the rest of this chapter is as follows: 
Sections 2 presents an overview of the cognitive radio and OFDM-based cognitive radio 
systems. In Section 3, the power allocation problem ignoring the effects of subcarrier 
sidelobes for OFDM-based cognitive radio systems is formulated and analyzed. The IPW 
algorithm is proposed and its optimality is proved. Then Section 4 addresses the general 
OFDM-based cognitive radio systems where the effects of subcarrier sidelobes are 
considered. The RPA algorithm is proposed and its optimality is proved. Simulation results 
are presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the future research directions and concludes 
the chapter. 

 
2. System Model 
 

2.1 Cognitive radio system and interference power limit 
One of the typical cognitive radio systems is shown in Fig. 1. A certain channel is licensed to 
the PU system. Since the PU system does not occupy the channel anywhere at any time, the 
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components at the OFDM system's receiver may also be used for the SU to execute the 
channel detection. In 
(Weiss & Jondral, 2004), Weiss and Jondral proposed that the band of the SU covers multiple 
PUs' licensed spectrum, then the SU modulates zero on the subcarriers which belong to the 
detected PUs's licensed spectrum while utilizing other subcarriers for transmission. In 
OFDM-based cognitive radio systems, the adaptive subcarrier configuration should con-
sider not only the channel state information (CSI) as in conventional OFDM systems, but 
also the sensing results of the SU and the interference limits of the PUs. This chapter focuses 
on investigating the research challenges involved in the power allocation for OFDM-based 
cognitive radio systems. 
The optimal power allocation algorithm for conventional OFDM systems that maximizes the 
channel capacity is the wellknown water-filling, which is derived by solving a convex opti-
mization problem subject to the sum transmit power constraint(TSE & Viswanath, 2005). In 
OFDM-based cognitive radio systems, the band of the SU can be divided into several 
subchannels, each of which is corresponding to a licensed band of one PU system. Since the 
interference limit of each PU introduces the subchannel transmit power constraint for the 
SU, the power allocation in OFDM-based cognitive radio systems should not only satisfy the 
sum transmit power constraint but also the subchannel transmit power constraints (Zhao & 
Sadler, 2007). Therefore, the conventional water-filling algorithm is not applicable in such a 
scenario. 
The transmit power in each subchannel is comprised of the power allocated to the 
subcarriers inside the subchannel and the sidelodes power of the subcarriers in other 
subchannels. In this chapter, we first formulate the power allocation problem in the case 
where the effects of subcarrier sidelobes can be ignored, i.e., there is sufficient guard band 
between any two neighboring subchannels. Based on the convex optimization theory, an 
algorithm named iterative partitioned water-filling (IPW) is proposed to obtain the optimal 
power allocation that maximizes the capacity while satisfying both the sum and subchannel 
transmit power constraints. Then, we extend the results and address the power allocation 
problem in general OFDM-based cognitive radio systems, where the effects of subcarrier 
sidelobes are specially considered. In this case, we propose a recursive power allocation (RPA) 
algorithm to obtain the optimal power allocation by decoupling the subchannel power 
constraints phase-by-phase. The organization of the rest of this chapter is as follows: 
Sections 2 presents an overview of the cognitive radio and OFDM-based cognitive radio 
systems. In Section 3, the power allocation problem ignoring the effects of subcarrier 
sidelobes for OFDM-based cognitive radio systems is formulated and analyzed. The IPW 
algorithm is proposed and its optimality is proved. Then Section 4 addresses the general 
OFDM-based cognitive radio systems where the effects of subcarrier sidelobes are 
considered. The RPA algorithm is proposed and its optimality is proved. Simulation results 
are presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the future research directions and concludes 
the chapter. 

 
2. System Model 
 

2.1 Cognitive radio system and interference power limit 
One of the typical cognitive radio systems is shown in Fig. 1. A certain channel is licensed to 
the PU system. Since the PU system does not occupy the channel anywhere at any time, the 
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3.2 Power allocation in OFDM-based cognitive radio systems 
The power allocation problem in OFDM-based cognitive radio should consider the subchan-
nel transmit power constraints in addition to the sum transmit power constraint or the 

target rate. Assume 1 1j

j

m
j ii m

F P 

  is the power allocated to the jth subchannel1. The 

power allocation problem with the sum transmit power constraint Pt can be formulated as 
the following optimization problem: 
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Similarly, the power allocation problem with the target rate Rt can be formulated as 
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Note that the SU also suffers interference caused by the PU. The interference can be 
regarded as white noise by the SU, which may lead to different noise levels in different 
subchannels. However, although the noise power in each subchannel is set to be equal to 
each other, this fact does not affect our problem formulation since we can rescale the 
channel gain. Obviously, the above two optimization problems are convex optimization 
problems with linear constraints, which can be numerically solved by the standard 
optimization algorithms. However, we intend to develop analytical as well as more efficient 
algorithms rather than numerical methods in the following two subsections. 

 
3.3 Iterative Partitioned Water-filling: Sum Transmit Power Constraint 
We first consider (7), i.e., the power allocation problem with the sum transmit power con-
straint. The algorithm is developed by three steps. The fist step is to analyze the structure of 
the optimal solution of (7) based on the convex optimization theory. Then the algorithm is 
proposed heuristically based on the analysis in the first step. The algorithm is proved to 
converge to the optimal point at last. We begin with the first step in this subsection. 

 
3.3.1 Analysis of the structure of optimal solution 

In (7), if 1 M
t j jP G , the sum transmit power constraint is actually meaningless. (7) is 

degraded to the problem of power allocation with only subchannel transmit power  
                                           
1 Here, without considering subcarrier sidelobes, the allocated power is exactly the transmit power. 
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Note that the SU also suffers interference caused by the PU. The interference can be 
regarded as white noise by the SU, which may lead to different noise levels in different 
subchannels. However, although the noise power in each subchannel is set to be equal to 
each other, this fact does not affect our problem formulation since we can rescale the 
channel gain. Obviously, the above two optimization problems are convex optimization 
problems with linear constraints, which can be numerically solved by the standard 
optimization algorithms. However, we intend to develop analytical as well as more efficient 
algorithms rather than numerical methods in the following two subsections. 

 
3.3 Iterative Partitioned Water-filling: Sum Transmit Power Constraint 
We first consider (7), i.e., the power allocation problem with the sum transmit power con-
straint. The algorithm is developed by three steps. The fist step is to analyze the structure of 
the optimal solution of (7) based on the convex optimization theory. Then the algorithm is 
proposed heuristically based on the analysis in the first step. The algorithm is proved to 
converge to the optimal point at last. We begin with the first step in this subsection. 

 
3.3.1 Analysis of the structure of optimal solution 

In (7), if 1 M
t j jP G , the sum transmit power constraint is actually meaningless. (7) is 

degraded to the problem of power allocation with only subchannel transmit power  
                                           
1 Here, without considering subcarrier sidelobes, the allocated power is exactly the transmit power. 
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constraints and the solution is simply water-filling on the subcarriers in each subchannel 
individually with the corresponding subchannel transmit power constraint. Therefore, we 

only emphasize on the situation that 1 M
t j jP G  . A theorem is first derived to describe the 

structure of the optimal power allocation vector. 
 

Theorem 1 Under the assumption that 1 M
t j jP G , a power allocation vector P is the solution 

for (7) if and only if it satisfies: 
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Proof: The problem (7) can be reformulated into a standard convex optimization form: 
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The constraint conditions obviously satisfy the Slater's conditions, so the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker(KKT) conditions are sufficient and necessary for the optimal vector P (Boyd & 
Vandenberghe, 2004). The first two KKT conditions are the constraint conditions of (12) and 
the others are given by 
 0, i  (13a) 
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where i  =1,2,...,N and j  is the index of the subchannel which the ith subcarrier belongs to.  
I. Proof of only if part 
(15) can be written as 
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where i = 1, 2, … ,N and j is the index of the subchannel which the ith subcarrier belongs to. 

The subchannels are divided into two sets A and B. Since we assume 1
M
j jt

P G  , there 

must exists at least such one subchannel that Fj < G j , i.e., A  ≠ �. 
1) For all j � A, since Fj < G j , we have αj  = 0 based on (14b). Let  1 /w v , then W j  satisfies 

the condition (10a) 
jw w . From (20), we have v  >  0. Consequently, (14c) leads to 1

N
i i tP P  .  

Therefore, we come to the equation (10b) 
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2) For all j  � B ,  the condition (11a) is obviously satisfied. Since αj�0, we have 
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Therefore, the inequality (11b) also holds. 
So far, we have proved the only if part in Theorem 1. 
II. Proof of if part 
We need to prove that all the KKT conditions can be derived by the power allocation vector 
defined in Theorem 1. It is easy to see that the first two KKT conditions, i.e., the constraint 
conditions in (12), hold inherently. 
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Therefore, (13c) and (14c) both hold. 
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Therefore, (13b) holds. Since for j � B, we have Fj = Gj, (14b) also holds. 
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Then, λ=0. Therefore, given 21/j ihw , (13a) and (14a) hold. On the other hand, if
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In conclusion, we have derived all of the KKT conditions and thus the if parts also holds. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. □ 
Comparing (9) with (4), we can find that the power allocation within each subchannel is the 
same to the conventional water-filling result. However, the water-levels of different sub-
channels may be different in (9). From Theorem 1, we know that the subchannels with the 
optimal power allocation can be divided into two sets: the set A, i.e., the subchannels whose 
allocated power is strictly smaller than the corresponding subchannel transmit power 
constraint and the set B, i.e., the subchannels whose allocated power is equal to the cor-
responding subchannel transmit power constraint. For the subchannels in A, the allocated 
power is the result of water-filling on all the subcarriers that belong to these subchannels 
with the power t j B jP G  . Therefore, all the subchannels in A have a common water-level 

W. For each subchannel in B, e.g., subchannel j that j � B, the allocated power is the result of 
water-filling on the subcarriers that belong to subchannel j with the power Gj. Therefore, 
each subchannel in B has a unique water-level jw  and satisfies 

j w w , i.e., the water-level of 

the subchannel which has a unique water-level is less or equal to the common water-level. 
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In conclusion, we have derived all of the KKT conditions and thus the if parts also holds. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. □ 
Comparing (9) with (4), we can find that the power allocation within each subchannel is the 
same to the conventional water-filling result. However, the water-levels of different sub-
channels may be different in (9). From Theorem 1, we know that the subchannels with the 
optimal power allocation can be divided into two sets: the set A, i.e., the subchannels whose 
allocated power is strictly smaller than the corresponding subchannel transmit power 
constraint and the set B, i.e., the subchannels whose allocated power is equal to the cor-
responding subchannel transmit power constraint. For the subchannels in A, the allocated 
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with the power t j B jP G  . Therefore, all the subchannels in A have a common water-level 

W. For each subchannel in B, e.g., subchannel j that j � B, the allocated power is the result of 
water-filling on the subcarriers that belong to subchannel j with the power Gj. Therefore, 
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4. Verify each partition whether Fj < Gj where j � A and 
j w w  where j �  B are 

satisfied. According to Theorem 1, there is only one available partition and the 
corresponding power allocation vector is the solution. 

I. Initialization: 
   | 1,2,..., , , , .tA j j M B C A R R       
II. Iterations: 
 1. Perform the conventional water-filling on the subcarriers in all the  
     subchannels that belong to the set A with the target rate R . 

 2. 1 1
 j

j

m
j ii m

F P 


 where   , | ,j jj A C j F G j A    ; 

 3. \ ,A A C B B C   ; 
 4. Perform the traditional water-filling on the subcarriers in each subchannel j that 
     j � C individually with the corresponding subchannel transmit power constraint 
    Gj; 

 5.  1 1 2log 1j

j

m
j i ii m

R h P 


   where j � C,  

jj C
R R R


  . 

III. End. 
Table 1. The IPW algorithm under Sum Transmit Power Constraint. 

However, the complexity of the exhaustive search algorithm is far too high. In the extreme 
situation, we need to consider 2M kinds of partitions throughout the algorithm. Therefore, 
we develop a more efficient algorithm named as iterative partitioned water-filling (IPW). The 
basic idea is to determine the elements of A and B iteratively rather than by exhaustive 
search. The IPW algorithm is described in Table 1. 
In the beginning of each iteration, the conventional water-filling with only sum transmit 
power constraint P is done on the subcarriers in all the subchannels that belong to the set A. 
Then those subchannels whose power exceeds its subchannel transmit power constraint are 
taken out from the set A and then be performed by water-filling with the corresponding 
subchannel transmit power constraints individually. The iteration stops when each subchan-
nel satisfies its subchannel transmit power constraint. The IPW algorithm is more efficient 
than the exhaustive search algorithm. In the worst case, the algorithm converges after M 
iterations. 

 
3.3.3 Proof of optimality 
In order to prove the optimality of the IPW, we need to explain that the IPW algorithm 
converges to the point that satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1. Actually, we only need to 
prove the inequality (11b) as other conditions are inherently satisfied. 
We outline two simple lemmas about the conventional water-filling before the proof. 
Assume P is the power allocation vector of water-filling on N subcarriers with power 1TP 
and the water-level is w, where 1 is the column vector of all ones. 

Lemma 1 If we take out n subcarriers from these N subcarriers and the corresponding power 
allocation vector of these n subcarriers is Pn, Pn is also the power allocation vector of water-filling on 
the n subcarriers with the power 1T Pn. 
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satisfied. According to Theorem 1, there is only one available partition and the 
corresponding power allocation vector is the solution. 

I. Initialization: 
   | 1,2,..., , , , .tA j j M B C A R R       
II. Iterations: 
 1. Perform the conventional water-filling on the subcarriers in all the  
     subchannels that belong to the set A with the target rate R . 
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     j � C individually with the corresponding subchannel transmit power constraint 
    Gj; 
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III. End. 
Table 1. The IPW algorithm under Sum Transmit Power Constraint. 

However, the complexity of the exhaustive search algorithm is far too high. In the extreme 
situation, we need to consider 2M kinds of partitions throughout the algorithm. Therefore, 
we develop a more efficient algorithm named as iterative partitioned water-filling (IPW). The 
basic idea is to determine the elements of A and B iteratively rather than by exhaustive 
search. The IPW algorithm is described in Table 1. 
In the beginning of each iteration, the conventional water-filling with only sum transmit 
power constraint P is done on the subcarriers in all the subchannels that belong to the set A. 
Then those subchannels whose power exceeds its subchannel transmit power constraint are 
taken out from the set A and then be performed by water-filling with the corresponding 
subchannel transmit power constraints individually. The iteration stops when each subchan-
nel satisfies its subchannel transmit power constraint. The IPW algorithm is more efficient 
than the exhaustive search algorithm. In the worst case, the algorithm converges after M 
iterations. 

 
3.3.3 Proof of optimality 
In order to prove the optimality of the IPW, we need to explain that the IPW algorithm 
converges to the point that satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1. Actually, we only need to 
prove the inequality (11b) as other conditions are inherently satisfied. 
We outline two simple lemmas about the conventional water-filling before the proof. 
Assume P is the power allocation vector of water-filling on N subcarriers with power 1TP 
and the water-level is w, where 1 is the column vector of all ones. 

Lemma 1 If we take out n subcarriers from these N subcarriers and the corresponding power 
allocation vector of these n subcarriers is Pn, Pn is also the power allocation vector of water-filling on 
the n subcarriers with the power 1T Pn. 
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Lemma 2 If the water-filling is done on these N subcarriers with power P’ and the corresponding 
water-level is w’ . We have '   ' 1Tw w if P P  and vice versa. The two lemmas can be easily obtained 
from (4) and (5). Based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, the following theorem can be proved. 
 
Theorem 2 The IPW algorithm converges to the point satisfying wj < w, where j e B, i.e., each 
unique water level is less or equal to the common water-level. 
 
Proof: Assume in the fcth iteration, the power P used in Step II-1 , the water-level of the 
subcarriers that belong to the subchannels in the set A after Step II-1 and the temporary set 
C are denoted as  kP , kw  and Ck respectively. If we find such j that Fj  G j , then the 
subchannel j needs to be taken out from the set A and put into the set Ck. At Step II-4, the 
conventional water-filling is done on the subcarriers in each subchannel j that j  Ck with the 
corresponding subchannel transmit power constraint G j  individually. The resulting water-
levels are just the unique water-level jw when the algorithm converges. From Lemma 1, if the 

conventional water-filling is done on the subcarriers in each subchannel j that j  Ck with the 
power Fj individually, we also get the water-level kw .  From Lemma 2, since Fj  G j ,  we 
have 

 ,kj kw w j C   (29)

after the kth iteration. 
Based on Lemma 1, for the rest of the subchannels in the set A satisfying Fj < G j , if the 
conventional water-filling is done on the corresponding subcarriers with the power 

k
k j C j

P F


  , we also get the water-level wh. In the next iteration, we need to perform the 

conventional water-filling on these subcarriers with the power  1
k

k k jj C
P P G 

   and 

the resulting water-level is assumed to be wh+1. Based on Lemma 2, since 
  1k kj D j
P F P 

   we have 

   1.k kw w   (30) 

When the algorithm converges after k  iterations, we have   kw w . From (30), it follows that 
  k w w where k  = 1, 2,. . . ,  k .  Also, based on (29), since

1,2,...,
k

k k
B C


  ,  we have 

,j B k   ,  so that  kj w w . Therefore, we come to the conclusion that , jj B  w w ,  i.e., 

each unique water-level is less or equal to the common water-level. □  
So far, we have proved that the IPW algorithm converges to the point satisfying the con-
ditions in Theorem 1 and thus the optimal power allocation can be obtained by the IPW 
algorithm. 

 
3.4 Iterative Partitioned Water-filling: Target Rate Constraint 
In this subsection, we consider (8), i.e., the power allocation problem with the target rate 
constraint. If the target rate is given, we should first verify if the target rate can be achieved 

under the subchannel transmit power constraints. It is easy to see that the maximum rate 
that can be achieved under the subchannel transmit power constraints is the result of water-
filling on the subcarriers in each subchannel with the corresponding subchannel transmit 
power constraint individually. Therefore, the maximum achievable rate can be expressed as 

 2
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where i = 1 , 2,… , N and j is the index of the subchannel which the ith subcarrier belongs to. 
wj can be determined by 
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Then, if Rt > Rmax, Rt can not be achieved by any power allocation vector under the 
subchannel transmit power constraints. Also, the optimal power allocation can be 
determined by (32) and (33) when Rt = Rmax. In the case Rt < Rmax, the algorithm for solving 
(8) can be developed following the similar derivation as that in Section 3.3. A similar 
theorem as Theorem 1 can be described as follows. 
 
Theorem 3 Under the assumption that Rt < Rmax, a power allocation vector P is the solution for (8) 
if and only if it satisfies: 
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where i = 1, 2, … ,N and j is the index of the subchannel which the ith subcarrier belongs to. Assume
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where Rj is determined by 
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Lemma 2 If the water-filling is done on these N subcarriers with power P’ and the corresponding 
water-level is w’ . We have '   ' 1Tw w if P P  and vice versa. The two lemmas can be easily obtained 
from (4) and (5). Based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, the following theorem can be proved. 
 
Theorem 2 The IPW algorithm converges to the point satisfying wj < w, where j e B, i.e., each 
unique water level is less or equal to the common water-level. 
 
Proof: Assume in the fcth iteration, the power P used in Step II-1 , the water-level of the 
subcarriers that belong to the subchannels in the set A after Step II-1 and the temporary set 
C are denoted as  kP , kw  and Ck respectively. If we find such j that Fj  G j , then the 
subchannel j needs to be taken out from the set A and put into the set Ck. At Step II-4, the 
conventional water-filling is done on the subcarriers in each subchannel j that j  Ck with the 
corresponding subchannel transmit power constraint G j  individually. The resulting water-
levels are just the unique water-level jw when the algorithm converges. From Lemma 1, if the 

conventional water-filling is done on the subcarriers in each subchannel j that j  Ck with the 
power Fj individually, we also get the water-level kw .  From Lemma 2, since Fj  G j ,  we 
have 
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each unique water-level is less or equal to the common water-level. □  
So far, we have proved that the IPW algorithm converges to the point satisfying the con-
ditions in Theorem 1 and thus the optimal power allocation can be obtained by the IPW 
algorithm. 

 
3.4 Iterative Partitioned Water-filling: Target Rate Constraint 
In this subsection, we consider (8), i.e., the power allocation problem with the target rate 
constraint. If the target rate is given, we should first verify if the target rate can be achieved 

under the subchannel transmit power constraints. It is easy to see that the maximum rate 
that can be achieved under the subchannel transmit power constraints is the result of water-
filling on the subcarriers in each subchannel with the corresponding subchannel transmit 
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Then, if Rt > Rmax, Rt can not be achieved by any power allocation vector under the 
subchannel transmit power constraints. Also, the optimal power allocation can be 
determined by (32) and (33) when Rt = Rmax. In the case Rt < Rmax, the algorithm for solving 
(8) can be developed following the similar derivation as that in Section 3.3. A similar 
theorem as Theorem 1 can be described as follows. 
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The proof of Theorem 3 is also similar to that of Theorem 1 and thus is omitted in this paper. 
Based on Theorem 3, the IPW algorithm for solving (8), which can be developed in a similar 
way as that in Section 3.3, is described in Table 2. 
In each iteration, the conventional water-filling with only target rate constraint R is first 
done on the subcarriers in all the subchannels that belong to the set A. Then those sub-
channels whose power exceeds its subchannel transmit power constraint are taken out from 
the set A and put into the set C. The conventional water-filling with the corresponding sub-
channel transmit power constraints is performed on the subcarriers in each subchannel that 
belongs to C individually. Then the target rate R is updated by subtracting the rates already 
achieved by the subchannels in the set C. The iteration stops when each subchannel satisfies 
its subchannel power constraint. In the worst case, the algorithm converges after M itera-
tions. The proof of the optimality is omitted here as it is also similar to that in Section 3.3.3. 
I. Initialization: 
   | 1,2,..., , , , .tA j j M B C A R R       
II. Iterations: 
 1. Perform the conventional water-filling on the subcarriers in all the  
     subchannels that belong to the set A with the target rate R . 
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III. End. 
Table 2. The IPW algorithm under Target Rate Constraint. 

 
4. Power Allocation for OFDM-based Cognitive Radio Systems Considering 
Subcarrier Sidelobes 
 

The iterative partitioned water-filling (IPW) algorithm proposed in the above section can 
obtain the optimal power allocation for OFDM-based cognitive radio systems in the case 

where only the interference to the PU caused by the subcarriers inside the corresponding 
subchannel was considered. However, it is clear that the PU also suffers interference intro-
duced by the subcarrier sidelobes of the neighboring subchannels. Therefore, the 
assumption in the above section actually implied that there is sufficient guard band between 
any two subchannels so that the effects of subcarrier sidelobes could be ignored. In this 
section, we extend the results in the above section and address the power allocation problem 
in general OFDM-based cognitive radio systems. The effects of subcarrier sidelobes are 
specially considered in the optimization problem. We propose the power allocation algo-
rithm that maximizes the capacity while satisfying both the sum and subchannel transmit 
power constraints. 
The effects of subcarrier sidelobes in OFDM-based cognitive radio systems were first ad-
dressed in (Weiss et al., 2004). The subcarrier sidelobes suppression techniques were further 
studied in (Cosovic et al., 2005; Pagadarai et al., 2008; Mahmoud & Arslan, 2008). In (Bansal 
et al., 2007), the authors proposed a power loading algorithm for OFDM-based SU systems 
whose bands are not overlapped with any PU's. The aim was to maximize the capacity 
while keeping the interference to the PUs whose licensed bands are in the proximity of the 
band of SU below a certain threshold. 
In the following, we will firstly reformulate the system model and the optimization problem 
with subcarrier sidelobes in consideration. Then an algorithm will be proposed for a special 
case with only two non-zero weighted linear inequality constraints. Finally, this algorithm 
mentioned above will be extended to general cases with multiple non-zero weighted linear 
inequality constraints, where the extended algorithm is called recursive power allocation 
(RPA) algorithm. 

 
4.1 Power allocation problem reformulation 
The basic system model used in this section is the same as that in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The SU's  
transmit power on the PU's licensed channel Ptx should still be subject to the power 
constraint as (1). However, considering the effects of subcarrier sidelobes, it is not proper to 
require the transmit power in the unavailable subchannel to be zero as (3), since the 
sidelobes of the subcarriers in other subchannels certainly lead to non-zero transmit power 
in the unavailable subchannel. So we set a transmit power threshold for the jth subchannel 
when PUj is detected, say j . The transmit power constraint on the jth subchannel after the 

sensing G j  is modified from (3) to 
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As mentioned in Section 3, in OFDM-based cognitive radio systems, the subchannel 
transmit power constraints impose further restrictions on the power allocation in addition to 
the sum transmit power constraint. In fact, the transmit power in one subchannel is 
comprised of not only the power allocated to the subcarriers inside the subchannel but also 
the sidelobes power of the subcarriers in other subchannels. We define J i j  as the transmit 
power in the jth subchannel caused by the ith subcarrier with unit power. According to 
(Weiss et al., 2004), we have 
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Assume Pi be the power allocated to the ith subcarrier. Then the transmit power on the jth 
subchannel can be expressed as 1 ,

N
i i j iJ P . Therefore, the subchannel transmit power 

constraints in (37) introduce M inequality constraints on the power allocation: 
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Then, the original optimization problem as (7) for optimal power allocation in OFDM-based 
cognitive radio systems can be modified as the following one: 
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where P* is the optimal power allocation vector, hi is the ith subcarrier's channel gain, and 
Pt is the maximum transmit power of the SU transmitter. 
Section 3, the subchannel power constraints are approximated by ignoring the subcarrier 
sidelobes, i.e., 
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When (41) is satisfied, it can be seen that the M subchannel power constraints in (40) are 
actually decoupled with each other in terms of the optimization variables. Based on this 
characteristic, we manage to find an efficient algorithm named iterative partitioned water-
filling. In the case where the subcarrier sidelobes are considered, however, the problem 
turns to be more complicated. 
It is clear that (40) is a convex optimization problem with linear inequality constraints. (40) 
can be expressed in a compact form: 
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where Ji,0 = 1 for any i = 1, 2,… , N  and Go = Pt. While the N  positivity constraints are easy to 
handle, the remaining M + 1 constraints, which are named non-zero weighted linear inequality 
constraints for ease of description, introduce the main difficulties for the algorithm 
development. 
In order to find the power allocation algorithm for (42), we start with the problem with only 
two non-zero weighted linear inequality constraints. Then the recursive power allocation (RPA) 
algorithm is proposed for the general cases, which is a recursive extension from the above 
simple problem. 

 
4.2 Power allocation for the case of two non-zero weighted linear inequality 
constraints 
The problem with two non-zero weighted linear inequality constraints can be expressed as 
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The two non-zero weighted linear inequality constraints are numbered with Ck and Cl re-
spectively for ease of derivation. 
 
4.2.1 Degraded cases 
We begin with solving the problem with Ck excluded. Solving this degraded problem is 
similar as the derivation of the conventional water-filling algorithm. The solution, which 
satisfies the constraint Cl with equality, can be expressed as 
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l is determined by 
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Substituting (44) into the excluded constraint Ck, if Ck is also satisfied, i.e., 
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where P* is the optimal power allocation vector, hi is the ith subcarrier's channel gain, and 
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The two non-zero weighted linear inequality constraints are numbered with Ck and Cl re-
spectively for ease of derivation. 
 
4.2.1 Degraded cases 
We begin with solving the problem with Ck excluded. Solving this degraded problem is 
similar as the derivation of the conventional water-filling algorithm. The solution, which 
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then (44) is also the solution of the original problem (43). 
If (45) is not satisfied, we turn to consider the problem with Ci excluded. Similarly, the 
solution for this degraded problem can be expressed as 
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If the constraint Cl is also satisfied with (46), i.e., 
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then (46) is also the solution of the original problem (43). 
Therefore, the optimal power allocation for (43) is easy to find in the above two degraded 
cases, i.e., either (45) or (47) is satisfied. 

 
4.2.2 Algorithm for general cases 
In order to obtain the solution in the case that neither (45) nor (47) is satisfied, we first 
propose the following lemma. 
 
Lemma 3 Define a convex optimization problem (OP0) with differentiate objective function and 
inequality constraints satisfying Slater's conditions: 
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and let x0 be any optimal point of OP0. Assume x k  is any optimal point of a sub-problem (OP-k) of 
OP0 with n — 1 inequality constraints hi(x)  0 , i  = 1,..., k  —  1 , k  + 1,... , n .  Then if h k ( x k )   0, 
we have h k ( x 0 )  = 0 .  
Proof: If hk(x0)  0, then we have h k ( x 0 )  <  0. Since x0 is an optimal point of the convex 
optimization problem OP0, x0 satisfies all the KKT conditions of OP0, which are given by 
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where αi is the Lagrange multiplier. Since hk(x0)<0 according to αk hk( x 0 ) = 0 in (49a), we 
have k = 0. Then (49b) can be expressed as 
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Based on (49a) and (50), it is clear that x0 also satisfies the KKT conditions of OP-k. 
Therefore, x0 is also an optimal point of OP-k. Consequently, we know that there is an 
Step-1. Calculate the optimal power allocation P* with Ck excluded based on (44); 
Step-2. Check if P* also satisfies Ck. If Ck is satisfied, exit; 
Step-3. Calculate the optimal power allocation P* with Cl excluded based on (46); 
Step-4. Check if P* also satisfies Cl. If Cl  is satisfied, exit; 
Step-5. Calculate the optimal power allocation P* based on (53).  

Table 3. Power allocation algorithm for the problem including two non-zero weighted linear 
inequality constraints. 

optimal point of OP-k satisfying h k ( x k )  < 0, which contradicts the premise that hk( x k )  >  0. 
Finally, we come to the conclusion that hk ( x 0 )  = 0.D 
Based on Lemma 3, the optimal solution of (43) must satisfy the two constraints C k  and Ci 
with equalities in the case that neither (45) nor (47) holds. Therefore, solving (43) in this case 
is equivalent to solving the following problem: 
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To find the solution, we form the Lagrangian: 
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The optimal power allocation can be obtained by solving the first order KKT condition 
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with the constraint Pi > 0, which is given by 
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where k  and
l are determined by the following equations: 
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Combining the derivations above, the power allocation algorithm for the problem with two 
non-zero weighted linear inequality constraints is shown in Table 3. 

 
4.3 Recursive power allocation algorithm for general cases 
The above algorithm can be further extended to the problem (42) including M + 1 nonzero 
weighted linear inequality constraints. Similarly, we first consider M + 1 degraded cases each of 
which excludes one non-zero weighted linear inequality constraint. Each of the M + 1 degraded 
optimization problems can be solved by the algorithm for the problem with M nonzero 
weighted linear inequality constraints. If the solution of one of these M + 1 degraded 
Initialization: 
 Number the M+1 non-zero weighted linear inequality constraints as C0,C1,...CM, 
m=M+1,A={ C0,C1,...CM }. 
Begin 
 P*=PAA(m,A). 
end 
function:PAA (m,A) 
begin 
 Case m=1: 
  Return ( )f A  

 Case m > 1: 
  Initialization: 
  Set  n=1. Define set B. 
  Begin: 
  Step-1. B=A/an,P*=PAA(m-1,B); 
  Step-2. if P* also satisfies the constraint an, go to Step-5; 
  Step-3. N=n+1. if n�m,go to Step‐1; 
    Step‐4. P* �  ( )f A ; 
    Step‐5. return P*. 
    end 
end 
Table 4. The RPA algorithm for the problem including M + 1 non-zero weighted linear 
inequality constraints 
 
problems also satisfies the corresponding excluded constraint, the optimal power allocation 
is obtained. Otherwise, the optimal solution of the original problem must satisfy the M + 1 
constraints with equalities based on Lemma 3. Similar as that in Section 4.2.2, we form the 
Lagrangian: 
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Combining the derivations above, the power allocation algorithm for the problem with two 
non-zero weighted linear inequality constraints is shown in Table 3. 

 
4.3 Recursive power allocation algorithm for general cases 
The above algorithm can be further extended to the problem (42) including M + 1 nonzero 
weighted linear inequality constraints. Similarly, we first consider M + 1 degraded cases each of 
which excludes one non-zero weighted linear inequality constraint. Each of the M + 1 degraded 
optimization problems can be solved by the algorithm for the problem with M nonzero 
weighted linear inequality constraints. If the solution of one of these M + 1 degraded 
Initialization: 
 Number the M+1 non-zero weighted linear inequality constraints as C0,C1,...CM, 
m=M+1,A={ C0,C1,...CM }. 
Begin 
 P*=PAA(m,A). 
end 
function:PAA (m,A) 
begin 
 Case m=1: 
  Return ( )f A  

 Case m > 1: 
  Initialization: 
  Set  n=1. Define set B. 
  Begin: 
  Step-1. B=A/an,P*=PAA(m-1,B); 
  Step-2. if P* also satisfies the constraint an, go to Step-5; 
  Step-3. N=n+1. if n�m,go to Step‐1; 
    Step‐4. P* �  ( )f A ; 
    Step‐5. return P*. 
    end 
end 
Table 4. The RPA algorithm for the problem including M + 1 non-zero weighted linear 
inequality constraints 
 
problems also satisfies the corresponding excluded constraint, the optimal power allocation 
is obtained. Otherwise, the optimal solution of the original problem must satisfy the M + 1 
constraints with equalities based on Lemma 3. Similar as that in Section 4.2.2, we form the 
Lagrangian: 
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For ease of derivation, we define the function f (A) where A is a set comprised of all the non-
zero weighted linear inequality constraints of the optimization problem with the form as (42). f 
(A) returns the optimal solution that satisfies all the constraints contained in A with 
equalities. For example, f ( A )  returns the value determined by (44) when A  = { C k }  and the 
value determined by (53) when A  = { C k , C l } .  We further assume that i denotes the ith 
element of A. The power allocation algorithm for general cases is shown in Table 4. 

 
5. Simulation Results 
 

In this section, two parts of simulation results are presented to verify our proposed 
algorithms of power allocation for OFDM-based cognitive radio systems. The first part 
focuses on the 
IPW algorithm (as in Table 1)2 for OFDM-based cognitive radio systems without considering 
subcarrier sidelobes. The second part focuses on the RPA algorithm (as in Table 4) for 
OFDM-based cognitive radio systems considering subcarrier sidelobes. Part A: IPW 
algorithm without considering subcarrier sidelobes In this part, we set N = 16, M = 4, i.e., 
each subchannel has 4 subcarriers. The IPW process is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) illustrates 
the reciprocal of the channel gain given a realization of a frequency selective fading channel, 
i.e., the bottom of the pool for water-filling. The power allocation result after Step in Table 1 
in the first iteration is shown in Fig. 6(b), where the power allocation is just the result of the 
conventional water-filling with only sum transmit power constraint. At Step II-2 in Table 1, 
we find that the power allocated to Subchannel 1 exceeds its subchannel transmit power 
constraint Gj.. Therefore, Subchannel 1 should be taken out from the set A and the 
conventional water-filling is performed on the corresponding subcarriers with the power G1 
at the last step of the first iteration. At Step in Table 1 of the second iteration, the 
conventional water-filling is performed on the subcarriers in the rest of the subchannels in 
the set A with the power Pt — G1 and the resulting power allocation is shown in Fig. 6(c). 
Then the power constraint on Subchannel 3 is found to be destroyed at Step II-2 in Table 1. 
As a result, we execute Step II-3 and Step II-4 in Table 1 again and then enter the third 
iteration. Fig. 6(d) illustrates the power allocation after Step II-1 in Table 1 in the third 
iteration, where only Subchannel 2 and 4 are still remained in the set A. At Step II-2 in Table 
1, each subchannel transmit power constraint is found to be satisfied and thus we may end 
the iterations with C = 0. Finally, the power allocation in Fig. 6(d) is the optimal one that 
maximizing the sum rate while satisfying both the subchannel transmit power constraints 
and the sum transmit power constraint. Part B: RPA algorithm considering subcarrier 
sidelobes 
In this part, the frequency selective fading channel is generated according to the Typical 
Urban (TU) channel model, which is comprised of six paths whose delay parameters are [0.0 
0.2 0.5 1.6 2.3 5 . 0 ] ß s  and power profile is [0.189 0.379 0.239 0.095 0.061 0.037]. The SU's 
bandwidth is 5 MHz, which is equally divided into M = 4 subchannels. The number of the 
subcarriers is supposed to be N = 64 and each subchannel has 16 subcarriers. We use the 
values 640 for Pt, which implies that the signal to noise ratio is about 10 dB as the noise 
power on each subcarrier is set to be 1. The four subchannel power constraints are specified 
as 80, 480, 1.6, 480 respectively. The power constraint on Subchannel 3 is about 25 dB below 
its neighboring subchannels, which implies that the SU may be very close to or even just 

                                           
2Using the IPW algorithm in Table 2 has the similar results as mentioned in Section 3.4. 
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For ease of derivation, we define the function f (A) where A is a set comprised of all the non-
zero weighted linear inequality constraints of the optimization problem with the form as (42). f 
(A) returns the optimal solution that satisfies all the constraints contained in A with 
equalities. For example, f ( A )  returns the value determined by (44) when A  = { C k }  and the 
value determined by (53) when A  = { C k , C l } .  We further assume that i denotes the ith 
element of A. The power allocation algorithm for general cases is shown in Table 4. 

 
5. Simulation Results 
 

In this section, two parts of simulation results are presented to verify our proposed 
algorithms of power allocation for OFDM-based cognitive radio systems. The first part 
focuses on the 
IPW algorithm (as in Table 1)2 for OFDM-based cognitive radio systems without considering 
subcarrier sidelobes. The second part focuses on the RPA algorithm (as in Table 4) for 
OFDM-based cognitive radio systems considering subcarrier sidelobes. Part A: IPW 
algorithm without considering subcarrier sidelobes In this part, we set N = 16, M = 4, i.e., 
each subchannel has 4 subcarriers. The IPW process is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) illustrates 
the reciprocal of the channel gain given a realization of a frequency selective fading channel, 
i.e., the bottom of the pool for water-filling. The power allocation result after Step in Table 1 
in the first iteration is shown in Fig. 6(b), where the power allocation is just the result of the 
conventional water-filling with only sum transmit power constraint. At Step II-2 in Table 1, 
we find that the power allocated to Subchannel 1 exceeds its subchannel transmit power 
constraint Gj.. Therefore, Subchannel 1 should be taken out from the set A and the 
conventional water-filling is performed on the corresponding subcarriers with the power G1 
at the last step of the first iteration. At Step in Table 1 of the second iteration, the 
conventional water-filling is performed on the subcarriers in the rest of the subchannels in 
the set A with the power Pt — G1 and the resulting power allocation is shown in Fig. 6(c). 
Then the power constraint on Subchannel 3 is found to be destroyed at Step II-2 in Table 1. 
As a result, we execute Step II-3 and Step II-4 in Table 1 again and then enter the third 
iteration. Fig. 6(d) illustrates the power allocation after Step II-1 in Table 1 in the third 
iteration, where only Subchannel 2 and 4 are still remained in the set A. At Step II-2 in Table 
1, each subchannel transmit power constraint is found to be satisfied and thus we may end 
the iterations with C = 0. Finally, the power allocation in Fig. 6(d) is the optimal one that 
maximizing the sum rate while satisfying both the subchannel transmit power constraints 
and the sum transmit power constraint. Part B: RPA algorithm considering subcarrier 
sidelobes 
In this part, the frequency selective fading channel is generated according to the Typical 
Urban (TU) channel model, which is comprised of six paths whose delay parameters are [0.0 
0.2 0.5 1.6 2.3 5 . 0 ] ß s  and power profile is [0.189 0.379 0.239 0.095 0.061 0.037]. The SU's 
bandwidth is 5 MHz, which is equally divided into M = 4 subchannels. The number of the 
subcarriers is supposed to be N = 64 and each subchannel has 16 subcarriers. We use the 
values 640 for Pt, which implies that the signal to noise ratio is about 10 dB as the noise 
power on each subcarrier is set to be 1. The four subchannel power constraints are specified 
as 80, 480, 1.6, 480 respectively. The power constraint on Subchannel 3 is about 25 dB below 
its neighboring subchannels, which implies that the SU may be very close to or even just 

                                           
2Using the IPW algorithm in Table 2 has the similar results as mentioned in Section 3.4. 
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applied in such scenario. In conventional OFDM systems, bit loading is a more practical 
technique for the system design. Therefore, it is interesting to study bit loading algorithms 
in OFDM-based cognitive radio systems, where the subchannel transmit power constraints 
should be considered.3 
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1. Introduction     
 

Network resource management is a vastly wide subject that has been studied extensively in 
many different networks. This chapter studies resource management with respect to 
cognitive radio networks.  
More specifically, this chapter discusses resource management in cognitive radio networks 
in multimedia enabled Next Generation Networks. At the time of this writing, an emerging 
multimedia platform being developed is the IP Multimedia Sub-System (IMS). We use the 
IMS architecture to show how cognitive radio technologies may be incorporated in Next 
Generation Networks to support multimedia platforms. This is a new area of focus, and we 
anticipate increase in interest in this area as cognitive radio technologies become a reality. 
This chapter proposes several resource management scenarios, and highlights open research 
areas in regards to resource management in cognitive enabled Next Generation Networks.  
Delivery of content by cognitive radio technologies will be critical to the successful 
implementation of cognitive radios in next generation networks. Current trends show that 
Next Generation Networks will be dominated by multimedia traffic. It is therefore of 
importance to determine how and where in the architecture of Next Generation Networks 
cognitive radio technologies will be most effective. Since cognitive radio technologies use 
white spaces that appear randomly in already assigned spectrum, the manner in which the 
white space is used is critical to Quality of Service, QoS of the traffic being transported. 
The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is seen as the answer to the much talked-about 
convergence of data and telecommunication services. The original IMS design was by the 
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) (3GPP TS 23.221, 2007) for delivering IP 
Multimedia services to end users, using telecommunication infrastructure. 3GPP is a 
collection of Telecommunication companies. The group’s development of the IMS is seen as 
a way for core network carriers not losing their customers to the fast developing Internet 
technology. 
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Cognitive radio technology hopes to make use of unused licensed spectrum, as the 
secondary user, without interfering with the primary user. While most work has 
concentrated on predicting of white space in spectrum by a cognitive radio, the concurrent 
access of multiple cognitive radios still needs more work. Some proposals have proposed 
cooperation amongst cognitive radios. Should there be hundreds of even thousands of 
cognitive radios seeking white space conflict resolution should not be a time consuming 
endeavour. While a solution can be reached in conflict resolution, the appearance of the 
white space is random, and accessing it should be as soon as it appears. 
It should also be expected that primary spectrum users will prefer to have control as to how, 
when and which cognitive radios access white space in their spectrum. The how: Primary 
users should be able to determine the rate of transmission in the accessed white space. 
When: Should the cognitive radio find the white space, how long should it wait before 
accessing it, and when to exit the white space. Which: Depending on individual behaviours 
of cognitive radios, primary users should be able to accept or reject a request for access to 
white space on its spectrum. By addressing the how, when and which concerns of the 
primary users, management of several cognitive radios in different networks should be 
more feasible. 
The use of cognitive radios in IMS NGN architectures can then be classified as an 
optimization problem. For optimization, the question would be: At what transmission rate, 
for how long and which channel/s should a cognitive radio use without interfering with 
primary bandwidth user/s for best QoS? 
The Resource Admission and Control Sub-System, RACS, module in the TISPAN 
architecture may offer a solution for both fast access of the white space, and managing it as a 
resource amongst several cognitive radios. We develop our proposal from the TISPAN IMS 
architecture. 
We propose a framework for cognitive radio based resource admission and control based on 
the RACS architecture that allows for end users to use cognitive radios to search for 
temporarily unused licensed spectrum. The proposed framework allows for resource 
admission schemes to operate without need for the primary users to adapt their network 
usage as a result of spectrum access by secondary users. The framework reduces the need 
for sensing spectrum usage by primary users, by using capabilities of the RACS to specify a 
preferable period in which to search for spectrum and on which channels, thereby reducing 
spectrum sensing time. The major cognitive requirement of the radio will be in predicting 
when and where the white spectrum will appear within the allotted time period of sensing, 
and how long it will last. 
We consider a scenario in an access network with several wireless communication networks, 
e.g WLAN, UMTS, GPRS CDMA etc. We assume that each of these technologies has an end-
to-end coverage of the communicating users/servers, or connects to an core network 
technology that can communicate with one of the end users/servers.  
The next section reviews some recent work in Next Generation Networks, we then discuss 
resource management in IMS (Section 3). In Section 4 we discuss traffic engineering issues in 
IMS enabled networks. In Section 5 we highlight some open research questions in cognitive 
radio networking in Next Generation Networks with respect to IMS, and propose a 
framework of resource management in Section 6. Future work on this research and 
conclusion to this chapter follow in Sections 7 and 8.    

 

2. Recent Developments in Resource Management  
 

This section highlights developments in resource management in cognitive radio networks 
and next generation wireless networks. Since the area of resource allocation in terms of 
white space, in cognitive radio networks has not yet been explored by the research 
community, this section serves as a back ground for resource management in cognitive 
radio networks. Books on giving comprehensive treatment of resource management in 
wireless networks can be found in (Cardei et al.,2005) and (Li &  Pan, 2006) and citations in 
this section.  

 
2.1 Resource Management Next Generation Wireless Networks  
Resource management is concerned with maintaining a specified QoS in a network, and 
therefore also concerned with the admission control of new users into a network. The aim of 
resource management in next generation wireless networks is to allow for the most users 
into the network without compromising QoS of existing, or already committed resources 
and predicting future use.  
Most work in NGN resource management in wireless networks has been concerned with 
mobility, and how to maintain connectivity and QoS across networks seamlessly. Over 
provisioning in wireless networks amounts to wasting of bandwidth. Studies on optimal 
provisioning of bandwidth have used decision theory (Haas et al., 2000), Game theory (Lin, 
2004). Optimal provisioning proposals have had to take into account the rapid change in 
bandwidth usage of multimedia traffic. 
Recent resource provisioning schemes have therefore been adaptive in nature (Nasser & 
Bejaoui, 2006; Chandramathi, 2008; Lu & Bigham, 2007; Sheu &Wu, 2006; Dharmaraja  et 
al.,2003; Hu &Sharma, 2003).  We will not detail the contributions of each of the above 
references on adaptive schemes since they generally attempt to do the same thing in a 
similar manner. It is however important to have an understanding of the schemes since 
resource allocation in cognitive radio networks will need to be as dynamic if not more, to 
accommodate as many users in a randomly short time period of allocated white space.  
In (Haas et al., 2000), a problem formulation of admission control, while maintaining QoS is 
done using a decision theory approach. Assuming that the network providers provide the 
utilities and probabilities needed for the decision theory approach, Markov Decision Process 
is the used to make a decision for admission control. Authors assert that by using the utility 
and probabilities, it is possible to derive locally optimal policies that fall within the 
probability measures and utility functions. This would then allow for a trade-off between 
two contradicting requirements of desired QoS and spectrum utilisation.  
Game theory approaches are either cooperative or non-cooperative schemes. Resource 
management  in wireless networks is however modelled as non-cooperative game between 
the end user and the service provider. This is typically due to their contradicting 
requirements. For instance, end users want fast access to the network, which requires more 
bandwidth, while service providers want as many users as possible to maximise of profit. 
One such proposal is introduced in (Lin, 2004), where a resource  management framework 
that attempts to maximise profits, while taking into account QoS requirements is proposed.  
Decision theory and game theory approaches in current network resource management 
schemes and designs for Next Generation Networks will lay foundation for cognitive 
network based resource management schemes. 
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Cognitive radio technology hopes to make use of unused licensed spectrum, as the 
secondary user, without interfering with the primary user. While most work has 
concentrated on predicting of white space in spectrum by a cognitive radio, the concurrent 
access of multiple cognitive radios still needs more work. Some proposals have proposed 
cooperation amongst cognitive radios. Should there be hundreds of even thousands of 
cognitive radios seeking white space conflict resolution should not be a time consuming 
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for sensing spectrum usage by primary users, by using capabilities of the RACS to specify a 
preferable period in which to search for spectrum and on which channels, thereby reducing 
spectrum sensing time. The major cognitive requirement of the radio will be in predicting 
when and where the white spectrum will appear within the allotted time period of sensing, 
and how long it will last. 
We consider a scenario in an access network with several wireless communication networks, 
e.g WLAN, UMTS, GPRS CDMA etc. We assume that each of these technologies has an end-
to-end coverage of the communicating users/servers, or connects to an core network 
technology that can communicate with one of the end users/servers.  
The next section reviews some recent work in Next Generation Networks, we then discuss 
resource management in IMS (Section 3). In Section 4 we discuss traffic engineering issues in 
IMS enabled networks. In Section 5 we highlight some open research questions in cognitive 
radio networking in Next Generation Networks with respect to IMS, and propose a 
framework of resource management in Section 6. Future work on this research and 
conclusion to this chapter follow in Sections 7 and 8.    
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This section highlights developments in resource management in cognitive radio networks 
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radio networks. Books on giving comprehensive treatment of resource management in 
wireless networks can be found in (Cardei et al.,2005) and (Li &  Pan, 2006) and citations in 
this section.  
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Resource management is concerned with maintaining a specified QoS in a network, and 
therefore also concerned with the admission control of new users into a network. The aim of 
resource management in next generation wireless networks is to allow for the most users 
into the network without compromising QoS of existing, or already committed resources 
and predicting future use.  
Most work in NGN resource management in wireless networks has been concerned with 
mobility, and how to maintain connectivity and QoS across networks seamlessly. Over 
provisioning in wireless networks amounts to wasting of bandwidth. Studies on optimal 
provisioning of bandwidth have used decision theory (Haas et al., 2000), Game theory (Lin, 
2004). Optimal provisioning proposals have had to take into account the rapid change in 
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Recent resource provisioning schemes have therefore been adaptive in nature (Nasser & 
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al.,2003; Hu &Sharma, 2003).  We will not detail the contributions of each of the above 
references on adaptive schemes since they generally attempt to do the same thing in a 
similar manner. It is however important to have an understanding of the schemes since 
resource allocation in cognitive radio networks will need to be as dynamic if not more, to 
accommodate as many users in a randomly short time period of allocated white space.  
In (Haas et al., 2000), a problem formulation of admission control, while maintaining QoS is 
done using a decision theory approach. Assuming that the network providers provide the 
utilities and probabilities needed for the decision theory approach, Markov Decision Process 
is the used to make a decision for admission control. Authors assert that by using the utility 
and probabilities, it is possible to derive locally optimal policies that fall within the 
probability measures and utility functions. This would then allow for a trade-off between 
two contradicting requirements of desired QoS and spectrum utilisation.  
Game theory approaches are either cooperative or non-cooperative schemes. Resource 
management  in wireless networks is however modelled as non-cooperative game between 
the end user and the service provider. This is typically due to their contradicting 
requirements. For instance, end users want fast access to the network, which requires more 
bandwidth, while service providers want as many users as possible to maximise of profit. 
One such proposal is introduced in (Lin, 2004), where a resource  management framework 
that attempts to maximise profits, while taking into account QoS requirements is proposed.  
Decision theory and game theory approaches in current network resource management 
schemes and designs for Next Generation Networks will lay foundation for cognitive 
network based resource management schemes. 
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While QoS is important, there have been several publications that have alluded to the 
importance of the end-user’s experience (Mellouk, 2008), (Markaki  et al. 2007) while using a 
service as opposed to traditional QoS. Sometimes referred to as Quality of Experience, QoE, 
the user’s perception of QoS maybe more important than the actual QoS. For example, a 
user may not mind inter-packet delays while downloading a file, but would rather be 
concerned with the duration of it takes to download the whole file. It will therefore be 
important to model user perceptions. In NGN networks, users will be able to choose from 
several available networks. It will therefore be important to understand user perceptions of 
a network will be important for network operators, as this will determine how they 
provision QoS in their networks so as to satisfy their users. In (Pal et al., 2005) a user 
irritation is modelled using Sigmoid functions. The authors classify users according to how 
much they pay. Although this method of categorizing is being used in current networks, the 
modelling of user irritation will be an important aspect for resource management in NGNs. 

 
2.2 Resource Management for Cognitive Radio Networks 
Resource management has so far been concerned with spectrum sensing at the physical 
layer and MAC layer resource allocation on a particular radio. These works have included 
spectrum sensing, spectrum mobility, spectrum sharing and power control and results from 
these works have brought about understanding of each of the individual problems. While 
most work has been directed to solving either of the challenges in cognitive radios 
separately, it may not be entirely realistic to develop the solutions independent of each other 
because they are interdependent. For example; a scheme for spectrum sharing may allocate 
several secondary users to white space on the same channel. The presence of several 
secondary users will degrade the channel quality, and power control schemes will have to 
optimise power of the radios to achieve the required QoS of their application, else migrate to 
another channel using a spectrum mobility scheme. Developments in resource management 
of white space in cognitive radio networks are now being presented by researchers. 
A multi-user resource allocation scheme for delay sensitive application in  (Shiang & Schaar, 
2009) proposed. The work takes into account time delay restrictions of certain applications, 
note that it would take it would take too long for global information about the whole 
network to be learnt. The work therefore employs a multiagent-learning scheme for optimal 
learning. The approach of designing cognitive radio schemes with applications in mind will 
prevent the problem of over provisioning of resources. 
A distributed scheduling and resource allocation scheme is proposed in (Bazerque , et 
al.,2008) which allocates power to users so as to maximise the weighted average rate of 
individual users. The scheme provides a good starting framework for cognitive radio 
networking. Some of the critical assumptions made in (Bazerque , et al.,2008) such as 
fairness being defined as guaranteeing minimum requirements for primary users and use of 
the OFDMA scheme limit the scheme in being used different networks using different 
modulation schemes as well as asserting limitations to primary users. 

 
3. Resource Management in the IP Multimedia Sub-System 
 

This section details resource management in the RACS. The RACS is responsible for 
allocating resources. The RACS is made up of Access-Resource and Admission Control 
Function, ARACF, and Service-based Policy Decision Function, SPDF, shown in Fig. 1. The 

two are joined by the Rq interface, which is used for QoS resource reservation information 
exchange between the SPDF and A-RACF. 
In the IMS architecture, an Application Function (AF), that contains multimedia applications 
being accessed, requests for resource reservations based on the required QoS of the 
application. The SPDF receives these requests and makes policy decisions, based on the 
specific access network it is located in. The policy decisions made are then transferred to the 
ARACF through the Rq interface. The ARACF then implements the resource reservation and 
admission control. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. The RACS architecture based on the TISPAN specification 
 
The communication between the SPDF and ARACF elements is not limited to elements 
within the same network. One SPDF and ARACF can communicate between several ARACF 
elements in the same or different networks. 
The RACS, a TISPAN NGN specification is meant to provide resource reservation, 
admission, and policy control to access and core networks. The scope of the RACS is within 
a given access network to the ingress node of a core network. The RACS therefore has 
communication interfaces between itself and access nodes, Resource Control and 
Enforcement Functions (RCEF) and Boarder Gateway Functions (BGF) in the transport layer. 
The current RACS specification does not take into account the integration of cognitive radio 
technology at the access nodes and core ingress nodes. The use of cognitive radio technology 
will allow wireless communication devices to access channels assigned to different access 
networks and technologies, making it possible for RACS to have access to resources of more 
than one network. It would also be possible to have several RACS communicate as a result. 
The RACS can therefore have scope of end-to-end resources across several networks. With 
available information of the resources available across several networks, better routing 
strategies would be possible. 
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4. Traffic engineering issues 
 

While IMS seeks to improve user experience and increase services provided, several issues 
are still being addressed to make it compatible with existing technologies.  
 Increase in Core Traffic 
The ease with which services will be deployed in IMS will lead to a tremendous increase in 
traffic, especially in the core networks. While the strain on current networks due to the 
growth of the Internet is already a matter of great concern (Willinger, et. Al. 1995) to carrier 
networks, the implementation of IMS will exacerbate the situation. Increase in core network 
traffic needs much more efficient signalling schemes than those in current core networks, if 
QoS for all IMS traffic is to be satisfied. 
 Increase in rapidly variable traffic 
While to-date, the nature of network traffic has changed significantly from the time voice 
traffic, traffic characteristics (Willinger, et. al.,1995) will further change due to increased 
multimedia traffic. The current change of traffic from Poisson modelled traffic to Self-
Similar traffic (Willinger, et. Al., 1995) has either led to increased over-provisioning of 
resources in the network, or reduced QoS. Multimedia traffic is variable in nature, and will 
thus increase the variance of traffic in the core network. To effectively handle the increased 
variance of traffic in the core network will require more resource efficient transport 
protocols, efficient routing schemes and robust Traffic Engineering (TE) solutions. 
 Communication across different technologies 
For true convergence, where end users can access different services across different 
networks, probably with different technologies, cognitive radio technologies would have to 
be used. Cognitive radio technologies would allow for traffic from different technologies to 
be routed seamlessly. In addition, although different networks with different technologies 
will co-exist, they will be viewed as one network from the end-user’s point view. It our view 
that communication networks will range from sensor networks, personal area networks to 
metropolitan networks, all of which have the ability to have IMS applications running on 
them. Cognitive radio technology will therefore be key to the interoperability of the 
different technologies. 
Specific to the IMS platform, there will be a need for a customised signalling protocol that 
caters for the following scenarios: 
 Several IMS providers 
An IMS provider need not be a Telco. Several IMS providers utilising the same IP core can 
exist on a given network. And an end-user need not be subscribed to a particular network 
hosting a service in order to access services on its network. Rather, a User Equipment (UE) 
should be able to specify to access which application service regardless of which network it 
is on. On a large scale traffic management of the above scenario will pose signalling and 
routing challenges for core networks. Service Level Agreements (SLA) are needed between 
the IMS provider and the associated Telco. Appropriate signalling for resource reservation 
schemes, based on traffic type and length of route to be taken, would have to be used. 
 IMS specific application management 
Seamless mobility has recently been a key area of research, with some successes and yet 
some issues still outstanding. With the advent of IMS, an application will (may) have to be 
accessible in another network should a user move to another network. In addition, should 
the same application be available in the network moved into, it should be possible to 

handover the service from one IMS provider to another. The reason for the application 
handover would be to maintain the required QoS and/or optimise network resource 
utilisation. Delay, Jitter and packet loss would change depending on the movement of the 
end-user. Before the hand-over from one network to another and/or one IMS provider to 
another, packet routing would have to be re-optimised, based on the new network’s status. 
The re-optimisation of routing would require efficient route discovery schemes across 
different networks. A generic signalling scheme across heterogeneous networks would be 
most ideal in such a scenario.  
 Different Grades of Service agreements across networks 
Across different networks and network types, there will be different Grades of Service (GoS) 
imposed. Currently internetwork traffic generally experiences poorer end-to-end QoS. Core 
networks should be able to determine which traffic is more urgent. Traditionally, the 
network with the lowest capacity or lowest Grades of Service (GoS) would limit the end-to-
end QoS, and therefore be a bottleneck the communication. However, NGN IP core 
networks will be packet based. It will therefore be possible to route a stream of traffic 
through different routes and even networks, thereby improving end-to-end QoS. 
Synchronisations of IMS traffic through different routes and networks, and still remain 
within the strict delay, Jitter and packet loss requirements will be a signalling protocol 
challenge. To be able to synchronise packets in different networks will require a common 
signalling protocol between networks, which we propose should be generic in nature. 

 
4. Open Research Areas 
 

The following are open research areas with respect to resource management of cognitive 
radio networks in Next Generation Networks. 
 Signalling protocol: 
Current signalling protocols are not appropriate for cognitive radio enabled networks. A 
signalling protocol in a cognitive radio enabled network should enable the network to: 
1. prevent collisions among radios 
2. enable cooperation amongst cognitive radios 
3. allow for cognitive radios to use available white spaces as efficiently as possible 
Traffic behaviour and how access of white spaces by cognitive radios affect traffic modelling 
Traffic behaviour has changed significantly from the times of voice communication using 
the Poisson model. The Poisson model was true for a long while, until telecommunication 
traffic began including data and multimedia traffic. Recently, traffic has changed from the 
Poisson model, to bursty traffic, exhibiting self-similar characteristics (Willinger, et. Al 
1995). The inclusion of cognitive radios accessing white spectrum will without a doubt have 
a significant effect on the behaviour of traffic. 
While the Poisson model was used for a long while as the traffic model of communication 
networks long after traffic had changed its behaviour to bursty, we propose that modelling 
of wireless traffic taking into account access by cognitive radios should be done 
concurrently with the development of cognitive radio technology. This will go along way in 
developing adequate resource management methodologies for cognitive radio enabled 
networks.  
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 Routing 
Cognitive radio networking will not involve end to end resource reservation, due to the 
dynamic nature of the white spaces. Reservations will most probably only be possible on a 
link per link basis. Resources for secondary traffic will therefore have to be sought and 
reserved at every node. This has to be done while maintaining QoS of traffic being 
transmitted. The choice as to which node traffic should be routed to will depend on how the 
routing algorithm predicts utilization of a given node or network. Intuitively, secondary 
traffic should be transmitted into a network with the least utilisation however, delay 
tolerances of the traffic being transported should not be violated. 
 
 Billing methodology  
NGN networks promise single billing for all network access. A billing methodology is still 
to be developed for cognitive radio enabled networks. Cognitive radio enabled networks 
will have to develop a billing methodology for the end user so that the user gets billed once. 
Billing is made difficult by the fact that traffic maybe routed in multiple networks before 
reaching its destinations. The different SLA in different networks will also complicate 
accurate billing in cognitive radio networks.   
 
 Classification and priotising of media types and users  
Classification of traffic has been done in many traffic engineering solutions. Classification of 
traffic typically considers parameters such as: delay tolerance, media type, destination, and 
loss tolerance. In cognitive radio enabled networks, those parameters will have to be used 
with respect to the characteristics of a particular available white space. 
Work needs to be done as to how to classify white spaces that are available randomly, and 
how to select the most suitable traffic depending on the characteristics of the white space. 

 
5. Proposed Solutions to Some Open Research Areas 
 

In NGNs where end user devices are proposed to have cognitive capabilities, we propose 
that the RACS controls end user device access to transport networks within its scope. This 
will be done by giving end user devices time limits within which to make transmissions. Fig. 
2 illustrates the proposed architecture. We assume that the two communicating devices are 
within scope of each of the networks. The control over the use of spectrum by the cognitive 
radio limits one cognitive radio per time period, thereby reducing conflict in spectrum use 
by other cognitive radios. This method also lets networks know which cognitive radios are 
using its spectrum, as well as their individual behaviours. Knowing behaviour of individual 
radios would allow networks to blacklist any malicious users. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Proposed use of the RACS for resource allocation in a cognitive radio network 
 
We classify requests from cognitive radio to the Web Portal as Cognitive Radio Requests 
(CRR) to differentiate them from other bandwidth requests to the RACS. While in normal 
resource requests, the RACS reserves bandwidth, for CRRs, the RACS instead allocates a 
time period in which the cognitive radio should have finished or stopped its access to the 
licensed spectrum. 
The sequence of events is as follows: 
1. The end user notifies and requests use of licensed spectrum through the web portal. 
2. The RACS gets updates from the Web Portal for all requests submitted. 
3. For CRRs the RACS sends requests to the base stations within its scope and requests for 

spectrum access by a cognitive radio. 
4. For all networks that accept spectrum access by the cognitive radio, they retain 

identification of the cognitive radio, and also specify a time period for access to the 
RACS. 

5. The transmission period from each of the networks that accepted CRRs are sent to the 
Web Portal. 

6. The cognitive radio retrieves the information regarding its request. 
7. After determining the most optimised transmission solution, the EU transmits in the 

specified time period in the unused spectrum.   
The cognitive radio must send as much data as possible without breaching the time period 
allocated to it, and without interfering with existing or future spectrum use by primary 
users. If the time period expires before the cognitive radio finishes transmission, it must 
request for a new transmission period again. 
We deduce two scenarios from the proposed scheme shown in Fig. 3 and 4. 
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Fig. 3. A signalling mechanism that extends the scope of RACS in a cognitive radio network 
 
The scenario in Fig. 3 is suitable for real time application, and would take the least time 
compared to the scenario in Fig. 4. After transmitting, the cognitive radio informs the RACS 
through the Web Portal. 

 

 

Fig. 4. A more dynamic signalling scheme extending the RACS’ scope  
 
The second scenario shown in Fig. 4 requires more signalling and slower than the scenario 
in Fig. 3. Instead of transmitting to as many networks as accepted, the cognitive radio 
transmits in the network with the best of two factors: transmitting time period, i.e largest, 
and least loaded network. However, after each transmission, the cognitive radio must 
request for new transmission periods. As a result the inter-transmission times vary. The 

scheme is therefore not suitable for real time applications. When the cognitive radio finishes 
transmitting, it must inform the RACS through the Web Portal. 
Generally, two main factors to be considered in an NGN cognitive radio based reservation 
scheme are; number/ types of available networks and capacities of available channels in 
networks. Since different networks differ in transmission rates temporarily free spectrum 
gaps in different networks will accommodate different rates of transmission. The greater the 
number of available networks, the greater the probability of accessing free spectrum.  By 
available networks, we refer to networks that accept cognitive radios to transmit on their 
spectrum for a specified period. 
 
 Cases for Multiple Cognitive Radio Requests 
Partitioning the available transmission times across all the networks to all the available 
cognitive radios is critical in avoiding conflict during transmission times, and reducing 
spectrum sensing time. We identify three scenarios in multiple cognitive radio networks:  
1. Scenario 1: For every cognitive radio request from the Web Portal, give all available 

transmission time to the first cognitive radio and queue other requests while the first 
one transmits. 

2. Scenario 2: Allow the first cognitive radio to take all resources, and reduce transmission 
times with increase in other cognitive radio requests. 

3. Scenario 3: For every request, a cognitive radio must identify the RACS through the Web 
Portal, which predefines a transmission time less than maximum to accommodate 
future requests. 

A. Scenario 1 
Scenario 1 would be synonymous with a First in First Out FIFO queuing system for requests. 
Since each request represents a session from a cognitive radio, priority is then given to the 
first session over the. 

B. Scenario 2 
Scenario 2 is a more dynamic type resource reservation scheme. While the first request is 
given all available transmission times, the allocation of transmission times will be reduced 
as more requests are allocated, and increased as more resources become available. 

C. Scenario 3 
In this scenario, the cognitive radio request identifies the type of media and the minimum 
required transmission rates.  
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Fig. 6. Determining the sharing of time slots in a cognitive radio network   

 
Fig. 5 and 6 show the relationships between the time allowed for by each network for CRs to 
use their spectrum Tt, the existence of the white spectrum in a given channel WS and 
transmission times of the CRs. The CRs can only transmit during the allocated transmission 
times, and when the white spectrum is available. Fig. 5 shows a simple case the first request 
being served first. And Fig. 6 shows a case where the all requests share available 
transmission times depending on priority settings in the RACS. 
 Determining the transmission time Tt 
Consider an access network with Nnwk total number of wireless networks, each with ni 
channels. For each network and channels, the primary user specifies the time periods Tc for 
CRs to access the spectrum on given on a channel c. During the Tc the RACS gives 
permission to specified CRs to transmit data. The CRs then use spectrum sensing to identify 
white spectrum WS. The CRs then select appropriate transmission times tTt within both 
network time periods Tc and white space estimated times WS.  
The reservation can be abstracted as an optimisation problem in (1) and (2).The objective 
functions f(t) and f(x) maximise transmission times and data rates of the cognitive radios. 
The distinction between transmission times and data rates is due to the different data rates 
in different network technologies and quality of channels, as such it is taken as a separate 
function. The RACS receives information of the number of networks and channels per 
network, Nc that allows access for CRs. Depending on the reservation queuing scheme at 
the network portal, CRs access the available network channels nc. A CR in network channel 
ni, then determines a transmission time tTt in the white space and transmission period TC. 
Transmission in each white space is restricted to one CR to prevent interference from other 
CRs. Each request is processed according to a priority, p, given to it by the RACS.  
 Maximizing the utility function for transmission time tTt  
The aim is to maximize the transmission periods Tt, in a network of cognitive radios while 
taking into account the QoS requirements of each of the sessions in each channel nic. QoS is 
taken into account by the priority parameter p.  
Priority P depends on the following:  

o Time of request 
o Position in queue 
o Type of session, either beginning or session already in session 
o Delay and jitter tolerance  
o Packet loss tolerance 

The transmission times tTt must be within the transmission periods TC for the given channel 

nic. The start
Ttt

and stop
Ttt

are the starting and end times for Tt.  
The selection of a network channel NNWKi depends the quality of the channel, data rates that 
can be achieved, and network coverage.  
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acceptable data Dmin for the specific session to meet QoS requirements, to the maximum 
amount of data Dmax allowed by the primary user. RCR is the total transmission rate of a 
cognitive radio, with rCRi being the individual transmission rates per channel. 
 Challenges of the Proposed Design  
As with most broad proposals, new design challenges surface. We identify the following 
challenges: Network security, signalling packet overhead and the installation of the 
proposed cross layer modules. 
1. Network security 
The proposed signalling scheme shares network resource and traffic information in all 
connected networks, which maybe a concern to network operators. 
2. Signalling packet overhead 
Because different networks may use different protocols, signalling packets from one 
network may need headers that are installed and/or removed at ingress/egress nodes. 

 
6. Future Research 
 

Future work in this area will involve developing a resource management scheme that will 
take into account QoS requirements of multimedia traffic in the IMS. Due to the location of 
the RACS in IMS networks, the RACS will be well suited to provide the necessary 
information required for optimization of resource use by secondary users without 
interfering with transmission of primary users. 

 
7. Conclusion 
 

Cognitive radio networking should be developed with QoS in mind. By designing schemes 
that take into account traffic characteristics, better and more dynamic schemes will be 
developed. This work has highlighted some of the challenges involved in designing 
cognitive radio enabled networks in Next generation networks. A general framework for 
developing a resource management scheme for IMS based networks has been introduced.  
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1. Introduction     
 

The emergence of cognitive radio networks have spurred both innovative research and 
ongoing standards (Mitola et al., 1999; Haykin, 2005; Cordeiro et al., 2006). Cognitive radio 
networks have the capability of achieving large spectrum efficiencies by enabling interactive 
wireless users to sense and learn the surrounding environment and correspondingly adapt 
their transmission strategies. In this context, there exist three main challenges for 
multimedia users to efficiently transmit their delay-sensitive traffic over the cognitive radio 
networks. The first problem is how these multimedia users should sense the spectrum and 
timely model the behavior of the primary licensees. The second problem is how these users 
should manage the available spectrum resources and share the resource to the license-
exempt users to satisfy their multimedia traffic requirements while not interfering with the 
primary licensees. The third problem is how to maintain seamless communication during 
the transition (hand-off) of selected frequency channels. In this chapter, we focus on the 
second challenge regarding the resource management problem. For the remaining two 
challenges, one can find relevant discussions in other existing literatures as in Akyildiz et al., 
2006 and Brown, 2005, etc. 
Due to the informationally-decentralized nature of cognitive radio networks (Shiang & van 
der Schaar, 2007b), the complexity of the optimal centralized solutions (Zekavat & Li, 2006; 
Fu & van der Schaar, 2007; van der Schaar & Fu, 2009) for spectrum allocation is prohibitive 
for large systems. In addition, the centralized solution might require a large amount of time 
to process and to collect the required information, which induces delay that can be 
unacceptable for the delay-sensitive applications, e.g. multimedia streaming. Hence, it is 
important to implement distributed solutions as in (Shiang & van der Schaar, 2009) for 
dynamic resource management by relying on the wireless users’ capabilities to sense, adapt, 
and coordinate themselves. Importantly, for the distributed solutions, the coordinated 
interactions (information exchanges) across the autonomous wireless users are essential, 
since the decisions of an autonomous wireless user will impact and be impacted by the other 
users. Without explicit coordinated interactions, the heterogeneous users will consume 
additional resources and respond slower to the time-varying environment. Such information 

15
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exchange can rely on a dedicated control channel for all users (Brik et al., 2005), or using a 
group-based coordination scheme without a common control channel (Zhao et al, 2005). 
In recent years, the research focus regarding multimedia transmission in wireless networks 
has been to adapt existing multimedia compression (Stockhammer et al., 2003), error 
protection algorithms (Mohr et al., 2000), and rate-distortion optimized transmission (Chou 
& Miao 2006) to the rapidly varying resources of wireless networks (see van der Schaar & 
Chou, 2007 for more references). Significant contributions have been made to enhance the 
separate performance of the various OSI layers, or jointly for the MAC, PHY, and 
application layers (van der Schaar et al., 2003; Setton et al. 2005). However, these solutions 
cannot provide an integrated and realistic cross-layer optimization framework in the 
cognitive radio networks to support delay-sensitive multimedia streaming applications. 
Importantly, the cross-layer optimization has been performed in an autonomous, selfish and 
isolated manner, at each multimedia source/user, and does not consider its impact on the 
overall wireless infrastructure and the interactions with other information streams. As such, 
existing solutions do not provide adequate support for multi-user multimedia streaming 
over spectrum agile network. 
In this chapter, we introduce an integrated cross-layer optimization framework for multi-
user multimedia transmission over cognitive radio networks. The traffic of the users 
(including the licensed users and the license-exempt users) and the channel conditions (e.g. 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio, Bit-Error-Rate) are modeled using stationary stochastic models 
(Shanker et al., 2005). Based on these models, a novel priority virtual queue analysis (Shiang & 
van der Schaar, 2008) for cognitive radio networks is introduced. This analysis enables a 
coordination interface to the license-exempt wireless users without requiring to change 
existing communication protocols, e.g. IEEE 802.22 (Cordeiro et al., 2006). The virtual 
queues are priority queues for each of the frequency channels. They are emulated in a 
distributed manner by each autonomous wireless user in order to estimate the delay of 
selecting a specific frequency channel for transmission. Unlike the majority of prior works 
assuming the available frequency channels as spectrum holes (Haykin, 2005; Akyildiz et al., 
2006) that can be accessed using a 2-state on-off channel model (Shanker et al., 2005), we 
adopt priority queuing to model the users’ interactions by assigning the highest priority to 
the licensed users and adapt the channel access of the license-exempt users (with lower 
priorities). Importantly, instead of making the primary licensees passively exclude the 
license-exempt users from using the occupied frequency channels, the introduced approach 
allows the primary licensees to share the frequency channels and also endows these primary 
licensees with the preemptive priority to delay the transmissions of the license-exempt users 
in the same frequency channel. Hence, the introduced approach can further improve the 
spectrum utilization and reduce the impact of the license-exempt users. The proposed 
concept can also be applied to the leased network as in Akyildiz et al., 2006 and Stine, 2005. 
Based on the priority queuing analysis, each wireless user builds an abstraction of the 
dynamic wireless environment (e.g. wireless condition) and the competing users’ behaviors 
using the same frequency channel (including the primary licensees, to which the highest 
priority is assigned). Note that the abstraction is important in order to enable intelligent 
wireless users to learn and adapt their cross-layer transmission strategies (Haykin, 2005; 
Mitola et al., 1999). Additionally, the necessary multi-agent interactions (information 
exchanges) are also determined for the priority queuing analysis. This chapter focuses on  
the delay-sensitive applications such as surveillance, multimedia conferencing, and media 

 

streaming etc., since these applications are most impacted by inefficient spectrum usage. 
Moreover, this chapter only focuses on the multimedia transmission over a single-hop 
network infrastructure. Discussion regarding to multimedia transmission over a multi-hop 
cognitive radio network can be found in Shiang & van der Schaar, 2009. 
The organization of the chapter is as follows. In Section 2, we provide the network settings 
of the cognitive radio network. Section 3 presents the cross-layer problem formulation for 
multi-user multimedia streaming over such network through a multi-agent interaction. In 
Section 4, we show that the multi-user multimedia streaming problem over such network 
can be analyzed using priority queue modeling and hence, facilitate the optimal cross-layer 
transmission strategies of the multimedia streaming problem through appropriate 
information exchange. Finally, Section 5 concludes the chapter. 
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priority classes in the network are denoted as 1,..., KC C . For the purpose of analysis, we 
reserve the highest priority class 1C  for the primary users in each frequency channel, i.e. 

1 ,2k k K    . The secondary users can be categorized into the rest of 1K   
priority classes ( 2,..., KC C ) to access the frequency channels1
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classes across all users in the network equals . The users in higher 

priority classes can preempt the transmission of the lower priority classes to ensure an 
interference-free environment for the primary users (Kleinrock, 1975). The priority of a user 
affects its ability of accessing the channel. Each multimedia class kC  is characterized by: 
 k , the expected quality impact of receiving the packets in the class kC . We prioritize 

the multimedia classes based on this parameter. In the subsequent part of the chapter, 
we label the K  classes (across all users) in descending order of their priorities, i.e. 

1 2 ... K      . 
 kL , the average packet lengths of the class kC . The expected quality improvement for 

receiving a multimedia packet in the class kC  is defined as k kL   (see e.g. Wang & 
van der Schaar, 2006 for more details). 

 kN , the number of packets in the class kC  in one GOP duration of the corresponding 

                                                 
1 The prioritization of the secondary users can be determined based on their applications, prices paid for 
spectrum access, or other mechanism design based rules. In this chapter, we will assume that the 
prioritization was already performed. 
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1 The prioritization of the secondary users can be determined based on their applications, prices paid for 
spectrum access, or other mechanism design based rules. In this chapter, we will assume that the 
prioritization was already performed. 
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multimedia sequence. 
 succ

kP , the probabilities of successfully receiving the packets in the class kC  at the 
destination. Thus, the expected number of the successfully received packets of the class 

kC  is succ
k kN P . 

 kd , the delay deadlines of the packets in the class kC . Due to the hierarchical temporal 
structure deployed in 3D wavelet multimedia coders (see Wang & van der Schaar, 2006; 
van der Schaar & Turaga, 2007), for a multimedia sequence, the lower priority packets 
also have a less stringent delay requirement. This is the reason why we prioritize the 
multimedia bitstream in terms of the quality impact. However, if the used multimedia 
coder did not exhibit this property, we need to deploy alternative prioritization 
techniques ( , )video

k k kd   that jointly consider the quality impact and delay constraints 
(see more sophisticated methods in e.g. Jurca & Frossard, 2007; Chou & Miao, 2006). 

At the client side, the expected quality improvement for multimedia iV  in one GOP can be 
expressed as: 

 
k i

succ
i k k k k

C V

u L N P


  .                                                      (1) 

Here, we assume that the client implements a simple error concealment scheme, where the 
lower priority packets are discarded whenever the higher priority packets are lost (van der 
Schaar & Turaga, 2007). This is because the quality improvement (gain) obtained from 
decoding the lower priority packets is very limited (in such embedded scalable multimedia 
coders) whenever the higher priority packets are not received. For example, drift errors can 
be observed when decoding the lower priority packets without the higher priority packets 
(Wang & van der Schaar, 2006). Hence, we can write: 

' '0            , if 1 and 

(1 ) [ ( )],  otherwise,
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where we use the notation in (Chou & Miao, 2006) - 'k kC C  to indicate that the class kC  
depends on 'kC . Specifically, if kC  and 'kC  are classes of the same multimedia stream, 

'k kC C  means 'k k  due to the descending priority ( 'k k  ). kP  represents the 
end-to-end packet loss probability for the packets of class kC . kD  represents the 
experienced end-to-end delay for the packets of class kC . ()I   is an indicator function. Note 
that the end-to-end probability succ

kP  depends on the network resource, competing users’ 
priorities as well as the deployed cross-layer transmission strategies. In addition, for the 
multimedia iV , let us assume that the multimedia packets are scheduled in a specific order 

i  according to the prioritization associated with the multimedia content characteristics. 

 
2.3 Cognitive radio network settings 
Assume that there are a total of M  frequency channels 1{ ,..., }MF FF  in the cognitive 
radio network and there are M  primary users 1{ ,..., }MPU PUPU , each in a separate 
frequency channel. These primary users can only occupy their assigned frequency channels. 
Since the primary users are licensed users, they are provided with an interference-free 

 

environment (Haykin, 2005; Akyildiz et al., 2006). Assume that there are N  secondary users 
1{ ,..., }NSU SUSU  in the system. These secondary users are able to operate their 

applications across various frequency channels for transmission. Hence, they need to time 
share the chosen frequency channel. Moreover, these secondary users are usually the 
license-exempt users, and hence, the resulting impact on the primary users must be 
eliminated. 
Let us further assume that there is a Network Resource Manager (NRM) that coordinates 
multiple access control scheme for sharing the spectrum resource (by assigning transmission 
opportunities), while ensuring that the corresponding interference on the primary users is 
eliminated. The role of the NRM is similar to the coordinator in the current IEEE 802.11e 
Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) solutions for multimedia applications (van der Schaar 
et al., 2006). Note that the NRM will not make decisions for the secondary users, but it will 
only manage the transmission opportunities of the frequency channels based on the priority 
classes to avoid interference. In this chapter, we investigate the dynamic resource 
management problem for the multimedia streaming of the secondary users that are 
associated with this specific NRM. Primary users in the highest priority class 1C  can always 
access their corresponding channels at any time. Secondary users, on the other hand, require 
transmission opportunities from the NRM for transmission based on their priorities. 
Multiple users can time share the same frequency channel. Note that even if the same time 
sharing fractions are assigned to the users choosing the same frequency channel, the 
experienced channel conditions can be different for the users. A wireless user needs to 
stream its multimedia over an appropriate frequency channel to minimize the transmission 
delay kD  and thereby, increase the multimedia quality in equation (1). For a certain 
frequency channel jF , the secondary users can experience various channel conditions for 
the same frequency channel. Besides, the frequency selections of the secondary users also 
mutually affect each other. Let us denote ijT  and ijp  as the resulting physical transmission 
rate and packet error rate for the secondary user iSU  transmitting through a certain 
frequency channel jF . Let [ , ]ij ij ijR T p   be the channel conditions of the channel 

jF  for the secondary user iSU and denote the channel condition matrix as 

[ ] M N
ijR  R  . 

The effective transmission rate (1 )e
ij ij ijT T p   depends on 1) the channel conditions, i.e. 

Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) ijx , 2) the modulation and coding scheme   that is adopted by 
the user, and 3) the multiple access scheme of sharing the channel. For simplicity, in this 
chapter, let us assume that the NRM adopts the simplest polling mechanism (Bertsekas & 
Gallager, 1987) similar to IEEE 802.11e that assigns transmission opportunity to the 
secondary users from the users in higher priority class to the lower priority class. The users 
in the same priority class will be polled in a round-robin fashion and have the same chance 
to transmit their packets. More sophisticated MAC protocols are proposed to deal with the 
spectrum heterogeneity (such as HD-MAC in Zhao et al., 2005). However, the contention-
based MAC protocol are not preferable for delay-sensitive applications. Hence, a simple 
polling-based MAC similar to that used in IEEE 802.11e is considered in this chapter. The 
NRM only ensures the priority order among the users, but will not decide the secondary 
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mutually affect each other. Let us denote ijT  and ijp  as the resulting physical transmission 
rate and packet error rate for the secondary user iSU  transmitting through a certain 
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jF  for the secondary user iSU and denote the channel condition matrix as 
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The effective transmission rate (1 )e
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the user, and 3) the multiple access scheme of sharing the channel. For simplicity, in this 
chapter, let us assume that the NRM adopts the simplest polling mechanism (Bertsekas & 
Gallager, 1987) similar to IEEE 802.11e that assigns transmission opportunity to the 
secondary users from the users in higher priority class to the lower priority class. The users 
in the same priority class will be polled in a round-robin fashion and have the same chance 
to transmit their packets. More sophisticated MAC protocols are proposed to deal with the 
spectrum heterogeneity (such as HD-MAC in Zhao et al., 2005). However, the contention-
based MAC protocol are not preferable for delay-sensitive applications. Hence, a simple 
polling-based MAC similar to that used in IEEE 802.11e is considered in this chapter. The 
NRM only ensures the priority order among the users, but will not decide the secondary 
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users’ actions. The expected physical transmission rate e
ijT  and packet error rate ijp  can be 

approximated as sigmoid functions of measured and the adopted modulation and coding 
scheme as in (Krishnaswamy, 2002): 
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where ( )i   and ( )i   are empirical constants for multimedia user iV  using frequency 
channel jF  corresponding to the modulation and coding schemes i  for a given packet 
length kL  of class kC . Thus, even though coordinated by the same NRM, the expected  ijT  
and ijp  of the same frequency channel can be different for various secondary users. 

 
3. Cross-Layer Transmission Problem Formulation for Multi-User Multimedia 
Transmission over Cognitive Radio Networks 
 

3.1 Cross-layer transmission problem formulation 
The considered actions of a secondary user iV  as the following cross-layer transmission 
strategies [ , , , ] =i i i i i tot         a         including: 

 The physical layer modulation and coding scheme i    .  
 The MAC layer retransmission limit i    . 

 The application layer multimedia packet scheduling i   .  
 The selection of the frequency channel for multimedia transmissions i   .   
Denote the frequency selection of a secondary user iSU  using 

1 2[ , ,..., ] {0,1}M
i i i iMa a a     , where 1ija   represents the fact that the 

secondary user iSU  chooses the frequency channel jF . Otherwise, 0ija  . Let i  

denote the actions of the other secondary users except iSU . Let 1[ ,..., ]NA a a  denote the 
total action set across all secondary users.  
As stated in equation (1), each secondary user has its own multimedia quality function as 
the utility function to maximize. Conventionally, the utility function of a specific user is 
often modeled solely based on its own action, i.e. ( )i iu a  without modeling the other 
secondary users (Wang & Pottie, 2002; van der Schaar & Shanker, 2005). However, in fact, 
the utility function in cognitive radio networks depends on the effective delay and 
throughput that the secondary user can get from the frequency channel it selects, and this is 
related to the channel sharing, which is coupled with other secondary users. Hence, the 
utility function iu  is also influenced by the action of other secondary users that select this 
frequency channel. In other words, the utility function can be regarded as ( , )i i iu a  . 

Specifically, each autonomous multimedia user selects its optimal action opt
ia  by solving the 

optimization problem with the knowledge of i : 

 

arg max ( , )
i tot
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Importantly, in an informationally-decentralized cognitive wireless network that consists of 
decentralized secondary users, the secondary user iSU  may not know the exact actions of 
other secondary users i . Moreover, even if all the actions are known, it is unrealistic to 
assume that the exact action information can be collected timely to compute and maximize 
the actual utility function ( , )i i iu a  . Hence, a more practical solution is to dynamically 
model the other secondary users’ behavior by updating their probabilistic frequency 
selection strategy profile based on some available information exchange, and then 
maximizes the expected utility function of iSU .  
Hence, we define a frequency selection strategy profile of a secondary user iSU  as a vector 
of probabilities 1 2[ , ,..., ] M

i i i iMs s s   s   , where ijs    ( [0,1] ) represents 
the probability of the secondary user iSU  choosing the frequency channel jF  ( 1ija  ). 

Hence, the summation over all the frequency channels, 
1

1
M

ijj
s


 . Note that ijs  can 

also be viewed as the fraction of data from iSU  transmitted on frequency channel jF , and 
hence, multiple frequency channels are selected for a secondary users with 0ijs  . Let 

1[ ,..., ]T T M N
N

 S s s   denote the total strategy profile across all the secondary users. 
The expected utility function, given a fixed strategy profile ( , )i iS s s  is 

( , )( ( ), ) [ ( , )]
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  s sa s s a  ,                                              (6) 
where is  denotes the collected frequency selection profile. 

( ) [ , , , ] =i i i i i i tot         a s s 

        represents the transmission strategy 
using is  instead of i . Then, the optimization problem in equation (5) becomes: 
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Figure 1 provides the system architecture of the secondary users. In Section 4, we will 
discuss how to model the strategy (behavior) is  and the impact of the other secondary 
users using priority queuing analysis. 
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Fig. 1. The system architecture of the cross-layer optimization for video streaming over 
cognitive radio network 
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users’ actions. The expected physical transmission rate e
ijT  and packet error rate ijp  can be 

approximated as sigmoid functions of measured and the adopted modulation and coding 
scheme as in (Krishnaswamy, 2002): 
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where ( )i   and ( )i   are empirical constants for multimedia user iV  using frequency 
channel jF  corresponding to the modulation and coding schemes i  for a given packet 
length kL  of class kC . Thus, even though coordinated by the same NRM, the expected  ijT  
and ijp  of the same frequency channel can be different for various secondary users. 
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throughput that the secondary user can get from the frequency channel it selects, and this is 
related to the channel sharing, which is coupled with other secondary users. Hence, the 
utility function iu  is also influenced by the action of other secondary users that select this 
frequency channel. In other words, the utility function can be regarded as ( , )i i iu a  . 

Specifically, each autonomous multimedia user selects its optimal action opt
ia  by solving the 

optimization problem with the knowledge of i : 
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Importantly, in an informationally-decentralized cognitive wireless network that consists of 
decentralized secondary users, the secondary user iSU  may not know the exact actions of 
other secondary users i . Moreover, even if all the actions are known, it is unrealistic to 
assume that the exact action information can be collected timely to compute and maximize 
the actual utility function ( , )i i iu a  . Hence, a more practical solution is to dynamically 
model the other secondary users’ behavior by updating their probabilistic frequency 
selection strategy profile based on some available information exchange, and then 
maximizes the expected utility function of iSU .  
Hence, we define a frequency selection strategy profile of a secondary user iSU  as a vector 
of probabilities 1 2[ , ,..., ] M

i i i iMs s s   s   , where ijs    ( [0,1] ) represents 
the probability of the secondary user iSU  choosing the frequency channel jF  ( 1ija  ). 

Hence, the summation over all the frequency channels, 
1

1
M

ijj
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 . Note that ijs  can 

also be viewed as the fraction of data from iSU  transmitted on frequency channel jF , and 
hence, multiple frequency channels are selected for a secondary users with 0ijs  . Let 

1[ ,..., ]T T M N
N

 S s s   denote the total strategy profile across all the secondary users. 
The expected utility function, given a fixed strategy profile ( , )i iS s s  is 

( , )( ( ), ) [ ( , )]
i ii i i i i i iU E u

  s sa s s a  ,                                              (6) 
where is  denotes the collected frequency selection profile. 
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        represents the transmission strategy 
using is  instead of i . Then, the optimization problem in equation (5) becomes: 
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             (7) 

Figure 1 provides the system architecture of the secondary users. In Section 4, we will 
discuss how to model the strategy (behavior) is  and the impact of the other secondary 
users using priority queuing analysis. 
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Fig. 1. The system architecture of the cross-layer optimization for video streaming over 
cognitive radio network 
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3.2 Cross-layer optimization examples 
We first look at the case with 6 secondary users with multimedia streaming applications 
(“Coastguard”, frame rate of 30Hz, CIF format, delay deadline 500ms) sharing 10 frequency 
channels ( 6, 10N M  ). We compare the discussed cross-layer optimization using 
priority queuing analysis with other two resource allocation algorithms – the “Static 
Assignment” (Tekinay & Jabbari, 1991) and the “Dynamic Least Interference” (Wang & 
Pottie, 2002). In the “Static Assignment” algorithm, a secondary user will statically select a 
frequency channel with the best effective transmission rate without interacting with other 
secondary users. In the “Dynamic Least Interference” algorithm, a secondary user will 
dynamically select a single frequency channel that has the least interference from the other 
users (both secondary users and primary users). We consider 100 random frequency channel 
conditions as well as the traffic loadings and then compute the average the video PSNR and 
the standard deviation of the PSNR over the one hundred cases in Table 1 for the 6 video 
applications. There are primary users randomly appears in each frequench channel 
(occupying different frequency channels with a fixed loading). The results show that the 
cross-layer optimization outperforms the other two algorithms for delay-sensitive 
multimedia applications in terms of video quality (PSNR). The standard deviations of the 
cross-layer optimization are also smaller than the other two solutions. Unlike the “Dynamic 
Least Interference” that only considers how a single user adapts to the experienced 
environment, the multi-agent cross-layer optimization allows the secondary users to track 
the frequency selection strategies of the other users and adequately optimize the cross-layer 
transmission strategies. Hence, the users will be able to self-organize into various cognitive 
radio channels while adapting to the new environmental conditions. In Table 2, we see that 
the multi-agent cross-layer optimization approach still outperforms the other two 
approaches with different loadings of the primary users in each frequency channel. 
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1SU  29.48 4.94 29.89 4.32 32.42 1.97 

2SU  29.90 4.89 30.35 4.29 32.62 2.42 

3SU  29.69 5.02 30.37 4.41 32.36 2.26 

4SU  30.59 4.98 30.87 4.37 32.75 2.31 

5SU  29.48 4.98 29.87 4.41 32.40 2.33 

6SU  30.01 5.04 30.65 4.46 32.26 2.67 

Table 1. Comparisons of the channel selection algorithms for video streaming with 
6, 10N M  . 
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(dB) 
Average Y-
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Y-PSNR 
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Deviation 

“Static Assignment” 33.84 29.69 5.02 
“Dynamic Least Interference” 33.90 30.37 4.41 
“Cross-layer Optimization” 35.61 32.36 2.26 

Table 2. Comparisons of the various resource management schemes for video streaming 
with 6, 10N M  . 
 
Next, let us take a look at the impact of different numbers of secondary users with video 
streaming applications. Figure 2 shows the average packet loss rate and the average PSNR 
over the N  video streams (instead of over 100 different channel conditions in the previous 
simulation). The empirical average ( )opt

ij iT   of the frequency channels is shown to be 3 
Mbps, instead of 1 Mbps in the previous example. Larger N  reduces the available resources 
that can be shared by the video streams, and hence, increases the application layer packet 
loss rate (due to the expiration of the delay deadline) and hence, decreases the received 
video quality. The result shows that the cross-layer optimization using the priority queuing 
analysis outperforms the other two algorithms for multi-user video streaming applications. 
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Fig. 2. Average Y-PSNR versus number of secondary users using different resource 
management schemes 

 
4. Priority Queuing Analysis for Multimedia Transmission in Cognitive Radio 
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In this section, we discuss the priority queuing analysis for the multimedia streaming 
problem over cognitive radio networks. The goal is to provide an abstraction of the dynamic 
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management schemes 

 
4. Priority Queuing Analysis for Multimedia Transmission in Cognitive Radio 
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In this section, we discuss the priority queuing analysis for the multimedia streaming 
problem over cognitive radio networks. The goal is to provide an abstraction of the dynamic 
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wireless environment and the competing wireless users’ behaviors that impact the 
secondary user’s utility. It is important to note that the packets of the competing wireless 
users are physically waiting at different locations. Figure 3 gives an example of the physical 
queues for the case of M  frequency channels and N  secondary users. Each secondary user 
maintains M  physical queues for the various frequency channels, which allows users to 
avoid the well-known head-of-line blocking effect (Wang et al., 2004). 
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Fig. 3. Frequency selection of the secondary users ija  and physical queues and virtual 
queues for each frequency channel. 

 
4.1 Traffic models of the users 
 Traffic model for primary users – Assume that the stationary statistics of the traffic 

patterns of primary users can be modeled by all secondary users. The packet arrival 
process of a primary user is modeled as a Poisson process with average packet arrival 
rate PU

jr  for the primary user jPU  using the frequency channel jF . We denote the 
mth moments of the service time distribution of the primary user jPU  in frequency 

channel jF  as [( ) ]PU m
jE X . Note that this traffic model description is more general 

than a Markov on-off model (Shanker et al., 2005), which is a sub-set of the introduced 
queuing model with an exponential idle period and an exponential busy period. As in 
Shanker et al., 2005, an M/G/1 model is adopted in this chapter for the traffic 
descriptions. 

 Traffic model for secondary users – Assume that the average rate requirement for the 
secondary user iSU  is iB  (bit/s). Let ijr  denote the average packet arrival rate of the 

 

secondary user iSU  using the frequency channel jF . Since the strategy ijs  represents 
the probability of the secondary user iSU  taking action ija  (transmitting using the 

frequency channel jF ), we have / ( )ij ij i i ir s B L  , where ( )i iL   denotes the 
average packet length of the secondary user iSU  depending on which priority class of 
multimedia packets is chosen in i . If a certain secondary user iSU  can never use the 
frequency channel jF , we fix its strategy to 0ijs  , and hence, 0ijr  . For 
simplicity, we also model the packet arrival process of the secondary users using a 
Poisson process.  

Since packet errors are unavoidable in a wireless channel, let us assume that packets will be 
retransmitted, if they are not correctly received. This can be regarded as a protection scheme 
similar to the Automatic Repeat Request protocol in IEEE 802.11 networks. Hence, the 
service time of the users can be modeled as a geometric distribution. Let [ ( , , )]ij i i iE X    

and 2[ ( , , )]ij i i iE X    denote the first two moments of the service time of the secondary 

user iSU  using the frequency channel jF . For simplicity, we denote [ ( , , )]ij i i iE X    and 
2[ ( , , )]ij i i iE X    using [ ]ijE X  and 2[ ]ijE X  hereafter in this chapter. Based on the physical 

layer link adaptation (Krishnaswamy, 2002), [ , ]ij ij ijR T p  in equation (3) and (4), we 
have: 
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,                                              (9) 

where iL  is the average packet length of the secondary user iSU  and oL  represents the 
effective control overhead including the time for protocol acknowledgement, information 
exchange, and NRM polling delay, etc.  

To describe the traffic model, we define the traffic specification2

iSU
 for the secondary user 

 as 2[ , , , , ],  if i k i i i i i kC B L SU C TS X X , where [ [ ] | 1,..., ]i ijE X j M X  and 
2 2[ [ ] | 1,..., ]i ijE X j M X  are the vectors of the first two moments of service time when 

user iSU  transmitting in each frequency channel. This information needs to be exchanged 
among the secondary users, which will be discussed in more details in Section 4.4.  

 
4.2 Queuing analysis for the secondary users with the same priority 
In this subsection, we first consider the case that all packets have the same priority by 
ignoring the impact of the primary users. In the next subsection, we will generalize these 
results by considering the impact of the primary users using priority queuing.  
In order to solve the dynamic resource management problem, we need to calculate the 
distribution of the end-to-end delay ( , )i i iD a   for the secondary user iSU  to transmit its 

                                                 
2 The traffic specification is similar to the TSPEC in current IEEE 802.11e for multimedia transmission. 
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wireless environment and the competing wireless users’ behaviors that impact the 
secondary user’s utility. It is important to note that the packets of the competing wireless 
users are physically waiting at different locations. Figure 3 gives an example of the physical 
queues for the case of M  frequency channels and N  secondary users. Each secondary user 
maintains M  physical queues for the various frequency channels, which allows users to 
avoid the well-known head-of-line blocking effect (Wang et al., 2004). 
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Fig. 3. Frequency selection of the secondary users ija  and physical queues and virtual 
queues for each frequency channel. 
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where iL  is the average packet length of the secondary user iSU  and oL  represents the 
effective control overhead including the time for protocol acknowledgement, information 
exchange, and NRM polling delay, etc.  

To describe the traffic model, we define the traffic specification2

iSU
 for the secondary user 

 as 2[ , , , , ],  if i k i i i i i kC B L SU C TS X X , where [ [ ] | 1,..., ]i ijE X j M X  and 
2 2[ [ ] | 1,..., ]i ijE X j M X  are the vectors of the first two moments of service time when 

user iSU  transmitting in each frequency channel. This information needs to be exchanged 
among the secondary users, which will be discussed in more details in Section 4.4.  

 
4.2 Queuing analysis for the secondary users with the same priority 
In this subsection, we first consider the case that all packets have the same priority by 
ignoring the impact of the primary users. In the next subsection, we will generalize these 
results by considering the impact of the primary users using priority queuing.  
In order to solve the dynamic resource management problem, we need to calculate the 
distribution of the end-to-end delay ( , )i i iD a   for the secondary user iSU  to transmit its 

                                                 
2 The traffic specification is similar to the TSPEC in current IEEE 802.11e for multimedia transmission. 
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packets. The expected end-to-end delay [ ]iE D  of the secondary user iSU  can be expressed 
as: 

1

[ ( , )] [ ( ( , ))]
M

i i i ij ij ij i i
j

E D s E D R 


 a a  ,                                 (10) 

where [ ( ( , ))]ij ij i iE D R a   is the average end-to-end delay if the secondary user iSU  

chooses the frequency channel jF . Recall that [ , ]ij ij ijR T p   is the channel condition 

of the channel jF  for the secondary user iSU . Note that ijs  is the strategy of the action ija . 
We use the queuing model in Figure 3 and apply queuing theory to calculate the end-to-end 
delay.  
In Figure 3, for a specific secondary user iSU , each arriving packet will select a physical 
queue to join (action ija ) according to the strategy ijs . Assume that once a packet selects a 
physical queue, it cannot jockey to another queue (change position to the other queues). 
Thus, a queued packet waits in line to be served on the selected frequency channel. 
Note that there are N  physical queues from N  secondary users for a frequency channel 

jF . Only one of them can transmit its packets at any time. Hence, we form a “virtual 
queue” for the same frequency channel (see Figure 4). In a virtual queue, the packets of the 
different secondary users wait to be transmitted. Importantly, the total sojourn time (queue 
waiting time plus the transmission service time) of this virtual queue now becomes the 
actual service time at each of the physical queues. The concept is similar to the “service on 
vacation” (Bertsekas & Gallager, 1987) in queuing theory, and the waiting time of the virtual 
queue can be regarded as the “vacation time”. 
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Fig. 4. Priority virtual queue for a specific frequency channel. 
 

Since the number of the secondary users in a regular cognitive radio network is usually 
large, we can approximate the virtual queue using the FIFO (First-In-First-Out) M/G/1 
queuing model (i.e. when N   , the input traffic of the virtual queue can be modeled as 
a Poisson process). The average arrival rate of the virtual queue of the frequency channel jF  

is 
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N
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r

 . Let us denote the first two moments of the service time for the virtual queue of 

the frequency channel jF  as [ ]jE X  and 2[ ]jE X . For a packet in the virtual queue of 

 

frequency channel jF , we determine the probability of the packet coming from the 
secondary user iSU  as: 
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Let jW  and jD  represent the queue waiting time and sojourn time of the virtual queue of 

the frequency channel jF , respectively. [ ]jEW  can be obtained from the Pollaczek-

Khinchin formula (Bertsekas & Gallager, 1987). Then, [ ]jE D  can be obtained as: 
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Then, we apply G/G/1 approximation based on the work of (Abate et al., 1995; Jiang et al., 
2001) for the virtual queuing delay distribution: 
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This virtual queuing delay distribution is the service time distribution of the physical 
queues at the secondary users. Since the service time of the physical queue is an exponential 
distribution (see equation (14)), the average end-to-end delay of the secondary user iSU  
sending packets through frequency channel jF  is approximately: 
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Strategies ( , )i is s  such that [ ] 1ij jr E D   will result in an unbounded delay [ ]ijE D , which 
is undesirable for multimedia streaming. The advantage of this approximation is that once 
the average delay of the virtual queue [ ]jE D  for a certain frequency channel jF  is known 
by the secondary user iSU , the secondary user can immediately calculate the expected end-
to-end delay [ ]ijE D  of a packet transmitting using the frequency channel jF . 

 
4.3 Queuing analysis with the impact of higher priority users 
Based on the derivations in the previous subsection, we now consider the impact of primary 
users. First, let us consider the case that there are only two priority classes (i.e. 2K  , 

1CPU , 2CSU ). Note that in the introduced queuing model in Figure 4, the packets 
from the primary users will not be seen at the physical queues of the secondary users, but 
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packets. The expected end-to-end delay [ ]iE D  of the secondary user iSU  can be expressed 
as: 
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where [ ( ( , ))]ij ij i iE D R a   is the average end-to-end delay if the secondary user iSU  

chooses the frequency channel jF . Recall that [ , ]ij ij ijR T p   is the channel condition 

of the channel jF  for the secondary user iSU . Note that ijs  is the strategy of the action ija . 
We use the queuing model in Figure 3 and apply queuing theory to calculate the end-to-end 
delay.  
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Note that there are N  physical queues from N  secondary users for a frequency channel 

jF . Only one of them can transmit its packets at any time. Hence, we form a “virtual 
queue” for the same frequency channel (see Figure 4). In a virtual queue, the packets of the 
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Fig. 4. Priority virtual queue for a specific frequency channel. 
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Let jW  and jD  represent the queue waiting time and sojourn time of the virtual queue of 
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This virtual queuing delay distribution is the service time distribution of the physical 
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Strategies ( , )i is s  such that [ ] 1ij jr E D   will result in an unbounded delay [ ]ijE D , which 
is undesirable for multimedia streaming. The advantage of this approximation is that once 
the average delay of the virtual queue [ ]jE D  for a certain frequency channel jF  is known 
by the secondary user iSU , the secondary user can immediately calculate the expected end-
to-end delay [ ]ijE D  of a packet transmitting using the frequency channel jF . 

 
4.3 Queuing analysis with the impact of higher priority users 
Based on the derivations in the previous subsection, we now consider the impact of primary 
users. First, let us consider the case that there are only two priority classes (i.e. 2K  , 

1CPU , 2CSU ). Note that in the introduced queuing model in Figure 4, the packets 
from the primary users will not be seen at the physical queues of the secondary users, but 
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only have impact on the virtual queues of the frequency channels. Since the primary users 
are the first priority in each of the frequency channels, we modeled the virtual queues for a 
particular frequency channel using a priority M/G/1 queue instead of a FIFO M/G/1 
queue. Recall that the average input rate of the primary user jPU  is PU

j , and the first two 

moments of the service time is [ ]PU
jE X  and 2[ ]PU

jE X . By applying the Mean Value 
Analysis (MVA) in queuing theory (Kleinrock, 1975), we modify equation (13) into a priority 
M/G/1 queuing case: 
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j  represents the normalized loading of the primary user jPU  for the frequency channel 

jF , and  
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j j jr E X  .                         (17) 

j  represents the summation of the normalized traffic loading of all the secondary users 
using the frequency channel jF , and  
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Hence, we substitute the [ ]jE D  of equation (16) into equation (15), and determine the 

average end-to-end delay [ ]ijE D  of the secondary user iSU  sending packets using 
frequency channel jF  while considering the impact of the primary user jPU .  
The derivation can be generalized to K  priority classes among users ( 2K  , 1,CPU  

2{ ,..., }KC CSU ). Similar to the two priority classes’ case, the priority queuing model 
only affects the virtual queues for different frequency channels. Since the secondary users 
now have different priorities, the secondary users in different priority classes will 
experience different virtual queuing delay. Let [ ]jkE D  represent the virtual queuing delay 
experienced by the secondary user in class kC  in the virtual queue for the frequency 
channel jF . Let jk  represent the normalized traffic loading of all the class kC  secondary 
users using the frequency channel jF . Based on the definition in the two priority users’ 
case, we have: 
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By applying the Mean Value Analysis (MVA) (Kleinrock, 1975), we have: 
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Hence, for a secondary user i kSU C  using the frequency channel jF , its end-to-end 

delay [ ]ijE D  and probability of packet loss ( ( ), )ij i i iP a s s  become: 
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Therefore, we can approximate the objective function in equation (7) for the multimedia 

streaming of the secondary user iSU  as (note that 
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Note that only [ ]jkE D  depends on the strategies is  of other secondary users. 
We provide here an example that considers a simple network with two secondary users and 
three frequency channels (i.e. 2N  , 3M  ). In the simple example, the behavior of the 
proposed cognitive radio model can be clearly understood. Assume that each secondary 
user can choose all three frequency channels. The two secondary users are in the same 
priority class. The simulation parameters of the secondary users are presented in Table 3 
including the channel conditions [ , ]ij ij ijR T p , and initial strategies (0)is , etc. The 
normalized traffic statistics of the primary users are given in Table 4. 
 

Secondary 
users 

Physical 
transmission rate  

( )opt
ij iT  (Mbps) 

Physical packet 
error rate  

( )opt
ij ip   

Rate 
requirement 

iB (Mbps) 
1F  2F  3F  1F  2F  3F  

1SU  1.88 1.27 1.07 0.11 0.17 0.17 0.92 

2SU  1.32 1.68 1.20 0.03 0.05 0.11 0.74 

Table 3. Considered parameters of the secondary users in the example. 
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Hence, for a secondary user i kSU C  using the frequency channel jF , its end-to-end 
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Note that only [ ]jkE D  depends on the strategies is  of other secondary users. 
We provide here an example that considers a simple network with two secondary users and 
three frequency channels (i.e. 2N  , 3M  ). In the simple example, the behavior of the 
proposed cognitive radio model can be clearly understood. Assume that each secondary 
user can choose all three frequency channels. The two secondary users are in the same 
priority class. The simulation parameters of the secondary users are presented in Table 3 
including the channel conditions [ , ]ij ij ijR T p , and initial strategies (0)is , etc. The 
normalized traffic statistics of the primary users are given in Table 4. 
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Physical 
transmission rate  
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Rate 
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iB (Mbps) 
1F  2F  3F  1F  2F  3F  

1SU  1.88 1.27 1.07 0.11 0.17 0.17 0.92 

2SU  1.32 1.68 1.20 0.03 0.05 0.11 0.74 

Table 3. Considered parameters of the secondary users in the example. 
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Primary 
users 

Normalized 
loading j  

Second moment 
normalized loading 2

j  

1PU  0.2 41 10  
2PU  0.1 41 10  
3PU  0.3 41 10  

Table 4. Considered parameters of the primary users in the example. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Analytical expected delay of the secondary users with various strategies in different 
frequency channels, shadow part represents a bounded delay below the delay deadline 
(stable region). 
 
Given the statistics, Figure 5 provides the different strategy pairs 1 2( , )j js s  in the three 

frequency channels that keep the analytical experienced delays [ ]ijE D  (using equation (21)) 
bounded by the delay deadlines for the two secondary users. Importantly, a strategy pair 

1 2( , )j js s  that results in an unbounded [ ]ijE D  will make the multimedia quality drop 
abruptly for the delay-sensitive applications, which is undesirable for these secondary users. 
Figure 5 clearly shows when the channel conditions become worse (from 1F  to 3F ), the 
selectable frequency strategy pairs becomes less. Hence, equation (21) provides the 
analytical operation points for the frequency selection strategy pairs. 

 

4.4 Realistic framework for multimedia transmission over cognitive radio networks 
using queuing analysis 
The priority virtual queue analysis requires the following information to compute jl  and 

2
jl  in (20): 

 Priority: the secondary users’ priorities. 
 Normalized loading: the secondary users’ normalized loading parameters [ ]ij jr E X , 

which not only include the information of is , but also reflects the input traffic loading 
and the expected transmission time using a specific frequency channel. 

 Variance statistics: the secondary users’ variance statistics with the normalized 
parameter 2[ ]ij jr E X . 

Hence, two kinds of information exchange are defined for the priority virtual queue 
analysis:  
 Other secondary users’ traffic specification iTS . 
 The frequency selection information of the other secondary users to model the 

strategies is . 
Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the introduced priority virtual queue interface (Shiang 
& van der Schaar, 2008) together with the cross-layer optimization approach in Section 3.1. 
Since the traffic specification iTS  only varies when the frequency channels change 
dramatically, the traffic specification can be exchanged only when a secondary user joins the 
network. On the other hand, the frequency selection information can be exchanged more 
frequently (e.g. once per service interval in van der Schaar et al., 2006). Note that since the 
users in the higher priority classes will not be affected by the users in the lower priority 
classes, they do not need the information from the users in a lower priority class. Hence, the 
information exchanges (overheads) and computational complexity will be scalable and will 
increase as the traffic priority decreases, thereby benefiting the high priority and low-delay 
traffic. 
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the priority virtual queue interface and the cross-layer optimization 
for multimedia streaming over the cognitive radio networks. 
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the priority virtual queue interface and the cross-layer optimization 
for multimedia streaming over the cognitive radio networks. 
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5. Conclusions 
 

In this chapter, we discussed the priority virtual queuing architecture for heterogeneous and 
autonomous secondary users in cognitive radio networks, based on which they can time 
share the various frequency channels in a distributed fashion. With the information 
exchange defined by the proposed interface, the secondary users can build an abstraction of 
the dynamic wireless environment as well as the competing wireless users’ behaviors and 
learn how to efficiently adapt their transmission strategies for multimedia streaming. 
Importantly, unlike conventional channel allocation schemes that select the least interfered 
channel merely based on the channel estimation, the introduced multi-agent priority queue 
modeling allows the secondary users to track the other users and adequately adapt their 
own transmission strategies to the changing multi-user environment. It can be shown that 
the introduced cross-layer optimization that applies priority queuing analysis significantly 
outperforms the fixed channel allocation and the current dynamic channel allocation that 
selects the least interfered channel, in terms of multimedia quality. Finally, we discuss the 
required information exchange that is required for the queuing analysis and present a 
realistic framework for the secondary users to transmit multimedia traffic over cognitive 
radio networks. 
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1. Introduction and background 
 

Frequencies below the 6 GHz band are well known to be suitable for mobile communication 
systems; hence, many wireless communication systems such as 3rd generation cellular 
systems and wireless LANs are assigned within this frequency band in Japan. As a 
consequence, there are not enough spare bands for future wireless broadband systems. In 
this situation, there is a need to use these frequencies, which are “finite resources,” in a more 
efficient manner, including the utilization of multiple wireless communication systems with 
intelligence. Many technologies related to efficient utilization of multiple wireless 
communication systems have been researched. Cognitive radio is also one of the most 
effective technologies to resolve this issue.. 
There are two trends in cognitive radio especially in Japan. One trend is the so-called 
“Multiple Systems,” which switches wireless communication systems according to the radio 
conditions. The other trend is the so-called “Dynamic Spectrum Access,” which recognizes 
spare frequencies of a primary system and allocates them to be used for communication of a 
secondary system to such an extent that the primary system would not be affected. 
Japanese regulations assign a unique frequency band to a particular wireless system both for 
licensed and unlicensed bands; therefore era of “Multiple Systems” comes earlier than 
“Dynamic Spectrum Access” system that needs more changes in the regulations.  From 
time-to-market point of view, we focus on “Multiple Systems” approach here. 
Based on the “Multiple systems” concept, the MIRAI architecture had already been 
proposed as one of the network architectures to support multiple systems. In MIRAI 
architecture, all access points of wireless communication systems are connected to a CCN 
(Common Core Network) and switching between systems is executed via mobile IP. The 
mobile IP protocol supports mobility transparently above the IP level and allows nodes to 
change their location. Mobile IP is generally adopted as a macro-mobility solution. In 
general, a few seconds is taken for system handover by using the mobile IP protocol, so that 
is less well suited for fast system handover in which an environment of mobile terminals 
changes dynamically.  
From a terminal point of view, SDR (Software Defined Radio) terminals that support 
multiple wireless systems have been proposed. Mobile terminals can measure radio 
information and report that to the base station, and the base station decides whether to 
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switch to other systems according to this report from the mobile terminal. However, that is 
not sufficient for maximizing system capacity and satisfying requirements for user 
communication quality because system load and information that can be acquired from the 
network (e.g., the number of terminals that connect to an access point) are not taken in 
account.  
We have studied a cognitive radio system that covers multiple wireless communication 
systems from the network point of view. The main difference from conventional system 
switching technologies like MIRAI architecture is using radio information that is acquired in 
the physical layer and system load that is acquired in the MAC and higher layers for system 
switching. As a result, system throughput is enhanced with efficient frequency utilization. 
  In our system, a control node is newly set inside a cognitive base station to support fast 
system switching and multiple transmissions, and one local IP address is assigned to the 
terminal regardless of the number of wireless communication systems that the terminal 
communicates with. The radio environment, system load, and information that can be 
acquired from network side are taken into account to maximize system capacity.  
In this chapter, we describe the architecture of the cognitive radio system and then, the 
simulator and the testbed system built based on the proposed architecture. In section 2, we 
describe the approach and system concept of our cognitive radio system. In section 3, we 
describe the system architecture. In section 4, we show some simulation results. In section 5, 
we show the experimental results obtained from the testbed system. 

 
2. Concept of cognitive radio 
 

2.1 Overview of cognitive radio 
Japanese regulations assign a unique frequency band to a particular wireless system both for 
licensed and unlicensed bands. However, the time ratio of frequency utilization varies 
widely according to location, time, day of week, wireless communication system, and 
communication carrier company, for example. By using these spare radio resources 
adaptively, the time ratio of frequency utilization can be increased. 
The concept of cognitive radio based on “Multiple Systems” approach is shown in Fig. 1. In 
this figure, the concept is expressed using both the frequency domain and time domain. 
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Fig. 1. Concept of Cognitive Radio. 
 

For example, we assume we can communicate with three systems: A, B and C. 
In this figure, when the current time is t2, cognitive terminal (CT) D communicates using the 
frequency of System A, and when the current time becomes t3, terminal D changes the 
wireless communication system from System A to System B to communicate using the 
frequency of System B. As shown in Fig. 1, the number of wireless communication systems 
used simultaneously is not limited to one, and the cognitive system can transmit and receive 
data with multiple wireless communication systems simultaneously.  
Furthermore, terminals of the cognitive radio system (cognitive terminal) switch the 
wireless communication system frequently according to the radio conditions as stated. 
Therefore, in cognitive radio, the corresponding node need not know which wireless system 
is being used.  
Based on this concept, we provide two requirements to achieve cognitive radio below: 
 
1. system architecture for fast system handover, which can reflect radio environments that 

change dynamically, and system load and information that can be acquired from the 
network. 

2. assignment of one local IP address to the terminal regardless of the number of wireless 
communication systems that the terminal communicates with. 

 
2.2 System concept of cognitive radio 
Provided that EV-DO (cdma2000 1x Evolution Data Optimized) is system A, WiMAX 
(Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) is system B and wireless LAN is system 
C in Fig. 1, terminal D can communicate with EV-DO, wireless LAN, and WiMAX 
adaptively according to the radio conditions. However, terminal D can use different radio 
systems, as shown in Fig. 1, only when terminal D is located in the area where EV-DO, 
WiMAX, and wireless LAN are in service. The service areas of each system differ from each 
other due to the difference in frequency performance and difference in service (carrier, bit 
rate, and charge, for example), so we need to consider the architecture of the cognitive base 
station. 
When we set up a cognitive BS (Base Station) that supports multiple wireless systems like 
that shown in Fig. 2, only the center area of the base station, which is covered by all kinds of 
wireless communication systems, can satisfy the conditions shown in Fig. 1. This 
architecture is simple and easy to construct; however, an area where cognitive radio can be 
adopted is narrow and limited. Actually, WiMAX access points are not always located in the 
same place where EV-DO access points are located; therefore, this architecture is not suitable 
and it would seem that the realization probability of the architecture is low. 
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Fig. 2. Cognitive Base Station with Multiple Radio Systems. 
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switch to other systems according to this report from the mobile terminal. However, that is 
not sufficient for maximizing system capacity and satisfying requirements for user 
communication quality because system load and information that can be acquired from the 
network (e.g., the number of terminals that connect to an access point) are not taken in 
account.  
We have studied a cognitive radio system that covers multiple wireless communication 
systems from the network point of view. The main difference from conventional system 
switching technologies like MIRAI architecture is using radio information that is acquired in 
the physical layer and system load that is acquired in the MAC and higher layers for system 
switching. As a result, system throughput is enhanced with efficient frequency utilization. 
  In our system, a control node is newly set inside a cognitive base station to support fast 
system switching and multiple transmissions, and one local IP address is assigned to the 
terminal regardless of the number of wireless communication systems that the terminal 
communicates with. The radio environment, system load, and information that can be 
acquired from network side are taken into account to maximize system capacity.  
In this chapter, we describe the architecture of the cognitive radio system and then, the 
simulator and the testbed system built based on the proposed architecture. In section 2, we 
describe the approach and system concept of our cognitive radio system. In section 3, we 
describe the system architecture. In section 4, we show some simulation results. In section 5, 
we show the experimental results obtained from the testbed system. 

 
2. Concept of cognitive radio 
 

2.1 Overview of cognitive radio 
Japanese regulations assign a unique frequency band to a particular wireless system both for 
licensed and unlicensed bands. However, the time ratio of frequency utilization varies 
widely according to location, time, day of week, wireless communication system, and 
communication carrier company, for example. By using these spare radio resources 
adaptively, the time ratio of frequency utilization can be increased. 
The concept of cognitive radio based on “Multiple Systems” approach is shown in Fig. 1. In 
this figure, the concept is expressed using both the frequency domain and time domain. 
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For example, we assume we can communicate with three systems: A, B and C. 
In this figure, when the current time is t2, cognitive terminal (CT) D communicates using the 
frequency of System A, and when the current time becomes t3, terminal D changes the 
wireless communication system from System A to System B to communicate using the 
frequency of System B. As shown in Fig. 1, the number of wireless communication systems 
used simultaneously is not limited to one, and the cognitive system can transmit and receive 
data with multiple wireless communication systems simultaneously.  
Furthermore, terminals of the cognitive radio system (cognitive terminal) switch the 
wireless communication system frequently according to the radio conditions as stated. 
Therefore, in cognitive radio, the corresponding node need not know which wireless system 
is being used.  
Based on this concept, we provide two requirements to achieve cognitive radio below: 
 
1. system architecture for fast system handover, which can reflect radio environments that 
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network. 

2. assignment of one local IP address to the terminal regardless of the number of wireless 
communication systems that the terminal communicates with. 
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adaptively according to the radio conditions. However, terminal D can use different radio 
systems, as shown in Fig. 1, only when terminal D is located in the area where EV-DO, 
WiMAX, and wireless LAN are in service. The service areas of each system differ from each 
other due to the difference in frequency performance and difference in service (carrier, bit 
rate, and charge, for example), so we need to consider the architecture of the cognitive base 
station. 
When we set up a cognitive BS (Base Station) that supports multiple wireless systems like 
that shown in Fig. 2, only the center area of the base station, which is covered by all kinds of 
wireless communication systems, can satisfy the conditions shown in Fig. 1. This 
architecture is simple and easy to construct; however, an area where cognitive radio can be 
adopted is narrow and limited. Actually, WiMAX access points are not always located in the 
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Fig. 2. Cognitive Base Station with Multiple Radio Systems. 
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To expand the area that satisfies the conditions shown in Fig. 1, we newly define the 
cognitive base station as described below: 
 
1. The area of the cognitive base station is equivalent to the area in which access points of a 

cellular system are covered, which is the widest area among the access points of other 
wireless systems. 

2. A cognitive base station has the function of access points of a cellular system, the function 
of access points of WiMAX and wireless LAN in the cognitive base station area, and a 
control node to integrate these functions. 

 
The concept of a cognitive BS (base station) based on this definition is shown in Fig. 3.  
 

Cognitive BS

Control node

EVDO WiMAX

WiFi

 
Fig. 3. Concept of Cognitive Base Station. 
 
From this definition, the area that satisfies the conditions shown in Fig. 1 can be expanded. 
Actually, WiMAX access points are not always located in the same place where the EV-DO 
access point is located; therefore, this architecture is more realistic. Moreover, placing a 
control node inside the cognitive base station is one characteristic. The control node controls 
these systems below the IP layer. Thus, converging multiple access points of multiple 
systems inside the cognitive base station enables us to treat the radio resources spread 
throughout the cognitive base station area as an “internal” radio resource of the cognitive 
base station. Consequently, that is expected to achieve fast system handover. 

 
3. System architecture 
 

3.1 System architecture 
Based on the concept described in section 2, we propose a system architecture of our 
cognitive radio system as shown in Fig. 4. Cognitive base station consists of PDSN (Packet 
Data Serving Node) to integrate an EV-DO access point to the cognitive base station, ASN-
GW (Access Service Network Gateway) to integrate multiple WiMAX access points, PDIF 
(Packet Data Interworking Function) to integrate multiple wireless LAN access points, 
control node, monitoring node in addition to multiple access points of multiple radio 
systems. The monitoring node collects radio information and system load from each access 

point and information that can be acquired from network side and recognizes radio 
condition. Based on the information from the monitoring node, the control node switches 
the communication system in a packet-by-packet basis.  Moreover, location of control node 
is not above each access point, but above PDSN, ASN-GW and PDIF.  PDSN terminates PPP 
(Point-to-Point Protocol) session to the EV-DO terminal function, ASN-GW controls 
multiple WiMAX access points, and IPSec (Security Architecture for Internet Protocol) 
tunnel is established between PDIF and the terminal, and PDIF controls multiple access 
points of wireless LAN.  Therefore, it is reasonable for future system migration to locate 
control node above PDSN/ASN-GW/PDIF. 
To place control node to converge wireless systems inside the cognitive base station and its 
location above PDSN, ASN-GW and PDIF are major characteristics of our system and these 
are main difference from MIRAI architecture.   
Cognitive terminal consists of EV-DO terminal module, WiMAX CPE (Customer Premises 
Equipment) module, wireless LAN access terminal module and control node (application) to 
integrate the data received from these modules.  
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Fig. 4. System Architecture of Cognitive Radio  

 
3.2 IP address assignments 
As described previously, wireless communication system are switched dynamically 
according to radio environment in cognitive radio system, therefore it is desirable the 
corresponding node does not need to know which wireless system is being used.  
Unconscious switching nodes to node are achieved with mobile IP, however mobile IP is 
generally adopted to macro-mobility solution; in general, it takes a few seconds for system 
handover by using mobile IP protocol, therefore it will be not enough for fast system 
handover, in which an environment of mobile terminal changes dynamically. 
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To expand the area that satisfies the conditions shown in Fig. 1, we newly define the 
cognitive base station as described below: 
 
1. The area of the cognitive base station is equivalent to the area in which access points of a 

cellular system are covered, which is the widest area among the access points of other 
wireless systems. 

2. A cognitive base station has the function of access points of a cellular system, the function 
of access points of WiMAX and wireless LAN in the cognitive base station area, and a 
control node to integrate these functions. 

 
The concept of a cognitive BS (base station) based on this definition is shown in Fig. 3.  
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these systems below the IP layer. Thus, converging multiple access points of multiple 
systems inside the cognitive base station enables us to treat the radio resources spread 
throughout the cognitive base station area as an “internal” radio resource of the cognitive 
base station. Consequently, that is expected to achieve fast system handover. 

 
3. System architecture 
 

3.1 System architecture 
Based on the concept described in section 2, we propose a system architecture of our 
cognitive radio system as shown in Fig. 4. Cognitive base station consists of PDSN (Packet 
Data Serving Node) to integrate an EV-DO access point to the cognitive base station, ASN-
GW (Access Service Network Gateway) to integrate multiple WiMAX access points, PDIF 
(Packet Data Interworking Function) to integrate multiple wireless LAN access points, 
control node, monitoring node in addition to multiple access points of multiple radio 
systems. The monitoring node collects radio information and system load from each access 

point and information that can be acquired from network side and recognizes radio 
condition. Based on the information from the monitoring node, the control node switches 
the communication system in a packet-by-packet basis.  Moreover, location of control node 
is not above each access point, but above PDSN, ASN-GW and PDIF.  PDSN terminates PPP 
(Point-to-Point Protocol) session to the EV-DO terminal function, ASN-GW controls 
multiple WiMAX access points, and IPSec (Security Architecture for Internet Protocol) 
tunnel is established between PDIF and the terminal, and PDIF controls multiple access 
points of wireless LAN.  Therefore, it is reasonable for future system migration to locate 
control node above PDSN/ASN-GW/PDIF. 
To place control node to converge wireless systems inside the cognitive base station and its 
location above PDSN, ASN-GW and PDIF are major characteristics of our system and these 
are main difference from MIRAI architecture.   
Cognitive terminal consists of EV-DO terminal module, WiMAX CPE (Customer Premises 
Equipment) module, wireless LAN access terminal module and control node (application) to 
integrate the data received from these modules.  
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3.2 IP address assignments 
As described previously, wireless communication system are switched dynamically 
according to radio environment in cognitive radio system, therefore it is desirable the 
corresponding node does not need to know which wireless system is being used.  
Unconscious switching nodes to node are achieved with mobile IP, however mobile IP is 
generally adopted to macro-mobility solution; in general, it takes a few seconds for system 
handover by using mobile IP protocol, therefore it will be not enough for fast system 
handover, in which an environment of mobile terminal changes dynamically. 
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To realize the single local IP address on a cognitive terminal, we propose IP configuration 
and control sequence, as depicted for the case of switching wireless system from EV-DO to 
wireless LAN as shown in Fig. 5. 
 When the terminal communicates with EV-DO for the first step, PPP (Point-to-Point 
Protocol) is established between the terminal and PDSN, and then it is authenticated with 
PAP/CHAP (PAP: Password Authentication Protocol, CHAP: Challenge Handshake 
Authentication Protocol). After finishing the authentication process, PDSN transmits an 
access request message to AAA (Authentication, Authorization and Accounting). AAA 
assigns an IP address and sends it back to PDSN along with the information of HA (Home 
Agent), and PDSN relays these information to the terminal. 
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Fig. 5. System Architecture of Cognitive Radio. 

When the terminal moves to the wireless LAN area, terminal authentication is established 
between the terminal and PDIF with IKEv2 (Internet Key Exchange version 2). After 
finishing authentication, PDIF transmits access request message to AAA (Authentication, 
Authorization and Accounting).  
In the present system, AAA of wireless LAN system is independent of that of cellular 
system, but in our proposal, AAAs of wireless LAN and cellular system would be unified or 
have cooperation with each other. When one communication operator (carrier) operates 
multiple systems, unified AAA is easy to construct. When plural communication operators 
cooperate with each other to achieve cognitive system shown in Fig. 5, cooperation of AAAs 
is needed to identify the terminals and to assign one local IP address to them.  This is also 
one characteristic of our system.  Before assigning a IP address to the terminal, AAA 
identifies whether access request message is sent from the terminal that has same product 
number or USIM number.  If the access request message is sent from the terminal that has 
same product number or USIM number, AAA assigns the same IP address that is already 
assigned using EV-DO system (Fig. 6).  In this sense, AAAs are needed to be unified or have 
cooperation with each other. 
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Fig. 6. Control Sequence for IP Address Assignments 

 
3.3 Controls for system switching 
To achieve the single local IP address on a terminal, control node acts as a Foreign Agent to 
the Home Agent, and acts as Home Agent to the PDSN/PDIF at the same time. These 
relationships are shown in Fig. 7. Control node has the table that relates between IP address 
of cognitive terminal and IP address of Foreign Agent.  To relate multiple IP addresses of 
Foreign Agents with one cognitive terminal is one major characteristic of our proposed 
system and cognitive terminal keeps multiple sessions during data transmission.  Due to 
this characteristic, system switching can be done by packet-by-packet basis and expected 
system switching delay can be a few milliseconds. 
Regarding IP packet format, there are many approaches to realize transfer of IP packets to 
the nodes (PDSN/PDIF).  We adopt IP capsulation, because the process of header 
replacement can be done by the hardware implementation and high speed switching could 
be expected.   
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To realize the single local IP address on a cognitive terminal, we propose IP configuration 
and control sequence, as depicted for the case of switching wireless system from EV-DO to 
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When the terminal moves to the wireless LAN area, terminal authentication is established 
between the terminal and PDIF with IKEv2 (Internet Key Exchange version 2). After 
finishing authentication, PDIF transmits access request message to AAA (Authentication, 
Authorization and Accounting).  
In the present system, AAA of wireless LAN system is independent of that of cellular 
system, but in our proposal, AAAs of wireless LAN and cellular system would be unified or 
have cooperation with each other. When one communication operator (carrier) operates 
multiple systems, unified AAA is easy to construct. When plural communication operators 
cooperate with each other to achieve cognitive system shown in Fig. 5, cooperation of AAAs 
is needed to identify the terminals and to assign one local IP address to them.  This is also 
one characteristic of our system.  Before assigning a IP address to the terminal, AAA 
identifies whether access request message is sent from the terminal that has same product 
number or USIM number.  If the access request message is sent from the terminal that has 
same product number or USIM number, AAA assigns the same IP address that is already 
assigned using EV-DO system (Fig. 6).  In this sense, AAAs are needed to be unified or have 
cooperation with each other. 
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3.3 Controls for system switching 
To achieve the single local IP address on a terminal, control node acts as a Foreign Agent to 
the Home Agent, and acts as Home Agent to the PDSN/PDIF at the same time. These 
relationships are shown in Fig. 7. Control node has the table that relates between IP address 
of cognitive terminal and IP address of Foreign Agent.  To relate multiple IP addresses of 
Foreign Agents with one cognitive terminal is one major characteristic of our proposed 
system and cognitive terminal keeps multiple sessions during data transmission.  Due to 
this characteristic, system switching can be done by packet-by-packet basis and expected 
system switching delay can be a few milliseconds. 
Regarding IP packet format, there are many approaches to realize transfer of IP packets to 
the nodes (PDSN/PDIF).  We adopt IP capsulation, because the process of header 
replacement can be done by the hardware implementation and high speed switching could 
be expected.   
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4. Simulations 
 

4.1 Preliminary simulator overview 
Based on the architecture described in section 3, we have developed a preliminary simulator 
that supports both WiMAX and wireless LAN.  
As described in section 3, cognitive node switches the wireless system to communicate with 
according to the radio condition and system load. In scenario 1, monitoring node monitors 
RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) value of wireless LAN and based on this value, 
control node switches the system, because WiMAX service is provided in all area of the 
simulator. In scenario 2, adding to scenario 1, system load is taken into account. 
Simulator overview is shown in Fig. 8, and system parameters of each wireless system for 
this simulator are shown in Table 1. 

最大スループット
W iM AX(5M H z)：6.24M bps
W LAN (802.11g)：28.8M bps

user #1 (rtPS)

user #2 (B E)

Fig. 8. Overview of Preliminary Simulator. 
 

Item Specifications 
WiMAX Based on IEEE802.16e 

Bandwidth 5 MHz 
QoS Mode User #1: rtPS 

User#2: BE 
Wireless LAN Based on IEEE802.11g 

Bandwidth 20 MHz 
Radio 
information 

RSSI Level 

Data UDP User #1: 4.8Mb/s 
User #2: 28.8Mb/s 

Table 1. Preliminary Simulator Specifications. 

 
4.2 Scenario 1: Switching based on RSSI level 
In scenario 1, we assume two terminals. The terminals move along a line in cognitive base 
station area. For the first step, these terminals connect with WiMAX, and then, the terminals 
can use either WiMAX or wireless LAN area in the overlapped area as shown in Fig. 8. 
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4.2 Scenario 1: Switching based on RSSI level 
In scenario 1, we assume two terminals. The terminals move along a line in cognitive base 
station area. For the first step, these terminals connect with WiMAX, and then, the terminals 
can use either WiMAX or wireless LAN area in the overlapped area as shown in Fig. 8. 
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To realize the system switching between two systems, we set the threshold to switch the 
wireless system according to RSSI value of wireless LAN. RSSI of each system is shown in 
Fig. 9. The terminal can connect with wireless LAN when the RSSI level exceeds -95dBm, 
therefore the threshold level is set to -95dBm.  
Fig. 10 shows the history of user throughputs with using WiMAX and wireless LAN. User 
#1 and user #2 move same way with same speed.  
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Fig. 10. Throughputs of Scenario 1. 

When both users are in WiMAX area, due to QoS function of WiMAX, user #1, that has 
higher priority than user #2, can communicate with required bit rate, and user #2 
communicates with vacant bandwidth. 
When both users come near an access point of wireless LAN, RSSI level of wireless LAN 
becomes higher, therefore based on RSSI level, both user #1 and user #2 switch the system 
from WiMAX to wireless LAN. 
However, wireless LAN cannot support 33.6Mb/s (that equals a sum of the data rates of 
user #1 and user #2), throughput performance degradation occurred. 
In this scenario, we have found that not only radio condition, but also system load is taken 
into account to switch radio systems. 

 
4.3 Scenario 2: Switching based on RSSI level and load balancing 
In scenario 2, the terminal communicates with WiMAX area first, and then moves to 
wireless LAN area as shown in Fig. 8, and switches wireless system according to not only 
the RSSI of wireless LAN and but also system load or users’ QoS, etc. 
In this case, QoS of user #1 is set to rtPS (Real Time Packet Service), and QoS of user #2 is set 
to BE (Best Effort), so user #1 has more priority. 
rtPS class ensures the real time transmission and user’s required bandwidth. On the 
contrary, BE class uses the rest bandwidth, so there are no guarantee regarding transmission 
rate and throughput. 
The result is shown in Fig. 11.  When both users are in WiMAX area, due to QoS function of 
WiMAX, user #1 that has higher priority than user #2, can communicate with required bit 
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To realize the system switching between two systems, we set the threshold to switch the 
wireless system according to RSSI value of wireless LAN. RSSI of each system is shown in 
Fig. 9. The terminal can connect with wireless LAN when the RSSI level exceeds -95dBm, 
therefore the threshold level is set to -95dBm.  
Fig. 10 shows the history of user throughputs with using WiMAX and wireless LAN. User 
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When both users are in WiMAX area, due to QoS function of WiMAX, user #1, that has 
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However, wireless LAN cannot support 33.6Mb/s (that equals a sum of the data rates of 
user #1 and user #2), throughput performance degradation occurred. 
In this scenario, we have found that not only radio condition, but also system load is taken 
into account to switch radio systems. 

 
4.3 Scenario 2: Switching based on RSSI level and load balancing 
In scenario 2, the terminal communicates with WiMAX area first, and then moves to 
wireless LAN area as shown in Fig. 8, and switches wireless system according to not only 
the RSSI of wireless LAN and but also system load or users’ QoS, etc. 
In this case, QoS of user #1 is set to rtPS (Real Time Packet Service), and QoS of user #2 is set 
to BE (Best Effort), so user #1 has more priority. 
rtPS class ensures the real time transmission and user’s required bandwidth. On the 
contrary, BE class uses the rest bandwidth, so there are no guarantee regarding transmission 
rate and throughput. 
The result is shown in Fig. 11.  When both users are in WiMAX area, due to QoS function of 
WiMAX, user #1 that has higher priority than user #2, can communicate with required bit 
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rate, and user #2 communicates with vacant bandwidth. Performance of this area is same as 
that of scenario 1. 
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Fig. 11. Throughputs of Scenario 2. 
 
When both users come near an access point of wireless LAN, RSSI level of wireless LAN 
becomes higher. User #1 has a priority, therefore control node decide that user #1 continues 
communication with WiMAX (not switching to wireless LAN). On the contrary, user #2 
does not have priority, therefore based on RSSI level and control nodes’ decision of user #1, 
user #2 switches the system from WiMAX to wireless LAN. 
As a result, any performance degradation can not be seen in both user #1 and user #2 
transmission. 

 
4.4 Simulator that supports EV-DO, WiMAX and wireless LAN 
Based on the architecture described in section 3, we have also developed a simulator that 
supports EV-DO, WiMAX and wireless LAN. Simulator overview is shown in Fig. 12, and 
system parameters of each wireless system for this simulator are shown in Table 2. 
In this simulator, cognitive node switches the wireless system to communicate with 
according to the radio condition and system load.  
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Fig. 12. Simulator Overview. 
 

System Specifications 

EV-DO 

Based on cdma2000 1x EV-DO Rev.0 (simplified model) 
Frequency 2.0GHz 
Maximum Rate 2.4Mb/s 
Maximum Tx 
Power 10W 

WiMAX 

Based on IEEE802.16e based  (OFDMA/TDD) 
Frequency 2.5 GHz 
Maximum Rate 6.2Mb/s (downlink) 
Maximum Tx 
Power 27dBm 

WirelessLAN 

Based on IEEE802.11g 
Frequency 2.4 GHz 
Maximum Rate 28.8Mb/s 
Maximum Tx 
Power 17 dBm 

Table 2. Simulator Specifications. 

 
4.5 Scenario 3: Average throughput evaluation 
In this simulator, ten terminals moves randomly in the simulation area and required rate of 
each user is set to 400kb/s. We assumed web browsing and small size streaming as an 
application. 
For example, we picked up the performance of user #5 out of ten users. 
In this simulation, user #5 started from EV-DO area for the first time, and then moved into 
WiMAX area and moved into wireless area, and finally moved into EV-DO area again. 
Simulation result of user #5 is shown in left side of Fig. 13.  From Fig. 13, performance of 
user #5 is improved by switching to other systems according to RSSI level of each system. 
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rate, and user #2 communicates with vacant bandwidth. Performance of this area is same as 
that of scenario 1. 
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When both users come near an access point of wireless LAN, RSSI level of wireless LAN 
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4.5 Scenario 3: Average throughput evaluation 
In this simulator, ten terminals moves randomly in the simulation area and required rate of 
each user is set to 400kb/s. We assumed web browsing and small size streaming as an 
application. 
For example, we picked up the performance of user #5 out of ten users. 
In this simulation, user #5 started from EV-DO area for the first time, and then moved into 
WiMAX area and moved into wireless area, and finally moved into EV-DO area again. 
Simulation result of user #5 is shown in left side of Fig. 13.  From Fig. 13, performance of 
user #5 is improved by switching to other systems according to RSSI level of each system. 
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Fig. 13. Simulation results of user #5 (left), user #9 (right). 
 
On the contrary, we picked up user #9 as another case.  User #9 started from WiMAX area 
for the first time, and then moved into EV-DO area. Simulation Result of user #9 is shown in 
right side of Fig. 13. In this case, legacy system keeps connection with WiMAX until 
simulation time = 20minutes and then is disconnected due to long distance between 
WiMAX access point and user terminal, however proposed cognitive  system decides to 
switch system from WiMAX to EV-DO when simulation time = 7minutes and then keep 
connection with EV-DO until user #9 is in EV-DO area.  From Fig. 13, user throughput 
improvement is NOT seen by switching from WiMAX to EVDO. 
The reason is WiMAX has wider bandwidth than EVDO, and expected throughput of 
WiMAX is faster than that of EV-DO.  When user’s required rate becomes higher, using 
WiMAX as long as possible gives better throughput performance as a total.  Right side of Fig. 
13 is one example that proposed system cannot achieve better performance than legacy 
system. 
As a total, average throughput of ten terminals of both legacy system and proposed 
cognitive system is shown in Table 3.  Regardless the example such as right side of Fig. 13, 
we have proved that throughput enhancement can be achieved by using proposed 
architecture. 
 

System Average Throughput 

Legacy System 135.4kb/s 
Cognitive 
System 

230.9kb/s 

Table 3. Average Throughput Comparison. 
 
 
 
 

5. Experiments with testbed system 
 

5.1 Preliminary testbed system 
Based on the system architecture described in section 3, we have developed a preliminary 
testbed system that supports both WiMAX and wireless LAN. An overview of the testbed 
system is shown in Fig 14. In the preliminary testbed system, we connect the base station 
and the terminal via RF cables with fading simulators and variable attenuators inserted in 
the middle to emulate wireless radio propagation. The attenuation level of each system can 
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Fig. 14. Overview of Preliminary Testbed System. 
 
RSSI level of wireless LAN can be adjusted by using fading simulators. Streaming data 
(equivalent to rtPS priority) is transmitted from the streaming server shown on the left of 
Fig. 14, to the cognitive terminal #1 shown in the right of Fig. 14, and at the same time, file 
download data (equivalent to Best Effort priority) is transmitted from the server shown on 
the left of Fig.14, to the cognitive terminal #2 shown in the right of Fig.14.  
Moreover, overview of monitoring node is shown in Fig. 15. Lines in the left side shows the 
links that the terminals connect with, and RSSI value and its history are shown in the right 
side of the screen.  Monitoring node has GUI interface to change the algorithm for system 
switching.  Concretely, we can choose whether RSSI level is used or not and whether load 
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Fig. 13. Simulation results of user #5 (left), user #9 (right). 
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System Average Throughput 
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System 
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Table 3. Average Throughput Comparison. 
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balancing is taken into account or not.  These GUI interface is located on the center top of the 
screen. 
 

Item Specifications 
WiMAX Based on IEEE802.16e (OFDM/TDD) 

Bandwidth 5 MHz 
Freq. Band 2.5 GHz 
Max Tx Power 30 dBm 
QoS Mode rtPS / BE 

Wireless LAN Based on IEEE802.11g 
Bandwidth 20 MHz 
Max. rate 54 Mb/s 
Freq. Band 2.4 GHz 
Max Tx Power 16 dBm 

Data  Streaming / File Download 
Table 4. Preliminary Testbed System Specification. 
 

Fig. 15. Overview of Monitoring Node. 
 
And also, the monitoring node has a function to set propagation loss of the fading 
simulators according to the terminal location located at the bottom of the screen (terminal 
location is same as the picture of standing men).  
When both users are in WiMAX area, due to QoS function of WiMAX, user #1 that has 
higher priority than user #2, can communicate with required bit rate, and user #2 
communicates with vacant bandwidth. Performance of this area is same as that of scenario 1 
and 2 of the simulation (see the period (1) in Fig.16). 
When both users come near an access point of wireless LAN, RSSI level of wireless LAN 
becomes higher.  Provided that we switch the system based on both RSSI level of wireless 
LAN, both user #1 and user #2 switch to wireless LAN (see the period (2) in Fig.16).  
Provided that we switch the system based on both RSSI level of wireless LAN and also 
system load, control node decide that user #1 continues communication with WiMAX (not 

switching to wireless LAN). On the contrary, user #2 does not have priority, therefore based 
on RSSI level and control nodes’ decision of user #1, user #2 switches the system from 
WiMAX to wireless LAN. 
As a result, any performance degradation can not be seen in both user #1 and user #2 
transmission with the testbed system. User #1 can enjoy streaming service without any 
block noise or delay, and User #2 can download the files faster (see the period (3) in Fig.16). 
These performance enhancements are same as that of scenario 2 of the simulation. 
Screenshot of the experiment is shown in Fig.16. 
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5.2 Testbed system 
In previous section, we described the results of experiments conducted on the preliminary 
testbed system that supports both WiMAX and wireless LAN. In this section, we describe a 
testbed system that supports EV-DO (Cellular), WiMAX, and wireless LAN. Specifications 
of the testbed system are shown in Table 5 and testbed overview is shown in Fig. 17.  We 
had received experimental license for the testbed, and evaluate the testbed under outdoor 
environment. 
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System Specifications 

EV-DO 

Based on cdma2000 1x EV-DO Rev.A 
Frequency 2.0GHz 
Maximum Rate 3.1Mb/s 
Maximum Tx Power AP: 5dBm, AT: 24dBm 

WiMAX 

Based on IEEE802.16e based  (OFDM/TDD) 
Frequency 2.5 GHz 
Maximum Rate 6.2Mb/s (downlink) 
Maximum Tx Power AP: 26dBm, AT: 14dBm 

WirelessLAN 

Based on IEEE802.11g 
Frequency 2.4 GHz 
Maximum Rate 28.8Mb/s 
Maximum Tx Power 18 dBm 

Data Transmission UDP Packets 
Table 5. Specifications of testbed system 
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Control Node/PDSN/
ASN-GW/PDIF

Fig. 17. Structure of Testbed System. 
 
Outdoor experiment examples with the testbed system are shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19. 
As shown in Fig. 18, we confirmed when received power of wireless LAN became lower, 
system decided to switches to EV-DO system automatically, and during system switching, 
connection with the terminal was continued. 
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 19, we also confirmed when another terminal came into wireless 
LAN area, other terminal that connects with wireless LAN switches to EVDO to avoid 
conjestion and to achieve maximize system capacity. 
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Radio Information.
(RSSI)

System Switching
wireless LAN→EVDO

System Switching
wireless LAN→EVDO

RSSI level 
becomes lower
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Fig. 18. System switching example under outdoor environment. 
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Terimnal #2 - sleep

Terminal #2 starts
communication with WLAN

Terminal #1 – EVDO
Terimnal #2 - WLAN

Fig. 19. System switching example under outdoor environment. 
 
Through these experiments, we confirmed that system switching works correctly according 
to radio condition and system load under outdoor environment and that the system 
architecture described here is a reasonable architecture to achieve a convergence with plural 
wireless systems. 

 
6. Conclusion 
 

We described the architecture to integrate multiple-radio system with cognitive radio. 
Furthermore, we described the simulator and testbed system based on the architecture.  
Through simulation and experiment with testbed system, we have proved that total system 
capacity was increased with using proposed architecture.  These results suggest that the 
system architecture described here is one of reasonable platform to achieve a convergence 
with plural wireless systems. 
Part of this project is funded by Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications of the 
Japanese Government. 
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1. Introduction  
 

For all sorts of telecommunication systems, in order to properly transmit the information, 
the signal has to be amplified to cope with the channel impairments and attenuations. Hence 
Power Amplifier (PA) is a vital element in a telecommunication system transmission chain. 
However, PA is still hard to design because of the key factors related to its performance 
which include the emitted mask power, battery consumption (linked to power amplifier 
efficiency), the channel propagation attenuation (linked to power amplifier gain),  and the 
carrier-to-intermodulation ratio requirements (linked to power amplifier linearity). The 
design problem of PA is exacerbated due to the conflicting parameters of linearity and 
efficiency: the efficiency is the maximum near the saturation point, the point where non-
linear effects are most severe.  
In parallel to the PA non-linearity problem, the ever-increasing demands of high data rate 
transmission, bandwidth improvement, and the greater spectral efficiency have resulted in 
the migration of modulation schemes from single carrier to multi carrier. This trend has 
increased the signal power fluctuations by a great extent, a feature generally characterized 
by the term Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR). Consequently the efficient power 
amplification of multi carrier signals in the absence of any special processing induces severe 
impairments, the well known non-linear distortions. Hence turns up the problem of efficient 
power amplification of large envelope signals. 
This chapter will discuss this problem in the context of Cognitive Radio (CR) systems. 
Software Radio (SWR), being the enabling technology of CR systems, inherits very high 
PAPR because of the multi-carrier nature of its signals. Moreover, as a consequence of 
Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA), this high PAPR will be modified in real time. We will 
highlight the importance of this phenomenon and propose how to deal with this new 
situation. We explain how the PAPR could be considered as a sensor in the Cognitive Radio 
context during DSA process. Then we will propose and explain a frequency view of this 
sensor metric which could be of great interest to visualize the problem of PAPR 
modifications over DSA. 

 

17
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2. A brief historical note on the problem 
 

PA has been considered as a very important transmitter component since long. So as the 
problem of PA non linear distortion is not new and has been extensively studied in past for 
different communication systems. For example, 

• For satellite transmission, Traveling Wave Tube (TWT) amplifier is used and its 
non linear problems are discussed during 80’s and 90’s (Bremenson et al., 1980, 
Steck & Pham, 1987).  

• For multi carriers systems the problem is studied extensively during 90’s and 
2000’s (Han & Lee, 2005). 

• Recently, for SWR system a European project, TRUST, highlights this issue 
(Macleod et al., 2000).  

• Also, for Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems the problem of PA non 
linearity is discussed (Lee et al., 2005, Tam et al., 2005). 

 
This chapter deals with the PA non linearity problem in the context of CR systems where 
DSA can enhance this non linearity issue.   

 
3. High Power Amplifier Characteristics 
 

There exist several non-linear devices in a telecommunication transmission chain like Digital 
to Analog (DAC) converters, High Power Amplifiers (HPA). Transmitters employ HPA in 
order to send signals in the free space with sufficient power to counter channel fading. HPA 
being a non linear device causes in and out of band distortions, inter modulations and 
consequently Bit Error Rate (BER) degradation when operated in the non linear region. The 
obvious solution would be to “back off” the signal to get it operated in the linear amplifier 
region but this is accompanied by considerable PA efficiency penalty. Low PA efficiency 
means increased battery consumption which is an important issue especially for handset 
terminals. The other solution would be the linearization of the amplifier which faces 
amplifier design constraints problem (Kenington, 2000). Below we present HPA 
characteristics to highlight the non linearity issue.  

 
3.1 Non linear gain characteristics 
Mainly two types of HPAs are used in communications systems, Travelling Waves Tube 
mainly for satellite transmission and Solid State Power Amplifier (SSPA) commonly used in 
terrestrial transmissions and particularly in cellular systems for the handsets. Both the types 
of HPA present input and output amplitude and phase non-linear characteristics. The 
classical gain characteristics of SSPA and TWTA (TWT Amplifier) amplifiers are illustrated 
in the following curves:  

 
Fig. 1. Amplitude and Phase characteristics of an SSPA power amplifier 
 

 
Fig. 2. Amplitude and Phase characteristics of a TWTA power amplifier 
 
The relation between amplifier input and output amplitude is represented by Amplitude 
/Amplitude (AM/AM) curve while Amplitude/Phase (AM/PM) curve describes the phase 
shift with the input variation. The AM/AM curve can be divided into three regions. 

 Linear Zone: In this zone, HPA has approximately a linear behaviour i-e the output 
power is proportional to the input power. This proportionality is the gain of the 
amplifier without any degradation of the signal at output. 

  
 Compression Zone: In this zone the proportionality between the input power and 

the output power no longer exists and signals perturbations appear. One very 
important point in this region is 1 dB compression point which is the point at 
which there is 1 dB difference between ideal gain curve and practical gain curve.  

 
 Saturation Zone: In this zone the output power is quasi constant i-e output power 

is saturated denoted by Psat. 
It could be seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 that AM/AM curves for the two types of HPAs are 
almost similar. But the AM/PM curves are quite different as in the case of SSPA, the phase 
curve is almost constant during the linear region but varies a lot for TWTA in the same 
region. 

 
3.2 Efficiency characteristics
Power amplifier needs a dc source to amplify the signal. This dc value is associated to the 
efficiency of the amplifier. Figure.3 shows a simplified budget of the different powers 
associated to power amplifier. 
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Fig. 3. Simplified power budget diagram of a power amplifier. 
 
The power consumption budget is given by: 

dissoutdcin PPPP +=+

Power amplifier efficiency is the ratio between the output power and the source (dc) power. 
This is an important parameter as it is related to amplifier consumption which itself would 
be a great challenge for future communication systems. PA efficiency is given by, 
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There is another efficiency definition, power-added efficiency, which takes into account the 
input power and is given by, 
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3.3 Input and Output back-off 
To nullify or reduce the non-linear effects, the operating point of power amplifier is backed-
off. The amount of input and output back-off from 1 dB compression point or saturation 
point is called Input Back Off (IBO) and Output Back Off (OBO) respectively. 
 
Let Pin  be the signal mean input power, Pout  mean output power, Psat,out saturation output 
power and Psat,in the corresponding input power as shown in Fig. 4. The IBO and OBO 
would then defined as, 
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Fig. 4. Different power levels on the PA gain curve. 

 
3.4 Carrier to Intermodulation (C/I) ratio 
It is the ratio of useful carrier power level to intermodulation products power level. 
Normally this term is used to describe intermodulation effects in narrow band systems.  
C/In is the C/I ratio of useful power to the intermodulation product of order n. 

 
3.5 Interception point 
The n-order intercept point relates nonlinear products caused by the nth order term in the 
nonlinearity to the linearly amplified signal. Generally 3rd order intercept point is used to 
relate intermodulation products to input signal. Fig. 5 depicts the Interception point 
concept. 

Fig. 5. Third order interception point 
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With the rapid growth of communication systems, the future systems are supposed to 
operate on a very large bandwidth. And HPA characteristics should be frequency 
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Fig. 3. Simplified power budget diagram of a power amplifier. 
 
The power consumption budget is given by: 
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independent otherwise the performance of the amplifier shall be affected by the frequency 
of the signals being amplified (Soury & Ngoya, 2005). When HPA performance is dependent 
on frequency it is said to have ‘memory’. Memory effects of an amplifier have a very 
important impact on the overall performances of the HPA and should not be neglected for 
future systems.  

 
3.7 HPA modeling 
There are several HPA models presented in literature with and without memory effect 
considerations. Below we shall very briefly discuss some HPA models. 

 
3.7.1 HPA modeling without memory effect 

For an input signal 
( ))()()( tctcjetStS ϕω +=  with ( ) { })(Re)(cos)()( tStttSts cc =+= ϕω  the 

transmitted signal, the output signal is given by:  
( ) ( )( ))()(cos)()( tStttSAty cc Φ++= ϕω ,   

where ( ))(tSA  is relative to the AM/AM transfer function and ( ))(tSΦ  is relative to the 

AM/PM transfer function. For an ideal linear amplifier ( ))(tSA  is constant as well as phase 
( ))(tSΦ  independent of the input power )(tS . 

 
The most commonly used model, mainly for TWTA was the Saleh model (Kenington, 2000) 
with, 
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where SAA ν=0 is the output saturation value, p is an integer. When p becomes large the 
AM/AM curve approaches the ideal transformation known as ‘soft limiter ‘, i-e 

)())(( tStSA ν=  for SAtS ≤≤ )(0 and SAtSA ν=))(( for )(tSAS ≤ . 

 
3.7.2 HPA modeling with memory effect 
In practice, AM/AM and AM/PM curves are different as function of the frequency. This 
phenomenon should be taken into account in wideband application such as SWR. Models 
which take into account this frequency parameter are called models with memory. There are 
several models like Saleh, Bösch, Blum and Meghdadi (Kenington, 2000) which consider 
memory effect. Only Saleh model is presented here to give an idea.  

Saleh model is given by the following 4 coefficients qqpp βαβα ,,, , with the rules proposed by 
Saleh and illustrated by the Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Saleh model with memory effect. 

 
4. Envelope characteristics of multi-carrier signals 
 

There are two types of signals with respect to signal carrier frequency. First type is that of 
single carrier signals where the data is transferred on a single carrier frequency like in 
Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) where each user’s data is transmitted on a 
particular frequency. Second type is that of multi-carrier signals where the data is 
transmitted over many carrier frequencies like in Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplexing (OFDM) where the information is modulated on several carriers. The envelope 
characteristics of single carrier and multi-carrier signals are different from each other and in 
this part we shall highlight these differences. 
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Fig. 6. Saleh model with memory effect. 

 
4. Envelope characteristics of multi-carrier signals 
 

There are two types of signals with respect to signal carrier frequency. First type is that of 
single carrier signals where the data is transferred on a single carrier frequency like in 
Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) where each user’s data is transmitted on a 
particular frequency. Second type is that of multi-carrier signals where the data is 
transmitted over many carrier frequencies like in Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplexing (OFDM) where the information is modulated on several carriers. The envelope 
characteristics of single carrier and multi-carrier signals are different from each other and in 
this part we shall highlight these differences. 
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4.1 Single carrier signals 
In single carrier communication like the transmission of a Quadrature Phase Shift Keying 
(QPSK) or Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) modulated data, the information is 
transmitted over a single carrier frequency. Thus the power fluctuations of this signal 
depend upon the constellation scheme and shaping filter characteristics. For example in case 
of amplitude modulations like Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM), more power 
fluctuations should be observed compared to those of phase modulations like QPSK as 
maximum and mean power of the symbols is the same in case of phase modulation. Also the 
characteristics of the shaping filter affect the signal envelope, as in case of Root Raised 
Cosine (RRC) filter, the envelope varies with the change in filter's roll-off factor. Fig. 7 shows 
the power fluctuations of QPSK modulated single carrier signal with roll-off factor of 0.22.  
 

Fig. 7. Power fluctuations in single carrier signals (QPSK modulation, roll-off=0.22). 

 
4.2 Multi-carrier signals 
 

4.2.1 OFDM signals 
In case of multi carrier communication like OFDM, a large number of sub carriers are added 
simultaneously to make a multi carrier signal. For example an OFDM symbol containing N 
sub carriers would be formed as, 

  (1) 
where  is the rectangular pulse of duration ,  represents the complex information 

symbol of carrier  with  of  OFDM symbol . For any  OFDM symbol, the 
baseband signal 
symbol of carrier 

 is given by, 

 

is given by,

 (2) 
or, 

  (3) 
According to the central limit theorem, when a large number of independent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d) random variables are added simultaneously, their distribution becomes 
Gaussian which means that there is a big gap between mean and maximum values. As 
OFDM signal can be treated like a summation of many i.i.d random variables, its 
distribution tends to be Gaussian following the central limit theorem which results in high 
power fluctuations as shown in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 8. Power fluctuations in multi carrier signals (N=64, QPSK Mapping). 

 
4.2.2 Software Radio signals 
SWR can be defined as a system able of modulating and demodulating any kind of signal, 
any time anywhere, on any network (Fasbender et al., 1999). Consequently any SWR signal 

 is a composite signal given by, 

  (4) 
 
where S is the number of standards contained in the composite SWR signal and  
represents the  standard. Each signal  associated to a given standard of  carriers 
can be expressed as, 

  
where  represents the modulated and filtered signal associated to carrier p of the 
standard i. In this case, , where  represents the 
modulation relative to the carrier p and standard  and  is the shaping filter function 
of standard . Using the two aforementioned equations, a multi-standard signal can be 
written as, 

  (5) 
As it could be seen that SWR signal is a multi-carrier signal and due to this property it 
demonstrates high signal fluctuations.  

 
4.3 Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR) 
As discussed previously that HPA is a non-linear device and to operate it in the high 
efficiency zone, the power fluctuations of the signal should be minimized otherwise non 
linear distortions would occur. These power fluctuations are described by various terms in 
literature but most common of all is PAPR (Peak to Average Power Ratio). It is defined as 
the ratio between maximum instantaneous power and mean instantaneous power. For a 
complex base band signal, , PAPR would be defined as, 

  (6) 
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For Radio Frequency (RF) signal with  being the carrier frequency. The PAPR is 
defined as, 

  (7) 
 
The relation between base band signal PAPR, , and RF signal PAPR, , is 
given by (Tellado-Mourelo, 1999), 
  (8) 
All in all, PAPR is the term which demonstrates the variations in the peak of the signal 
power with respect to its mean power. 

  
4.4 Equivalence between OFDM and SWR signals 
SWR and OFDM both are multi-carrier signals and we shall try to make analogies between 
these two types of signals. First analytical equivalence is demonstrated and then PAPR 
distribution is discussed.  

 
4.4.1 Analytical equivalence 
If the carrier interspacing is constant for all standards, SWR signal will become a 
multicarrier signal, given by, 

  (9) 
where  is the carrier interspacing which is supposed to be constant for all standards. 
Generally speaking, this condition cannot be verified because the distance between carriers 
is different from one standard to the other (Roland & Palicot, 2002). It varies from 25 kHz for 
Personal Digital Cellular (PDC) to 50 MHz for Hiperlan. When SWR signal contains more 
than one standard, it cannot be a ‘typical’ multicarrier signal. Therefore we cannot make any 
connection between an OFDM signal and a multi-standard SWR signal. 
We suppose now a mono standard SWR signal. By definition then, 

 

We suppose now a mono standard SWR signal. By definition then,

 (10) 
which is equivalent to 

  (11) 
From an analytical point of view, Eq. 11 is formulated in the same way as equation Eq. 2 
models an OFDM signal. In all other cases, an OFDM signal remains a particular case of a 
SWR signal. 

 
4.4.2 Gaussian Equivalence between OFDM and SWR Signals 
OFDM PAPR distribution has been discussed a lot in literature. (Ochiai & Imai, 2001) deals 
with PAPR distribution for OFDM signals and gives some Complementary Cumulative 

Distribution Function (CCDF) upper bounds. With large oversampling factors (continuous 
signals) and knowing the fact that there is approximately  dB PAPR increase due to Radio 
Frequency (RF) transposition, PAPR CCDF for RF OFDM continuous signals is 
approximated by, 

  (12) 
Below we prove that OFDM PAPR CCDF is similar to PAPR CCDF for multi standard SWR 
signals. 
PAPR analysis of a multi standard SWR signal containing OFDM, MC-GMSK and 
MC-QPSK signal, is considered. General specifications used for each standard are same i.e. 

 carriers/subcarriers and  symbols. This analysis is done in RF conditions and is 
depicted in Fig. 9. First, it can be shown that all standards have almost similar PAPR CCDF, 
confirming Gaussian equivalence. Secondly, from a statistical point of view, as SWR signal 
is generated by the combination of these standards, PAPR CCDF of a SWR signal also 
demonstrates Gaussian distribution. In conclusion, any multiplex of carriers or standards, 
exhibits Gaussian distribution, independent of the modulation techniques and the carrier 
frequencies. From a PAPR point of view, SWR and OFDM show similar behaviors. 
 

 
Fig. 9. PAPR distribution of a SWR signal with MC-GMSK, MC-QPSK and OFDM 
modulated standards in RF. 

 
5. High Power Amplification of multi-carrier signals  
 

As discussed previously that multi-carrier signals have high power fluctuations and these 
fluctuations can cause interference when the signal is amplified by HPA. We shall see some 
of the interference types produced on non-linear amplification. 

 
5.1 Non linear characteristics  
We can approximate any non linear amplifier f(.) by a polynomial function : 

  
For an OFDM signal s(t) defined in Eq. 2, the output of power amplifier would be, 

  
All the aforementioned terms generate components whose frequencies Fs are of the form, 
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  (13) 

FS is called intermodulation product of order   where  are arbitrary integer 
values.  
 
Some of the FS frequencies fall in the useful band resulting in BER degradation while the rest 
fall out of the useful band causing spectrum re-growth. Some terms are defined below to 
better understand the intermodulation concept. 

 
5.1.1 Adjacent Channel Power Ratio (ACPR) 
In wideband systems, ACPR is used instead of C/I. ACPR is the ratio of signal power inside 
the useful band to the adjacent channel power. 
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The different frequency positions are described in Fig.10. In (Ragusa et al., 2005), ACPR 
definition for multi carrier OFDM signal is given as, 

  
where  and  are third and first intermodulation product coefficients,  is the normalized 
amplitude of the multi carrier signal,  is the number of OFDM subcarriers and 

. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10. Spectrum distortion after power amplification 

 
5.1.2 EVM and MER ratios 
In OFDM systems, Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) and Modulation Error Rate (MER) are 
the terms used to define the distortion caused by HPA in frequency and time domain 
respectively.  

PA

 
Fig. 11. MER and EVM graphical illustrations  
EVM represents the influence of HPA on constellation symbols while MER describes the 
influence of HPA on time domain signal. 

 
5.2 Solution to avoid HPA non-linearity 
To amplify the signal at high efficiency, it needs to be driven near the saturation point. 
Consequently the signal should have low PAPR in order to not enter the saturation zone. 
Thus there was need of PAPR reduction methods and a huge number of methods have been 
developed since 15 years to reduce multi-carrier signal PAPR. The main reason is the 
success of multi-carrier modulations like OFDM as modulation and multiple access 
techniques in many communication standards like Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB), 
Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL), and 
Wireless MAX (WiMAX) etc. A high PAPR being the drawback of OFDM, extensive 
research has been carried out to resolve this issue. Historically, the signal used to be backed-
off and transmitted at low efficiency without PAPR reduction but with the development of 
technology and emerging of the new standards, battery consumption has gained a lot of 
attention and in turns PAPR reduction. 
 

 
Fig. 12. High efficiency PA operation demands reduction in PAPR. 

 
5.3 Classification of PAPR reduction methods 
A classification of PAPR reduction methods has been proposed in (Louët & Palicot, 2008). It 
mainly concerns OFDM PAPR reduction but some methods can be applied to any 
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The different frequency positions are described in Fig.10. In (Ragusa et al., 2005), ACPR 
definition for multi carrier OFDM signal is given as, 
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Fig. 10. Spectrum distortion after power amplification 
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Fig. 11. MER and EVM graphical illustrations  
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upon system requirements. There are different criteria to differentiate between existing 
PAPR reduction methods. Few of them are outlined below: 
- Downward compatibility (DC): A method is called downward compatible if it does not 
imply any receiver change. When downward compatible, the PAPR reduction is 
implemented only at the transmitter meaning that the input data is manipulated to generate 
low PAPR. In that case BER needs to be investigated. Thus we have two subclasses when the 
method is downward compatible. 

o Cluster 1 : DC without BER degradation (e-g Active Constellation Extension) 
o Cluster 2 : DC with BER degradation (e-g Clipping, Peak windowing) 

-If there is no DC, PAPR reduction method is implemented on both transmitter and receiver 
(the function and its “inverse”) and theoretically BER remains unchanged. In this case data 
rate loss has to be investigated. 

o Cluster 3 : no DC without date rate loss (e-g Pulse shaping, Tone Injection) 
o Cluster 4 : no DC with date rate loss degradation (e-g Coding, Tone Reservation, 

Partial Transit Sequences) 
These are the few examples given to illustrate the classification. The complete tree diagram 
of method classification is given in Fig. 13. The classification presented also refers to 
linearization methods which do not take into account the PAPR reduction techniques.  
As already described that SWR signal is a multiplex of many modulated carriers and 
demonstrates a complex Gaussian distribution as OFDM thus its PAPR can be reduced 
using the methods developed for OFDM PAPR reduction with appropriate changes. 

 
Fig. 13. Classification of PAPR reduction methods. 

 
6. Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) in the Cognitive Radio context 
 

The term "Cognitive Radio" was first coined by Mitola in 1999 who gave the following 
definition of CR (Mitola & Maguire, 1999), 
"A radio or system that senses, and is aware of, its operational environment and can 
dynamically and autonomously adjust its radio operating parameters accordingly." 

In other words, CR refers to self-aided and self-established reconfigurable communication 
system where decisions of reconfiguration are taken with the help of a set of sensors. One of 
these sensors is the spectrum sensor which using an opportunistic approach senses any 
available bandwidth and thus assists in establishing communication on suitable frequencies 
as suggested by Federal Communication Commission (FCC) in (FCC, 2003), 
"A radio frequency transmitter/receiver that is designed to intelligently detect whether a 
particular segment of the radio spectrum is currently in use, and to jump into (and out of, as 
necessary) the temporarily-unused spectrum dynamically, without interfering with the 
transmissions of other authorized users." 
This FCC definition is given in the context of spectrum allocation and utilization. The reason 
of this dynamic spectrum access is the under utilization of radio spectrum. In fact around 
90% of spectrum is quiet on average and there is a great need to ‘recover’ the wasted 
spectrum resources. There are a lot of ways discussed in literature to ‘recover’ the spectrum 
(Zhao & Swami, 2007). 

 
6.1 The inconveniences of spectrum access 
In the spectrum access scenario, a CR equipment should be able to access any available 
bandwidth in order to fulfill its data needs. Anyhow, this spectrum access in a CR context 
makes sense only if the bandwidths proposed by spectrum sensor do not imply any 
modification to the CR equipment’s Analog Front End (AFE).  AFE consists of elements like 
filters, antennas, power amplifiers etc. The design and performance of these AFE 
components depend upon temporal and spectral properties of the signal, for example, 
antennas are designed for a specific frequency range or amplifier design is input amplitude 
dependent etc. 
Also spectral characteristics affect temporal signal properties like signal bandwidth and 
constellation size relation for a specific data rate demand. Moreover, spectrum access can 
result in out of band distortions. This results in decrease of ACPR which degrades system 
performance as bit error rate increases. 
Concluding, spectrum access can affect CR equipment’s AFE design and also temporal 
signal characteristics. As CR should not modify AFE design thus spectrum should be 
accessed as to keep signal's temporal and spectral properties within AFE design limits. One 
of the AFE's elements, HPA, is of particular interest in this chapter. As HPA is susceptible to 
high PAPR signals, spectrum sensor should take into account the PAPR value of the emitted 
signal on the available bandwidth to keep the PAPR value under an acceptable level which 
does not imply any changes to power amplifier design. Thus the selection of suitable 
bandwidth should be made according to some PAPR metrics.   

 
6.2 CR signal and its PAPR 
CR uses SWR as its implementation technology. In SWR based-systems, PAPR may be quite 
large due to the fact that the transmitted signal is a sum of a large number of modulated 
carriers as discussed before. Moreover, a reconfigurable transmitter, Software Defined Radio 
(SDR) base station for instance, should be able to amplify single carrier and multi carrier 
modulation signals as well as many non-constant envelope modulation signals. Thus CR 
signals inherit high PAPR and this factor asks for PAPR information based spectrum access 
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decisions. This reason emphasizes the necessity of a frequency domain PAPR approach in a 
spectrum access scenario. 

 
6.3 Spectrum access and PAPR problem 
In a CR context spectrum access is about finding the free bandwidth within a standard or in 
between the standards for communication using an opportunistic approach as shown in Fig. 
14. There are certain parameters which should be kept in mind during spectrum access for 
example Quality of Service (QoS), out of band interference etc. Our emphasis in this chapter 
is on the influence of spectrum access on PA efficiency.  

Fig. 14. Spectrum access in a multi-standard system scenario. 
 
HPA efficiency curve is shown in Fig. 15 following the context of the discussion here. 
Generally it is preferred to operate PA in the maximum efficiency region near saturation 
point. But for that signal fluctuations should be kept as small as possible otherwise non-
linearity would occur because of HPA operation in saturation region. Now spectrum access 
would definitely modify signal properties namely mean power, bandwidth, amplitude etc. 
As the signal fluctuations are modified on spectrum access, the operating point of HPA 
needs to be modified also so as to avoid non-linearity. Consider that the signal fluctuations 
increase on spectrum access which is generally the case after signal addition to useful band, 
one solution can be large IBO labeled as `Solution 1: Large IBO' in Fig. 15. This large IBO 
results in the PA operation in less efficient zone which is obviously not recommended. Also, 
one needs to add some electronic components for real time operating point modifications 
according to signal fluctuations. This hardware implementation not only comes at the cost 
of more energy consumption but also it is difficult to realize on the transmitter circuitry.   
The solution which we propose, labeled as `Solution 2: Insertion with PAPR constraint' in 
Fig. 15, is to insert the added tones respecting the signal fluctuation constraints. If the added 
signal does not increase signal fluctuations, high efficiency PA operation is easily possible. 
Thus a frequency view of PAPR is highly essential to see the effect of the added signal on 
PAPR and to decide whether to insert the signal on some available band or not and if yes 
then what should be the characteristics of the added signal like amplitude or constellation 
size, bandwidth and position of the added carriers. 
 

 
Fig. 15. Spectrum access effect on PAPR and in turns on PA efficiency. 

 
7. Frequency view of PAPR metric 
 

7.1 Frequency Domain Interpretation of PAPR Metric 
Since PAPR is varied on spectrum access, its frequency domain interpretation would help in 
better understanding of these variations corresponding to the frequency components of 
signal (Hussain et al., 2008). To get the frequency vision of the signal, temporal SWR signal 
is first sliced into  symbols of  samples each. This process of slicing the temporal signal 
is illustrated in Fig. 16. These symbols fill the  rows of table ‘ ’ in Fig. 17. Then, each row 
is processed with N point FFT to get the spectral components of the signal and thus table ‘ ’ 
is filled in Fig.17.  

 

 
Fig. 16. Temporal signal slicing for PAPR upper bound calculation. 

Note that,  should be large enough to contain all the frequency components in SWR signal. 
In Fig. 17, each row in table ‘ ’ refers to frequency components  present in 
temporal SWR symbol  given by, 

  (14) 
Here  and each column is associated to a signal  given by, 
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  (15) 
Here . A column  is associated to a carrier  and the idea is to calculate 
PAPR column wise and to show that it is similar to PAPR calculated row wise. 

 
Fig. 17. Time and frequency vision of an SWR signal. 
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where  refers to mean power calculated on carrier . By using temporal expression of 
the SWR symbols, it can be easily shown that, 
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with 

  
As 

  (19) 
the final result would be, 

  (20) 
In this equation,  is upper bounded by addition of the weighted average of all 

 metrics and a constant depending on the frequency component correlation. From 
now onwards  will be termed as  to underline temporal PAPR. 

 
7.2 Application of Frequency PAPR definition to SWR signal 
A composite SWR signal of multi carrier modulation schemes of two OFDM based 
standards was simulated. Standard A was composed of  OFDM carriers while Standard B 
was composed of  OFDM carriers. Standard A transmits with   dB less power than 
Standard B. This SWR signal was mapped to the mentioned table format where each row of 
the table ‘ ’ representing time domain SWR symbols.  SWR signals of length  were 
simulated. The table was transformed to frequency domain using  point FFT to fill ‘ ’ 
of size . Fig. 18 demonstrates the application of Eq. 20 to SWR signal. 
 

 
Fig. 18. Frequency PAPR calculation for SWR signal. 

 
7.3 PAPR variations on dynamic spectrum access: mathematical developments 
A study on the PAPR variation due to spectrum access is carried out and mathematically 
formulated. Let  be the PAPR after spectrum access. It can be upper bounded by 
the sum of initial PAPR of the primary users’ signal before spectrum access  given 
by Eq. 20 and the influence of the secondary users’ signal on PAPR, to be given after 
mathematical developments. 
Consider the case of a CR signal, where different standards occupy their specific 
bandwidths while the free bandwidth is used by the secondary users. Transforming the 
temporal CR signal into the frequency domain following the carrier per carrier vision 
presented above. Let the signal be divided in to  symbols and  be frequencies of the 
whole spectrum. Out of these  frequencies,  are the primary user frequencies and  be 
the frequencies that are used by secondary users. Here the hypothesis is made that the 
spectrum occupied by secondary users is very small compared to primary users’ spectral 
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occupancy i-e  and also  due to the fact that the 
secondary signal mean power  is negligible compared to primary user mean power secondary signal mean power 

 due to spectral mask constraints. 
 
A signal sample  can be written as, 

  (21) 
where , . Also  is the number of carriers, i-e size of  is 
the sum of  and . Now following the above equation 
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Here  and  are the index sets of primary and secondary user frequencies respectively. 
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And thus the above equation can be written as, 
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Here  is the PAPR contribution because of primary user’s carriers i-e, 
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And  is the amount of variation in the initial PAPR, , because of dynamic spectrum 
access. The factor  can be written as, 
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In Eq. 32, the factor  is the ratio of secondary user’s mean power to the primary 
user’s mean power which is quite small and that’s why the factor  does not contribute 
much to the PAPR variations. Also  is the secondary user PAPR in frequency 
domain, i-e, 

  (33) 
And 

  (34) 
Here  is the contribution because of the mutual correlation of the primary and secondary 
user carriers. It should be noted that the influence on PAPR due to spectrum access can be 
calculated with the help of spectral information of the primary and secondary signal. This 
vision facilitates the spectrum access phenomenon in the context of CR by directly relating 
the effect on PAPR with the spectral information of signal. 
This formulation is applied on aforementioned bi-standard SWR signal. QPSK modulated  
carriers are added on free bands in between these two standards and their effect on PAPR is 
demonstrated in Fig. 19. 

 
7.4 Frequency PAPR view benefit 
Let us now explain the advantages of using frequency view for PAPR computation over a 
temporal PAPR calculation approach in a CR spectrum access scenario. As mentioned 
previously that spectrum access influences the transmitted signal properties and 
subsequently its PAPR. PAPR of the signal to be amplified i-e signal between  and  
in Fig. 20 is increased after spectrum access where  is the available free bandwidth and  
is the allocated bandwidth for secondary user during spectrum access. This increase in 
PAPR can cause signal distortion. Therefore, in order to see the effects on PAPR due to the 
allocated bandwidth, a classical temporal vision would need constant exchanges between 
frequency domain (for bandwidth allocation) and time domain (for PAPR computation) in 
order to select a bandwidth which does not increase a lot the PAPR of the signal to be 
amplified after spectrum access. This implies a tremendous increase in computational 
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allocated bandwidth, a classical temporal vision would need constant exchanges between 
frequency domain (for bandwidth allocation) and time domain (for PAPR computation) in 
order to select a bandwidth which does not increase a lot the PAPR of the signal to be 
amplified after spectrum access. This implies a tremendous increase in computational 
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complexity. In the PAPR frequency view, the effects on PAPR due to any available band 
allocation can be seen in the frequency domain without going back to time domain for 
PAPR calculations. Moreover, this spectrum knowledge can be used by other CR sensors 
like (Hachemani et al., 2007) uses power spectral density of the signal for blind standard 
recognition. Fig. 20 explains that this approach facilitates bandwidth allocation with respect 
to PAPR metric in CR context. A two standard SWR signal is depicted with an available 
bandwidth W. After slicing of the temporal signal and FFT operation, a table is filled with 
signal’s spectral components. Then a suitable bandwidth B is allocated by the CR system 
while  computations are performed staying in the frequency domain during 
bandwidth selection procedure. 
This frequency vision also helps in PAPR mitigation e-g PAPR reduction by ‘Tone 
Reservation’ (Tellado-Mourelo, 1999) is about reserving tones in frequency domain to 
reduce PAPR for OFDM signals. This process is same as bandwidth allocation. Knowing the 
fact that OFDM and SWR signals show similar characteristics (Hussain & Louët, 2008) and 
carrier per carrier vision facilitates bandwidth allocation, OFDM PAPR mitigation methods 
can easily be applied to SWR signals. 
 

 
Fig. 19. Upper bound is modified after spectrum access 
 

 
Fig. 20. Illustration of PAPR computation with a two standards SWR signal and an allocated 
bandwidth B. 
 

8. Conclusion 
 

This chapter explores the non linearity issues in SWR based CR systems in the spectrum 
access scenario by exploiting the frequency vision of PAPR. The importance of this issue can 
be estimated by a simple fact that reduced PAPR would result in higher PA efficiency and in 
turns reduced energy consumption which is closely related to ‘Green communication’ 
concept (ICC, 2009). Also the problem is addressed at the receiver end on Low Noise 
Amplifier (LNA) (Marshall, 2009). High PAPR being a major problem in multi carrier 
communications and CR signal being a multi carrier signal suffers the same problem. 
Spectrum access in the CR context is about using the free spectrum under certain constraints 
like QoS maintenance of the primary users. Another constraint for spectrum access is 
discussed in this chapter which is PAPR as high PAPR affects transmitter specifications. A 
carrier per carrier vision approach is presented which associates PAPR with spectrum. This 
spectral knowledge based PAPR definition helps in spectrum access by providing PAPR 
information about available bandwidths. An upper bound is given for PAPR after spectrum 
access which is based on the spectral knowledge of primary and secondary users. The 
process of spectrum access under PAPR metric constraint is facilitated with this frequency 
PAPR vision.  
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